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2. pp section1
2

2.1. Production mechanisms of open and closed heavy-flavour in pp collisions3

2.1.1. Open heavy-flavour production4

Open-heavy-flavour production in hadronic collisions provides us with important tests of our understanding of5

various aspects of Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD). First of all, the heavy-quark mass (mQ) acts as a long distance6

cut-off so that this process can be calculated in the framework of perturbative QCD down to low transverse momenta7

(pT) and it is possible to compute the total cross section by integrating over pT. Second, the presence of multiple8

hard scales (mQ, pT) allows us to study the perturbation series in different kinematic regions (pT < mQ, pT ∼ mQ,9

pT >> mQ). Multiple hard scales are also present in other collider processes of high interest such as weak boson10

production, Higgs boson production and many cases of physics Beyond the Standard Model. Therefore, the detailed11

study of heavy-flavour production and the comparison to experimental data provides an important testing ground for12

the theoretical ideas how to deal with this class of problems.13

On the phenomenological side, the (differential) cross section for open-heavy-flavour production is sensitive to the14

gluon and the heavy-quark content in the nucleon, so that LHC data in pp and p−Pb collisions can provide valuable15

constraints on these parton-distribution functions (PDFs) inside the proton and the lead nucleus, respectively. In ad-16

dition, these cross sections in pp and p−A collisions establish the baseline for the study of heavy-quark production in17

heavy-ion collisions. This aspect is a central point in heavy-ion physics since the suppression of heavy quarks at large18

pT is an important signal of the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) (see section 4). Finally, let us also mention that a solid19

understanding of open-charm production is needed in cosmic-ray and neutrino astrophysics. In the following, we will20

focus on proton–proton collisions and review the different theoretical approaches to open-heavy-flavour production21

that have been employed in the literature.22

Fixed-Flavour-Number Scheme. Conceptionally, the simplest scheme is the Fixed-Flavour-Number Scheme (FFNS)23

where the heavy quark is not an active parton in the proton. Relying on a factorisation theorem, the differential cross24

section for the inclusive production of a heavy quark Q can be calculated as follows:25

dσQ+X[s, pT, y,mQ] '
∑
a,b

∫ 1

0
dxa

∫ 1

0
dxb f A

a (xa, µF) f B
b (xb, µF)dσ̃ab→Q+X[xa, xb, s, pT, y,mQ, µF , µR] , (1)

or in short26

dσQ '
∑
a,b

f A
a ⊗ f B

b ⊗ dσ̃ab→Q+X , (2)

where pT and y are the transverse momentum and the rapidity of the heavy quark and s is the square of the hadron27

center-of-mass energy. The PDFs f A
a ( f b

b ) give the number density of the parton of flavour ’a’ (’b’) inside the hadron28

’A’ (’B’) carrying a fraction xa (xb) of the hadron momentum at the factorisation scale µF . Furthermore, the short-29

distance cross section dσ̃ is the partonic cross section from which the so-called mass singularities or collinear singu-30

larities associated to the light quarks and the gluon have been removed via the mass-factorisation procedure and which31

therefore also depends on µF . As a remainder of this procedure, the short-distance cross section will depend on loga-32

rithms of the ratio of µF with the hard scale. In order to avoid large logarithmic contributions, the factorisation scale33

µF should be chosen in the vicinity of the hard scale. The tilde is used to indicate that the finite collinear logarithms34

of the heavy-quark mass present in the partonic cross section have not been removed by the mass-factorisation pro-35

cedure. These logarithms are therefore not resummed to all orders in the FFNS but are accounted for in Fixed-Order36

(FO) perturbation theory. The error of the approximation in Eq. (1) is suppressed by an inverse power of the hard37

scale which is set by the mass or the transverse momentum of the heavy quark, i. e. it is on the order of O((Λ/µF)p)38

where Λ is a typical hadronic scale, and p = 1 or 2.39

In Eq. (1), a sum over all possible subprocesses a + b→ Q + X is understood, where a, b are the active partons in40

the proton: a, b ∈ {q, q̄ = (u, ū, d, d̄, s, s̄), g} for a FFNS with three active flavours (3-FFNS) usable for both charm and41

bottom production, and a, b ∈ {q, q̄ = (u, ū, d, d̄, s, s̄, c, c̄), g} in the case of four active flavours (4-FFNS) often used42

1Authors: Z. Conesa del Valle, J.P. Lansberg, S. Porteboeuf, P. Robbe, I. Schienbein, B. Trzeciak
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for bottom production. In the latter case, the charm quark is also an active parton (for µF > mc) and the charm-quark43

mass is neglected in the hard-scattering cross section dσ̃whereas the bottom quark mass mb is retained. At the leading44

order (LO) in αS , there are only two subprocesses which contribute: (i) q + q̄ → Q + Q̄, (ii) g + g → Q + Q̄. At the45

next-to-leading order (NLO), the virtual one-loop corrections to these 2→ 2 processes have to be included in addition46

to the following 2 → 3 processes: (i) q + q̄ → Q + Q̄ + g, (ii) g + g → Q + Q̄ + g, (iii) g + q → q + Q + Q̄ and47

g + q̄ → q̄ + Q + Q̄. Complete NLO calculations of the integrated/total cross section and of one-particle inclusive48

distributions have been performed in the late 80’s [1–4]. These calculations form also the basis for more differential49

observables/codes [5] (where the phase space of the second heavy quark has not been integrated out) allowing us to50

study the correlations between the heavy quarks – sometimes referred to as NLO MNR. They are also an important51

ingredient to the other theories discussed below (FONLL, GM-VFNS, POWHEG, MC@NLO).52

The typical range of applicability of the FFNS at NLO is roughly 0 ≤ pT . 5 × mQ. A representative comparison53

with data has been made for B+ production in [6] (see Fig. 1) where it is clear that the predictions of the FFNS at54

NLO using the branching fraction B(b → B) = 39.8% starts to overshoot the Tevatron data for pT & 15 GeV even55

considering the theoretical uncertainties here that evaluated by varying the renormalisation and factorisation scales by56

factors of 2 and 1/2 around the default value 2 µF = µR = mT with mT =
√

m2
Q + p2

T.57

Such a kind of discrepancies at increasing pT can be attributed to the shift of the momentum between the b quark58

and the B meson which can be accounted for by a fragmentation function (FF). Indeed, the scope of the FFNS can be59

extended to slightly larger pT by convoluting the differential cross section for the production of the heavy quark Q with60

a suitable, scale-independent, FF DH
Q(z) describing the transition of the heavy quark into the observed heavy-flavoured61

hadron H = D, B,Λc, . . . (see Fig. 2 in [6] for B-meson production):62

dσH = dσQ ⊗ DH
Q(z) . (3)

As is well-known, at large transverse momenta, the differential cross section falls off with a power-like behavior63

dσQ/dpT ∝ 1/pn
T with n = 4, 5 so that the convolution with the fragmentation function (FF) effectively corresponds64

to a multiplication with the fourth or fifth Mellin moment of this FF which lowers the cross section and leads to an65

improved agreement with the data at large pT. It should be noted that this FF is included on a purely phenomenological66

basis and there are ambiguities how the convolution prescription is implemented (EH = zEQ, ~pH
T = z~pQ

T , p+
H = zp+

Q)67

leading to differences at pT ' mQ. Furthermore, at NLO, a harder FF should be used than at LO in order to compensate68

for the softening effects of the gluon emissions. Apart from this, it is generally believed that this scale-independent69

FF is universal and can be extracted, e. g. from e+e− data.70

The same conclusions about the range of applicability of the FFNS apply at the LHC where the heavy-quark71

production is dominated by the gg-channel (see, e. g. Fig. 3 in [6]) over the qq̄ one. As can be seen, the uncertainty at72

NLO due to the scale choice is very large (about a factor of two). For the case of top pair production complete NNLO73

calculations are now available for both the total cross section [7] and, most recently, differential distributions [8]. To74

make progress, it will be crucial to have NNLO predictions for charm and bottom production as well. Once such75

results are available, the FFNS will again play a major role in open-heavy-flavour production due to the reduced76

theoretical uncertainties and because it will most likely be applicable in a wider pT-range.77

ZM-VFNS. For pT � mQ, the logarithms of the heavy-quark mass ( αs
2π ln(p2

T/m
2
Q)) become large and will eventually78

have to be resummed to all orders in the perturbation theory. This resummation is realised by absorbing the large79

logarithmic terms into the PDFs and FFs whose scale-dependence is governed by renormalisation group equations, the80

DGLAP evolution equations. This approach requires that the heavy quark is treated as an active parton for factorisation81

scales µF ≥ µT where the transition scale µT is usually (for simplicity) identified with the heavy-quark mass. Such82

a scheme, where the number of active flavours is changed when crossing the transition scales is called a Variable-83

Flavour-Number Scheme (VFNS). If, in addition, the heavy-quark mass mQ is neglected in the calculation of the84

short-distance cross sections, the scheme is called Zero-Mass VFNS (ZM-VFNS). The theoretical foundation of this85

2 We stress here than this widespread procedure to assess theoretical uncertainties associated with pQCD computations do not provide values
which should be interpreted as coming from a statistical procedure. To phrase it differently, theorist do not mean that there are 5 chances per cent
that the true value lies outside the 2-σ range. This is only an estimate of the missing contributions at higher order QCD corrections, not less, not
more, especially given the fact that one could opt for larger or smaller variations of the scales to evaluate them.
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scheme is provided by a well-known factorisation theorem and the differential cross section for the production of a86

heavy-flavoured hadron (A + B→ H + X) is calculated as follows:87

dσH+X '
∑
a,b,c

∫ 1

0
dxa

∫ 1

0
dxb

∫ 1

0
dz f A

a (xa, µF) f B
b (xb, µF)dσ̂ab→c+XDH

c (z, µ′F) + O(m2
Q/p2

T) . (4)

Because the heavy-quark mass is neglected in the short-distance cross sections (dσ̂), the predictions in the ZM-VFNS88

are expected to be reliable only for very large transverse momenta. The sum in Eq. (4) extends over a large number89

of subprocesses a + b → c + X since a, b, c can be gluons, light quarks, and heavy quarks. A calculation of all90

subprocesses at NLO has been performed in the late 80’s [9].91

Concerning the FFs into the heavy-flavoured hadron H = D, B,Λc, . . ., two main approaches are employed in the92

literature:93

• In the Perturbative-Fragmentation Functions (PFF) approach [10], the FF DH
c (z, µ′F) is given by a convolution94

of a PFF accounting for the fragmentation of the parton c into the heavy quark Q, DQ
c (z, µ′F), with a scale-95

independent FF DH
Q(z) describing the hadronisation of the heavy quark into the hadron H:96

DH
c (z, µ′F) = DQ

c (z, µ′F) ⊗ DH
Q(z) . (5)

The PFFs resum the final-state collinear logarithms of the heavy-quark mass. Their scale-dependence is gov-97

erned by the DGLAP evolution equations and the boundary conditions for the PFFs at the initial scale are98

calculable in the perturbation theory. On the other hand, the scale-independent FF is a non-perturbative object99

(in the case of heavy-light flavoured hadrons) which is assumed to be universal. It is usually determined by100

a fit to e+e− data, although approaches exist in the literature which attempt to compute these functions. It is101

reasonable to identify the scale-independent fragmentation function in Eq. (3) with the one in Eq. (5). This102

function describing the hadronisation process involves long-distance physics and might be modified in the pres-103

ence of a QGP, whereas the PFFs (or the unresummed collinear logarithms ln p2
T/m

2
Q in the FFNS) involve only104

short-distance physics and are the same in pp, p−A, and A − A collisions.105

• In the Binnewies-Kniehl-Kramer (BKK) approach [11–13], the FFs are not split up into a perturbative and a106

non-perturbative piece. Instead, boundary conditions at an initial scale µ′F ' mQ are determined from e+e− data107

for the full non-perturbative FFs, DH
c (z, µ′F), in complete analogy with the treatment of FFs into light hadrons108

(pions, kaons). These boundary conditions are again evolved to larger scales µ′F with the help of the DGLAP109

equations.110

GM-VFNS. The FFNS and the ZM-VFNS are valid only in restricted and complementary regions of the transverse111

momentum. For this reason, it is crucial to have a unified framework which combines the virtues of the massive FO112

calculation in the FFNS and the massless calculation in the ZM-VFNS. The General-Mass VFNS (GM-VFNS) [14,113

15] is such a framework which is valid in the entire kinematic range from the smallest to the largest transverse114

momenta (pT � mQ, pT ' mQ, pT � mQ). It is very similar to the ACOT heavy-flavour scheme [16, 17] which115

has been formulated for structure functions in deep inelastic scattering (DIS). Different variants of the ACOT scheme116

exist like the S-ACOT scheme [18] and the (S)-ACOTχ scheme [19] which are used in global analyses of PDFs by117

the CTEQ collaboration and the ACOT scheme has been extended to higher orders in Refs. [20–22]. The theoretical118

basis for the ACOT scheme has been laid out in an all-order proof of a factorisation theorem with massive quarks119

by Collins [23]. While the discussion in [23] deals with inclusive DIS, it exemplifies the general principles for the120

treatment of heavy quarks in perturbative QCD (see also [24, 25]) which should be applicable to other processes121

as well. Therefore, it is very important to test these ideas also in the context of less inclusive observables. First122

steps in this direction had been undertaken in [26, 27] where the ACOT scheme had been applied to inclusive D-123

meson production in DIS. The case of hadroproduction in the ACOT scheme had been studied for the first time in [28]124

taking into account the contributions from the NLO calculation in the FFNS combined with the massless contributions125

in the ZM-VFNS from all other subprocesses at O(α2
s) resumming the collinear logarithms associated to the heavy126

quark at the leading-logarithmic (LL) accuracy. In contrast, the GM-VFNS has a NLO+NLL accuracy. It has been127

worked out for γγ, pp, pp, e+e−, ep, and γp collisions in a series of papers [6, 14, 29–37] and has been successfully128
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compared to experimental data from LEP, HERA, Tevatron and the LHC. Furthermore, inclusive lepton spectra from129

heavy-hadron decays have been studied for pp collisions at the LHC at 2.76 and 7 TeV centre-of-mass energy [38]130

and compared to data from ALICE, ATLAS and CMS. In addition, predictions have been obtained for D mesons131

produced at
√

s = 7 TeV from B decays [39]. A number of comparisons with hadroproduction data are discussed in132

section 2.2.133

The cross section for inclusive heavy-flavour hadroproduction in the GM-VFNS is calculated using a factorisation134

formula similar to the one in Eq. (4):135

dσH+X '
∑
a,b,c

∫ 1

0
dxa

∫ 1

0
dxb

∫ 1

0
dz f A

a (xa, µF) f B
b (xb, µF)dσ̂ab→c+X[pT,mQ]DH

c (z, µ′F) . (6)

In particular, the same subprocesses as in the ZM-VFNS are taken into account. However, the finite heavy-quark-mass136

terms (powers of m2
Q/p2

T) are retained in the short-distance cross sections of subprocesses involving heavy quarks.137

More precisely, the heavy-quark-mass terms are taken into account in the subprocesses q+ q̄→ Q+ X, g+g→ Q+ X,138

g + q → Q + X and g + q̄ → Q + X which are also present in the FFNS. However, in the current implementation,139

they are neglected in the heavy-quark-initiated subprocesses (Q + g → Q + X, Q + g → g + X, . . . ) as it is done in140

the S-ACOT scheme [18]. The massive hard-scattering cross sections are defined in a way that they approach, in the141

limit mQ/pT → 0, the massless hard-scattering cross sections defined in the MS scheme. Therefore, the GM-VFNS142

approaches the ZM-VNFS at large pT � mQ. It can be shown that the GM-VFNS converges formally to the FFNS at143

small pT. However, while the S-ACOT scheme works well for the computation of DIS structure functions at NLO, this144

scheme causes problems in the hadroproduction case at low pT because the massless b-quark initiated cross sections145

diverge in the limit pT → 0. This problem can be circumvented by a suitable choice for the factorisation scale so that146

the heavy-quark PDF is switched off sufficiently rapidly and the GM-VFNS approaches the FFNS at small pT [6].147

Alternatively, one has to include the heavy-quark-mass terms in the heavy-quark-initiated subprocesses [40].148

FONLL. Similar to the GM-VFNS, the Fixed-Order plus Next-to-Leading Logarithms (FONLL) approach [41] is a149

unified framework which is valid in the entire kinematic range (pT � mQ, pT ' mQ, pT � mQ). This approach has150

also been applied to DIS structure functions and is used in the global analyses of PDFs by the NNPDF collaboration.151

Predictions for c and b quark production at the LHC with a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV have been presented152

in [42]. The FONLL scheme is based on the matching of the massive NLO cross section in the FFNS (=FO) with153

the massless NLO calculation in the ZM-VNFS (=RS) according to the prescription dσFONLL = dσFO + G(mQ, pT) ×154

(dσRS − dσFOM0) where dσFOM0 is the cross section dσFO in the asymptotic limit pT >> mQ where the finite power-155

like mass terms can be neglected and the cross section is dominated by the collinear logarithm of the heavy-quark156

mass3 dσFO →
αs
2πPi j(z) ln p2

T
m2

Q
+ finite, where Pi j(z) are the one-loop splitting function of a parton ’ j’ into a parton ’i’.157

The condition dσFONLL → dσRS for pT � mQ implies that the matching function G(mQ, pT ) has to approach158

unity in this limit. Furthermore, in the limit of small transverse momenta dσFONLL has to approach the fixed-order159

calculation dσFO. This can be achieved by demanding that G(mQ, pT ) → 0 for pT → 0. In the FONLL, the interpo-160

lating function is chosen to be G(mQ, pT) = p2
T/

(
p2

T + a2m2
Q

)
where the constant is set to a = 5 on phenomenological161

grounds. In this language the GM-VFNS is given by dσGM-VFNS = dσFO + dσRS − dσFOM0 , i. e. no interpolating162

factor is used.163

Other differences concern the non-perturbative input. In particular, the FONLL scheme uses fragmentation func-164

tions in the PFF formalism whereas the GM-VFNS uses fragmentation functions which are determined in the x-space165

??? in the BKK approach.166

Monte Carlo generators. The GM-VFNS and FONLL calculations are mostly analytic and provide a precise descrip-167

tion of the inclusive production of a heavy hadron or its decay products at NLO+NLL accuracy. Compared to this,168

general-purpose Monte-Carlo generators like PYTHIA [43] or HERWIG [44] allow for a more complete description169

of the hadronic final state but only work at LO+LL accuracy. However, in the past decade, NLO Monte Carlo gener-170

ators have been developed using the MC@NLO [45] and POWHEG [46] methods for a consistent matching of NLO171

3Technically this is equivalent to calculating the massless limit (mQ → 0) of the massive NLO cross section by retaining the collinear logarithms
of the heavy-quark mass. This explains the name FOM0.
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calculations with parton showers. They therefore have all the strengths of Monte Carlo generators which allow for a172

complete modeling of the hadronic final state (parton showering, hadronisation, decay, detector response) while, at173

the same time, the NLO accuracy in the hard scattering is kept and the soft/collinear regimes are resummed at the174

LL accuracy. A useful comparison of POWHEG NLO Monte Carlo predictions for heavy-quark production in pp175

collisions at the LHC with the ones from the GM-VFNS and FONLL can be found in [47].176

2.1.2. Quarkonium-production mechanism177

The theoretical study of quarkonium-production processes is a very challenging subject; they indeed involve both178

pertubative and non-perturbative aspects of QCD. On the one side, the production of the heavy-quark pair, QQ̄, which179

will subsequently form the quarkonium, is expected to be perturbative since it involves momentum transfers at least180

as large as the mass of the considered heavy quark, as for open-heavy-flavour production discussed in the previous181

section. On the other, the evolution of the QQ̄ pair into the physical quarkonium state is non-perturbative, over long182

distances, with typical momentum scales such as the momentum of the heavy-quarks in the bound-state rest frame,183

mQv and their binding energy mQv2.184

In nearly all the models or production mechanisms discussed nowadays, the idea of a factorisation between the pair185

production and its binding is introduced. Different approaches differ essentially in the treatment of the hadronisation,186

although some may also introduce new ingredients in the description of the heavy-quark-pair production. In the187

following, we describe very briefly three of them which can be distinguished in their treatment of the non-perturbative188

part: the Colour-Evaporation Model (CEM), the Colour-Singlet Model (CSM), the Colour-Octet Mechanism (COM),189

the latter two being encompassed in an effective theory referred to as Non-Relativistic QCD (NRQCD).190

The Colour-Evaporation Model (CEM). This approach is in line with the principle of quark-hadron duality [48, 49].191

As such, the production cross section of quarkonia is expected to be directly connected to that to produce a QQ̄ pair192

in an invariant-mass region where its hadronisation into a quarkonium is possible, that is between the kinematical193

threshold to produce a quark pair, 2mQ, and that to create the lightest open-heavy-flavour hadron pair, 2mH .194

The cross section to produce a given quarkonium state is then supposed to be obtained after a multiplication by195

a phenomenological factor FQ related to a process-independent probability that the pair eventually hadronises into196

this state. One assumes that a number of non-perturbative-gluon emissions occur once the QQ̄ pair is produced and197

that the quantum state of the pair at its hadronisation is essentially decorrelated –at least colourwise– with that at198

its production. From the reasonnable assumption [50] that one ninth –one colour-singlet QQ̄ configuration out of 9199

possible– of the pair in the suitable kinematical region hadronises in a quarkonium, a simple statistical counting [50]200

was proposed based on the spin JQ of the quarkonium Q, FQ = 1/9 × (2JQ + 1)/
∑

i(2Ji + 1), where the sum over i201

runs over all the charmonium states below the open-heavy-flavour threshold. It was shown to reasonnably account for202

existing J/ψ hadroproduction data of the late 90’s and, in fact, is comparable to the fit value of Vogt in [51].203

Mathematically, one has204

σ(N)LO
Q

= FQ

∫ 2mH

2mQ

dσ(N)LO
QQ̄

dmQQ̄
dmQQ̄ (7)

In the latter formula, a factorisation between the short-distance QQ̄-pair production and its hadronisation is the quarko-205

nium state is of course implied although it does not rely on any factorisation proof. Inspite of this, this model benefits206

–as a couple of plots will illustrate it in the next section– from a succesful phenomenology but for the absence of207

predictions for polarisation observables and discrepancies here and there in some transverse momentum spectra.208

The Colour-Singlet Model (CSM). The second simplest model to describe quarkonium production relies on the rather209

opposite assumption that the quantum state of the pair does not evolve between its production and its hadronisation,210

neither in spin, nor in colour [52–54] – gluon emissions from the heavy-quark are suppressed by powers of αs(mQ).211

In principle, they are taken into account in the (p)QCD corrections to the hard-scattering part account for the QQ̄-pair212

production. If one further assumes that the quarkonia are non-relativistic bound states with a highly peaked wave213

function in the momentum space, it can be shown that partonic cross section for quarkonium production should then214

be expressed as that for the production of a heavy-quark pair with zero relative velocity, v, in a colour-singlet state215

and in the same angular-momentum and spin state as that of the to-be produced quarkonium, and the square of the216

Schrödinger wave function at the origin in the position space. In the case of hadroproduction, which interests us217
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most here, one should further account for the parton i, j densities in the colliding hadrons, fi, j(x), in order to get the218

following hadronic cross section219

dσ[Q + X] =
∑
i, j

∫
dx1 dx2 fi(x1; µF) f j(x2; µF)dσ̂[i + j→ (QQ) + X; µR, µF]|ψ(0)|2 (8)

In the case of P-waves, |ψ(0)|2 vanishes and, in principle, one should consider its derivative and that of the hard220

scattering. In the CSM, |ψ(0)|2 or |ψ′(0)|2 also appear in decay processes and can be extracted from decay-width mea-221

surements. The model then becomes fully predictive but for the usual unknown values of the unphysical factorisation222

and renormalisation scales and of the heavy-quark mass entering the hart part. A bit less than ten years ago, appeared223

the first evaluations of the QCD corrections [55–59] to the yields of J/ψ and Υ (also commonly denoted Q) in hadron224

collisions in the CSM. It is now widely accepted [60–62] that α4
s and α5

s corrections to the CSM are significantly larger225

than the LO contributions at α3
s at mid and large PT and that they should systematicaly be accounted for in any study226

of their PT spectrum.227

Possibly due to its high predictive power, the CSM has faced quite a number of phenomenological issues although228

it accounts reasonnably well for the bulk of hadroproduction data from RHIC to LHC energies [63, 64], e+e− data at229

B factories [65–67] and photo-production data at HERA [68]. Taking into account NLO corrections and approximate230

NNLO contributions (dubbed as NNLO? in the following) has reduced the most patent discrepancies in particular for231

pT up to a couple of mQ [69–72]. A full NNLO computation (i. e. at α5
S ) is however needed to confirm this trend.232

It is however true that the CSM is affected by infrared divergences in the case of P-wave decay at NLO, which233

were earlier regulated by an ad-hoc binding energy [73]. These can nevertheless be rigorously cured [74] in the more234

general framework of NRQCD which we discuss now and which introduce the concept of colour-octet states.235

The Colour-Octet Mechanism (COM) and NRQCD. Based on the effective theory NRQCD, one can express in a236

more rigorous way the hadronisation probablity of an heavy-quark pair into a quarkonium via long-distance matrix237

elements (LDMEs). In addition to the usual expansion in powers of αs, NRQCD further introduces an expansion238

in v. It is then natural to account for the effect of higher-Fock states (in v) where the QQ̄ pair is in an octet state239

with a different angular-momentum and spin states –the sole consideration of the leading Fock state (in v) amounts240

to the CSM, which is thus a priori the leading NRQCD contribution (in v). This however opens the possibility for241

non-perturbative transitions between these coloured states and the physical meson. One of the virtues of this is the242

consideration of 3S [8]
1 states in P-wave productions, whose contributions cancel the aforementioned divergences in243

the CSM. The necessity for such a cancellation does not however fix the relative importance of these contributions. In244

this precise case, it depends on an unphysical scale µΛ.245

As compared to the Eq.8, one has to further consider additional quantum numbers (angular momentum, spin and246

colour), generically denoted n, involved in the production mechanism:247

dσ[Q + X] =
∑
i, j,n

∫
dx1 dx2 fi(x1; µF) f j(x2; µF)dσ̂[i + j→ (QQ)n + X; µR, µF , µΛ]〈On

Q
〉. (9)

Instead of the Schrödinger wave function at the origin squared, the former equation involves the aforementioned248

LDMEs, 〈On
Q
〉, which cannot be fixed by decay-width measurements nor lattice studies – but the leading CSM ones249

of course. Only relations based on Heavy-Quark Spin Symmetry (HQSS) can relate some of them.250

Three groups (Hamburg [75], IHEP [76] and PKU [77]) have, in the recent years, carried out a number of NLO251

studies4 of cross-section fits to determine the NRQCD LDMEs. A full description of the differences between these252

analyses is beyond the scope of this review, it is however important to stress that they somehow contradict each253

others in their results as regards the polarisation observables. In particular, in the case of the J/ψ, the studies of the254

Hamburg group, which is the only one to fit low pT data from hadroproduction, electroproduction and e+e− collisions255

B factories, predict a strong transverse polarised yield at variance with the experimental data.256

4A recent LO study has also been performed including LHC data in the used sample [78].
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Theory prospects. Although NRQCD is 20 years old, there does not exist yet a complete proof of factorisation, in257

particular, in the case of hadroproduction. A discussion of the difficulties in establishing NRQCD factorisation can258

be found in [62]. A first step was achieved in 2005 by the demonstration [79, 80] that, in the large-pT region where259

a description in terms of fragmentation functions is justified, the infrared poles at NNLO could be absorbed in the260

NRQCD LDMEs, provided that the NRQCD production operators be modified to include nonabelian phases.261

As mentioned above, it seems that the mere expansion of the hard matrix elements in αs is probably not optimal262

since higher QCD corrections receive contributions which are enhanced by powers of pT/mQ. It may therefore be ex-263

pedient to organise the quarkonium-production cross section in powers of pT/mQ before performing the αs-expansion264

of the short distance coefficients for the QQ̄ production. This is sometimes referred to as the fragmentation-function265

approach (see [81, 82]) which offers new perspectives in the theoretical description of quarkonium hadroproduction266

especially at mid and large pT.267

At low pT, approaches such as the kT factorisation based on the Lipatov action in the quasi multi Regge kinematics268

(see [83, 84] for quarkonium studies), the TMD factorisation (see [85, 86] for recent applications to quarkonium269

production) or the combined use of the CGC formalism and NRQCD [87, 88] may also bring their specific bricks270

in the building of a consistent theory of quarkonium production. Finally, let us mention the relevance of the colour-271

transfer mechanism [89], beyond NRQCD, in the case of production a quarkonium in the vicinity of another heavy272

quark.273

2.2. Recent cross-section measurements at hadron colliders274

Due to their short lifetimes – at most a picosecond –, the production of open-heavy-flavour particles is studied275

though their decay products. Four main techniques are used:276

1. to fully reconstruct exclusive decays, such as B0 → J/ψK0
S or D0 → K+ π−;277

2. to select specific (semi-)inclusive decays. For beauty production, one looks for a specific particle, for example278

J/ψ, and imposes it to point to a secondary vertex displaced a few hundred 5 µm from the primary vertex. Such279

displaced or non-prompt mesons are therefore supposed to come from b-decay only;280

3. to look for leptons from these decays. This can be done (i) by subtracting a cocktail of known/measured sources281

(photon conversions, Dalitz decays of π0 and η in the case of electrons, light hadron, Drell-Yan pair, J/ψ,. . . )282

to the lepton yield. Alternatively, the photon conversion and Dalitz decay contribution can be evaluated via an283

invariant mass analysis of the e+e− pairs. (ii) By selecting displaced leptons with a track pointing at a secondary284

vertex a few hundred of µm from the primary vertex;285

4. to search for c- and b-jets. Once a jet is reconstructed, a variety of reconstructed objects, such as tracks,286

vertices and identified leptons, are used to distinguish between jet from light or from heavy flavour. A review287

of b-tagging methods used by CMS can be found in [90].288

Different methods are used in different contexts, depending on the detector information available, the corresponding289

statistics (hadronic decays are less abundant than leptonic ones), the required precision (only exclusive decay channels290

allow for a full control of the kinematics), the kinematical range (b-tagged jets give access to very large pT whereas291

exclusive-decay channels allow for differential studies down to pT equals to 0). A fifth method based on the indirect292

extraction of the total charm- and beauty-production from dileptons – as opposed to single leptons– (see e. g. [91]) is293

not discussed in this review.294

Hidden-heavy-flavour, i. e. quarkonia, are also analysed through their decay products. The triplet S -waves are the295

most studied since they decay up to a few per cent of the time in dileptons. This is the case for J/ψ, ψ(2S), Υ(1S),296

Υ(2S), Υ(3S). The triplet P-waves, such as the χc and χb, are usually reconstructed via their radiative decays into a297

triplet S -wave. For other states, such as the singlet S -wave, studies are far more complex. The very first inclusive298

hadroproduction study of ηc was just carried out this year in the pp̄ decay channel by the LHCb collaboration [92].299

A compilation of the measurements of the pT-integrated cc̄ and bb̄ cross section, σcc̄ and σbb̄, is shown in Fig. 1300

from SPS to LHC energies. Let us stress that most of the pT-integrated results and nearly all y-integrated ones301

are based on different extrapolations which significantly depend on theoretical inputs and which are not necessarily302

identical in the presence of nuclear effects. The results are described within the uncertainties by pQCD calculations,303

NLO MNR [5] and FONLL [42, 93] for the cc and bb respectively. It is important to note that most of the experimental304

results for σcc̄, in particular at high energies, lie on the upper edge of the NLO MNR uncertainties.305

5 For larger pT or y, such a distance can significantly be larger.
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Figure 1: Left: Total (extrapolated) nucleon-nucleon cc cross section as a function of
√

s [94–100]. Data in proton–nucleus (pA) or deuteron–
nucleus (dA) collisions were scaled down assuming no nuclear effect. Right: A compilation of the bb differential cross section measurements at
mid-rapidity in pp and pp collisions, plotted vs.

√
s [101–105]. Results are compared to pQCD calculations, NLO MNR [5] and FONLL [42, 93]

for the cc and bb respectively.

2.2.1. Leptons from heavy-flavour decays306

The first open-heavy-flavour measurements in heavy-ion collisions were performed by exploiting heavy-flavour307

decay leptons at RHIC by the PHENIX and STAR collaborations. These were done both in pp and A − A colli-308

sions [106–110]. At the LHC, the ATLAS and ALICE collaborations have also performed such studies in heavy-ion309

collisions [111–115]. A selection of the pT-differential production cross sections of heavy-flavour decay leptons in pp310

collisions at different rapidities and energies is presented in Fig. 2. The measurements are drawn together with calcu-311

lations of FONLL [42, 93] for all
√

s = 0.2, 2.76 & 7 TeV, and the GM-VFNS [14, 15] and the kT -factorisation [116]312

at
√

s = 2.76 TeV. The POWHEG predictions [47], not shown in this plot, show a remarkable agreement with the313

FONLL ones. The differential cross sections of heavy-flavour-decay leptons are well described by pQCD calculations.314

In addition, leptons from open charm and beauty production can be separated out via: (i) a cut on the lepton315

impact parameter, i. e. the distance between the origin of the lepton and the collision primary vertex, (ii) a fit of the316

lepton impact parameter distribution using templates of the different contributions to the inclusive spectra, (iii) studies317

of the heavy-flavour decay lepton to charged-hadron azimuthal angular correlations (see e. g. in [101, 117]). These318

measurements are also characterised by pQCD calculations.319

2.2.2. Open charm320

Recently, D-meson production has been studied at RHIC, Tevatron and LHC energies [96–98, 118–121]. The321

measurements were performed by fully reconstructing the hadronic decays of the D mesons, e. g. D0 → K−π+ and322

charge conjugate. D-meson candidates are build up of pairs or triplets of tracks with the appropriate charge sign323

combination. The analyses exploit the detector particle identification abilities to reduce the combinatorial background,324

which is important at low pT. The background is further reduced applying topological selections on the kinematics of325

the secondary decay vertices, typically displaced by few hundred µm from the interaction vertex. The results at RHIC326

energies report the inclusive D-meson yields [97], i. e. those both from c and b quark fragmentation. The former are327

called prompt, and the later secondary D mesons. The measurements at Tevatron and LHC energies report prompt D-328

meson yields. Prompt yields include both the direct production and the feed-down from excited charmed resonances.329

The secondaries contribution to the D-meson yields is evaluated and subtracted by: (i) either scrutinising the D-meson330

candidates impact parameter distribution, profiting of the larger lifetime of b- than c-flavored hadrons [96, 118, 121],331

which requires large statistics, (ii) or evaluating the beauty hadron contribution using pQCD-based calculations [98,332

119, 120], advantageous strategy for smaller data samples but limited by the theoretical uncertainties.333

Figure 3 presents a selection of the D-meson measurements compared to model calculations. The D0, D+ and334

D∗+ dσ/dpT are reproduced by the theoretical calculations within uncertainties. Yet, the massive FONLL [42, 93]335

and POWHEG [46] predictions tend to underestimate the data, whereas GM-VFNS [14, 15] calculations tend to336
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dashed line together with the surrounding box symbolizes the world average value and its uncertainty taken from reference [126]. (b) : dσ/dpT for
Λ+

c production in pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV [121] compared to GM-VFNS [14, 15] calculations.

overestimate the data. At low pT, where the quark mass effects are important, the FONLL and POWHEG predictions337

show a better agreement with data. At intermediate to high pT, where the quark mass effects are less important,338

all the FONLL, POWHEG, GM-VFNS and kT-factorisation calculations agree with data. The agreement among the339

FONLL and POWHEG calculations is better for heavy-flavour decay leptons than for charmed mesons, which seems340

to be related to the larger influence of the fragmentation model on the later. The D+
s pT-differential cross section341

is compared to calculations in Fig. 3(c). The D+
s measurements are also reproduced by FONLL, GM-VFNS and342

kT-factorisation predictions, but POWHEG calculations predict a lower production cross section than data.343

Charmed baryon production measurements in hadron colliders are scarce. The properties and decay branching344

ratios of the Λc, Σc and Ξc states have been studied at the charm- and B-factories and fixed target experiments, see345

e. g. [127–130]. An example are the results by Fermilab E791 [123], FOCUS [124], and CLEO [125] collaborations.346

The CDF collaboration measured charmed baryons in pp collisions at
√

s = 1.96 TeV, see for example [122]. For347

illustration, a compilation of the Σ+
c and Λ+

c mass difference is shown in Fig. 4(a). The LHCb collaboration released348

the pT and y differential production cross section of Λc in pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV [121]. Figure 4(b) shows the349

pT-differential cross section compared to GM-VFNS calculations. No dedicated FONLL calculation is available for350

Λc production due to the lack of knowledge of the fragmentation function. The GM-VFNS predictions include the351

fragmentation functions resulting from a fit to e+e− collider data [33], where the prompt and secondary contributions352

to the measurements were not separated.353

2.2.3. Open beauty354

Open-beauty production is usually measured by looking for b-jets or for beauty hadrons via their hadronic decays,355

similarly to D mesons. They have been traditionally studied at the e+e− B-factories (see e. g. [129, 130]), where, de-356

spite the small b-quark production cross section, the large luminosity allows to perform precise measurements, such357

as those for the CKM angle. Yet, heavier states like the Bs, Bc or Λc cannot be produced at the B-factories. They358

are however studied at Tevatron and at the LHC hadron colliders. The higher collision energy increases their produc-359

tion cross section, although their reconstruction is more difficult at hadron colliders due to the larger combinatorics360

compared to the e+e− environment. It should also be kept in mind that the experiments optimised to study the high-361

pT probes, like top production, are not as good for low-pT measurements, and often require the usage of dedicated362

triggers.363

As discussed in the 2.1.1, predictions for open-beauty cross sections rely on the fragmentation functions derived364

from fits to e+e− data [34, 133]. The pT-spectrum in e+e− data is sensitive to the first moment of the fragmentation365

function, while in hadron colliders it is sensitive to a large moment due to the steeply falling slope. A high accuracy366

on the e+e− measurements and on the fragmentation function parameterisations is required to calculate the b-hadron367
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production cross section in hadron colliders. b-jet measurements have the advantage to be the least dependent on the368

b-quark fragmentation characteristics.369

In addition, measurements of the B cross section via a displaced charmonium have been performed multiple times370

at Tevatron and at the LHC energies. Charmonium from beauty decays are selected by fitting the pseudo-proper371

decay length distribution of the charmonium candidates, cτ = Lxy (m/pT)J/ψ. Figure 5 presents a selection of the372

LHC results: the non-prompt pT-differential cross section of J/ψ, ψ(2S ), ηc, χc1 and χc2 in proton-proton collisions373

at
√

s = 7 TeV [92, 131, 132]. The results at intermediate to low pT are well reproduced by the FONLL [42, 93],374

NLO GM-VFNS [14, 15] and NLO [5] with FONLL fragmentation calculations. At high-pT the predictions tend to375

overestimate data. This could be related to the usage of the e+e− fragmentation functions in an unexplored kinematic376

range. Figure 5(c), which reports the first ever measurement of non-prompt charmonium in an purely hadronic decay377

channel at hadron colliders, shows a similar transverse-momentum spectrum for non-prompt singlet and triplet S -wave378

charmonia.379
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Studies of open-beauty production have also been performed in exclusive channels at Tevatron and at the LHC,380
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b .

e. g. in the case of B±, B0 and B0
s [134, 136–143]. As example, Fig. 6 presents the B+ pT and y differential cross381

section in pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV compared to theory predictions [134]. PYTHIA (D6T tune), that has LO +382

LL accuracy, does not provide a good description of the data. This could be explained by the choice of mb and by383

the fact that for pT ' mb, NLO and resummation effects become important, which are, for some, accounted for in384

FONLL [42, 93] or MC@NLO.385
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Measurements of the bottom and charm baryons production in pp collisions at
√

s = 1.96 TeV are summarised386

in reference [149]. In particular, the doubly strange b-baryon Ω−b and measurement of the Ξ−b and Ω−b properties387

can be found in references [150, 151]. Such measurements have also been performed at the LHC in pp collisions388

at
√

s = 7 and 8 TeV. For example, the Ξb baryon states observation were reported in references [152, 153]. The389

measured mass and width of the Ξb baryon states is consistent with theoretical expectations [128, 154–161]. The Λ+
b390

pT and y differential production cross section in pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV by CMS [135] is reported in Fig. 7.391

The Λb dσ/dpT and dσ/dy are not reproduced by neither PYTHIA (Z2 tune) nor POWHEG calculations: PYTHIA392

expects a harder pT-spectra and flatter y distribution than data, while POWHEG under-estimates its production cross393

section, particularly at low pT, see Fig. 7(a) and 7(b). The measured Λb pT-spectrum at mid-rapidity seems to fall394
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more steeply than the B0 and B+ ones, see Fig. 7(c), and falls also faster than predicted by PYTHIA and POWHEG.395

As discussed for the non-prompt charmonium measurements, this could be influenced by the lack of data to extract396

the fragmentation functions in this kinematic region.397

The fragmentation of the b quark is relatively hard compared to that of lighter flavours, with the b-hadron taking398

about 70% of the parton momentum on average at the Z-pole [162]. Identification of jets from bottom quark frag-399

mentation or “b-tagging” can be achieved by direct reconstruction of displaced vertices, although the efficiency for400

doing so is limited. Higher efficiency can be achieved by looking for large impact parameter tracks inside jets, or by a401

combination of the two methods, which are collectively known as lifetime tagging. Leptons inside jets can be also be402

used for b-tagging, but, due to the branching fraction, are usually only used as a calibration of the lifetime methods.403

At the LHC, both ATLAS and CMS have performed measurements of the b-jet cross section [144, 145]. Theoretical404

comparisons can be made to models which calculate fully exclusive final states, which can be achieved by matching405

NLO calculations to parton showers [163]. Figure 8 shows the b-jet cross-section measurement by ATLAS and CMS406

in pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV. The measurements are shown as a function of pT and in several bins of rapidity. Cal-407

culations from POWHEG [147] (matched to PYTHIA [146]) and MC@NLO [45, 148] (matched to HERWIG [44]),408

are found to reproduce the data. Measurements from both lifetime- and lepton-based tagging methods are shown.409

2.2.4. Charmonium (not from b decay)410

In this section, we show and discuss a short selection of representative experimental measurements of prompt411

charmonium production at RHIC and LHC energies. We thus focus here on the production channels which do not412

involve beauty decays; these were discussed in the section 2.2.3.413

Historically, promptly produced J/ψ and ψ(2S ) have always been studied in the dilepton channels. Except for414

the PHENIX, STAR and ALICE experiments, the recent studies in fact only consider dimuons which offers a better415

signal-over-noise ration and a better triggering. There are many recent experimental studies. In Fig. 9, we show only416

show two of these. First we show dσ/dpT for prompt J/ψ at
√

s = 7 GeV as measured by LHCb compared to a few417

predictions for the prompt yield from the CEM and from NRQCD at NLO as well as the direct yield6 from a NNLO?
418

CS evaluation of the direct yield. Our point here is to emphasise the precision of the data and to illustrate that at low419

and mid pT –which is “the” region where heavy-ion studies are carried out– none of the model can simply be ruled420

out owing to their theoretical uncertainties (heavy-quark mass, scales, non-perturbative parameters, unknown QCD421

and relativistic corrections, ...). In this section, we will not draw strong conclusions based on theory-data. Second, we422

show the fraction of J/ψ which are indeed from b decay for y close to 0 at
√

s = 7 TeV as function of pT as measured423

by measured by ALICE [102], ATLAS [164] and CMS [165]. At low pT, the difference between the inclusive and424

prompt yield should not exceed 10 % – from the determination of the σbb̄, it is expected to be a few percents at425

RHIC energies [105]. It however steadily grows with pT. At the highest pT reached at the LHC, the majority of the426

inclusive J/ψ is from b decays. At pT ' 10 GeV, which could be reached in future quarkonium measurements in PbPb427

collisions, it is already 3 times higher than at low pT: 1 J/ψ out of 3 comes from b decays.428

For excited states, there is an interesting alternative to the sole dilepton channel, namely to look at J/ψ + ππ. This429

is particularly relevant since more than 50 % of the ψ(2S ) decay likewise. The decay chain ψ(2S ) → J/ψ + ππ →430

µ+µ− + ππ is four times more likely than ψ(2S ) → µ+µ−. The final state J/ψ + ππ is also the one via which the431

X(3872) was first seen at pp colliders [169, 175]. Last year, ATLAS released [131] the most precise study to date of432

ψ(2S ) production up to pT of 70 GeV at
√

s = 7 TeV, precisely in this channel. Their results in form of dσ/dpT are433

shown for 3 rapidity intervals in Fig. 10(a) with 4 theoretical predictions. Along the same lines, it is not a surprise that434

the CDF, CMS and LHCb collaboration managed to extract prompt X(3872) yields at different values of pT. In the435

NRQCD framework, these measurements tend to contradict [173] a possible assignment of the X(3872) as an radially436

excited P-wave above the open-charm threshold. Such a statement should however be considered with care owing the437

recurrent issues in understanding prompt quarkonium production; if one had used data-theory comparison to assign438

the quantum states to the other excited-state quarkonia, one would have faced great surprises.439

Ultimately the best channel to look at all n = 1 charmonium yields at once is that of baryon-antibaryon decay.440

Indeed, all n = 1 charmonia can decay in this channel with a similar branching, which is admittedly small, i. e. on the441

order of 10−3. LHCb is a pioneer in such a study with the first measurement of J/ψ into pp̄, made along that of the ηc.442

6The expected difference between prompt and direct is discussed later on.
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In the latter case, it is simply the first ever measurement of the inclusive production of the charmonium ground state.443

It indubitably opens a new era in the study of quarkonia at colliders. The resulting cross section is shown on Fig. 10(c)444

and was already shown to bring about constraints [174, 176, 177] on the existing global fits of NRQCD LDMEs by445

virtue of heavy-quark spin symmetry (HQSS) which is an essential property of NRQCD. As for now, it seems that the446

CS contributions to ηc are large –if not dominant– in the region covered by the LHCb data and the different CO have447

to cancel each others not to overshoot the measured yield.448

Let us now move on to the studies involving P waves decaying into J/ψ and a photon, which is the canonical449

channel used to study χc1,2 production at hadron colliders. Very recently the extraction of χc0 relative yield could be450

performed by LHCb [178] despite the very small branching χc0 → J/ψ + γ on the order of 1 percent, that is 30(20)451

times smaller that of χc1 (χc2). LHCb found out that σ(χc0)/σ(χc2) is compatible with unity for PT > 4 GeV, in452

striking contradiction with statistical counting, 1/5.453

Currently, the experimental studies are focusing on the ratio of the χcJ yields which are expected to be less sensitive454

on the photon acceptance determination. They bring about constraints on production mechanism but much less than455

the absolute cross-section measurements which can also be converted into the fraction of J/ψ from χcJ . One should456

never forget that this was the first measurement of this fraction at the Tevatron by CDF in 1997 [179] which confirmed457

that our understanding of quarkonium production at colliders was incorrect (for reviews see e. g. [180, 181]). It458

clearly showed that the J/ψ yield at Tevatron energies was mostly from direct J/ψ and not from χcJ decays. The latter459

fraction was found out to be at most 30 %. Similar information are also fundamental to use charmonia as probes of460

QGP, especially for the interpretation of their possible sequential suppression. It is also very important to understand461

the evolution of such a fraction as function of
√

s, y and pT. In the latter, non trivial behaviour are expected from the462

theory side; measurements are therefore very much needed.463

Fig. ?? shows the typical size of the feed-down fraction of the χc and ψ(2S ) into J/ψ at low and mid pT which are464

different. One should therefore expect differences in these fraction between pT-integrated yields and yields measured465

at pT = 10 GeV and above. Fig. 11(b) shows the ratio of the χc2 over χc1 yields as measured7 at the LHC by LHC,466

CMS and at the Tevatron by CDF. On the experimental side, one sees the superiority of using the conversion method467

to detect the photon and that LHCb is able to carry out measurements down to pT as small as 2 GeV, where the ratio468

seems to strongly increase. This increase is in line with the Landau-Yang theorem according to which χc1 production469

from collinear and on-shell gluons at LO is forbidden. Such an increase appears in the LO NRQCD band, less in470

the NLO NRQCD one. At larger pT, such a measurement helps to fix the value of the NRQCD LDMEs (see the471

pioneering study of Ma et al. [182]). As we just discussed, once the photon reconstruction efficiencies and acceptance472

are known, one can derive the χc feed-down fractions which are of paramount importance to interpret inclusive J/ψ473

results. One can of course also derive absolute cross-section measurements which are interesting on their own to474

understand the production mechanism of the P-wave quarkonia per se; these may not be the same as that of S -wave475

quarkonia. Fig. 11(c) shows the pT dependence of the yield of the χc1 measured by ATLAS (under the hypothesis of476

an isotropic decay), which is compared to predictions from the LO CSM8, NLO NRQCD and kT factorisation. The477

NLO NRQCD predictions, whose parameters have been fitted to reproduced the Tevatron measurement, is in good478

agreement with the data. Similar cross sections have been measured for the χc2.479

2.2.5. Bottomonium480

The study of bottomonium production at LHC energies offer a couple of advantages. First, one does not need to481

care about any beauty feed-down. Second, owing to their larger masses, their decay products –usually leptons– are482

more energetic and more easily detectable (detector acceptance, trigger bandwidth, ...). Third, the existence of 3 sets of483

bottomonia with their principal quantum number n = 1, 2, 3 below the open-beauty threshold offers a wider variety of484

states with different properties to study the nuclear matter – this however introduces a complicated feed-down pattern485

which we discuss later on. Fourth, at such high energies, their production rates with respect to those of charmonia are486

not necessarily very much lower. It was for instance noticed [189] that, for their production in association with a Z487

boson, the cross section are similar.488

7Let us however emphasise the present ratio depends on the polarisation of the χc since it induces different acceptance correction.
8One should stress that the P wave case, the distinction between color singlet and color octet transition is not as clear that for the S wave. In

particular the separation between CS and CO contribution depends on the NRQCD factorisation scale µΛ
10as in encoded in ChiGen: https://superchic.hepforge.org/chigen.html.
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Fig. 12(a) shows the rapidity dependence of the Υ(1S ) yield from two complementary measurements, one at489

forward rapidities by LHCb and the other at central rapidities by CMS (multiplied by the expected fraction of direct490

Υ(1S ) as discussed below). These data are in line with the CS expectations; at least, they do not show an evident need491

for CO contributions, nor they exclude their presence. As for the charmonia, our understanding of their production492

mechanism for mid and high pT is a challenge for many theorists. Fig. 12(c) shows a typical comparison with 5493

theory bands. Some are based on fits, some describe data better here than there and some have larger or smaller494

uncertainties. In any case, typical data at the LHC are much more precise than theory. It is not even clear than pushing495

the measurement to higher and higher pT would provide striking evidences in favour of one or another mechanism496

– associated-production channels, which we discuss in section 2.4, are probably more promising. Fig. 12(c) shows497

ratios of different S -wave bottomonium yields. These are clearly not constant as one might anticipate following the498

idea of the CEM. Simple mass effects through feed-downs can induce an increase of these ratios [71, 192], but these499

are likely not sufficient to explain the observed trend if all the direct yields have the same pT dependence. The χb500

feed-down which we discuss now can also affect these ratios.501

Since the discovery of the χb(3P)’s by ATLAS [193], we know that the three n = 1, 2, 3 families likely completely502

lie under the open-beauty threshold. This means, for instance, that we should not only care about mS → nS and503

nP→ nS + γ transitions but also of mP→ nS + γ ones. Obviously, the n = 1 family is the better known of the three.504

Fig. 13(a) shows the ratio of the production cross section of χb2(1P) over that of χb1(1P). Although the experimental505

uncertainties are significant, one does not observe the same trend as the LO NRQCD, i. e. an increase at low pT due506

to the Landau-Yang theorem. Besides, the ratio is close to unity which also seems to be in contradiction to the simple507

spin-state counting.508

(a) Ratio of χb states,
√

s = 8 TeV (b) Fraction of feed-down of χb(1, 2, 3P) to Υ,
√

s = 7 and 8 TeV
(c) Fraction of feed-down of χb(3P) to Υ(3S ),
√

s = 7 and 8 TeV

Figure 13: (a) Ratio of the production cross section of χb2 and χb1 in pp collisions at
√

s = 8 TeV [194, 195]. (b) and (c) : Fractions of χb to Υ as
function of Υ pT [196]. For better visualization the data points are slightly displaced from the bin centres. The inner error bars represent statistical
uncertainties, while the outer error bars indicate statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.

Recently, LHCb performed a thorough analysis [196] of all the possible mP→ nS + γ transitions in the bottomo-509

nium system. These new measurements along with the precise measurements of Υ(2S ) and Υ(3S ) pT spectra clearly510

show that the feed-down structure is quite different than that commonly accepted ten years ago based on the CDF511

measurement [200]. The latter, made for pT > 8 GeV [200], suggested that that the χ(nP) → Υ(1S )γ feed-down512

could as large as 40 % (without excluding values on the order of 25% though) and that only 50 % of the Υ(1S ) were513

direct. Based on the LHC results, one should rather say that, at low pT, where heavy-ion measurements are mostly514

carried out, 70% of the Υ(1S ) are direct; the second largest source is from χb(1P) – approximately two thirds from515

χb1(1P) and one third from χb2(1P) [194, 195]. At larger pT (above 20 GeV, say), the current picture is similar to516

the old one, i. e. less than half of the Υ(1S ) are direct and each of the feed-down is nearly doubled. For the Υ(2S ),517

there is no χb(2P) → Υ(2S )γ measurements at pT lower than 20 GeV. Above, it is measured to be about 30 % with518

an uncertainty of 10 %. The feed-down from χb(3P) is slightly lower than from Υ(3S ). Taken together they may519

account for 10 to 15 % of the Υ(2S ) yield. For the Υ(3S ), the only existing measurement [196] is at large pT and520

also shows (see Fig. 13(c)) a feed-down fraction of 40% with a significant uncertainty (up to 15 %). The situation is521
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Figure 15: B+
c meson production in pp collisions at

√
s = 8 TeV as measured by the LHCb collaboration in its B+

c → J/ψπ+ decay [201] within
0 < pT < 20 GeV/c and 2.0 < y < 4.5. The solid histogram is a theory evaluation based on the complete order-α4

s calculation –as opposed to
fragmentation-function-based computations–, implemented in the Bc generator BCVEGPY [202? ].

2.2.6. Bc523

After a discovery phase during which the measurement of the mass and the lifetime of the Bc was the priority,524

the first measurement of the pT and y spectra of promptly produced B+
c has been carried out by the LHCb collabo-525

ration [201]. Unfortunately, as for now, the branching B+
c → J/ψπ+ is not yet known. This precludes one to extract526

σ(pp→ B+
c X) and to confront it to the existing theoretical predictions [203? ? ? ? ? ? ? ]. Aside from this normalisa-527

tion issue, the pT and y spectra are well reproduced by the theory (see a comparison on Fig. 15 with BCVEGPY [202?528

] which is based on NRQCD where the CS contribution is dominant).529
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2.2.7. Prospects on multiple heavy flavor production530

Searches for doubly-charmed baryons are being carried out (see e. g. [204]) on the existing data sample collected531

at 7 and 8 TeV. As for now, no analysis could confirm the signals seen by the fixed-target experiment SELEX at532

Fermilab[205, 206].533

2.3. Quarkonium polarization studies534

Measurements of quarkonium polarisation can shed more light on the long-standing puzzle of the quarkonium535

hadroproduction. Various models of the quarkonium production, described in the previous section 2.1.2, are in rea-536

sonable agreement with the cross-section measurements but they usually fail to describe the measured polarisation.537

We have collected in this section all the known results of polarisation measurements performed by different exper-538

iments at different colliding energies and in different kinematic regions. The results for J/ψ can be found in Tab. 1 for539

pp and p−A collisions. Indeed, since there is no known mechanism that would change quarkonium polarisation from540

proton-proton to proton-nucleus collisions, results from p−A collisions are also shown in this section. Tab. 3, 4, 5541

gather the results for, respectively, the Υ(1S), Υ(2S) and Υ(3S), all in pp collisions.542

Polarisation of a vector quarkonia is analysed experimentally via the angular distribution of the leptons from the543

quarkonium dilepton decay, that is parametrized by:544

d2N
d(cos θ)dφ

∝ 1 + λθ cos2 θ + λφ sin2 θ cos 2φ + λθφ sin 2θ cos φ , (10)

θ is the polar angle between the positive lepton in the quarkonium rest frame and the chosen polarisation axis and545

φ angle is the corresponding azimuthal angle defined with respect to the plane of colliding hadrons. The angular546

decay coefficients, λθ, λφ and λθφ, are the polarisation parameters. In the case of an unpolarised yield, one would547

have λθ, λφ, λθφ) = (0, 0, 0) for an isotropic decay anguler distribution, whereas (1, 0, 0) and (−1, 0, 0) refers to fully548

transverse and fully longitudinal polarisation, respectively.549

It is however very important to bear in mind that the angular distribution of Eq. (10) is frame dependent as the550

polarisation parameters. All experimenal analyses have been carried in a few specific reference frames, essentially551

defined by their polarisartion axis11, namely: the helicity (HX) frame , the Collins-Soper (CS ) [208] frame, the552

Gottfried-Jackson (GJ) [209] frame as well as the perpendicular helicity (PX) [210] frame.553

Inspite of the frame dependence of λθ, λφ, λθφ, there exist some combinations which are frame invariant [207, 211].554

An obvious one is the yield give it ..., another one is λ̃ = (λθ + 3λφ)/(1 − λφ) [207]. As such, it can be used as a good555

cross-check between measurements done in different reference frames. Different methods have been used to extract556

the polarisation parameter(s) from the angular dependence of the yields. In the following, we divide them into two557

groups: (i) 1−D technique: fitting cos θ distribution with the angular distribution, Eq. 10, averaged over the azimuthal558

φ angle, and φ distribution with the angular distribution, Eq. 10, averaged over the polar θ angle (ii) 2 − D technique:559

fitting a two-dimensional cos θ vs φ distribution with the full angular distribution, Eq. 10.560

Beyond the differences in the methods employed to extract these parameters, one should also take into consid-561

eration that some samples are cleaner than others, physicsiwe12. Indeed, as we discussed in the previous section, a562

given quarkonium yield can come from different sources, some of which are not of specific interests for data-theory563

comparisons. The most obvious one is the non-prompt charmonium yield which is expected to be the result of quite564

different mechanism that the prompt yield. Nowadays, the majority of the studies are carried out on a prompt sample565

thanks to a precise vertexing of the events. Yet, a further complication also obviously comes from feed-down from566

the excited states in which case vertexing is of no help. As for now, no attempt of removing it from e. g. prompt J/ψ567

and inclusive Υ(1S) samples has been made owing its intrinsic complication. We have therefore found it important to568

specify what kind of feed-down could be expected in the analysed sample.569

In view of this, the Tab. 1-5 contain, in addition to the information on the collisions systems and the kinematical570

coverages, information on the fit technique and a short reminder of the expected feed-down. For each measurement,571

we also briefly summarise the observed trend. The vast majority of the experimental data do not show a significant572

11See [207] for the definition of the corresponding axes.
12Irrespective of the experimental techniques used to extract it, a sample of inclusive low pT ψ(2S ) at energies around 100 GeV is essentially

purely direct !
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quarkonium polarisation, neither polar nor azimuthal anisotropy. Yet, values as large as ±0.3 are often not excluded573

either – given the experimental uncertainties. Despite these, a simultaneous description of both measured quarkonium574

cross-sections and polarisations is still challenging for theoretical models of quarkonium hadroproduction.575

As a case in point, we show on Fig. 16 the pT-dependence of λθ for prompt J/ψ [212] (left panel) and ψ(2S) [213]576

(right panel) measured by LHCb at 2.5 < y < 4.0 in the helicity frame compared with a few theoretical predictions.577

NLO NRQCD calculations [75–77] show mostly positive or zero values of λθ with a trend towards the transverse578

polarisation with increasing pT, and a magnitude of the λθ depending on the specific calculation and the kinematical579

region. On the other hand, NLO CS models [57, 69] tend to predict an unpolarised yield at low pT and an increasingly580

longitudinal yield (λθ < 0) for increasing pT. None of these predictions correctly describes the measured J/ψ and581

ψ(2S) λθ parameters and their pT trends. The NLO NRQCD fits of the PKU group [174, 214] however open the582

possibility for an unpolarised direct yield but at the cost of not describing the world exisiting data in ep and e+e−583

collisions and data in pp collisions for pT ≤ 5 GeV.584

In order to illustrate the recent progresses in these delicate studies, let us stress that LHC experiments have per-585

formed measurements of the 3 polarisation parameters as well as in different reference frames. This has not always586

been the case before by lack of statistics and of motivation since it is difficult to predict theoretically azimuthal effects,587

e. g. λθφ. Figures 17(a) and 17(b) show CMS measurements of λθ, λφ and λθφ, in the HX frame for J/ψ, ψ(2S) [215]588

and Υ(1S), Υ(2S), Υ(3S) [216] on the left and right panel, respectively. CMS has also conducted polarisation measure-589

ments in the CS and PX frames, in addition to the HX frame and they could cross-check their analysis by obtaining590

the consistency in λ̃ in these 3 frames for different pT and y As for most of the previous measurements, no evidence591

of a large transverse or longitudinal quarkonium polarisation is observed in any reference frame, and in the whole592

measured kinematic range.593

To conclude, let us also mention the importance of measuring the polarisation of P-wave states in order to refine594

our test of e. g. NRQCD[217]. This can be done either directly via the measurement of the angular dependence of595

the emitted photon or indirecly via that of the polarisation of the S -wave (J/ψ or Υ) in which they decay[218]. Such596

studies are very important to constrain experimentally the effect of the feed-downs on the polarisation of the available597

samples. Let us also stress that such a measurement in heavy-ion collisions (along the line the first study in In-In598

collisions [219]) may also be used as a tool to study a possible sequential suppression of the quarkonia [220].599
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Figure 16: Polarisation parameter λθ for prompt J/ψ [212] (left panel) and ψ(2S) [213] (right panel) from LHCb compared to different model
predictions: direct NLO CSM [75] and three NLO NRQCD calculations [75–77], at 2.5 < y < 4.0 in the helicity frame.
.
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Figure 17: (a) Polarisation parameters, λθ, λφ and λθφ, as a function of pT measured in the HX frame of the prompt J/ψ, ψ(2S) [215]. Upper panels
show also NLO NRQCD calculations [76] of λθ for prompt J/ψ and ψ(2S) for |y| < 2.4. (b) Polarisation parameters, λθ, λφ and λθφ, as a function
of pT measured in the HX frame of Υ(1S), Υ(2S), Υ(3S) [216] for |y| < 0.6.
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2.4. New observables600

Thanks to the large heavy-flavour statistics available at hadron colliders, studies of the production of open or601

hidden heavy-flavour production in association with another particle (light- or heavy-hadrons, quarkonium, or vector602

bosons) are possible. The cross section of these processes is heavily sensitive to the particle production mechanisms603

and can help distinguishing between them. In addition, multiple parton-parton interactions (or double-parton scatter-604

ing) can also produce such final states, where several hard parton-parton interactions occur in the same event, without605

any correlation between them [241–244]. Analogously, heavy-flavour production dependence with the underlying606

event multiplicity brings information into their production mechanisms. A complete understanding of heavy-flavour607

production in hadronic collisions is mandatory to interpret heavy-flavour measurements in p−A and A–A collisions,608

and disentangle the cold (see Sec. 3) and hot (see Sec. 4 & 5) nuclear matter effects at play.609

2.4.1. Production as a function of multiplicity610

The correlation of open or hidden heavy-flavour yields with charged particles produced in hadronic collisions can611

provide insight into their production mechanism and into the interplay between hard and soft mechanisms in particle612

production. In high energy hadronic collisions, multiple parton-parton interactions may also affect heavy-flavour613

production [245, 246], in competition to a large amount of QCD-radiation associated to hard processes. In addition614

to those initial state effects, heavy-flavour production could suffer from final state effects due to the high multiplicity615

environment produced in high energy pp collisions [247, 248].616

At the LHC, J/ψ yields have been measured as a function of charged-particle density at mid-rapidity by the ALICE617

collaboration in pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV [249]. Figure 18 presents the J/ψ yields at forward rapidity, studied via618

the dimuon decays at 2.5 < y < 4, and at mid-rapidity, analysed in its dielectron decays at |y| < 0.9. The results at mid-619

and forward-rapidity are compatible within the measurement uncertainties, indicating similar correlations over three620

units of rapidity and up to four times the average charged-particle multiplicity. The relative J/ψ yields increase with the621

relative charged-particle multiplicity. This increase can be interpreted in terms of the hadronic activity accompanying622

J/ψ production, as well as multiple parton-parton interactions, or in the percolation scenario [250].
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Figure 18: J/ψ yield as a function of the charged-particle density at mid-rapidity in pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV [249]. Both the yields at forward-
(J/ψ→ µ+µ−, 2.5 < y < 4) and at mid-rapidity (J/ψ→ e+e−, |y| < 0.9) are shown.

623

A similar study of the Υ yields was performed by the CMS collaboration in pp collisions at
√

s = 2.76 TeV [251].624

The self-normalized cross sections of Υ(1S)/〈Υ(1S)〉, Υ(2S)/〈Υ(2S)〉 and Υ(3S)/〈Υ(3S)〉 at mid-rapidity are found to625

increase with the charged-particle multiplicity. To unveil possible variations of the different Υ states, the ratio of the626

Υ(2S) and Υ(3S) yields with respect to the Υ(1S) yield is shown in Fig. 19. The left figure presents the production cross627
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section ratio as a function of the transverse energy (ET) measured in 4.0 < |η| < 5.2, whereas the right figure shows the628

values with respect to the number of charged tracks (Ntracks) measured in |η| < 2.4. The excited-to-ground-states cross-629

section ratios seem independent of the event activity when they are evaluated as a function of the forward-rapidity630

ET. These ratios seem to decrease with respect to the the mid-rapidity Ntracks, behaviour that can not be confirmed631

nor ruled out within the uncertainties. The Υ(1S) is produced on average with two extra charged tracks than excited632

states. Feed-down contribution can not solely explain the observed trend. If Υ states were originated from the same633

initial partons, the mass difference between the ground and the excited states could generate extra particles produced634

with Υ(1S).

Figure 19: Cross section ratio of Υ(2S)/Υ(1S) and Υ(3S)/Υ(1S) for |y| < 1.93 as a function of the transverse energy (ET) measured in 4.0 < |η| <
5.2 (left) and the number of charged tracks (Ntracks) measured in |η| < 2.4 (right), in pp collisions at

√
s = 2.76 TeV (open symbols) [251].

635

Preliminary measurements of prompt D-meson and non-prompt J/ψ production as a function of charged-particle636

multiplicity at mid-rapidity in pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV were carried out by the ALICE collaboration. D-meson637

yields show no pT dependence within uncertainties (1 < pT < 12 GeV/c). D-meson and non-prompt J/ψ yields638

present a similar increase with charged-particle multiplicity. This behaviour of open charm and beauty production is639

similar to that of the inclusive J/ψ yields and could be explained by the same mechanisms, namely, hadronic activity640

associated to heavy-flavour production, multiple parton-parton interactions, percolation scenario [245, 247, 252],641

Hidden and open heavy-flavour production measurements as a function of the event activity were initiated during642

the LHC Run-I leading to unexpected results with impact on our understanding of the production mechanisms and the643

interpretation of p−Pb and Pb − Pb results. Run-II data, with the increased center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV in pp644

collisions and larger luminosities, will allow to reach higher multiplicities and to perform pT-differential studies and645

other hidden and open heavy-flavour mesons.646

2.4.2. Associated production647

Heavy-flavour azimuthal correlations in hadronic collisions allow for studies of heavy-quark fragmentation and jet648

structure at different collision energies, which help to constrain Monte Carlo models, and to understand the different649

production processes for heavy flavour. Heavy quarks can originate from flavour creation, flavour excitation, and650

parton shower or fragmentation processes of a gluon or a light (anti-)quark including gluon splitting [253]. These651

three different sources of the heavy-flavour production are expected to lead to different correlations between heavy652

quark and its anti-quark, and so a measurement of the opening angle in azimuth (∆φ) of two heavy-flavour particles653

gives an access to different underlying production sub-processes. Azimuthal correlations arising from the flavour654

creation populate mostly the away-side (∆φ ≈ π), while the near-side region (∆φ ≈ 0) is sensitive to the presence655

of the flavour excitation and gluon splitting [253]. Since D–D and B–B correlation measurements are statistically656
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demanding one can also look at angular correlations between heavy-flavour particles with charged hadrons (e. g. D–h)657

and correlations between electrons from heavy-flavour decays with charged (e. g. eHF − h) or heavy-flavour hadrons658

(e. g. eHF − D).659

Studies of heavy-flavour angular correlations in hadronic collisions were carried out at Tevatron with D–D cor-660

relations [118] in pp collisions at
√

s = 1.96 TeV and at RHIC with e–µ correlations in pp collisions at
√

s =661

0.2 TeV [108], where electrons and muons come from heavy-flavour decays and have a large η gap. Results on heavy-662

flavour correlation measurements were also reported by the LHC experiments [145, 254, 255] with pp collisions at663
√

s = 7 TeV, as shown in Fig. 20. The LHC measurements of the azimuthal correlations between charm (beauty) and664

anti-charm (anti-beauty) hadrons (see e. g. [254, 255]) show an enhancement at small |∆φ| pointing at the importance665

of the near production (via the gluon splitting mechanism) in addition to the back-to-back production (mostly via666

flavour creation). At RHIC, the comparison of the e–µ azimuthal correlations [108] with PYTHIA suggests that 32%667

of e–µ pairs are from the gluon fusion, what agrees with the charm production expectation [62]. These e–µ corre-668

lations show a peak at ∆φ = π dominated by LO gluon process while the observed continuum is from higher-order669

contributions, like flavour excitation and gluon splitting.

Figure 20: Azimuthal correlation of B-B̄ mesons measured by CMS in different ranges of the leading jet pT and compared to PYTHIA [255].

670

In addition to provide information on the heavy-flavour production mechanisms, the azimuthal correlations of671

heavy-flavour hadrons with light particles allow to extract the relative contribution of charm and beauty hadron de-672

cays to the heavy-hadron yields. Indeed, due to the different decay kinematics, the azimuthal distribution of the673

particles produced from B-hadron decays presents a wider distribution at ∆φ ≈ 0 than the one for D decays. The674

eHF–h angular correlations were measured at mid-rapidity in pp collisions at
√

s = 0.2 TeV [105, 107, 109] and675

at
√

s = 2.76 TeV [101]. Figure 21 (left) presents the azimuthal correlation of eHF–h at RHIC. PYTHIA calcula-676

tions of the D and B decay contributions are also shown. The contribution of beauty decays to the heavy-flavour677

electron yield increases with pT and is in agreement with FONLL pQCD calculations, both at
√

s = 0.2 TeV (see678

Fig. 21 (right),[109]) and at
√

s = 2.76 TeV [101]. The beauty contribution to heavy-flavour electron yields becomes679

as important as the charm one at pT ∼ 5 GeV/c. The results of eHF–D0 angular correlations at
√

s = 0.2 TeV are680

consistent with the eHF–h ones [109], see Fig. 21 (right). At the LHC, the preliminary results of D–h angular cor-681

relations in pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV are in a good agreement with different PYTHIA tunes [? ]. Analogously,682

the azimuthal correlations of J/ψ with charged hadrons (J/ψ–h) can be used to estimate beauty contribution to the683

inclusive J/ψ production [222, 256]. The near-side J/ψ–h azimuthal correlations originate mostly from non-prompt684

J/ψ coming from B mesons decays, B→ J/ψ + X.685

Recent experimental analyses of associated heavy-flavour production include the measurements of:686

1. double J/ψ production at LHCb [257] and CMS [258],687
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Figure 21: Left: angular correlations between heavy-flavour decay electrons and charged hadrons measured by ALICE in pp collisions at
√

s = 2.76 TeV, compared to PYTHIA [101]. Right: Relative beauty contribution to the heavy-flavour electron yield measured by STAR in pp
collisions at

√
s = 0.2 TeV, compared to FONLL calculations [109].

2. open charm hadron plus a J/ψ or another open charm hadron at LHCb [254],688

3. open charm meson or jet plus a Z boson at LHCb [259] and D0 [260],689

4. open charm hadron plus a W boson at CMS [261],690

5. J/ψ and W production at ATLAS [262],691

6. J/ψ and Z production at ATLAS [263],692

7. open beauty hadron or jet plus a Z boson at CDF [264] and D0 [265], and at ATLAS [266], CMS [267] and693

LHCb [268].694

and the search of production of Υ(1S ) associated with W or Z production at CDF. The measurements of the J/ψ695

plus open charm hadron and of the double open charm hadron cross sections are summarized in Fig. 22 (left). The696

measurements of the production associated with a J/ψ are compared to two computations of the cross sections and697

shown as green hatched areas [269] and yellow shaded areas [60]. These are calculations of charm production in the698

hard scattering process of the collision, and underestimate by one order of magnitude the measured cross sections.699

This suggests that a large contribution to double charm production arises from double or multiple parton scatterings700

where both scatterings give a charmed hadron. This is also supported by the measurement of the ratio of the double701

and inclusive production cross sections, defined as RC1 C2 = α
(
σC1σC2/σC1C2

)
, where α = 1/4 when C1 and C2 are702

charge conjugates of each other, and α = 1/2 otherwise. This quantity was evaluated by LHCb as is represented in703

Fig. 22 (right). The values are compared to the results obtained from multi-jet events at the TeVatron, displayed by a704

green shaded area in the figure.705

Measurements of vector bosons, W and Z, associated with a heavy quark or with a J/ψ give access to PDF and706

also provide input for the study of multiple parton scatterings. For example, Fig 23 shows the measurement of the J/ψ707

meson production in association with a Z boson. On the figure, the predictions for double parton scattering (DPS) are708

overlaid together with predictions for single hard scatters in the NRQCD approach.709

Concerning double heavy quark meson productions, the cross-section for double J/ψ production has been mea-710

sured for pp collisions of 7 TeV in two different regions, by CMS and LHCb,711

σ(pp→ J/ψJ/ψX) = 1.49 ± 0.07 ± 0.13 nb, (11)

in the region defined for both J/ψ mesons with |y < 1.2| for pT > 6.5 GeV/c, 1.2 < |y| < 1.43 for a pT threshold712

that scales linearly with —y— from 6.5 to 4.5 GeV/c, and 1.43 < |y| < 2.2 for pT > 4.5 GeV/c. The cross-section713

measured in the region 2 < y < 4.5 and pT < 10 GeV/c is714

σ(pp→ J/ψJ/ψX) = 5.1 ± 1.0 ± 1.1 nb. (12)
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Figure 22: Left: Cross sections for double open charm hadron production (top) and open charm hadron plus J/ψmeson (bottom) in pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV. Right: Measurement of RC1 C2 for double open charm hadron production (top) and open charm hadron plus J/ψ meson (bottom) [254].
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Figure 23: Production cross section of J/ψ mesons in association with Z bosons as a function of the J/ψ pT in pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV [263].
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3. Cold nuclear matter effects715

Characterizing the hot and dense medium produced in heavy-ion (A–B) collisions requires a quantitative under-716

standing of the effects induced by the presence of nuclei in the initial-state, the so-called cold nuclear matter (CNM)717

effects. These can be studied in proton-nucleus (p–A) or deuteron-nucleus (d–A) collisions.13
718

A way to quantify CNM effects is to measure the nuclear modification factor RCpA of hard processes, defined as the719

ratio of the production yield YCpA in p−A collisions (in a given centrality class C) and the pp production cross section720

σpp at the same energy, scaled by the average nuclear overlap function 〈TpA〉C (obtained with the Glauber model),721

RCpA =
YCpA

〈TpA〉C σpp
.

In minimum bias p−A collisions, RCpA reduces to722

RpA =
σpA

A σpp
.

The nuclear dependence of p−A cross section is sometimes parametrized by α defined as723

σpA = σpp Aα,

where A is the atomic mass number. In the absence of CNM effects, the p−A production is expected to be proportional724

to A, leading to RpA = 1 and α = 1.725

3.1. Heavy-flavours in p−A collisions726

Open and hidden heavy flavour production constitutes a very sensitive probe of medium effects because these hard727

processes are produced in the early stage of the collision. Apart from hot and dense medium effects, open and hidden728

heavy-flavour production can be affected by the following CNM effects (various theoretical approaches are discussed729

in section 3.2):730

• Differences between the nuclear parton distribution functions (nPDF) and those in a proton (PDF). Quite731

schematically three regimes can be identified for the nPDF to PDF ratio of parton flavour i, Ri, depending732

on the values of the momentum fraction x carried by the parton: a depletion (Ri < 1) – often referred to as733

shadowing – at small x . 10−2, a possible enhancement Ri > 1 (anti-shadowing) at intermediate values of x734

(10−2 . x . 10−1), and the EMC effect, a depletion taking place at large x (x & 10−1). These effects are735

quantified through nPDF sets which are determined from a global fit analysis of lepton–nucleus and proton–736

nucleus data;737

• Parton saturation at small x, which physical origin is similar to the above mentioned shadowing regime, when738

the parton densities in a proton or in a nucleus becomes large, of order 1/αs. The wording of “saturation” is739

often linked to the Color Glass Condensate (CGC) theoretical framework used in order to compute the medium740

effects. Unlike the nPDF approach which assumes DGLAP linear evolution equation, the CGC framework is741

based on the Balitsky-Kovchegov or JIMWLK non-linear evolution equations (see section 3.2.3);742

• Multiple scattering of partons in the (cold) nucleus before and/or after the hard scattering, leading to parton743

energy loss (either radiative or collisional) and transverse momentum broadening, known as Cronin effect. In744

most approaches it is characterized by the transport coefficient of cold nuclear matter, q̂;745

• Final-state inelastic interaction, or nuclear absorption, of the QQ̄ state when passing through the nucleus.746

This mechanism only affects the production of bound states, i. e., heavy-quarkonium. The important parameter747

of these calculations is the “absorption” (or break-up) cross section σabs, namely the inelastic cross section748

13In the following we will use the generic symbol p−A to denote indifferently p−A and d–A collisions, for clarity purposes.
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between a heavy-quarkonium state (or a QQ̄ state) with a nucleon. On top of the absorption by the nucleons749

of the incoming nucleus, heavy quarkonia can be dissociated by the comoving partons or hadrons produced in750

the collision. The dissociation by these so-called comovers is expected to be large in heavy-ion collisions (for751

which the multiplicity is large) and possibly in p−A collisions at high energy, e. g., at LHC.752

Assuming factorization, the hadroproduction cross section of a heavy quark pair QQ is given by753

σpA→QQ(
√

sNN) =
∑
i, j

∫
dx1 dx2 f p

i (x1, µ
2
F) f p/A

j (x2, µ
2
F) σ̂i j→QQ(x1 x2 sNN, µ

2
R) , (13)

where f p
i (respectively, f p/A

j ) are the proton (respectively, nuclear) parton distribution, i ( j) denotes all possible partons754

in the proton (nucleus) carrying a fraction x1 (x2) of the nucleon momentum, σ̂i j→QQ is the partonic cross section,755
√

sNN is the nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass energy of the collision, and µF (µR) is the factorization (renormalization)756

scale of the process. In high energy hadron collisions (especially at RHIC and LHC), heavy-quarks are mainly757

produced by gluon fusion [133].758

For a 2→ 1 partonic process giving a particle of mass m, there is a direct correspondence between the momentum759

fractions and the rapidity y of the outgoing particle in the nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass (CM) frame,760

x1 =
m
√

sNN
exp(y) and x2 =

m
√

sNN
exp(−y); (14)

while for a 2 → 2 partonic process, the extra degree of freedom coming from the transverse momentum results in a761

non unequivocal correspondence leading to the following useful relations762

open heavy-flavour (D and B mesons...) x2 ≈
2mT
√

s
exp(−y), (15)

quarkonia (J/ψ, Υ...) x2 ≈
mT + pT
√

s
exp(−y). (16)

where mT =

√
m2 + p2

T is the transverse mass of the outgoing particle of mass m and transverse momentum pT.763

The typical range for the momentum fractions probed is therefore a function of both the acceptance of the detector764

(rapidity coverage) and the nature of the particles produced and their associated energy scale. Moreover, assuming765

different underlying partonic production processes can end up in average values of x2 that can differ from one another.766

The various CNM effects involve different probes and observables. In order to disentangle these effects for a767

reliable heavy-ion data interpretation, p−A collisions must be performed in the same kinematical configuration than768

the one of heavy-ion collisions with a large acceptance, for wide variety of particles and over the full pT spectrum.769

Studies of p−A collisions since 1980 were first performed on fixed-target experiments at CERN/SPS, FNAL770

and DESY/HERA, and more recently at colliders, RHIC at BNL and LHC at CERN. Current available data are771

summarized in Table 6 for collider experiments and in Table 7 for fixed-target experiments. This section is focused772

on the most recent data, coming from the RHIC and LHC experiments, and their theoretical interpretation.773

In LHC Run-1 p–Pb collisions, protons have an energy of 4 TeV and the Pb nuclei an energy Z/A(4TeV) =774

1.58 TeV (Z = 82, A = 208), leading to
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV and a relative velocity of the CM with respect to the lab775

frame β = 0.435 in the direction of the proton beam. The rapidity of any particle in the CM frame is thus shifted,776

y = ylab − 0.465. Applying those experimental conditions to heavy-flavour probes such as D and B mesons and777

quarkonia, and according to eq. 15 and 16, leads to a large coverage ox x2 from 10−5 for the D meson at forward778

rapidity to 0.5 for 10 GeV/c Υ at backward rapidity, as reported in Fig. 24.779

3.2. Theoretical models in p-A collisions780

We discuss in this section various theoretical approches on the CNM effects discussed in 3.1, with emphasis on781

heavy-quark and heavy-quarkonium production at the LHC.782
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Table 6: Available p−A data in collider:
√

sNN, the kinematic range, the probes and observables are given as well as the references.

Machine@Lab Beam
√

sNN Kinematic range Probes (observables) [Ref]
Experiment mode (GeV)
RHIC@BNL
PHENIX d–Au 200 −2.2 < y < 2.4 J/ψ (RdAu,RCP, α,Ncoll, y, x2, xF, pT) [270–272]

|ηe| < 0.35 HF → e± (RdAu, pT,Ncoll, 〈p2
T〉) [273]

−2.2 < y < 2.2 J/ψ (RdAu, pT, y,Ncoll, 〈p2
T〉) [274]

1.2 < |y| < 2.2 Υ (RdAu, α, y, x2, xF) [275]
|y| < 0.35 J/ψ, ψ(2S), χc (RdAu,Ncoll, double ratios) [276]
|y| < 0.5 & 1.4 < y < 2.1 e±, µ± (∆φ, JdAu) [108]
1.4 < |y| < 2 HF → µ± (RdAu,Ncoll, pT) [277]
|y| < 0.5 bb (σ, y) [278]

STAR |y| < 1 D0,HF → e± (y, pT) [279]
|y| < 1 Υ (σ,RdAu, α, y, xF) [280]

LHC@CERN
ALICE p–Pb 5023 −4.96 < y < −2.96 J/ψ (σ,RpPb,RFB, y) [281]

& 2.03 < y < 3.53 ψ(2S), J/ψ (σ,RpPb, y, pT, double ratio) [282]
Υ(1S),Υ(2S) (σ,RpPb, y,RFB, ratio) [283]

−0.96 < y < 0.04 D (σ,RpPb, pT, y) [284]
CMS |y| < 1.93 Υ(nS) ((double) ratio, Eη>4

T ,N |η|<2.4
tracks ) [251]

LHCb −5.0 < y < −2.5 J/ψ, bb (σ,RpPb,RFB, y, pT) [285]
& 1.5 < y < 4.0 Υ(nS) (σ,RpPb,RFB, ratio) [285]

3.2.1. Typical timescales783

Before discussing the various theoretical approaches on cold nuclear matter effects, it is useful to recall the typical784

time-scales entering the process of heavy-quark hadron and heavy-quarkonium production in p−A collisions:785

• The typical time to produce a heavy-quark pair QQ, sometimes referred to as the coherence time, which is of786

the order of τc ∼ 1/mQQ . 0.1 fm in the QQ rest frame. In the rest frame of the target nucleus, however, this787

coherence time, tc = EQQ/m
2
QQ

(where EQQ is the QQ energy in the nucleus rest frame), can be (much) larger788

than the nuclear size, leading to shadowing effects.789

• The time needed to produce the heavy-quarkonium hadronic state, also known as the formation time, is much790

larger than the coherence time. It corresponds to the time interval taken by the QQ pair to develop the heavy-791

quarkonium wave function. Using the uncertainty principle, it should be related to the mass splitting between792

the 1S and 2S states, i. e., τf ∼ (m2S − m1S )−1 ∼0.3–0.4 fm. Because of the Lorentz boost, this formation time793

in the nucleus rest frame, tf , becomes extremely large at the LHC. Consequently the heavy-quarkonium state794

is produced far outside the nucleus and should not be sensitive to nuclear absorption. The time to produce a795

heavy-quark hadron is longer than for heavy-quarkonium production, of the order of ΛQCD
−1 ' 1 fm in its rest796

frame;797

• An important question is also to know what is the typical time needed for the QQ pair to neutralize its color. In798

the color singlet model, this process occurs through the emission of a perturbative gluon and should thus occur799

in a time comparable to τc. In the color octet model (or color evaporation model), color neutralization happens800

through a soft process, i. e., on “long” timescales, typically of the order the quarkonium formation time τf .801

When discussing the possible nuclear absorption of the QQ (or heavy-quarkonium) state in the nucleus, it is com-802

mon to compare the crossing time of the nucleus, τcross, which is the time spent by the QQ state in the nucleus [276].803

It is given by τcross = L/(βz γ), where L is the longitudinal path of the QQ pair through the nucleus and βz is the804

velocity of the quarkonium along the beam direction in the nuclear rest frame.805
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Table 7: Available p−A data in fixed target:
√

sNN, the kinematic range, the probes and observables are given as well as the references. The flag (†)
means that a cut on | cos θCS | < 0.5 is applied in the analysis, where θCS is the decay muon angle in the Collins-Soper frame. Feynman-x variable
xF =

2pL,CM
√

sNN
, where pL,CM is the longitudinal momentum of the partonic system in the CM frame, is connected to the momentum fraction variables

by xF ≈ x1 − x2, in the limit pT � p.
Machine@Lab Beam

√
sNN Kinematic range Probes (observables) [Ref]

Experiment mode (GeV)
SPS@CERN
NA3 p–H2,Pt 16.8, 19.4,

27.4
0 < xF < 0.9 J/ψ (σ, xF, pT) [286, 287]

NA38 p–Cu,U 19.4 2.8 < ylab < 4.1 J/ψ, ψ(2S) (σ, ratio, A, L, 〈p2
T〉) [288–

290]
p–W 3 < ylab < 4 ψ(2S), J/ψ (σ, ratio) [291]
p–C, Al, Cu, W 29.1 −0.4 < y < 0.6 (†) ψ(2S), J/ψ (A) [292]
p–O, S 19.4 (29.1) 0(−0.4) < y < 1(0.6) ψ(2S),DY), J/ψ (A) [293]

NA38/NA50 p–Al, Cu, Ag,
W

29.1 −0.52 < y < 0.48 (†) cc (σ, pT, y) [290]

NA50 p–Be, Al, Cu,
Ag, W

29.1 −0.4 < y < 0.6 J/ψ, ψ(2S),DY (ratio, σabs, A, L, ET) [294,
295]

−0.1 < xF < 0.1 (†) J/ψ, ψ(2S) (σ,σabs, A, L, xF) [296]
−0.5 < y < 0.5 (†) Υ,DY (A) [297]

NA60 p–Be, Al, Cu,
In, W, Pb, U

17.3, 27.5 3.2 < ylab < 3.7 (†) J/ψ (σ, L, α, xF, x2) [298]

FNAL
E772 p–H2, C, Ca, W 38.8 0.1 < xF < 0.7 J/ψ, ψ(2S) (A, xF, pT) [299]

−0.15 < xF < 0.5 Υ (A, xF, x2, pT, α) [300]
E789 p–Be, Cu 0.3 < xF < 0.95 J/ψ (xF, α) [301]

p–Be, Au 0 < xF < 0.08 D0 (pT) [302]
0 < xF < 0.1 bb (xF, pT) [303]
−0.03 < xF < 0.15 J/ψ, ψ(2S) (pT, xF) [304]

p–Be, C, W −0.1 < xF < 0.1 J/ψ (xF, xtarget, pT, α) [305]
E866/NuSea p–Be, Fe, W −0.1 < xF < 0.93 J/ψ, ψ(2S) (pT, xF, α) [306]

p–Cu 0 < xF < 0.6 Υ(nS),DY (λθ) [307]
0.3 < xF < 0.9 J/ψ (λθ) [235]

HERA@DESY
HERA-B p–C, Ti 41.6 −0.25 < xF < 0.15 bb (σ) [308]

χc (σ, ratio) [308]
p–C, Ti, W −0.225 < xF <

0.0075
J/ψ (σ, y) [309]

−0.35 < xF < 0.15 bb, J/ψ (σ, ratio) [310]
χc, J/ψ (σ, ratio, xF, pT) [311]

−0.6 < xF < 0.15 Υ (σ, y) [312]
−0.35 < xF < 0.1 ψ(2S), J/ψ (σ, ratio, xF, pT) [237]
−0.3 < xF < 0.15 bb (σ) [313]
−0.15 < xF < 0.05 D (σ, xF) [314]
−0.34 < xF < 0.14 J/ψ (pT, xF, α) [315]

p–C, W −0.34 < xF < 0.14 J/ψ (λθ, λφ, λθφ) [236]
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3.2.2. Nuclear PDF806

The modification of parton densities in nuclei affect the yields of heavy-quark and heavy-quarkonium production807

in p−Pb collisions at the LHC. In this section, the effects of nPDF on J/ψ and Υ production are first presented. The808

production of open beauty (through its decay into non-prompt J/ψ) is then discussed.809

J/ψ and Υ production. The predictions for J/ψ suppression due to the nuclear modifications of the parton densities810

are described in this section and discussed by Vogt in [316]. Here we show results for the rapidity dependence of811

nPDF effects on J/ψ and Υ production at
√

sNN = 5 TeV p−Pb collisions and neglecting any other CNM effects.812

The results are obtained in the color evaporation model (CEM) at next-to-leading order in the total cross section.813

In the CEM, the quarkonium Φ production cross section is some fraction, FΦ, of all QQ pairs below the HH threshold814

where H is the lowest mass heavy-flavor hadron,815

σCEM
Φ (

√
s) = FΦ

∑
i, j

∫ 4m2
H

4m2
Q

dŝ
∫

dx1 dx2 f p
i (x1, µ

2
F) f p

j (x2, µ
2
F) σ̂i j(ŝ, µ2

F , µ
2
R) , (17)

where i j = qq or gg and σ̂i j(ŝ) is the i j → QQ subprocess cross section. The normalization factor FΦ is fitted to the816

forward (integrated over xF > 0) J/ψ cross section data on only p, Be, Li, C, and Si targets. To Ramona: which data817

or c.m. energy ? why using light nuclei and not only proton? In this way, uncertainties due to ignoring any cold818

nuclear matter effects which are on the order of a few percent in light targets are avoided. The fits are restricted to the819

forward cross sections only.820

The same values of the central charm quark mass and scale parameters are employed as those found for open821

charm, mc = 1.27 ± 0.09 GeV/c2, µF/mc = 2.10+2.55
−0.85, and µR/mc = 1.60+0.11

−0.12 [317]. The normalization FΦ is ob-822

tained for the central set, (mc, µF/mc, µR/mc) = (1.27 GeV, 2.1, 1.6). The calculations for the extent of the mass and823

scale uncertainties are multiplied by the same value of FΦ to obtain the extent of the J/ψ uncertainty band [317].824

We calculate Υ production in the same manner, with the central result obtained for (mb, µF/mb, µR/mb) = (4.65 ±825

0.09 GeV, 1.4+0.77
−0.49, 1.1

+0.22
−0.20) [318]. In the NLO calculations of the rapidity and pT dependence, instead of mQ, the826

transverse mass, mT , is used with mT =
√

m2
Q + p2

T where p2
T = 0.5(p2

TQ
+ p2

TQ
). All the calculations are NLO in the827

total cross section and assume that the intrinsic kT broadening is the same in pp as in p−Pb.828

The mass and scale uncertainties are calculated based on results using the one standard deviation uncertainties on829

the quark mass and scale parameters. If the central, upper and lower limits of µR,F/m are denoted as C, H, and L830

respectively, then the seven sets corresponding to the scale uncertainty are {(µF/m, µR/m)} = {(C,C), (H,H), (L, L),831

(C, L), (L,C), (C,H), (H,C)}. The uncertainty band can be obtained for the best fit sets by adding the uncertainties832

from the mass and scale variations in quadrature. The uncertainty band associated to the EPS09 NLO set is obtained833

by calculating the deviations from the central EPS09 set for the 15 parameter variations on either side of the central set834

and adding them in quadrature. The uncertainty associated to the EPS09 NLO variations turns out to be to be larger835

than that coming from the mass and scale variation.836

Figure 25 (left) shows the uncertainty in the shadowing effect on J/ψ due to the variations in the 30 EPS09 NLO837

sets [320] (dashed red) as well as those due to the mass and scale uncertainties obtained in the fit to the total charm838

cross section (dashed blue) calculated with the EPS09 NLO central set. The uncertainty band calculated in the CEM839

at LO with the EPS09 LO sets is shown for comparison. It is clear that the LO results, represented by the smooth840

magenta curves in Fig. 25, exhibit a larger shadowing effect. This difference between the LO results, also shown in841

Ref. [316], and the NLO calculations arises because the gluon distributions in the proton that the EPS09 LO and NLO842

gluon shadowing parameterizations are based on, CTEQ61L and CTEQ6M respectively, behave very differently at low843

x and moderate values of the factorization scale [320]. If one starts instead with the nDS or nDSg parameterizations,844

based on the GRV98 LO and NLO proton PDFs, the LO and NLO results differ by only a few percent.845

The right panel shows the same calculation for Υ production. Here the difference between the LO and NLO846

calculations is reduced because the mass scale, and hence the factorization scale, is larger. The x values probed are847

also correspondingly larger. Differences in LO results relative to e. g. the color singlet model arise less from the848

production mechanism than from the different mass and scale values assumed. Also note the small mass and scale849

uncertainties obtained from the fit parameters based on the total QQ cross sections [317, 318]. These uncertainties850

are much smaller than those assuming a general uncertainty range for the factorization and/or renormalization scale851

of 0.5 ≤ µF,R/mT ≤ 2. They are also considerably smaller than those of EPS09 parameter uncertainties.852
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Figure 25: The nuclear modification factor RpPb for J/ψ (left) and Υ (right) production calculated using the EPS09 modifications as a function of
rapidity. The solid red histogram shows the central EPS09 NLO prediction (with its uncertainties shown as red dashed histograms) while the dot-
dashed blue histogram shows the dependence on mass and scale. The magenta curves show the LO modification and the corresponding uncertainty
band. The NLO J/ψ results were originally shown in Ref. [319].

The pT dependence of the nPDF effects at forward rapidity for J/ψ and Υ has also been computed in Ref. [319].853

There is no LO comparison because the pT dependence cannot be calculated in the LO CEM. The effect is rather mild854

and increases slowly with pT, from roughly RpPb ' 0.7–0.9 for J/ψ at low pT to RpPb ' 1 at large pT = 20 GeV/c.855

There is little difference between the J/ψ and Υ results for RpPb(pT) because, for pT above a few GeV, the pT scale856

dominate over the mass scale.857

Non-prompt J/ψ production. The nPDF effects on non-prompt J/ψ (coming from B decays) has been investigated858

by Ferreiro et al. in [321]. Contrary to the more complex case of bottomonium production, it is sufficient to rely859

on LO calculations [322] to deal with open-beauty production –or non-prompt J/ψ– data integrated in pT as those of860

LHCb [? ]. Indeed such computations are sufficient to describe the low pT cross section up to (1 − 2)mb, where the861

bulk of the yield lies. Of course, more advanced approaches, e. g. the successful NLO predictions of the FONLL [93]862

or GM-VFNS [15, 323] (see section ??) which describe well beauty/non-prompt J/ψ production at Tevatron and LHC863

energies can also be used.864

The nPDF effects on non-prompt J/ψ have been evaluated using two parameterizations14 such as EPS09 LO [320]15
865

and nDSg LO [324]. In addition to the choice of the nPDFs, one also has to fix the value of the unphysical factor-866

ization scale µF . A reasonable and common –but still arbitrary– choice for open heavy-flavour production is to use a867

scale commensurate with the heavy-quark mass, i.e. µF = mQ. However, to be more general if the heavy-quark pT is868

not integrated on, the choice µF =
√

m2
Q + p2

T may be more suitable. One can also consider the spatial dependence869

of the nPDFs, either by simply assuming an inhomogeneous shadowing proportional to the local density [325, 326]870

or to extract it from a fit [327]. These effects would then translate into a non-trivial centrality (or impact parameter b)871

dependence of the nuclear modification factor. To this end, it is ideal to rely on a Glauber Monte-Carlo which does872

not factorise the different nuclear effects such as JIN [328] which was successfully used to study the nuclear matter873

effects on quarkonium production both at RHIC [329–331] and LHC [332, 333] energies.874

14By coherence with the use of LO hard matrix elements, one may prefer to use LO nPDFs.
15To simplify the comparison, one simply uses the central curve of EPS09 as well as four specific extreme curves (minimal/maximal shadowing,

minimal/maximal EMC effect), which reproduce the envelope of the gluon nPDF uncertainty encoded in EPS09 LO.
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Figure 26: Effect of nPDF as encoded in EPS09 LO on RpPb
b→J/ψ at

√
sNN = 5 TeV

This results in a nuclear modification factor RpPb for open-beauty beauty in p−Pb collisions at 5 TeV shown in875

Fig. 26. These values can be compared to the values collected by the LHCb collaboration reported in [285] and shown876

in Fig. 36, at backward and forward rapidity. As discussed in [321], the measured values of RpPb slightly favour the877

nDSg parameterisation, which does not include anti-shadowing. One should however stress that such a direct theory-878

data comparison relies on a good control of the interpolated pp cross section, while the forward-over-backward879

production ratio is not affected by any kind of uncertainty on the pp measurements or modelling. In this case, there880

is no tension with EPS09. Finally, one can stress that the nuclear modification factor measured and predicted for881

open-beauty are similar, within the uncertainties, to those of inclusive Υ(1S).882

3.2.3. Saturation883

Fujii and Watanabe recently computed the heavy quark production cross section in high energy p−A collisions in884

the Color Glass Condensate (CGC) framework [334, 335], which is given at the leading order in the strong coupling885

constant αs, but includes multiple-scattering effects on the gluons and heavy quarks by the dense target [336]. It886

is expressed in terms of hard matrix elements, 2-point gluon function in the dilute projectile and multi-point gluon887

functions in the dense target, which breaks the kT-factorization [337]. The energy dependence in this approach is888

incorporated through the gluon functions which obey the nonlinear x-evolution equation leading to the gluon saturation889

phenomenon.890

In the large-Nc approximation (where Nc = 3 is the number of colors in QCD), the multi-point functions reduce891

to a product of two dipole amplitudes in the fundamental representation and the evolution equation for the dipole has892

a closed form, called the Balitsky-Kovchegov (BK) equation. The BK equation with running coupling corrections893

(rcBK) is today widely exploited for phenomenological studies of saturation, and its numerical solution for x < x0 =894

0.01 is constrained with HERA DIS data and has been applied to hadronic reactions successfully [338]. Nuclear895

dependence is taken into account here in the initial condition for the rcBK equation by setting larger initial saturation896

scales, Q2
s,A(x0), depending on the nuclear thickness.897

Refs. [334, 335] show the evaluation of heavy quark production applying the CGC framework in the large-Nc898

approximation with the numerical solution of the rcBK equation. In hadronization processes, the color evaporation899

model (CEM) is used for J/ψ (Υ) and the vacuum fragmentation function for D meson production, by presuming900

that the hadronization occurs outside the target as mentioned in section 3.2.1. The rapidity dependence of the nu-901

clear modification factor RpA(y) of J/ψ is one of the significant observables to investigate the saturation effect and902

the CGC based model reproduced the RHIC data by setting Q2
s,A(x0) = (4 − 6)Q2

s,p(x0). Extrapolation to the LHC903

energy predicted a stronger suppression, which reflects the stronger saturation effects at the smaller x values (Fig.27).904

Quarkonium suppression in this framework also includes the multiple scattering effects on the quark pair traversing905

the dense target. More plots of the CGC calculation are shown in section 3.3.906
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Figure 27: Nuclear modification factor RpA(y) for D and J/ψ in p−A collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV in the CGC approach of Fuji and Watanabe.
The bands indicate the uncertainties from the variations mc = 1.2–1.5 GeV and Q2

s,A(x0) = (4 − 6)Q2
s,p(x0).

Some comments on the CGC approach are in order: The CGC expression for the heavy quark production is907

derived at LO in the eikonal approximation for the color sources. Then the NLO extension should be investigated to908

be consistent with the use of the rcBK equation. Furthermore, for quarkonium production, color channel dependence909

of the hadronization process will be important and brings in a new multi-point function, which is simply ignored in910

CEM. More recently, attempts to compute heavy-quarkonium production in pp and p−A collisions have been made911

by implementing small-x evolution and multiple scattering effects in the NRQCD formalism [87]. No calculation has912

yet been made on the quarkonium suppression in p−A collisions in this formalism.913

3.2.4. Multiple scattering and energy loss914

In this section various approaches of parton multiple scattering in nuclei are discussed. These effects include QQ915

propagation in nuclei, initial and final state energy loss, and coherent energy loss.916

QQ propagation and attenuation in nuclei. At LHC energies, the coherence length, lc, for the production of charm917

quarks exceeds the typical nuclear size, lc � RA. As a consequence, all the production amplitudes from different918

bound nucleons are in phase. In terms of the dipole description this means that Lorentz time delay “freezes” the cc919

dipole separation during propagation through the nucleus, what essentially simplifies calculations compared with the920

path-integral technique, which is required at lower energies [339–341]. This section summarizes the approach by921

Kopeliovich, Potashnikova and Schmidt.922

Because of the rescattering of the dipole in the nucleus, the charmonium production amplitude in a p−A collision923

with impact parameter b has the form [341–343],924

RpA =
1
A

∫
d2b

∞∫
−∞

dz ρA(b, z)
∣∣∣S pA(b, z)

∣∣∣2 , (18)

S pA(b, z) =

∫
d2rT Wcc(rT ) exp

[
−

1
2
σccg(rT )T−(b, z) −

1
2
σcc(rT )T+(b, z)

]
. (19)

Here Wcc(rT ) ∝ K0(mcrT ) r2
T Ψ f (rT ) is the distribution function for the dipole size rT ; K0(mcrT ) describes the rT -925

distribution of the cc dipole in the projectile gluon; Ψ f (rT ) is the light-cone wave function of the final charmonium;926

one factor rT comes from the color exchange transition (cc)8 → (cc)1 amplitude, another factor rT originates either927

from radiation of a gluon (color-singlet model for ψ), or from the wave function of a P-wave state (χ). The three-body928

(gcc) dipole cross section σccg(rT ) = 9
4σcc(rT /2) − 1

8σcc(rT ) is responsible for the g → cc transition and its nuclear929

shadowing. The thickness functions are defined as, T−(b, z) =
∫ z
−∞

dz′ρA(b, z′); T+(b, z) = TA(b) − T−(b, z), and930

TA(b) = T−(b,∞) where ρA is the nuclear density profile. The results of parameter-free calculations [343] of RpA vs931
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Figure 28: Data [272] for the pT-integrated nuclear suppression factor RdAu(y) for J/ψ produced in d-Au collisions with rapidity y at
√

sNN =

200 GeV. The upper solid curve presents the result of Eqs. (18)-(19). It includes the small correction for gluon shadowing [342]. The lower solid
(dashed) curve shows predictions for LHC at

√
sNN = 5.5 TeV, including (excluding) gluon shadowing.

rapidity at the energies of RHIC and LHC are plotted in Fig. 28. In the approach developed in [340, 344], the effects932

of gluon shadowing is expected to be weak [342, 343] and is therefore not included in Eq. (19).933

At this point we should emphasize that attenuation of cc dipoles in nuclear matter is a source of nuclear suppression934

of J/ψ, although it is often not included in model calculations. Moreover, independently of model details, the general935

features of dipole interactions are: (i) the dipole cross section studied in detail at HERA, which is proportional to936

the dipole size squared (of the order of 1/m2
c) and to the gluon density, (ii) the rise of the dipole cross section (and937

therefore the magnitude of the nuclear suppression) coming from the observed steep rise of the gluon density at small938

x. The observed energy independence of nuclear suppression of J/ψ is incompatible with these features, and the only939

solution would be a presence of nuclear enhancement mechanism rising with energy. Indeed, such a mechanism was940

proposed in [345] and developed in [341]. It comes from new possibilities, compared to a proton target, for J/ψ941

production due to multiple color exchange interaction of a cc in the nuclear matter, e. g. the relative contribution of942

double interaction is enhanced in nuclei as A1/3 and rises with energy proportionally to the dipole cross section [345].943

Numerical evaluation of this effect is under way [346]. This approach for charmonium production cannot be simply944

extrapolated from p−A to A − A collisions [342]. The latter case includes new effects of double color filtering and a945

boosted saturation scale, as is explained in detail in [342].946
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Initial and final state energy loss, power corrections and Cronin effect. The approach by Sharma and Vitev is now947

described. The basic premises of this approach is that cold nuclear matter effects can be evaluated and related to the948

transport properties of large nuclei for quarks and gluons, respectively [347]. At one extreme, when the scattering949

from the medium is largely incoherent, the parton modification is dominated by transverse momentum broadening. It950

leads to a Cronin-like enhancement of the cross sections at intermediate pT ∼ few GeV. At the other extreme, when951

the longitudinal momentum transfer is small compared to the length of the path of the parton as it propagates through952

the nucleus, the scattering becomes coherent, which can lead to attenuation, or shadowing. The coherent limit is953

described differently in different approaches and its effects are here calculated in terms of nuclear-enhanced power954

corrections to the cross sections. Multiple scattering also leads to medium-induced radiative corrections that, in the955

soft gluon emission limit, have the interpretation of energy loss [348]. The typical transverse momentum scales and956

scattering lengths that enter the evaluation of CNM effects are ξ2/1 fm ∼ µ2/λ ' 0.1 GeV2/fm (0.225 GeV2/fm) for957

quarks (gluons) respectively. These yield a quark radiation length X0 ∼ 50 fm [349].958

The effects are implemented via modifications to the kinematics of hard parton scattering a + b → c + d. For959

example, in p−A reactions960

Initial − state energy loss [φa(xa)]p−A =

[
φa

(
xa

1 − εa

)]
NN

, εa =
∆Ea

Ea
, (20)

Power corrections (xb)p−A = (xb)NN

1 +
ξ2

d(A1/3 − 1)

−t̂ + m2
d

 , (21)

Cronin effect 〈k2
Ta〉p−A = 〈k2

T〉NN + 〈k2
Ta〉IS , 〈k2

Ta〉IS =

〈
2µ2L
λa

〉
. (22)

In Eq. (20), εa is the fractional energy loss for partons a prior to the hard collision, which increases linearly with961

medium opacity. When the inverse longitudinal momentum transferred from the nucleus is larger than the Lorentz-962

contracted longitudinal size, the scattering can become coherent. This effect can be included in an effective modi-963

fication of the Bjorken-x variable, as shown in Eq. (21). Finally the transverse momentum broadening is taken into964

account through Eq. (22). For further details, see [78, 347, 349].965

This approach has successfully described the experimentally observed modification for light hadron, photon and966

di-lepton production cross sections. As the heavy quark introduces a new mass scale, the dependence of CNM967

corrections on this scale and their relative significance needs to be reassessed in light of the experimental data. The968

left panel of Fig. 29 shows theoretical predictions for Υ RdAu at RHIC [78] compared to STAR data XXX REF XXX.969

The right panel of Fig. 29 shows theoretical predictions for J/ψ RpPb at the LHC [78] that can be compared to ALICE,970
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Figure 30: Left: J/ψ suppression due to coherent energy loss effects, fitted to E866 data in p–W collisions at
√

sNN = 38.7 GeV. Right: Predictions
of J/ψ and Υ suppression in p−Pb collisions at the LHC.

ATLAS and CMS data. This approach is easily generalized to A − A reactions where both incoming and outgoing971

partons undergo elastic, inelastic and coherent soft interactions in the large nuclei.972

Coherent energy loss. Another approach of parton energy loss in cold nuclear matter has been suggested by Arleo,973

Kolevatov and Peigné. A few years ago it was emphasized that the medium-induced radiative energy loss ∆E of a high-974

energy gluon crossing a nuclear medium and being scattered to small angle is proportional to the gluon energy E [350]975

(see also [351]). The behavior ∆E ∝ E arises from soft gluon radiation which is fully coherent over the medium.976

Coherent energy loss is expected in all situations where the hard partonic process looks like forward scattering of an977

incoming parton to an outgoing compact and colorful system of partons [352]. In the case of J/ψ hadroproduction at978

low pT . mJ/ψ, viewed in the target rest frame as the scattering of an incoming gluon to an outgoing color octet cc979

pair,16 such an energy loss provides a successful description of J/ψ nuclear suppression in p−A as compared to pp980

collisions, from fixed-target (SPS, HERA, FNAL) to collider (RHIC, LHC) energies [353, 354].981

In [353, 354], the J/ψ differential cross section dσpp/dy dpT is determined from a fit of the pp data, and dσpA/dy dpT982

is obtained by performing a shift in rapidity (and in pT) accounting for the energy loss ε with probability P(ε) (and983

transverse broadening ∆pT) incurred by the compact octet state propagating through the nucleus. Independent of the984

pp production mechanism, the model is thus able to predict J/ψ and Υ nuclear suppression, RpA, as a function of y,985

pT and centrality. The model depends on a single parameter q̂0, which fully determines both the broadening ∆pT and986

the energy loss probability distribution, P(ε). It is determined by fitting the model calculations to the E866 measure-987

ments [306] in p–W collisions at
√

sNN = 38.7 GeV. The result of the fit, which lead to q̂0 = 0.075 GeV2/fm, is shown988

in Fig. 30 (left) in comparison to the data.989

In order to assess the uncertainties of the model predictions, both the parameters entering the pp data parameteri-990

zation as well as the magnitude of the transport coefficient are varied around their central value. The prescription for991

computing the model uncertainties can be found in more detail in [355]. The model predictions on J/ψ and Υ suppres-992

sion in p−Pb collisions at the LHC as a function of rapidity are shown as bands in Fig. 30 (right). The extrapolation993

of the model in A − A collisions is discussed in section 3.4.994

16As for instance in the Color Evaporation Model. In the Color Singlet Model for J/ψ production, a color singlet cc pair is produced, but in
conjunction with a hard gluon, thus making no qualitative difference with the production of a compact color octet state.
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3.2.5. Nuclear absorption995

As mentioned above, the quarkonium nuclear absorption is characterized by an “effective” cross section σabs. In996

Ref. [356], Arleo and Tram analysed all the J/ψ cross-section measurements taking into account nuclear absorption997

and nPDF effects. They found that, within the experimental uncertainties, the absorption cross section does not show998

a dependence on the J/ψ–N center-of-mass energy, when going from fixed-target to RHIC energy. In the approach of999

Ref. [357] discussed below, Lourenço, Vogt and Woehri studied the available fixed-target data to discern a possible1000

dependence of the J/ψ normal absorption at mid-rapidity as a function of the nucleon–nucleon center-of-mass energy,1001

both with and without considering nuclear modifications of the parton distributions.1002
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The J/ψ absorption cross section, σJ/ψ
abs , was traditionally assumed to be independent of the production kinematics1003

until measurements covering broad phase space regions showed clear dependences of the nuclear effects on xF and1004

pT. It was further assumed to be independent of collision center-of-mass energy,
√

sNN, neglecting any nuclear effects1005

on the parton distributions. However, J/ψ production is sensitive to the gluon distribution in the nucleus and the1006

fixed-target measurements probe parton momentum fractions, x, in the possible anti-shadowing region. This effect1007

may enhance the J/ψ production rate at midrapidity and a larger absorption cross section would be required to match1008

the data.1009

If one focuses on the behavior of J/ψ production at xF ≈ 0, the absorption cross section is found to depend on1010
√

sNN, essentially independent of the chosen nPDF parameterization [357], as shown in Fig. 31 (left). The yellow1011

band represents the uncertainty band corresponding to an empirical power-law fit (solid curve) to all the data points1012

analysed in [357] from measurements by NA3 [286], NA50 [295, 296], E866 [306], HERA-B [315], NA60 [362] and1013

PHENIX [363]. The extrapolation of the power-law fit in Fig. 31 (left) to the current LHC p−A energy leads to a1014

vanishingly small cross section within the illustrated uncertainties.1015

Away from midrapidity, the extracted σJ/ψ
abs grows with xF up to unrealistically large values, as shown in Fig. 311016

(right). This seems to indicate that another mechanism, in addition to absorption and shadowing, such as initial-state1017

energy loss, may be responsible for the J/ψ suppression in the forward region (xF > 0.25). This confirms that the1018

effective parameter σJ/ψ
abs should not be interpreted as a genuine inelastic cross section. It seems that the rise starts1019

closer to xF = 0 for lower collision energies [62]. More recent analyses [364], using EPS09 [320], are in general1020

agreement with the results of Ref. [357].1021

Despite different conclusions on the the possible energy dependence of σabs from fixed-target experiments to1022

RHIC energy in [356] and [357], one expects nuclear absorption effects to become negligible at the LHC since the1023

quarkonium formation time becomes significantly larger than the nuclear size at all values of the rapidity.1024

3.2.6. Overview1025

A brief summary of these different approaches is given in Table 8, in which the dominant physical effects and1026

ingredients used in each calculation are given. The model acronyms given in the table match those in the legends of1027
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the plots.1028

Ref. Acronym Production mechanism Medium effects Main parameters
Open heavy flavour

CSM+EPS09 LO CSM LO EPS09 LO 4+1 EPS09 LO sets
SAT CEM LO CGC

ELOSS energy loss
Quarkonia

CSM+EKS98LO+ABS CSM LO EKS98LO and σabs
CSM+EPS09 LO CSM LO EPS09 LO 4+1 EPS09 LO sets

CEM+EPS09 NLO CEM NLO EPS09 NLO 30+1 EPS09 NLO sets
SAT CEM LO CGC

ELOSS energy loss
COH.ELOSS pp data coherent energy loss q̂

KPS
COMOV

Table 8: Summary of the various models of CNM effects discussed in the text. The main physical process and ingredients used in each calculation
is given.

3.3. Recent RHIC and LHC results1029

In the next sub-sections we summarise the recent measurements performed in p−A collisions at RHIC and at the1030

LHC. Open heavy-flavor results are described in Sec. 3.3.2 and hidden heavy-flavor data in Sec. 3.3.3. As described in1031

the previous sub-sections, in order to understand the role of the CNM effects, the interpretation of these measurements1032

is commonly performed by a comparison to the equivalent measurements in nucleon-nucleon collisions where the1033

nucleons are not confined in a nucleus, i. e. to pp data. This requires to perform similar analysis in both p−A, or d−A,1034

and pp collisions at the same
√

sNN and in the same kinematic regime. At LHC energies, so far it has not always1035

been possible to endeavour into such pp measurements, whereas at RHIC energies the accelerator facilities made1036

this possible. In Sec. 3.3.1 we briefly describe the procedures and considerations that were made in the LHC results1037

described hereafter.1038

3.3.1. Reference for p−A measurements at the LHC1039

The pp reference for open heavy-flavor measurements at
√

s = 5.02 TeV was obtained either from pQCD calcu-1040

lations or by a pQCD-based
√

s-scaling of the measurements performed at
√

s = 7 TeV. In some cases, it was also1041

possible to evaluate the
√

s-scaled spectra of both the 7 TeV and 2.76 TeV data to
√

s = 5.02 TeV and combine them.1042

The pQCD-based
√

s-scaling procedure is described in reference [365]. The scaling factor is evaluated as the ratio1043

of the theoretical calculation at the two energies. The scaling uncertainties are determined considering the prediction1044

uncertainties, the variation of the renormalisation and factorisation scales, the heavy-quark mass and the PDF uncer-1045

tainties. The assumption behind this calculation is that the values of these parameters remain the same at both energies.1046

The scaling factor and uncertainties computed with different heavy-quark production models, FONLL [42, 93] and1047

GM-VFNS [15, 366], are in excellent agreement. This procedure was verified comparing the D-meson CDF measure-1048

ments at mid-rapidity to a
√

s-scaling of the ALICE data [365]. A different strategy was used in order to evaluate1049

the pp reference for J/ψ from B decays: the procedure is the same than the one for J/ψ at forward rapidity and is1050

described below.1051

In the quarkonium analyses, different strategies have been adopted depending on the precision of the existing1052

measurements. They are mainly based on phenomenological functions and are briefly described in the following.1053

At mid-rapidity in ALICE, the J/ψ pp integrated cross section reference has been obtained by performing an1054

interpolation based on J/ψ measurements at midrapidity in pp collisions at
√

s = 0.2 TeV [367], 2.76 TeV [368] and1055

7 TeV [369], and in pp collisions at
√

s = 1.96 TeV [370]. Several functions (linear, power law and exponential) were1056

used to parametrize the cross section dependence as a function of
√

s. The interpolation leads to a total uncertainty1057

of 17% on the integrated cross section. The effect of the asymmetric rapidity coverage, due to the shift of the rapidity1058
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by 0.465 in the CM frame in p−Pb collisions at the LHC, was found to be negligible as compared to the overall1059

uncertainty of the interpolation procedure. Then the same method as described in [371] was followed to obtain the1060

pT-dependent cross section. The method is based on the empirical observation that the J/ψ cross sections measured at1061

different energy and rapidity scale with pT/〈pT〉. The 〈pT〉 value was evaluated at
√

s = 5.02 TeV by an interpolation1062

of the 〈pT〉 measured at midrapidity [367, 369, 370] using exponential, logarithmic and power law functions.1063

At forward rapidity, a similar procedure for the J/ψ cross section interpolation has been adopted by ALICE and1064

LHCb and is described in [372]. In order to ease the treatment of the systematics correlated with energy, the interpo-1065

lation was limited to results obtained with a single apparatus. The inclusive J/ψ cross sections measured at 2.76 [368]1066

and 7 TeV [192] were included in the ALICE procedure while the inclusive, prompt J/ψ and J/ψ from B-mesons1067

cross sections measured at 2.76 [373], 7 [166] and 8 TeV [197] were considered in the LHCb one. The interpolation1068

of the cross section with energy is based on three empirical shapes (linear, power law and exponential). In addition, in1069

the ALICE case, additional uncertainties arising from theoretical shapes were considered. The resulting interpolated1070

cross section for inclusive J/ψ obtained by ALICE and LHCb at 2.5 < y < 4 and at
√

s = 5.02 TeV were found to be in1071

good agreement with a total uncertainty of ∼ 8% and ∼ 5% for ALICE and LHCb, respectively. The
√

s-interpolation1072

was also performed by ALICE independently for each finer rapidity and pT interval and outside of the rapidity range1073

of pp data in order to cope with the p−Pb CM rapidity shift. In that case an additional interpolation with rapidity was1074

carried out and several empirical functions (Gaussian, second and fourth order polynomials) were used to describe1075

the rapidity dependence of the interpolated pp cross section at
√

s = 5.02 TeV. Finally the pT-dependent interpolated1076

cross section was corrected according to the rapidity dependence of the pT differential distributions measured in pp1077

collisions [166].1078

In the case of the Υ at forward rapidity, the interpolation procedure results also from a common approach by1079

ALICE and LHCb and is described in [374]. It is based on LHCb measurements in pp collisions at 2.76 TeV [375],1080

7 TeV [192] and 8 TeV [197]. Various phenomenological functions and/or the
√

s-dependence of the CEM and1081

FONLL models are used for the
√

s-dependence of the cross section, similarly to the J/ψ interpolation procedure at1082

forward rapidity. This interpolation results into a systematic uncertainty that ranges from 8 to 12% depending on the1083

rapidity interval.1084

3.3.2. Open heavy-flavor measurements1085

Open heavy-flavor production is originated by hard processes at the early stages of the collision, see Sec. 2.1.11086

for an introduction to the different calculations. As explained in Sec. 3.2, their production in a nuclear environment is1087

affected by the modification of the parton probability density in the nucleus – nPDFs or parton saturation formalisms1088

–, and by the multiple scattering of partons in the nucleus – radiative or collisional parton energy loss, kT broadening1089

or hydrodynamics –. Due to their short lifetimes, open heavy-flavors are measured via their decay products. Different1090

analyses methods exist: (i) study leptons from heavy-flavor decays; (ii) examine the pT-integrated di-lepton invariant1091

mass distribution, to evaluate the charm and beauty cross sections; (ii) fully reconstruct exclusive decays, such as1092

D0 → K+ π− or B0 → J/ψK0
s ; (iv) identify c- or b-jets from reconstructed jets; (v) inspect heavy-flavor azimuthal1093

correlations.1094

Heavy-flavor decay leptons. The production of heavy-flavor decay leptons has been studied at RHIC and at LHC1095

energies in d−Au and p−Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 0.2 TeV and 5.023 TeV respectively. The p−A measurements1096

exploit the inclusive lepton pT-spectrum, electrons at mid-rapidity (|η| < 0.5 for PHENIX, 0 < η < 0.7 for STAR1097

and |ηlab| < 0.6 for ALICE) and muons at forward rapidities (1.4 < |η| < 2.0 for PHENIX and 2.5 < ηlab < 4.01098

for ALICE). Heavy-flavor decay spectrum is determined extracting the non-heavy-flavor contribution to the inclusive1099

lepton distribution. The photonic background sources are electrons from photon conversions in the detector material1100

and π0 and η Dalitz decays. The contribution of photon conversions is evaluated with the so called invariant-mass1101

method or via Montecarlo simulations. Dalitz decays contribution can be determined considering the measured π0
1102

and η distributions. Background from light hadrons, hard processes (prompt photons and Drell-Yan) and quarkonia1103

is determined with Montecarlo simulations, based, when possible, on the measured spectrum. STAR data is not1104

corrected for the of J/ψ decays contribution, which is non-negligible at high pT. Beauty decay electron spectra can1105

be obtained from the heavy-flavor decay electron spectra by a cut or fit of the lepton impact parameter distribution,1106

i. e. the distance between the lepton origin and the interaction vertex, or scrutinising the lepton azimuthal correlation1107

to heavy flavors or charged hadrons. For the later see the last paragraph of this section.1108
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Heavy-flavor decay lepton minimum bias RdAu measurements at mid-rapidity at
√

sNN = 0.2 TeV by STAR and1109

PHENIX [273, 376] are in agreement and suggest no modification of the multiplicity integrated yields for 1 < pT <1110

10 GeV/c within uncertainties. The dependence on RdAu with the multiplicity and the rapidity has been studied by1111

PHENIX [273, 277] and is reported in Fig. 32. It shows a mild dependence with the multiplicity at mid-rapidity. The1112

results at forward and backward rapidities are similar for peripheral collisions, but evidence for a strong deviation1113

for the most central events. As shown in Fig. 33 and in [273], the measurements at mid- and forward-rapidity are1114

described both by the model of Vitev et al. [347, 348] – considering nPDFs, kT broadening and CNM energy loss – or1115

by nPDFs alone. Data at backward rapidity can not be described considering only the nPDFs, suggesting that other1116

mechanisms are at work.
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Figure 32: Nuclear modification factor of heavy-flavor decay leptons in d−Au collisions at
√

sNN = 0.2 TeV as a function of transverse momentum
in the 0 − 20% and 60 − 88% centrality classes, as measured with the PHENIX detector [273, 277].

1117

The preliminary results at LHC energies by the ALICE collaboration [377] present RpPb multiplicity-integrated1118

values close to unity at mid-rapidity, as observed at lower energies. The rapidity dependence of the multiplicity-1119

integrated RpPb is also similar to that observed at RHIC. In contrast to RHIC, model calculations with nPDFs present a1120

fair agreement with LHC data. The first preliminary measurements of the beauty-hadron decay electrons multiplicity-1121

integrated RpPb at mid-rapidity by ALICE are in agreement with the heavy-flavor decay electron results [377].1122

The similar behaviour of RHIC and LHC heavy-flavor decay lepton RpA, within the large uncertainties, despite1123

the different x-Bjorken ranges covered, suggests that nPDFs might not be the dominant effect at play. Additional1124

mechanisms like kT-broadening, initial or final-state energy loss or hydrodynamics could be at play.1125

Dilepton invariant mass. The cc and bb production cross sections can be obtained by a fit of the pT-integrated dilepton1126

yields as a function of the pair mass. Such measurement has been performed by PHENIX at mid-rapidity in d−Au1127

collisions [278] at
√

sNN = 0.2 TeV, see Fig. 34. The contributions of pseudo-scalar mesons, π0 and η, and vector1128

mesons, ω, φ, J/ψ and the Υ were simulated based on the measured d−Au cross sections. The sources not directly1129

measured (η′, ρ, ψ′) were generated, and their contribution determined relative to the measured particles. The Drell-1130

Yan mechanism contribution was simulated with PYTHIA, and its normalisation was one of the fit parameters. The1131

resulting bb production cross section is: dσbb/dy = 0.54 ± 0.11 (stat) ± 0.18 (syst) mb. The large model dependence1132

prevents an accurate measurement of σcc.1133

D mesons. The pT-differential production cross section of D0, D+, D∗+ and D+
s in minimum bias p−Pb collisions at1134

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV for |ylab| < 0.5 was published in [284] by ALICE. D mesons are reconstructed via their hadronic1135

decays in different pT intervals from 1 GeV/c up to 24 GeV/c. Up-to-today, we are not aware of any other D-1136

meson measurement in p−A or d−A collisions at lower energies. Prompt D-meson yields are obtained subtracting1137

the contribution of secondaries from B-hadron decays, determined using pQCD-based estimates [119, 284]. This1138

calculation was verified inspecting the D-meson impact parameter distribution. No significant variation of the RpPb1139
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Figure 33: Nuclear modification factor of heavy-flavor decay leptons in d−Au collisions at
√

sNN = 0.2 TeV as a function of transverse momentum
in the 0 − 20% and 60 − 88% centrality classes, as measured with the PHENIX detector [273, 277]. A PYTHIA calculation considering EPS09
LO is also shown, courtesy of Sanghoon Lim. The calculation by Vitev et al. considering nPDFs, kT broadening and CNM energy loss is also
shown [347, 348].
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among the D-meson species is observed within uncertainties. The multiplicity-integrated prompt D (average of D0,1140

D+ and D∗+) meson RpPb is shown in Fig. 35 together with model calculations. RpPb is compatible with unity in the1141

measurement pT interval, indicating small or negligible nuclear effects for pT > 2 GeV/c. Data are described by1142

calculations considering only initial-state effects: NLO pQCD estimates (MNR [5]) considering EPS09 nPDFs [320]1143

or Color Glass Condensate computations [334]. Predictions including nPDFs, initial or final state energy loss and1144

kT-broadening [378] also reproduce the multiplicity-integrated measurements.
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Figure 35: Nuclear modification factor of prompt D mesons in p−Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV as a function of transverse momentum as
measured with the ALICE detector [284]. The measurements are compared to diverse theoretical calculations.

1145

Studies of the prompt D-meson production as a function of the multiplicity were performed by ALICE but have1146

not yet been published [379]. The nuclear modification factor of D mesons was evaluated as a function of the event1147

activity, defined in intervals of multiplicity measured in different rapidity intervals. No event activity dependence is1148

observed within uncertainties. D-meson production has also been studied as a function of charged-particle multiplicity.1149

The D-meson per-event yields increase as a function of the multiplicity at mid-rapidity. The enhancement of the1150

relative D-meson yields is similar to that of pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV. The results in pp collisions favour the1151

scenarios including the contribution of multiple-parton interactions (MPI), parton-percolation or initial-state effects.1152

In p−Pb collisions, the cold nuclear matter effects and the contribution of multiple binary nucleon collisions should1153

also be taken into account.1154

Open beauty measurements. The first measurements of the beauty production cross section in p−A collisions down to1155

pT = 0 were carried out by LHCb in p−Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV [285]. These results were achieved via the1156

analysis of non-prompt J/ψ mesons at large rapidities, 2 < ylab < 4.5. J/ψ mesons were reconstructed by an invariant1157

mass analysis of opposite sign muon pairs. The fraction of J/ψ originated from beauty decays, or non-prompt J/ψ1158

fraction, is evaluated from a fit of the z component of the pseudo-proper decay time of the J/ψ. The RpPb of non-prompt1159

J/ψ was computed considering as pp reference an interpolation of the measurements performed in the same rapidity1160

interval at
√

s = 2.76, 7 and 8 TeV. Figure 36 (left) reports the pT-integrated RpPb as a function of rapidity, whereas1161

Fig. 36 (right) presents the double ratio of the production cross section at positive and negative rapidities, RFB, as a1162

function of the J/ψ transverse momentum. The pT-integrated RpPb is close to unity in the backward rapidity range, and1163

shows a modest suppression in the forward rapidity region. RFB is compatible with unity within the uncertainties in1164

the measurement pT interval, with values almost systematically smaller than unity. These results indicate a moderate1165

rapidity asymmetry, and are consistent with the RpPb ones. The results are in agreement with LO CSM and NLO CEM1166

calculations including EPS09 or nDSg nuclear PDF parameterisations.1167
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Figure 36: LHCb measurements of non-prompt J/ψ mesons in p−Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV [285]. Left: nuclear modification factor as a
function of rapidity, compared to nPDF-based calculations [321]. Right: forward to backward rapidity ratio as a function of transverse momentum.

The production of beauty hadrons is being studied in p−Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV by the CMS collabo-1168

ration for the first time in heavy-ion collisions [380, 381]. B0, B+ and B0
s mesons are reconstructed via their decays1169

to J/ψ at mid-rapidity for 10 < pT < 60 GeV/c. The dσ/dpT of B0, B+ and B0
s are reproduced within uncertainties1170

by FONLL predictions scaled by the number of nucleons in the nucleus (A = 208). B+ dσ/dy is also described1171

by FONLL binary scaled calculations, and presents no evidence of rapidity asymmetry within the measurement un-1172

certainties. These results suggest that B-hadron production for pT > 10 GeV/c is not affected, or mildly, by the1173

nucleus.1174

Preliminary results of the pT and η differential cross section of b-jets in p−Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV have1175

been reported by CMS at mid-rapidity [382]. Jets from b-quark fragmentation are identified studying the distribution1176

of secondary vertices, typically displaced by several mm for jets of pT ∼ 100 GeV/c. The measured b-jet fraction for1177

50 < pb−jet
T < 400 GeV/c is consistent with PYTHIA simulations with the Z2 tune. The pT- and η-differential spectra1178

are also described by binary scaled PYTHIA simulations within uncertainties. RpPb is computed using PYTHIA as pp1179

reference and is compatible with unity. The measurement uncertainties do not allow to deduct a possible deviation to1180

the PYTHIA simulations. These results conform with the expectations that cold nuclear matter effects are not sizeable1181

at large pT.1182

Heavy-flavor azimuthal correlations. As described in Sec. 2.4.2, heavy-flavor particle production inherits the heavy-1183

quark pair correlation, bringing information on the production mechanisms. Heavy-flavor production in p−A colli-1184

sions is influenced by initial and/or final state effects. The modification of the PDFs or the saturation of the gluon1185

wave function in the nucleus predict a reduction of the overall particle yields. In particular, the CGC formalism also1186

predicts a broadening and suppression of the two-particle away-side azimuthal correlations, more prominent at for-1187

ward rapidities [383–385]. Energy loss or multiple scattering processes in the initial or final state are also expected1188

to cause a depletion of the two-particle corelation away-side yields [386]. These effects could also affect heavy-flavor1189

correlations in p−A collisions.1190

Heavy-flavor decay electron (pT > 0.5 GeV/c, |η| < 0.5) to heavy-flavor decay muon (pT > 1 GeV/c, 1.4 < η <1191

2.1) ∆φ azimuthal correlations have been studied by PHENIX in pp and d−Au collisions at
√

s = 0.2 TeV [108].1192

They exploit the forward rapidity muon measurements in order to probe the low-x region in the gold nucleus. The1193

analyses consider the angular correlations of all sign combinations of electron-muon pairs. The contribution from1194

light-flavor decays and conversions is removed subtracting the like-sign yield to the unlike-sign yield. The advantage1195

of these correlations is that are free of the background sources that are deleted in usual analyses, such as resonance1196

decays and Drell-Yan. Figure 37 presents the electron-muon heavy-flavor decay ∆φ correlations. Model calculations1197
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are compared to data for pp collisions, see Fig. 37(a). Calculations from NLO generators seem to fit better the1198

∆φ distribution than LO simulations. The corresponding measurement in d−Au collisions, see Fig. 37(b), shows a1199

reduction of the away-side peak as compared to pp scaled data, indicating a modification of the charm kinematics in1200

the medium.

(a) PHENIX, HFe - HFm ∆φ, pp
√

s = 0.2 TeV (b) PHENIX, HFe - HFm ∆φ, pp and d−Au
√

s = 0.2 TeV

Figure 37: Heavy-flavor decay electron (pT > 0.5 GeV/c, |η| < 0.5) to heavy-flavor decay muon (pT > 1 GeV/c, 1.4 < η < 2.1) ∆φ correlations
in pp and d−Au collisions at

√
s = 0.2 TeV [108]. The pp results are compared to POWHEG, PYTHIA and MCNLO calculations.

1201

Preliminary results of D-meson to charged-hadron azimuthal correlations in p−Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV1202

were carried out by ALICE. The measurement uncertainties do not allow to conclude on a possible modification of1203

heavy-quark azimuthal correlations in the cold nuclear medium.1204

3.3.3. Quarkonium measurements1205

At RHIC and LHC in heavy-ion collisions, quarkonia are mainly measured via their leptonic decay channel. In1206

the PHENIX experiment, the Ring Imaging Cherenkov associated with the Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EMCAL)1207

allows one to identify electrons at midrapidity (|y| < 0.35). In this rapidity range where the EMCAL can reconstruct1208

the photons, χc can also be measured from its decay channel to J/ψ and photon. At backward and forward rapidity1209

(1.2 < |y| < 2.2), two muon spectrometers allow the reconstruction of quarkonia via their muonic decay channel.1210

In the STAR experiment, quarkonia are reconstructed at mid-rapidity (|y| < 1) thanks to the electron identification1211

and momentum measurements from the TPC. In the ALICE experiment, a TPC at mid-rapidity (|ylab| < 0.9) is1212

used for electron reconstruction and identification and a spectrometer at forward rapidity for muon reconstruction1213

(2.5 < ylab < 4). The LHCb experiment is a forward spectrometer that allows for the quarkonium measurement via1214

their muonic decay channel for 2 < ylab < 4.5. In the CMS experiment, quarkonia are reconstructed in a large range1215

around mid-rapidity (|ylab| < 2.4) via the muonic decay channel. In LHCb, CMS and in ALICE at mid-rapidity, the1216

separation of prompt J/ψ from inclusive J/ψ exploits the long lifetime of the b hadrons, with cτ value of about 5001217

µm, using the good resolution of the vertex detector.1218

Charmonium. The nuclear modification factor for inclusive and/or prompt J/ψ has been measured for a large range1219

in rapidity and is shown in Fig. 38 for RHIC (left panel) and LHC (right panel). It should be emphasized that there1220

is no pp measurements at
√

sNN =5.02 TeV at the LHC and the pp cross section interpolation procedure described in1221

section 3.3.1 results into additional uncertainties.1222

The measurements from PHENIX [272] in d−Au collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV cover four units of rapidity. The1223

J/ψ is suppressed with respect to binary-scaled pp collisions in the full rapidity range with a suppression that can reach1224

more than 40% at y = 2.3. Inclusive J/ψ includes a contribution from prompt J/ψ (direct J/ψ and excited charmonium1225

states, χc and ψ(2S )) and a contribution from decays of B mesons. At RHIC energy, the contribution from B-meson1226
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Figure 38: Left: rapidity dependence of RdAu for inclusive J/ψ in PHENIX [272]. The error bars represent the uncorrelated uncertainties (statistical
and systematic), the open boxes the point-to-point correlated systematic uncertainties and the box at unity the correlated one. Right: rapidity
dependence of RpPb for inclusive and prompt J/ψ in ALICE [281] and LHCb [285]. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties while the
open boxes the systematic uncertainties. Other uncertainties are displayed similarly to PHENIX.

decays to the inclusive yield is expected to be small, of the order of 3% [387], but has not been measured so far in1227

d−Au collisions. The contribution from excited states such as χc and ψ(2S ) has been measured at midrapidity [276]1228

and is discussed later in this section. While the inclusive J/ψ RdAu for |y| < 0.9 is found to be 0.77 ± 0.02 ± 0.16, the1229

correction from χc and ψ(2S ) amounts to 5% and leads to a feed-down corrected J/ψ RdAu of 0.81 ± 0.12 ± 0.23.1230

At the LHC, the results for inclusive J/ψ from ALICE [281] and for prompt J/ψ from LHCb [285] show also1231

a larger suppression of the J/ψ production with respect to the binary-scaled pp collisions at forward rapidity (40%1232

at y = 3.5). In the backward rapidity region the nuclear modification factor is slightly suppressed (prompt J/ψ1233

from LHCb) or enhanced (inclusive J/ψ from ALICE) but within the uncertainties compatible with unity. LHCb1234

has also measured the production of J/ψ from B mesons [285]: they contribute to the inclusive J/ψ yield by 8% at1235

−4 < y < −2.5 and 12% at 1.5 < y < 4 with an increase towards midrapidity and high pT region. At pT > 8 GeV/c,1236

the fraction of B mesons can reach up to 26% in the backward rapidity region covered by LHCb. In addition, the1237

nuclear modification factor for J/ψ from B mesons is above 0.8 when integrated over pT as shown in Fig. 36, At low1238

pT, a small effect from B mesons on inclusive J/ψ measurements is therefore expected at the LHC energy and this is1239

confirmed by the comparison of prompt to inclusive J/ψ that shows a good agreement as seen in the right panel of1240

Fig. 38.1241

Models based on nuclear PDF [316, 333, 388] (CEM EPS09 NLO, CSM EKS98 LO and CSM EPS09 LO),1242

gluon saturation [335] (SAT), multiple scattering and energy loss [343, 350] (COH.ELOSS and KPS) described in1243

section 3.2 are also shown in Fig. 38. The uncertainty from the nuclear nPDF on gluon distribution function is large1244

as discussed in section 3.2.2 and is shown by the uncertainty band of the corresponding calculations. The models1245

based on nPDF overestimate the data at RHIC in particular at backward rapidity, the anti-shadowing region. At1246

forward rapidity, a strong shadowing with the EPS09 NLO nPDF parameterization is favoured by the RHIC data.1247

By including a J/ψ absorption cross section, σJ/ψ
abs = 4.2 mb, the calculation from CSM EKS98 LO ABS that uses1248

EKS98 LO nPDF can describe RdAu measured at RHIC in the full rapidity range. In the latter calculations, since the1249

behaviour of EKS98 is very close to the one of the central set of EPS09 LO, the theoretical curves are expected to1250

be similar to those of EPS09 LO nPDF. At the LHC, while the backward rapidity data is well described by the nPDF1251

models, a strong shadowing is favoured by the data at forward rapidity. Both EPS09 LO and the lower uncertainty1252

band of EPS09 NLO parameterizations provide such a strong shadowing. In the COH.ELOSS approach, the rapidity1253

dependence of the nuclear modification factor is well described both at RHIC and LHC energies. In the KPS model,1254

the rapidity dependence of the RHIC data is correctly described but the calculations are systematically lower than1255

the measurements. Despite slightly different energy, the calculations shown in Fig. 28 can be compared to the LHC1256

measurement. At this energy, the KPS model overestimates the J/ψ suppression over the full rapidity range. Finally,1257
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the SAT model is not valid for the full rapidity range, see section 3.2.3. While it describes correctly the data for1258

y > 0.5 at
√

sNN = 200 GeV and the midrapidity data at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV, it overestimates the J/ψ suppression at1259

forward rapidity at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV.1260
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Figure 39: x2 = m√
sNN

exp(−y) dependence of RpA for inclusive J/ψ in PHENIX [272] and ALICE [281] and for prompt J/ψ in LHCb [285]. The
uncertainties are described in Fig. 38.

It is interesting to check whether a simple scaling exists on J/ψ suppression between RHIC and LHC. The effects1261

of nPDF or saturation are expected to scale with the momentum fraction x2, independently of the center-of-mass1262

energy of the collision. It is also the case of nuclear absorption, since the J/ψ formation time is proportional to the1263

Lorentz factor γ which is uniquely related to x2, γ = m/(2mp x2), assuming 2 → 1 kinematics for the production1264

process. In order to test the possible x2 scaling expected in the case of nPDF and nuclear absorption theoretical1265

approches, the data from RHIC and LHC [272, 281, 285] of Fig. 38 are shown together in Fig. 39 as a function of1266

x2 = m
√

sNN
exp(−y) where the low x2 values correspond to forward rapidity data. Note that Eq. (16) for the calculation1267

of x2, which refers to a 2 → 2 partonic process, can not be used since the 〈pT〉 values for all the data points have not1268

been measured. While at x2 < 10−2, the nuclear modification factors are compatible at RHIC and LHC energy within1269

the uncertainties, the data presents some tension with a x2 scaling at large x2.1270

The transverse momentum distribution of the nuclear modification factor is shown for different rapidity ranges1271

in Fig. 40 for RHIC (left) and LHC (right) energies. At
√

sNN = 200 GeV, the J/ψ RdAu is suppressed at low pT1272

and increases with pT for the full rapidity range. The mid- and forward rapidity results show a similar behaviour:1273

RdAu increases gradually with pT and is consistent with unity at pT & 4 GeV/c. At backward rapidity, RdAu increases1274

rapidly to reach 1 at pT ≈ 1.5 GeV/c and is above unity for pT > 2.5 GeV/c. At
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV, a similar shape and1275

amplitude is observed for RpPb at mid and forward rapidity: in that case it is consistent with unity at pT & 5 GeV/c.1276

The backward rapidity results is consistent throughout the full pT interval with unity.1277

In addition to the models aforementioned, the calculations based on the energy loss approach from [78] (ELOSS),1278

valid for y ≥ 0 and pT > 3 GeV/c, are also compared to the data. Among these models, only the COH.ELOSS and1279

SAT model includes effects from initial- or final-state multiple scattering that may lead to a pT broadening. The pT1280

dependence of RpA is correctly described by the CEM EPS09 NLO model except at backward rapidity and
√

sNN =1281

200 GeV. The model based on CSM EKS98 LO ABS with an absorption cross section of 4.2 mb describes the mid1282

and forward rapidity results at
√

sNN = 200 GeV but not the pT dependence at backward rapidity. A good agreement is1283

reached at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV with CEM EPS09 NLO and CSM EPS09 LO calculations. The ELOSS model describes1284

correctly the pT dependence at mid and forward rapidity at both energies. The COH.ELOSS calculations describe1285
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correctly the data with however a steeper pT dependence at forward rapidity and
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV. Finally the SAT1286

model gives a good description of the data at midrapidity at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV but does not describe the pT dependence1287

at forward rapidity at
√

sNN =200 GeV and overestimate the suppression at forward rapidity at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV.1288

It is also worth mentioning that the ratio RFB of the nuclear modification factors for a rapidity range symmetric1289

with respect to y ∼ 0 has also been extracted as a function of rapidity and pT at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV [281, 285]. Despite1290

the reduction of statistics since the rapidity range is limited, the pp cross section and its associated systematics cancels1291

out in the ratio and results on RFB provides additional constraints to the models.1292

The dependence of the J/ψ suppression has also been measured in d−Au as a function of the centrality of the colli-1293

sion in PHENIX [272, 274]. The centrality of the d−Au collision is determined thanks to the total energy deposited in1294

the beam-beam counter (BBC) located in the nucleus direction. A larger suppression is observed in central (0 − 20%)1295

as compared to peripheral (60 − 88%) collisions. In order to study the centrality dependence of the nuclear effect, the1296

nuclear modification factor between central and peripheral collisions, RCP, has been measured. Fig. 41 shows RCP as1297

a function of RdAu: the forward rapidity measurements correspond to the lowest RCP values. The nuclear effect has1298

been parametrized by three functional forms (exponential, linear or quadratic) that depend on the density weighted1299

longitudinal thickness through the nucleus Λ(rT ) = 1
ρ0

∫
dzρ(z, rT ). Here ρ0 is the density in the center of the nucleus1300

and rT the transverse radial position of the nucleon-nucleon collision relative to the center of the nucleus. While the1301

effect from nuclear absorption is expected to follow an exponential dependence, other models like nPDF assumes a1302

linear form to describe the centrality dependence of the nuclear effect. While at backward and midrapidity the data1303

can not discriminate between the functional forms, the forward rapidity data suggest that the dependence on Λ(rT ) is1304

nonlinear and closer to quadratic.

Figure 41: RCP as a function of RdAu for inclusive J/ψ in PHENIX [272]. The curves are constraint lines for three geometric dependencies of the
nuclear modification. The ellipses represent a one standard deviation contour for the systematic uncertainties.

1305

The centrality dependence of the J/ψ nuclear modification factor has also been studied in ALICE [389, 390]. In1306

these analyses, the event activity is determined from the energy measured along the beam line by the Zero Degree1307

Neutron (ZN) calorimeter located in the nucleus direction. In the hybrid method described in [391], the centrality of1308

the collision in each ZN energy event class is determined assuming that the charged-particle multiplicity measured1309

at mid-rapidity is proportional to the number of participants in the collision. In the J/ψ case, the data is compatible,1310

within uncertainties, to the binary-scaled pp production for peripheral events at backward and forward rapidity. The1311

J/ψ production in p−Pb is however significantly modified towards central events. At backward rapidity the nuclear1312

modification factor is compatible wih unity at low pT and increases with pT reaching ∼ 1.4 at large pT (pT ∼ 7 GeV/c).1313

At forward rapidity the suppression of J/ψ production shows an increase towards central events specially at low pT.1314

The J/ψ production was also studied as a function of the relative charged-particle multiplicity measured at mid-rapidity1315

as it was already done in pp collisions [249]. The results show an increase with the relative multiplicity at backward1316

and forward rapidity. At forward rapidity the multiplicity dependence becomes weaker than at backward rapidity1317

for high relative multiplicities. In pp collisions [249] this increase is interpreted in terms of the hadronic activity1318
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accompanying J/ψ production, from contribution of multiple parton-parton interactions or in the parton percolation1319

scenario. In p−Pb collisions, in addition to the previous contributions, the cold nuclear matter effects should be1320

considered when interpreting these results.1321

Since open and hidden heavy flavours probes rely on the same production process for the heavy quark pair, a direct1322

comparison of their productions, if measured over the entire phase space, is expected to single out final-state effects1323

on J/ψ production. In fig. 42, the J/ψ RdAu [274] is compared to the one from open heavy flavour lepton [273, 277] as1324

measured by PHENIX in central d−Au collisions. Despite the fact that the open beauty contribution is not subtracted1325

and the measurement is carried out not for the full single-lepton pT range but only down to pT = 1 GeV/c, this1326

comparison may already give some hint on the final-state effects on J/ψ production. A similar behaviour across the1327

entire pT range is observed for RdAu at forward rapidity, supporting the argument that the J/ψ suppression is driven1328

by the one from heavy charm pair. At backward and midrapidity the J/ψ is clearly more suppressed than the open1329

heavy flavour lepton at low pT where the charm contributions dominate over those from bottom [105]. This difference1330

between J/ψ and open charm may originate from additional effects beyond charm quark pair production such as a1331

longer crossing time τcross of the cc state in the nuclear matter or a larger density of comoving medium [392]. This1332

comparison suggests that an additional CNM final-state effect significantly affects J/ψ production at backward and1333

midrapidity at
√

sNN =200 GeV.
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Figure 42: Transverse momentum of RdAu of inclusive J/ψ for three different rapidity ranges in 0 − 20% centrality bin [274] and comparison to
heavy flavour electron and muon in PHENIX [273, 277].

1334

The binding energy for the excited charmonium states is significantly smaller than that of the ground state [393]:1335

the ψ(2S) has the lowest binding energy (0.05 GeV), following by the χc (0.20 GeV) and the J/ψ (0.64 GeV). The1336

excited charmonium states are then expected to be more sensitive to the nuclear environment as compared to the1337

J/ψ. The relative suppression of the ψ(2S) to J/ψ from earlier measurements at lower energy and at mid-rapidity1338

[237, 295, 306] has been understood as a larger absorption of the ψ(2S) in the nucleus since, in these conditions, the1339

crossing time τcross of the cc pair through the nucleus is larger than the charmonium formation time τf . At higher1340

energy, τcross is expected to be always lower than τf [330] except maybe for backward rapidity ranges. This means1341

that the cc is nearly always in a pre-resonant state when traversing the nuclear matter and the nuclear break-up should1342

be the same for the ψ(2S) and J/ψ.1343

The PHENIX experiment has measured RdAu = 0.54 ± 0.11+0.19
−0.16 for the ψ(2S) and RdAu = 0.77 ± 0.41 ± 0.18 for1344

the χc for |y| < 0.35 [276]. While the large uncertainty prevents any conclusion for the χc, the relative modification1345

factor of the ψ(2S) to inclusive J/ψ in d-Au collisions,
[
ψ(2S)/J/ψ

]
dAu /

[
ψ(2S)/J/ψ

]
pp equivalent to Rψ(2S)

dAu /RJ/ψ
dAu, has1346

been found to be 0.68 ± 0.14+0.21
−0.18, i. e. 1.3 σ lower than 1. The relative modification factor as a function of Ncoll is1347

shown in the left panel of Fig. 43. In the most central collisions, the ψ(2S) is more suppressed than the J/ψ by ∼ 2σ.1348

ALICE has also measured in p−Pb collisions at
√

sNN =5.02 TeV the ψ(2S) to J/ψ relative modification factor and1349

has found 0.52±0.09±0.08 for −4.46 < y < −2.96 and 0.69±0.09±0.10 for 2.03 < y < 3.53 [282], respectively ∼ 4σ1350
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and ∼ 2σ lower than 1. In the right panel of Fig. 43, the relative modification factor is shown as a function of rapidity.1351

This double ratio has also been measured as a function of pT [282] and does not exhibit a significant pT dependence.1352

In addition, preliminary results [394] show that the nuclear modification factor of the ψ(2S) follows similar trend than1353

the J/ψ as a function of event activity at forward rapidity but is significantly more suppressed at backward rapidity1354

towards central events.1355

Models based on initial state effect [316, 330] or coherent energy loss [351] does not predict such a relative sup-1356

pression of the ψ(2S) production with respect to the J/ψ one. These measurements could indicate that the ψ(2S)1357

production is sensitive to final state effect in p−A collisions. A recent theoretical work is using EPS09 LO nPDF and1358

includes the interactions of the quarkonium states with a comoving medium [392] (COMOV). The COMOV calcula-1359

tions are shown in fig. 43. It describes fairly well the PHENIX and ALICE results. Hot nuclear matter effect was also1360

proposed as a possible explanation for the ψ(2S) relative suppression in central p−Pb collisions at the LHC [395].
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Figure 43: Left: relative nuclear modification (
[
ψ(2S)/J/ψ

]
dAu /

[
ψ(2S)/J/ψ

]
pp) of inclusive J/ψ to ψ(2S) as a function of Ncoll in PHENIX [276].

Right: transverse momentum dependence of the relative nuclear modification of J/ψ to ψ(2S ) in ALICE [282]. The uncertainties are the same as
described in Fig. 38.

1361

Bottomonium measurements. The nuclear modification factor for bottomonium is shown in Fig. 44 at RHIC [275,1362

280] (left panel) and LHC [283, 396] (right panel). At RHIC the 3 Υ states can not be measured separately due to1363

the poor statistics and invariant mass resolution. At
√

sNN = 200 GeV, the RdAu is compatible with no or a slight1364

suppression over the full rapidity range except at midrapidity where a suppression by a factor of two is found in d−Au1365

with respect to (binary-scaled) pp. The data suggests a larger suppression by ∼ 40% at backward rapidity but the1366

uncertainties are large and RdAu is lower than 1 by only 1.3σ. At
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV, the Υ(1S) measurements from1367

LHCb, despite slightly different rapidity ranges, are systematically higher than those of ALICE but both measurements1368

are consistent within uncertainties. The measured RpPb is consistent with unity at backward rapidity and below 1 by,1369

at most, ∼ 30% at forward rapidity.1370

The data are compared to models based on nPDF (CEM EPS09 NLO, CSM EPS09 LO), coherent energy loss1371

(COH.ELOSS) and gluon saturation (SAT). Given the limited statistics, the data can not constrain the models in most1372

of the phase space and is in good agreement with the theory calculations. Only at midrapidity at
√

sNN = 200 GeV, the1373

observed suppression is challenging for all the models where no suppression is expected. In the nPDF based model,1374

the rapidity range where RpA is higher than 1 corresponds to the anti-shadowing region. Clearly the data is not precise1375

enough to conclude on the strength of gluon anti-shadowing.1376

As in the J/ψ case, the ratio RFB of the nuclear modification factors for a rapidity range symmetric with respect to1377

y ∼ 0 has also been extracted for the Υ(1S) at
√

sNN =5.02 TeV [283, 396].1378

Comparison of Υ(1S) RpPb to the one from open beauty from Fig. 36 can give hint on final-state effects on Υ(1S).1379

Similar level of suppression is observed for the Υ(1S) and the J/ψ from B-mesons. Larger statistics data however1380

would be needed to rule out any final-state effect on Υ(1S) production in p−Pb.1381
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The study of excited bottomonium states in p−Pb collisions may indicate the presence of final-state effects in1382

bottomonium production. The Υ(3S) has the smallest binding energy (0.2 GeV), followed by the Υ(2S) (0.54 GeV)1383

and the Υ(1S) (1.10 GeV) [393]. Since the bottomonium formation time is expected to be larger than the nuclear1384

size, the suppression in p−Pb is expected to be the same for all Υ states.1385

The CMS experiment has measured the ratio of the excited to the ground state cross section, Υ(nS)/Υ(1S), for1386

n = 2, 3 at midrapidity in p−Pb collisions. ALICE (only for n = 2) and LHCb have performed similar measurements1387

at backward and forward rapidity. The measured ratios Υ(nS)/Υ(1S), shown in the left panel of Fig. 45 are compared1388

to the ratios measured in pp collisions at, however, different energies (
√

s = 2.76 and 8 TeV) and in addition for the1389

backward and forward rapidities, at slightly different rapidity ranges. It is worth noting that the ratio Υ(nS)/Υ(1S) has1390

been measured for n = 2, 3 at
√

s = 1.8, 2.76 and 7 TeV [191, 251, 397] at midrapidity and at
√

s = 2.76, 7 and 81391

TeV [197, 199, 375] at forward rapidity. The ratio is found to be, within the quoted uncertainties, independent of
√

s,1392

and in the rapidity range 2 < y < 4, independent of y. A stronger suppression than in pp is observed at midrapidity in1393

p−Pb collisions for Υ(2S) and Υ(3S) as compared to Υ(1S), which could suggest the presence of final-state effect that1394

affect more the excited states as compared to the ground state. At forward rapidity, the ratios measured by ALICE and1395

LHCb are similar in p−Pb and pp but the measurements are not precise enough to measure the difference observed1396

by CMS.1397

To better quantify the modification in between pp and p−Pb and cancel out some of the systematic uncertainties1398

from the detector setup, the double ratio [Υ(nS)/Υ(1S)]pPb / [Υ(nS)/Υ(1S)]pp has also been evaluated by CMS at1399

midrapidity using the pp collisions at 2.76 TeV [251] and is displayed in the right panel of Fig. 45. The double ratio1400

in p−Pb is 2.4 σ away from unity for Υ(2S) and Υ(3S). The double ratios signal the presence of different or stronger1401

final-state effect acting on the excited states compared to the ground state from pp to p−Pb collisions.1402

As for the charmonium production, the excited states are not expected to be suppressed by none of the models1403

that include initial-state effects neither from the coherent energy loss effect. A possible explanation may come from1404

a suppression associated to the comoving medium. Precise measurements in a large rapidity coverage would help to1405

confirm this hypothesis.1406

CMS has also performed measurements as a function of the event multiplicity as measured at forward (4 < |η| <1407

5.2 for the transverse energy ET ) and midrapidity (|η| < 2.4 for the charged-track multiplicity Ntracklets) [251]. Fig. 461408

shows the Υ self-normalized cross section ratios Υ(1S)/〈Υ(1S)〉where 〈Υ(1S)〉 is the event-activity integrated value for1409

pp, p−Pb and Pb − Pb collisions. The self-normalized cross section ratios are found to rise with the event multiplicity1410

as measured by these two event-activity estimators and similar results are obtained for Υ(2S) and Υ(3S). When Pb1411

ions are involved the increase can be related to the increase in the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions. A possible1412

interpretation of the positive correlation between the Υ production yield and the underlying activity of the pp event is1413

the Multiple-Parton Interaction (MPI) occuring in a single pp collisions. Linear fits performed separately for the three1414
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collision systems show that the self-normalized ratios have a slope consistent with unity in the case of forward event1415

activity. Hence, no significant difference between pp, p−Pb and Pb − Pb is observed when correlating Υ production1416

yields with forward event activity. On the contrary in the case of midrapidity event activity, different rises are found1417

for the three collisions systems. These observations are also related to the single cross section ratios Υ(nS)/Υ(1S) as1418

shown in Fig. 19 and discussed in details in Section 2.4.1.
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1419

3.4. CNM extrapolation to A–A collisions1420

It is an important question to know whether cold nuclear matter effects can be simply extrapolated from p−A to1421

A − A collisions. Regarding the different possible CNM effects disccused in section 3.2, some of them can in principle1422

be extrapolated to A − A collisions rather straightforwardly, this is the case of nPDF and coherent energy loss effects1423

discussed below. Some other approaches, on the contrary, are affected by interference effects between the two nuclei1424

involved in the collision, making delicate an extrapolation to A − A collisions.1425
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Nuclear PDF. Regarding nPDF effects discussed in section 3.2.2, it is straightforward to make this comparison at1426

leading order in the color evaporation model (CEM) where the pT of the QQ pair is zero and the x1 and x2 values are1427

related to the quarkonium rapidity by the relation (14). As long as the production cross section obeys the factorization1428

hypothesis, Eq. (13), the nuclear modification factors (taken at the same energy) also factorize, i. e. the following1429

relation is exact,1430

RCNM
AA (y) = RpA(y) × RpA(−y) . (23)

At next-to-leading order in the CEM, however, the assumption of factorization of nPDF effects is less simple to1431

understand because of the large contribution from 2 → 2 diagrams. For such processes, the correlation between1432

the initial momentum fractions x1, x2 and the rapidity of the quarkonium state is less straightforward. However, the1433

factorization hypothesis (23) is seen to still hold at NLO, as shown by a calculation using EPS09 NLO central nPDF1434

set at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV in Fig. 47 as a function of y (left) and pT (right) [398].1435

In principle, this factorization hypothesis can also be applied to open heavy-flavour.1436

Figure 47: The J/ψ RAA (red) ratio is compared to the product RpA(+y)×RpA(−y) (points) along with the individual p−A ratios at forward (dashed)
and backward (dot-dashed) rapidity. Results are compared for the y (left) and pT (right) dependencies at NLO, from Ref. [398]

.

Multiple scattering and energy loss. Let us first discuss how predictions can be extrapolated in the coherent energy1437

loss model. In a generic A–B collision both incoming partons, respectively from the ‘projectile’ nucleus A and the1438

‘target’ nucleus B, might suffer multiple scattering in the nucleus B and A, respectively. Consequently, gluon radiation1439

off both partons can interfere with that of the final state particle (here, the compact color octet QQ̄ pair), making a1440

priori difficult the calculation of the medium-induced gluon spectrum in the collision of two heavy ions.1441

However, it was shown in [355] that the gluon radiation induced by rescattering in nuclei A and B occurs in distinct1442

regions of phase space, see Fig. 48. As a consequence, the energy loss induced by the presence of each nucleus can be1443

combined in a probabilistic manner, making a rather straightforward extrapolation of the model predictions from p−A1444

to A − A collisions. Remarkably, it is possible to show that the quarkonium suppression in A − A collisions follows1445

nicely the factorized expression (23). However, since the energy loss effects do not scale with the momentum fraction1446

x2, the data-driven extrapolation of p−Pb data at
√

sNN = 5 TeV to Pb − Pb data at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV, discussed1447

below, and which assumes nPDF effects only is not expected to hold [355].1448

The model by Sharma and Vitev can also easily be generalized to A − A reactions where both incoming and out-1449

going partons undergo elastic, inelastic and coherent soft interactions in the large nuclei. In contrast, the Kopeliovich,1450

Potashnikova and Schmidt approach for charmonium production cannot be simply extrapolated from p−A to A − A1451

collisions [342], because nuclei-nuclei collisions includes new effects of double color filtering and a boosted saturation1452

scale, as is explained in detail in [342].1453
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Figure 48: Sketch of the rapidity regions populated by medium-induced radiation in an A–B collision in the coherent energy loss model. The
‘target’ B and ‘projectile’ A move with respectively negative and positive rapidities.

Data-driven extrapolation. At RHIC, the d−Au collisions are performed with symmetrical beam energies, so such1454

that yCM/lab = 0, and at the same nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass energy than for heavy-ion collisions. The direct1455

comparison of d−Au data to heavy-ion data is then easier. In this context, the PHENIX experiment has evaluated the1456

J/ψ breakup (i. e. absorption) cross section by fitting RdAu as a function of the rapidity, and also as a function of the1457

average number of binary collisions (Ncoll), and by assuming different shadowing scenarii (EKS and NDSG) [271].1458

The two shadowing scenarri with their resulting breakup cross section were applied to J/ψ RAA, both for Cu − Cu1459

and Au − Au collisions. Moreover, an alternative data-driven method [399] was applied to PHENIX data [271]. This1460

method assumes that all cold nuclear matter effects are parametrized with a modification factor consisting of a function1461

of the radial position in the nucleus.1462

A more recent investigation of RHIC data by Ferreiro et al. [329] showed how the use of 2 to 2 partonic process1463

instead of the usual 2 to 1 can imply a different value of the absorption cross-section [400], since the anti-shadowing1464

peak is systematically shifted towards larger rapidities in d−Au. The other noticeable consequence is that RdAu versus1465

y is not symmetric anymore around y ≈ 0. This implies that the CNM effects in RAA at RHIC will also show a rapidity1466

dependence, with less suppression from CNM effects at mid rapidity than at forward rapidity, in the same direction as1467

the one exhibited by the Au − Au and Cu − Cu data from PHENIX (see extensive comparisons in [329]). This is quite1468

important since this shape of RAA at RHIC was also considered as a possible hint for hot in-medium recombination1469

effects, while it might come from CNM effects only.1470

At LHC, however, the p−Pb results can not be easily compared to Pb − Pb collisions. Indeed, the nucleon-nucleon1471

center-of-mass energies are not the same (5.02 versus 2.76 TeV) and moreover the p and the Pb beam energies per1472

nucleon are different leading to a rapidity shift of the center-of-mass frame with respect to the lab frame. But assuming1473

factorization and Eq. (23), a data-driven extrapolation of p−A data to A − A can be performed.1474

In a given detector acceptance (at fixed ylab), the ratio of x2 values probed in a given process in Pb − Pb and p−Pb1475

collisions is1476

xPbPb
2

xpPb
2

=

√
spPb

NN√
sPbPb

NN

exp(−ypPb
CM/lab) . (24)

At the LHC, the rapidity shift is ypPb
CM/lab = 0.465. In Run-1 conditions, one has

√
sPbPb

NN = 2.76 TeV and
√

spPb
NN =1477

5.02 TeV and the ratio is xPbPb
2

xpPb
2

= 8 TeV/7 TeV ' 1.14. The typical momentum fraction ranges involved in p−Pb1478

collisions (in the rapidity range |ylab| < 0.9 for D mesons and 2.5 < |ylab| < 4 for J/ψ) are shown in Fig. 24.1479

This data-driven extrapolation of p−A collisions to A − A collisions applied by the ALICE collaboration to J/ψ1480

production lead to [281]: [RpPb(2 < y < 3.5) × RpPb(−4.5 < y < −3)]J/ψ = 0.75 ± 0.10 ± 0.12, the first uncertainty1481

being the quadratic combinaison of statistical and uncorrelated systematic uncertainties and the second one the linear1482
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combinaison of correlated uncertainties. The application of this result to Pb − Pb collisions is discussed in section 5.4.1483

Conclusion. According to the theoretical and data driven extrapolation approaches, one can conclude that there are1484

non negligible CNM effects on A − A results at the LHC (up to 50% at low pT). A pT dependence of J/ψ RpPb1485

factorization will be presented in section 5.2.2.1486

3.5. Status and perspectives1487

The LHC p−Pb Run-1 has clearly opened a new window on the study of the CNM effects. The kinematical range1488

probed by the different LHC experiments bring new contraints on theoretical models. The main observations resulting1489

from the heavy-flavour data can be summarized in the following way.1490

• Open heavy-flavours production is almost unsuppressed at large pT, except maybe a slight suppression seen at1491

low pT.1492

• J/ψ is suppressed at mid-rapidity with a more pronounced suppression when we move to the most forward bins,1493

while backward rapidity is compatible with no suppression/enhancement.1494

• Υ(1S) data trend is not totally clear: a suppression is reported by ALICE at forward rapidity, while LHCb data1495

points are compatible with no suppression.1496

• Excited states are more suppressed than ground states.1497

For the theoretical interpretation of the data, the first following conclusions can be drawn.1498

• Current data on open heavy-flavours do not allow one to favour/disfavour specific models (nPDF, saturation,1499

initial-state energy loss).1500

• nPDF effects and energy loss are two possible explanations for 1S quarkonium suppression (but not for excited1501

states). At forward rapidity the strong suppression is not well reproduced by nPDF models, but compatible with1502

data within the large uncertainty band, while at backward rapidity the agreement between data and the coherent1503

energy loss model is not perfect either. A too strong suppression is predicted by the presently unique approach1504

based on saturation.1505

So, to summarize, the precision of the current observables (RpPb, forward to backward ratio, ψ(2S)/J/ψ...) allow1506

to start to discriminate the different CNM effects, but the limitation of the interpretation has a common origin: the1507

size of the uncertainties. Rare probes, like exclusive open heavy-flavours, ψ(2S) and Υ, but also high pT data are1508

dominated by statistical uncertainties. For high statistic probes, like semileptonic heavy-flavours and J/ψ, the control1509

of the systematic uncertainties is the main concern. On theoretical side, the large uncertainty bandes due to nPDF1510

prediction is clearly the main limitation.1511

To address these issues, a high statistic p−Pb period during LHC Run-2 will be very helpful. Indeed, beyond the1512

statistical problem of rare probes, a higher statistical sample of data allows systematical studies which can be used to1513

control and then to decrease some systematic uncertainties. In the same time, the LHC Run-1 data must be taken into1514

account to constraint the nPDF.1515

Concerning the question of the extrapolation of the CNM effects to A − A collisions, the strategy depends on the1516

effect at work. From the nPDF point of view, the main parameter is the probed momentum fraction x2; so due to the1517

rapidity shift of the CM in p−Pb collisions, the strategy would be to tune the beam energy according to Eq. 24. On1518

the other side, from the multiple scattering and energy loss point of view, the relevant parameter is the center-of-mass1519

energy
√

sNN; leading to a configuration with lower beam energy with respect to the previpous one.1520
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4. Open Heavy Flavour1521

Heavy-flavour hadrons are effective probes of the conditions of the high energy density QGP medium formed in1522

ultra-relativistic nucleus–nucleus collisions.1523

Heavy quarks, with masses mc ≈ 1.3 and mb ≈ 4.5 GeV/c2, are produced in primary hard QCD scattering1524

processes in the early stage of the nucleus–nucleus collision and the time scale of their production (or formation time)1525

is, generally, shorter than the thermalization time of the QGP, τ0 ∼ 0.1–1 fm/c. More in detail, the formation time of1526

the heavy quark-antiquark pair is of the order of the inverse of the virtuality Q of the hard scattering, ∆τ ∼ 1/Q. The1527

minimum virtuality 2 mc,b in the production of a cc or bb pair implies a space-time scale of ∼ 1/3 GeV−1 ∼ 0.1 fm1528

and ∼ 1/10 GeV−1 ∼ 0.03 fm for charm and for beauty, respectively. One exception to this picture are configurations1529

where the quark and antiquark are produced with a small relative opening angle, e.g. in the so-called gluon splitting1530

processes g→ qq. In this case, the formation time is increased by a boost factor Eg/(2 mc,b) ∼ Ec,b/mc,b and becomes1531

∆t ∼ Ec,b/(2 m2
c,b). This results, for example, in a formation time of about 1 fm/c (0.1 fm/c) for charm (beauty) quarks1532

with energy of 15 GeV, and of about 1 fm/c for beauty quark jets with energy of about 150 GeV. The fraction1533

of heavy quarks produced in gluon splitting processes has been estimated using perturbative calculations and Monte1534

Carlo event generators, resulting in moderate values of the order of 10–20% for charm [401, 402] and large values of1535

the order of 50% for beauty [403]. Given that the gluon splitting fraction is moderate for charm and the formation1536

time is small for beauty from gluon splitting, it is reasonable to conclude that heavy-flavour hadrons probe the heavy1537

quark in-medium interactions.1538

During their propagation through the medium, heavy quarks interact with its constituents and lose a part of their1539

energy, thus being sensitive to the medium properties. Various approaches have been developed to describe the inter-1540

action of the heavy quarks with the surrounding plasma. In a perturbative treatment, QCD energy loss is expected to1541

occur via both inelastic (radiative energy loss, via medium-induced gluon radiation) [404, 405] and elastic (collisional1542

energy loss) [406–408] processes. However, this distinction has no longer meaning in strongly-coupled approaches1543

relying for instance on the AdS/CFT conjecture [409, 410]. In QCD, quarks have a smaller colour coupling factor1544

with respect to gluons, so that the energy loss for quarks is expected to be smaller than for gluons. In addition, the1545

“dead-cone effect” should reduce small-angle gluon radiation for heavy quarks with moderate energy-over-mass val-1546

ues, thus further attenuating the effect of the medium. This idea was first introduced in [411]. Further theoretical1547

studies confirmed the reduction of the total induced gluon radiation [412–415], although they did not support the1548

expectation of a “dead cone”. Other mechanisms such as in-medium hadron formation and dissociation [378, 416],1549

would determine a stronger suppression effect on heavy-flavour hadrons than light-flavour hadrons, because of their1550

smaller formation times.1551

In contrast to light quarks and gluons, which can be produced or annihilated during the entire evolution of the1552

medium, heavy quarks are produced predominantly in initial hard scattering processes and their annihilation rate is1553

small [417]. Therefore, heavy quarks preserve their flavour and mass identity while traversing the medium and can be1554

tagged throughout all momentum ranges, from low to high pT, through the measurement of heavy-flavour hadrons in1555

the final state of the collision.1556

The nuclear modification factor RAA is well-established as a sensitive observable for the study of the interaction of1557

hard partons with the medium. This factor is defined as the ratio of particle production measured in nucleus–nucleus1558

to the one measured in pp and scaled by the average number 〈Ncoll〉 of binary nucleon–nucleon collisions per inelastic1559

nucleus–nucleus collision. Using the nuclear overlap function, which is defined as the convolution of the nuclear1560

density profiles of the colliding ions in the Glauber model [418, 419], the nuclear modification factor of the transverse1561

momentum distribution can be expressed as:1562

RAA(pT) =
1
〈TAA〉

·
dNAA/dpT

dσpp/dpT
, (25)

where the A − A spectrum corresponds to a given collision-centrality class and 〈TAA〉 is the average nuclear overlap1563

function for that centrality class and is proportional to 〈Ncoll〉. At large pT, RAA is expected to be mostly sensitive to1564

the average energy loss of heavy quarks in the hot medium.1565

The study of more differential observables can provide important insights into the relevance of the various inter-1566

action mechanisms and the properties of the medium. In particular, the dependence of the partonic energy loss on1567

the in-medium path length is expected to be different for each mechanism (linear for collisional processes [406–408]1568
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and close to quadratic for radiative processes in a plasma [405]). In addition, it is an open question whether low-1569

momentum heavy quarks participate, through their interactions with the medium, in the collective expansion of the1570

system and whether they can reach thermal equilibrium with the medium constituents [420, 421]. It was also sug-1571

gested that low-momentum heavy quarks could hadronize not only via fragmentation in the vacuum, but also via the1572

mechanism of recombination with other quarks from the medium [421, 422].1573

These questions can be addressed both with the study of the RAA at low pT (smaller than a few times the heavy-1574

quark mass) and with azimuthal anisotropy measurements of heavy-flavour hadron production with respect to the1575

reaction plane, defined by the beam axis and the impact parameter of the collision. For non-central collisions, the1576

two nuclei overlap in an approximately lenticular region, the short axis of which lies in the reaction plane. Hard1577

partons are produced at an early stage, when the geometrical anisotropy is not yet reduced by the system expansion.1578

Therefore, partons emitted in the direction of the reaction plane (in-plane) have, on average, a shorter in-medium path1579

length than partons emitted orthogonally (out-of-plane), leading a priori to a stronger high-pT suppression in the latter1580

case. In the low-momentum region, the in-medium interactions can also modify the parton emission directions, thus1581

translating the initial spatial anisotropy into a momentum anisotropy of the final-state particles. Both effects cause a1582

momentum anisotropy that can be characterized with the coefficients vn and the symmetry planes Ψn of the Fourier1583

expansion of the pT-dependent particle distribution d2N/dpTdϕ in azimuthal angle ϕ. The elliptic flow is the second1584

Fourier coefficient v2.1585

The final ambitious goal of the heavy-flavour experimental programmes in nucleus–nucleus collisions is the char-1586

acterization of the properties of the produced QCD matter, in particular getting access to the transport coefficients of1587

the QGP. Theoretical calculations encoding the interaction of the heavy quarks with the plasma into a few transport1588

coefficients (see e.g. [423]) provide the tools to achieve this goal: through a comparison of the experimental data with1589

the numerical outcomes obtained with different choices of the transport coefficients it should be possible, in principle,1590

to put tight constraints on the values of the latter. This would be the analogous of the way of extracting information1591

on the QGP viscosity through the comparison of soft-particle spectra with predictions from hydrodynamic models.1592

An even more intriguing challenge would be to derive the heavy-flavour transport coefficients through a first principle1593

QCD calculation and confront them with experimental data, via model implementations that describe the medium1594

evolution. This chapter reviews the present status of this quest, from the experimental and theoretical viewpoints.1595

The chapter is organized as follows. The first part of the chapter presents a brief overview of the available data of1596

heavy-flavour production in nucleus–nucleus collisions at the RHIC and LHC colliders: in particular, Section 4.11597

describes the measurements of the nuclear modification factor RAA, while Section 4.2 focuses on the azimuthal1598

anisotropy. The published RHIC and LHC data are summarized in Tables 9 and 10, respectively. The second part of1599

the chapter includes a review of the theoretical models for heavy-quark interactions and energy loss in the medium,1600

with a detailed description of the model ingredients in terms of the quark–medium interaction (Section 4.3) and of1601

the medium modellization (Section 4.4). A comparative overview of the models and comprehensive comparison with1602

data from RHIC and LHC are presented in Section 4.5. Finally, the theoretical and experimental prospects for the1603

study of heavy-flavour correlations are discussed in Section 4.6.1604

4.1. Experimental overview: production and nuclear modification factor measurements1605

4.1.1. Inclusive measurements with leptons1606

Heavy-flavour production can be measured inclusively via the semi-leptonic decay channels. The key points of1607

the measurement are the lepton identification and background subtraction.1608

In the STAR experiment, electrons are identified using the specific energy loss (dE/dx) measurement from the1609

Time Projection Chamber (TPC) together with the Time of Flight information at pT < 1.5 GeV/c, and energy and1610

shower shape measurements in the Electro-Magnetic Calorimeter (EMCal) at pT > 1.5 GeV/c. The background1611

contribution to the electron yield from photonic sources (mainly from photon conversion in the detector material1612

and π0 and η Dalitz decays) are subtracted statistically using the invariant mass method [109, 110]. The electron1613

identification in the PHENIX experiment is based on the Ring Imaging Cherenkov detector in conjunction with a1614

highly granular EMCal. The subtraction of the electron background is performed by the converter and cocktail meth-1615

ods [106, 428]. The ALICE experiment identifies electrons in the central pseudo-rapidity region (|η| < 0.9) using1616

four detector systems: the Time Projection Chamber, the Time Of Flight, the EMCal and the Transition Radiation1617

Detector. Background electrons are subtracted using both the invariant mass and cocktail methods [111].1618
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Table 9: Open heavy flavour published measurements in Au − Au and Cu − Cu collisions at RHIC. The nucleon–nucleon energy in the centre-of-
mass system (

√
sNN), the covered kinematic ranges and the observables are indicated.

Probe System
√

sNN (pseudo-) pT range Observables
( GeV) rapidity ( GeV/c)

PHENIX
HF → e± Au − Au 62.4 |y| < 0.35 1 – 5 yields(pT,centrality)

RHF→e±
CP (pT)

RHF→e±
AA (pT,centrality)

RHF→e±
AA (Ncoll,pT)

1.3 – 3.5 vHF→e±
2 (pT,centrality)

1.3 – 2.5 vHF→e±
2 (

√
sNN,centrality) [424]

130 |y| < 0.35 0.4 – 3 yields(pT,centrality) [425]
200 |η| < 0.35 0.3 – 9 yields(pT,centrality)

RHF→e±
AA (pT,centrality)

RHF→e±
AA (Npart,pT)

> 0 σcc
NN(centrality), dσ

dy (centrality)

> 0.4 dσHF→e±
NN
dy (Ncoll)

0.3 – 5 vHF→e±
2 (pT,centrality) [426–429]

200 |y| < 0.35 2 – 4 1
NeHF

trig

dNh
assoc.

dpT
(ph

T,∆φ)

IeHF−h
AA (ph

T,∆φ)
2 – 3 RHS(ph

T) [107]
Cu − Cu 200 |y| < 0.35 0.5 – 7 yields(pT,centrality)

RHF→e±
AA (pT,centrality)

RHF→e±
AA (Ncoll,pT)

RHF→e±
AA (Npart,pT)

0.5 – 6 RHF→e±
CP (pT) [430]

HF → µ± Cu − Cu 200 1.4 < |y| < 1.9 1 – 4 yields(pT,centrality)
RHF→µ±

AA (pT,centrality)
RHF→µ±

AA (Npart) [431]
STAR

D0 Au − Au 200 |y| < 1 0 – 6 yields(pT,centrality)
RD0

AA(pT,centrality)
0 – 8 RD0

AA(〈Npart〉,pT) [432]
HF → e± Au − Au 200 0 < η < 0.7 1.2 – 8.4 yields(pT,centrality)

RHF→e±
AA (pT,centrality) [376]

39 |η| < 0.7 0 – 7 vHF→e±
2 (pT) [433]

62.4
200
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Table 10: Open heavy flavour published measurements in Pb − Pb collisions at LHC. The nucleon–nucleon energy in the centre-of-mass system
(
√

sNN), the covered kinematic ranges and the observables are indicated.

Probe System
√

sNN (pseudo-) pT range Observables [Ref]
( TeV) rapidity ( GeV/c)

ALICE
D0, D+, D∗+ Pb − Pb 2.76 |y| < 0.5 2 – 16 yields(pT,centrality)

RD0,D+,D∗+
AA (pT,centrality)

2 – 12 RD0

AA(〈Npart〉, pT)
6 – 12 RD+,D∗+

AA (〈Npart〉) [434]
|y| < 0.8 2 – 16 vD0,D+,D∗+

2 (pT)
vD0

2 (centrality,pT)
RD0,in/out plane

AA (pT) [435, 436]
HF → µ± Pb − Pb 2.76 2.5 < y < 4 4 – 10 RHF→µ±

AA (pT,centrality)
6 – 10 RHF→µ±

AA (〈Npart〉) [114]
CMS

b-jets Pb − Pb 2.76 |η| < 2 80 – 250 yields(pT,centrality)
Rb−jet

AA (pT)
80 – 110 Rb−jet

AA (Npart, pT) [437]
non-prompt J/ψ Pb − Pb 2.76 |y| < 2.4 6.5 – 30 yields(Npart)

Rnon-prompt J/ψ
AA (Npart) [438]

PHENIX measured muons with two muon spectrometers that provide pion rejection at the level of 2.5 × 10−4 in1619

the pseudo-rapidity range −1.2 < η < −2.2 and 1.2 < η < 2.4 over the full azimuth.1620

ALICE detects muons with the forward muon spectrometer in the pseudo-rapidity range −4 < η < −2.5. The1621

extraction of the heavy-flavour contribution to the single muon spectra requires the subtraction of muons from the1622

decay in flight of pions and kaons, estimated through the extrapolations of the measurements at mid-rapidity.1623

ATLAS reconstructs muons in the pseudo-rapidity range |η| < 1.05 by matching the tracks in the Inner silicon1624

Detector (ID) with the ones in the Muon Spectrometer (MS), surrounding the electromagnetic and hadronic calorime-1625

ters. The background muons arise from pion and kaon decays, muon produced in showers in the calorimeters and1626

mis-association of MS and ID tracks. The signal component is extracted through a MC template fit of a discrim-1627

inant variable that depends on the difference between the ID and MS measurements of the muon momentum, after1628

accounting for energy loss in the calorimeters, and the deflections in the trajectory resulting from decay in flight [439].1629

The STAR [376] and PHENIX [426–428] Collaborations measured the yield of electrons from heavy-flavour1630

decays at various centre-of-mass energies and in various colliding systems. The pT dependence of the nuclear modi-1631

fication factor measured in the 0-10% most central Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV is shown in Fig. 49 (left1632

panel). The suppression increases with the transverse momentum, reaching a factor of about four for pT > 4 GeV/c.1633

This strong effect is not observed in Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 62.4 GeV [424, 440]. The left panel of Fig. 491634

also shows the comparison with the RAA measured in d−Au and Cu − Cu collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV: a clear1635

dependence on the colliding system is found. In particular, the observation that the nuclear modification factor is con-1636

sistent or larger than unity in d−Au collisions demonstrates that the high-pT suppression in nucleus–nucleus collisions1637

is induced by the presence of the hot and dense medium. The RAA of heavy-flavour decay electrons at mid-rapidity as1638

function of collision centrality (represented by the number of participants Npart) [427] is depicted in the right panel of1639

Fig. 49. The high-pT production shows a clear centrality-dependent suppression, reaching a maximum of a factor four1640

in central collisions (RAA ≈ 0.25). At variance, the production of electrons with pT > 0.3 GeV/c (which measures1641

the charm production yield essentially down to pT = 0) is consistent with scaling with the number of binary collisions,1642

within experimental uncertainties of about 20%. PHENIX also measured the RAA of heavy-flavour decay muons at1643

forward rapidity [431] for the most central Cu − Cu collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV: the observed suppression is1644

stronger than for heavy-flavour decay electrons at mid-rapidity (see Fig. 50).1645

At the LHC, heavy flavour production was measured in the leptonic decay channels in Pb − Pb collisions at1646
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Figure 50: RAA of heavy-flavour decay electrons at mid-rapidity [430] and muons at forward rapidity [431] for the most central Cu − Cu collisions
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√

sNN = 200 GeV.
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√

sNN = 2.76 TeV [434] and minimum bias p−Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV (black squares) [284].

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. Fig. 51 shows the nuclear modification factors of muons from heavy-flavour decays in 2.5 < y < 41647

measured by ALICE as a function of pT in the 10% most central collisions (left panel) and as a function of centrality1648

in 6 < pT < 10 GeV/c (right panel) [114]. The observed suppression increases from peripheral to central collisions,1649

up to a factor of three in central collisions. The result is consistent with a preliminary measurement of the RAA of1650

heavy-flavour decay electrons at mid-rapidity [441]. Moreover, it is also in qualitative agreement with a preliminary1651

measurement of the heavy-flavour decay muon central-to-peripheral nuclear modification factor RCP at mid-rapidity,1652

carried out by the ATLAS Collaboration [442], which shows a suppression of a factor about two, independent of pT,1653

for the centrality ratio 0–10%/60–80%. The comparison of the results at forward and mid-rapidity indicate a weak1654

dependence on this variable in the rapidity region |y| < 4.1655

4.1.2. D meson measurements1656

The differential charm production cross section is determined from measurements of open charm mesons (STAR1657

and ALICE). D mesons are reconstructed via the hadronic decays D0 → K− + π+ (BR of 3.87 ± 0.05%), D+ →1658

K− + π+ + π+ (BR of 9.13 ± 0.19%, including the resonant channels via a K∗0), and D∗+(2010) → D0 + π+ (BR of1659

67.7 ± 0.5%) with D0 → K− + π+, and their charge conjugates. The mean proper decays lengths of D0 and D+ are of1660

about 120 and 300 µm, respectively, while the D∗+ decays strongly with no significant separation from the interaction1661

vertex. In the STAR and ALICE experiments, charmed hadrons are measured with an invariant mass analysis of1662

the fully-reconstructed decay topologies in the hadronic decay channels. In both experiments, the kaon and pion1663

identification is performed by combining the information of the Time Of Flight and of the specific ionisation energy1664

loss in the TPC [97, 98, 119]. The spatial resolution of the ALICE silicon tracker allows, in addition, to reconstruct1665

the decay vertex and apply topological selection on its separation from the interaction vertex [98].1666

The left panel of Fig. 52 shows the transverse momentum dependence of the nuclear modification factor RAA for1667

D0 mesons in the most central Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV from the STAR experiment [432]. The RAA is1668

enhanced at around 1.7 GeV/c and shows a strong suppression at pT > 3 GeV/c. STAR also measured D0 mesons1669

in U − U collisions at
√

sNN = 193 GeV and observes a similar trend for the RAA as seen in Au − Au collisions [443].1670

The ALICE experiment measured the production of prompt D0, D+ and D∗+ mesons in Pb − Pb collisions at1671
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV. The average RAA of D mesons for two centrality classes is shown in the right panel of Fig. 52. The1672

high-pT D meson yield for the most central events is strongly suppressed (by factor of about four at 10 GeV/c). The1673
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analysis of the Pb − Pb data collected in 2011 allowed to extend the measurement to higher transverse momenta: a1674

similar suppression pattern is observed up to pT = 36 GeV/c in the 7.5% most central collisions [444]. In addition, the1675

D+
s meson, consisting of a charm and an anti-strange quark, was measured for the first time in Pb − Pb collisions [445].1676

The D+
s meson is expected to be sensitive to the possible hadronization of charm quarks via recombination with light1677

quarks from the medium: in the QGP strange quarks are abundant, therefore the ratio of strange over non-strange D1678

mesons would increase in nucleus–nucleus with respect to pp collisions in the momentum range where recombination1679

can be relevant [446, 447]. The observed central value of the D+
s RAA is larger than that of D0, D+ and D∗+ mesons at1680

low pT, although the large statistical and systematic uncertainties prevent from drawing any conclusion.1681

Initial-state effects were investigated by the ALICE Collaboration by measuring D production in p–Pb colli-1682

sions [284] (see Section ??). The nuclear modification factor of prompt D mesons in minimum-bias p–Pb at
√

sNN =1683

5.02 TeV is shown in Fig. 52 (right panel). The RAA is compatible with unity within systematic uncertainties over the1684

full pT range. This indicates that the suppression of the D meson yield observed for pT > 3 GeV/c in central Pb–Pb1685

collisions is a final-state effect, most likely induced by the interactions of charm quarks within the QGP.1686

4.1.3. Beauty production measurements1687

The detection and identification of beauty hadrons usually exploits their long life times, with cτ values of about1688

500 µm. Precise charged particle tracking and vertexing are of crucial importance, with the required resolution of the1689

track impact parameter in the transverse plane being of the order of 100 µm. Most decay channels proceed as a b→ c1690

hadron cascade, giving rise to a topology that contains both a secondary and a tertiary decay vertex.1691

Lepton identification is often exploited in beauty measurements, as the semi-leptonic branching ratio is about1692

20%, taking into account both decay vertices. The beauty contribution can be extracted from the semi-electronic1693

decays of heavy flavours through a fit of the impact parameter distribution. This approach was applied by the ALICE1694

Collaborations in pp collisions at the LHC [101, 117] (see Section 2.2.3) and recently also in Pb − Pb collisions [448],1695

where preliminary results indicate RAA values below unity for electron pT larger than about 5 GeV/c. The charm and1696

beauty contribution can be disentangled also by studying the correlations between electrons and associated charged1697

hadrons, exploiting the larger width of the near-side peak for B hadron decays [101, 109, 449]. The main limitation1698

of the beauty measurements via single electrons (or muons) is the very broad correlation between of the momentum1699

of the measured electron and the momentum of the parent B meson.1700

A more direct measurement is achieved using the inclusive B → J/ψ + X decay mode. Such decays can be1701

measured inclusively by decomposing the J/ψ yield into its prompt and non-prompt components, using a fit to the1702

lifetime distribution. The first measurement with this technique in heavy-ion collisions was performed by the CMS1703

Collaboration, using data from the 2010 Pb − Pb run. The RAA of non-prompt J/ψ in 6.5 < pT < 30 GeV/c and1704

|y| < 2.4 was measured to be 0.37 ± 0.08(stat.) ± 0.02(syst.) in the 20% most central collisions (see left panel of1705

Figure 53) [438]. Preliminary measurements from the larger 2011 dataset explore the pT dependence of RAA [450].1706

Further insights into the parton energy loss can be provided through measurements of reconstructed jets and1707

comparison with theory [451], which is complementary to the studies on B hadrons as the reconstructed jet energy is1708

closely related to that of the b quark. Assuming that the quark hadronises outside the medium, to first approximation1709

the jet energy represents the sum of the parton energy after its interaction with the medium, as well as any transferred1710

energy that remains inside the jet cone. CMS has performed a measurement of b jets in Pb − Pb collisions by direct1711

reconstruction of displaced vertices associated to the jets [438]. Despite the large underlying Pb − Pb event, a light jet1712

rejection factor of about 100 can still be achieved in central Pb − Pb events. The RAA of b jets as function of centrality1713

is shown in Figure 53 (right), for two ranges of jet pT. The observed suppression, which reaches a value of about 2.51714

in central collisions, does not show any significant difference compared to a similar measurement of the inclusive jet1715

RAA [452] within the sizeable systematic uncertainties. While quark mass effects may not play a role at such large1716

values of pT, the difference in energy loss between quarks and gluons should manifest itself as a difference in RAA for1717

b jets and inclusive jets, as the latter are dominated by gluon jets up to very large pT. It should be noted, however, that1718

not all jets associated to a b-hadron correspond to primary b quarks. As discussed in the introduction to this chapter,1719

at LHC energies, a significant component of b quarks are produced by splitting of gluons into bb pairs [403]. For b1720

jets with very large pT a significant part of the in-medium path-length is likely to be traversed by the parent gluon, as1721

opposed to the b quarks (for example, about 1–2 fm for b quarks with pT of 100–200 GeV/c). The gluon splitting1722

contribution can be minimised by selecting hard fragments, although this is complicated by the fact that the b-hadron1723

kinematics are not fully measured. An alternative is to select back-to-back b-tagged jets, a configuration in which the1724
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gluon splitting contribution is negligible. The dijet asymmetry of b jets can then be compared to that of inclusive jets,1725

a measurement that should be feasible with the luminosity expected from the upcoming LHC Run 2.1726

4.1.4. Comparison of RAA for charm, beauty and light flavour hadrons1727

The expected dependence of in-medium energy loss on the parton colour charge and mass can be investigated by1728

comparing the nuclear modification factor of charged hadrons, mostly originating from gluon fragmentation at the1729

LHC collision energy, with that of hadrons with charm and beauty. The comparison between D meson and charged1730

particle RAA, measured by the ALICE Collaboration [434] in Pb − Pb collisions at LHC in the centrality class 0–1731

20% and illustrated in Fig. 54, shows that the two nuclear modification factors are compatible within uncertainties,1732

although the central values show an indication for RD
AA > Rcharged

AA . In the same figure, the nuclear modification factor1733

measured by the CMS Collaboration for non-prompt J/ψ mesons (from B decays) with pT > 6.5 GeV/c [438] is also1734

shown. Their suppression is clearly weaker than that of charged particles, while the comparison with D mesons is not1735

conclusive, because of the significant uncertainties of the two measurements. In addition, it is worth noting that the1736

pT of the J/ψ is shifted with respect to the one of the parent B meson, hence the comparison with D mesons is not1737

straight-forward.1738

Preliminary measurements based on higher-statistics data from the 2011 Pb − Pb run at LHC provide a first1739

indication that the nuclear modification factor of B mesons is larger than that of D at transverse momentum of1740

about 10 GeV/c. The measurements were carried out, as a function of collision centrality, for D mesons with1741

8 < pT < 16 GeV/c and |y| < 0.5 by the ALICE Collaboration [453] and for non-prompt J/ψ mesons with1742

6.5 < pT < 30 GeV/c and |y| < 1.2 by the CMS Collaboration [450]. With these pT intervals the average pT1743

values of the probed D and B mesons are both of about 10–11 GeV/c. In central collisions (centrality classes 0–10%1744

and 10–20%) the RAA values are of about 0.2 and 0.4 for D and non-prompt J/ψ mesons, respectively, and they are1745

not compatible within experimental uncertainties. This experimental observation alone does not allow to draw con-1746

clusions on the comparison of energy loss of charm and beauty quarks, because several kinematic effects contribute1747

to the RAA resulting from a given partonic energy loss. In particular, the shape of the quark pT distribution (which1748

is steeper for charm than for beauty quarks) and the shape of the fragmentation function (which is harder for b → B1749

than for c → D) have to be taken into account. Model calculations of heavy-quark production, in-medium propaga-1750

tion and fragmentation provide a tool to consistently consider these effects in the comparison of charm and beauty1751
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measurements. In Section 4.5 we will show that model calculations including a mass-dependent energy loss result1752

in RAA values significantly larger for J/ψ from B decays than for D mesons, consistently with the preliminary results1753

from the ALICE and CMS experiments.1754

4.2. Experimental overview: azimuthal anisotropy measurements1755

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the azimuthal anisotropy of particle production in heavy-ion1756

collisions is measured using the Fourier expansion of the azimuthal angle (ϕ) and the pT-dependent particle distribu-1757

tion d2N/dpTdϕ. The second coefficient, v2 or elliptic flow, which is the dominant component of the anisotropy in1758

non-central nucleus–nucleus collisions, is measured using these three methods: event plane (EP) [454], scalar product1759

(SP) [455] and multi-particle cumulants [456]. In the following, an overview of the elliptic flow measurements for1760

heavy-flavour particles is presented: the published measurements at RHIC use heavy-flavour decay electrons (Sec-1761

tion 4.2.1); the published measurements at LHC use D mesons (Section 4.2.2).1762

4.2.1. Inclusive measurements with electrons1763

The measurement of the production of heavy-flavour decay electrons has been presented in Section 4.1.1 . In order1764

to determine the heavy-flavour decay electron v2, the starting point is the measurement of v2 for inclusive electrons.1765

Inclusive electrons include, mainly, the so-called photonic (or background) electrons (from photon conversion in1766

the detector material and internal conversions in the Dalitz decays of light mesons), a possible contamination from1767

hadrons, and heavy-flavour decay electrons. Exploiting the additivity of v2, the heavy-flavour decay electron v2 is1768

obtained by subtracting from the inclusive electron v2 the v2 of photonic electrons and hadrons, weighted by the1769

corresponding contributions to the inclusive yield.1770

The PHENIX Collaboration measured the heavy-flavour decay electron v2 in Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 62.41771

and 200 GeV using the event plane method [424, 426]. Electrons were detected at mid-rapidity |η| < 0.35 in the1772

interval 0.5 < pT < 5 GeV/c. The event plane was instead determined using charged particles at forward rapidity1773

3.0 < |η| < 3.9. This large η-gap is expected to reduce the non-flow effects (like auto-correlations) in the v2 measure-1774

ment. Figure 55 (left) shows the heavy-flavour decay electron v2 for minimum-bias events (without any selection on1775

centrality) [426]. v2 is larger than zero in the interval 0.5 < pT < 2.5 GeV/c, with a maximum value of about 0.1 at1776

pT of about 1.5 GeV/c. Towards larger pT the data suggest a decreasing trend, although the statistical uncertainties1777
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prevent a firm conclusion. The study of the centrality dependence of v2 (not shown) indicates a maximum effect in the1778

two semi-peripheral centrality classes (20–40% and 40–60%), for which the initial spatial anisotropy is largest [426].1779

The central value of the heavy-flavour electron v2 in Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 62.4 GeV [424] is significantly1780

lower than at 200 GeV (see Fig. 55 (right)). However, the statistical and systematic uncertainties are sizeable and do1781

not allow to conclude firmly on the energy dependence of v2. In Fig. 55 (right) the measurements for heavy-flavour1782

decay electrons with 1.3 < pT < 2.5 GeV/c are compared with those for neutral pions with the same pT: the pions1783

exhibit a larger v2 than the electrons; however, this comparison should be taken with care, because the pT of the1784

heavy-flavour mesons is significantly larger than that of their decay electrons.1785

The STAR Collaboration measured the heavy-flavour decay electron v2 in Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 39, 62.41786

and 200 GeV [433]. The two-particle cumulant method was used to measure the elliptic flow for the two lower1787

collision energies. The event plane, and both two- and four-particle cumulant methods were used at
√

sNN = 2001788

GeV. Figure 56 (left) shows the results on the heavy-flavour decay electron v2 at
√

sNN = 200 GeV for minimum-1789

bias triggers and triggers with the electromagnetic calorimeter. The measurements based on minimum-bias triggers1790

show a v2 larger than zero for pT > 0.3 GeV/c, compatible with the measurement by the PHENIX Collaboration1791

in the same centrality class. An increase of the v2 for pT > 4 GeV/c is observed, that is probably due to jet-like1792
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correlations. The black line in the Fig. 56 (left) shows the jet-like correlation expected in Au − Au collisions based1793

on an estimate of non-flow correlations from measurements in pp collisions scaled by the particle multiplicity in1794

Au − Au. Those correlations can explain the rise of v2{2} and v2{EP} with pT as observed in the data and it is likely1795

that they are dominating the v2 measurement for pT > 4 GeV/c. Figure 56 (right) shows the v2 measured with two-1796

particle cumulants at the three centre-of-mass energies. At
√

sNN = 39 and 62.4 GeV, the v2{2} values are consistent1797

with zero within uncertainties.1798

Preliminary results by the ALICE Collaboration on the elliptic flow of heavy-flavour decay electrons at central1799

rapidity (|y| < 0.6) and of heavy-flavour decay muons at forward rapidity (2.5 < y < 4) in Pb − Pb collisions at the1800

LHC show a v2 significantly larger than zero in both rapidity regions and with central values similar to those measured1801

at top RHIC energy [457].1802

4.2.2. Charmed hadron measurements1803

The ALICE Collaboration measured the v2 of prompt D mesons in Pb − Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV [435,1804

436]. The D mesons (D0, D+ and D∗+) were measured in |y| < 0.8 and 2 < pT < 16 GeV/c using their hadronic1805

decay channels, and exploiting the separation of a few hundred µm of the decay vertex from the interaction vertex1806

to reduce the combinatorial background. The measurement of D meson v2 was carried out using the event plane, the1807

scalar product and the two-particle cumulant methods.1808

Figure 57 (left) shows the average of the v2 measurements for D0, D+ and D∗+ in the centrality class 30–50% as1809

a function of pT [436]. The measurement shows a v2 larger than zero in the interval 2 < pT < 6 GeV/c with a 5.7σ1810

significance. In the same figure, the v2 of charged particles for the same centrality class is reported for comparison: the1811

magnitude of v2 is similar for charmed and light-flavour hadrons. Figure 57 (right) shows the dependence on collision1812

centrality of the D0 meson v2 for three pT intervals. An increasing trend of v2 towards more peripheral collisions is1813

observed, as expected because of the increasing initial spatial anisotropy.1814

As discussed at the beginning of this Section, the azimuthal dependence of the nuclear modification factor RAA1815

can provide insight into the path length dependence of heavy-quark energy loss. The nuclear modification factor of D0
1816

mesons in Pb − Pb collisions (30–50% centrality class) was measured by the ALICE Collaboration in the direction of1817

the event plane (in-plane) and in the direction orthogonal to the event plane (out-of-plane) [435]. The results, shown1818

in Fig. 58, exhibit a larger high-pT suppression in the out-of-plane direction, where the average path length in the1819

medium is expected to be larger. It is worth noting that the difference between the values of RAA in-plane and RAA1820

out-of-plane is equivalent to the observation of v2 > 0, because the three observables are directly correlated.1821

4.3. Theoretical overview: heavy flavour interactions in the medium1822

The approaches describing the interactions of heavy-quark–medium interactions aim at determining the probabil-1823

ity PQ→H(pin
Q, pfin

H ) that a given heavy quark produced with a 4-momentum pin
Q escapes the medium as a heavy-flavour1824

hadron of 4-momentum pfin
H .1825

All the approaches include a description of the interactions that occur between the heavy quarks and the partonic1826

constituents of the QGP. For ultra-relativistic heavy quarks (pQ � mQ, say > 10 mQ), the dominant source of energy1827

loss is commonly considered to be the radiation of gluons resulting from the scattering of the heavy quark on the1828

medium constituents. These are 2→ 3 processes q(g)Q→ q(g)Qg, where q(g) is a medium light quark (or gluon). As1829

this mechanism proceeds through long formation times, several scatterings contribute coherently and quantities like1830

the total energy loss ∆E(L) = pin
Q − pfin

Q can only be evaluated at the end of the in-medium path length L. This feature1831

is shared by all schemes that have been developed to evaluate radiative energy loss of ultra-relativistic partons [412–1832

414]. For merely relativistic heavy quarks (say pQ < 10 mQ), elastic (collisional) processes are believed to have an1833

important role as well. These are 2 → 2 process q(g)Q → q(g)Q. The in-medium interactions are gauged by the1834

following, closely related, variables: the mean free path λ = 1/(σρ) is related to the medium density ρ and to the1835

cross section σ of the parton-medium interaction (for 2 → 2 or 2 → 3 processes); the Debye mass mD is the inverse1836

of the screening length of the colour electric fields in the medium and it is proportional to the temperature T of the1837

medium; the transport coefficients encode the momentum transfers with the medium (more details are given in the1838

next paragraph).1839

In the relativistic regime, the gluon formation time for radiative processes becomes small enough that the energy1840

loss probability P(∆E) can be evaluated as the result of some local transport equation —like the Boltzmann equation,1841
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relying on local cross sections— evolving from initial to final time. This simplification can be applied also to col-1842

lisional processes. When the average momentum transfer is small with respect to the quark mass17, the Boltzmann1843

equation can be reduced to the Fokker-Planck equation which is often further simplified by the Langevin stochastic1844

equation (see [423] for a recent review). These linear partial differential equations describe the time-evolution of the1845

momentum distribution fQ of heavy quarks. This equation encodes the medium properties in three transport coeffi-1846

cients: a) the drift coefficient —also called friction or drag coefficient— which represents the fractional momentum1847

loss per unit time in the absence of fluctuations and admits various equivalent symbolic representations (ηD, AQ, . . .)1848

and b) the longitudinal and transverse momentum diffusion coefficients BL and BT (or B1 and B0, κL and κT ,. . . , de-1849

17This is the so called “grazing expansion” [458], well justified for non-relativistic heavy quarks.
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pending on the authors), which represent the increase of the variance of fQ per unit time. For small momentum, the1850

drift and diffusion coefficients are linked through the Einstein relation B = mQ ηD T and also uniquely related to the1851

spatial diffusion coefficient Ds, which describes the spread of the distribution in physical space with time. Although1852

the Fokker-Planck approach has some drawbacks18, it can also be deduced from more general considerations [459],1853

so that it may still be considered as a valid approach for describing heavy-quark transport even when the Boltzmann1854

equation does not apply, as for instance in the strong-coupling limit.1855

Some of the approaches consider only partonic interactions and define the PQ→H probability as a convolution1856

of PQ→Q′ (pin
Q, pfin

Q ) – the probability for the heavy quark to loose pin
Q − pfin

Q in the medium – with the unmodified1857

fragmentation function. A number of approaches also include, for low-intermediate momentum heavy quarks, a1858

contribution of hadronization via recombination (also indicated as coalescence). Finally, some approaches consider1859

late-stage interactions of the heavy-flavour hadrons with the partonic or hadronic medium.1860

In this section, we summarize the various approaches for the calculation of the heavy-quark interactions within1861

the medium.1862

• Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 are devoted to pQCD and pQCD-inspired calculations of radiative and collisional1863

energy loss, as developed by Aichelin et al. (MC@sHQ), Beraudo et al. (POWLANG), Djordjevic et al. and1864

Uphoff et al. (BAMPS); examples of the relative energy loss (∆E/E) and the momentum loss per unit length1865

(dP/dt) for c and b quarks are shown.1866

• Section 4.3.3 focuses on the calculation by Vitev et al. of in-medium formation and dissociation of heavy-1867

flavour hadrons; this proposed mechanism is expected to effectively induce an additional momentum loss with1868

respect to radiative and collisional heavy-quark in-medium interactions alone.1869

• Sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.5 describe the calculation of transport coefficients through T -matrix approach supple-1870

mented with a non-perturbative potential extracted from lattice QCD (Rapp et al., TAMU) or through direct1871

ab initio lattice-QCD calculations (Beraudo et al., POWLANG); the transport coefficients that are discussed1872

are the spatial diffusion coefficient (or friction coefficient), for which examples are shown, and the momentum1873

diffusion coefficient.1874

• Section 4.3.6 presents the AdS/CFT approach for the calculation of the transport coefficients, developed by1875

Horowitz et al..1876

The implementation of these various approaches in full models that allow to compute the final heavy-flavour1877

hadron kinematic distributions will be described in the next section (4.4), with particular emphasis on the modelling1878

of the QGP and its evolution.1879

4.3.1. pQCD energy loss in a dynamical QCD medium1880

Within a weak-coupling approach the interaction of heavy quarks with the medium can be described in terms1881

of the uncorrelated scatterings with the light quarks and gluons of the hot deconfined plasma. Neglecting radiative1882

processes one can then attempt an evaluation of the heavy-flavour transport coefficients arising from the 2→ 2 elastic1883

collisions suffered in the medium: this was the approach followed in Refs. [460, 461], which we briefly summarise.1884

The approach developed by the authors was based on the relativistic Langevin equation (here written in its discretised1885

form)1886

∆~p
∆t

= −ηD(p)~p + ~ξ(t) with 〈ξi(t)ξ j(t′)〉 = bi j(~p)δtt′/∆t ≡
[
κL(p) p̂i p̂ j + κT (p)(δi j − p̂i p̂ j)

]
δtt′/∆t, (26)

used to simulate the propagation of the heavy quarks in the QGP. The right-hand side is given by the sum of a1887

deterministic friction force and a stochastic noise term. The interaction with the background medium is encoded1888

in the transport coefficients κT/L describing the average squared transverse/longitudinal momentum per unit time1889

exchanged with the plasma. In Refs. [460, 461] the latter were evaluated within a weak-coupling setup, accounting1890

for the collisions with the gluons and light quarks of the plasma. In particular, hard interactions were evaluated1891

18The Einstein relation is not necessarily satisfied for all momenta pQ in an independent calculation of B and ηD and hence has to be enforced.
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through a kinetic pQCD calculations; soft collisions, involving the exchange of long-wavelength gluons, required the1892

resummation of medium effects, the latter being provided by the Hard Thermal Loop (HTL) approximation. The1893

friction coefficient ηD(p) appearing in Eq. (26) has to be fixed in order to ensure the approach to thermal equilibrium1894

through the Einstein fluctuation-dissipation relation1895

η(Ito)
D (p) ≡

κL(p)
2T Ep

−
1

2p

[
∂pκL(p) +

d − 1
2

(κL(p) − κT (p))
]
. (27)

In the above, the second term in the right-hand side is a correction (sub-leading by a T/p factor) depending on1896

the discretisation scheme employed in the numerical solution of the stochastic differential equation (26) in the case of1897

momentum dependent transport coefficients (for more details see Ref. [462]): it ensures that, in the continuum ∆t → 01898

limit, one recovers a Fokker-Planck equation with a proper Maxwell-Jüttner equilibrium distribution as a stationary1899

solution. Here we have written its expression in the so-called Ito scheme [463], which is the most convenient for a1900

numerical implementation. Results for the friction coefficient ηD(p) of c and b quarks are displayed in Fig. 59.1901

The radiative processes, which are neglected in the model described above, are taken into account in other ap-1902

proaches. Djordjevic et al. developed a state-of-the-art dynamical energy loss formalism, which i) is applicable for1903

both light and heavy partons, ii) computes both radiative [464, 465] and collisional [466] energy loss in the same1904

theoretical framework, iii) takes into account recoil of the medium constituents, i. e. the fact that medium partons are1905

moving (i. e. dynamical) particles, iv) includes realistic finite size effects, i. e. the fact that the partons are produced1906

inside the medium and that the medium has finite size. Recently, the formalism was also extended to include v) finite1907

magnetic mass effects [467] and vi) running coupling (momentum dependence of αs) [468].1908

Radiative and collisional energy losses are calculated for an optically thin dilute QCD medium. Consequently,1909

both collisional and radiative energy losses are computed to the leading order. That is, for collisional energy loss,1910

the loss is calculated for one collisional interaction with the medium, while for radiative energy loss, the loss is1911

calculated for one interaction with the medium accompanied by the emission of one gluon. The medium is described1912

as a thermalized QGP [469, 470] at temperature T and zero baryon density, with n f effective massless quark flavours1913

in equilibrium with the gluons. The Feynman diagrams contributing to the collisional and the radiative quark energy1914

loss are presented in [464, 466]. A full account of the calculation is presented in [466] for collisional energy loss, and1915

in [464] for radiative energy loss. Since the expression for collisional energy loss is lengthy, it will not be presented1916

here, while the expression for radiative energy loss is given by Eq. (28) below.1917
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where q and k are respectively the momentum of the radiated gluon and the momentum of the exchanged virtual gluon1918

with a parton in the medium, with both ~q and ~k transverse to the jet direction. Here λ−1
dyn ≡ C2(G)αsT = 3αsT defines1919

the “dynamical mean free path” [465], αs is the strong coupling constant, and CR = 4/3 is the Casimir factor. Further,1920

vdyn(q) =
µ2

E

q2(q2+µ2
E ) is the effective potential. χ is defined as m2

Qx2 + m2
g, where mQ is the heavy-quark mass, x is the1921

longitudinal momentum fraction of the heavy quark carried away by the emitted gluon and mg =
µE√

2
is the effective1922

mass for gluons with hard momenta k & T and µE is the Debye mass. It can be noted that the CR term encodes the1923

colour charge dependence of energy loss (for radiative energy loss off a gluon CR is 3 instead of 4/3). The χ term1924

encodes the quark mass dependence of energy loss, which is reduced for increasing values of mQ/(k + q).1925

Note that this dynamical energy loss presents an extension of the well-known static DGLV [413, 471] energy1926

loss formalism to the dynamical QCD medium. The connection between dynamical and static energy losses was1927

discussed in [464, 465]. That is, static energy loss can be obtained from the above dynamical energy loss expression1928

by replacing the dynamical mean-free path and effective potential by equivalent expressions for a static QCD medium.1929

Note that the static DGLV formalism was also used in the WHDG model [415, 472], as well as for the quark energy1930

loss calculation by Vitev et al. (see Section 4.3.3).1931

The dynamical energy loss formalism was further extended to the case of finite magnetic mass, since various non-1932

perturbative approaches suggest a non-zero magnetic mass at RHIC and LHC collision energies (see e. g. [473–477]).1933

The finite magnetic mass is introduced through generalized sum-rules [467]. The main effect of the inclusion of finite1934

magnetic mass turns out to be the modification of effective cross section to vstat(q) =
µ2

E−µ
2
M

(q2+µ2
M )(q2+µ2

E ) , where µM is the1935

magnetic mass. In Fig. 60, the fractional energy loss ∆E
E corresponding to the full model described above is shown,1936

for a path length L = 5 fm and an effective constant temperature of T = 304 MeV. For charm quarks, radiative energy1937

loss starts to dominate for pT > 10 GeV/c, while this transition happens for pT > 25 GeV/c for beauty quark. The1938

comparison of radiative energy loss for the two quark species clearly illustrates the dead cone effect, as well as its1939

disappearance when pT � mQ.1940

4.3.2. A pQCD-inspired running αs energy loss model in MC@sHQ and BAMPS1941

In the Monte Carlo at Heavy Quark approach [478–480] (MC@sHQ), heavy quarks lose and gain energy by1942

interacting with light partons from the medium (assumed to be in thermal equilibrium) according to rates which1943

include both collisional and radiative types of processes.1944
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For the collisional energy loss, the elements of the transition matrix are calculated from the pQCD Born approxi-
mation [322, 481], supplemented by a running coupling constant αs(Q2) evaluated according to 1-loop renormalization
for |Q2| � Λ2

QCD and chosen to saturate at small Q2 in order to satisfy some universality relation [482, 483]:

αs(Q2) =
4π
β0

L−1
− Q2 < 0

1
2 − π

−1arctan(L+/π) Q2 > 0
(29)

with β0 = 11 − 2
3 n f and L± = ln(±Q2/Λ2) with Λ = 200 MeV and n f = 3. The t channel requires infrared reg-1945

ularization which describes the physics of the screening at long distances [484]. For this purpose one adopts, in a1946

first stage, a similar HTL polarization as in the usual weak-coupling calculation of the energy loss [407, 408] for1947

the small momentum-transfers, including the running αs (29), while a semi-hard propagator is adopted for the large1948

momentum-transfers. Then the model is simplified by resorting to an effective scalar propagator 1
t−κm̃2

D(T ) for the ex-1949

changed thermal gluon, with a self-consistent Debye mass evaluated as m̃2
D(T ) = Nc

3

(
1 +

n f

6

)
4παs[−m̃2

D(T )] T 2 [485]1950

and an optimal value of κ fixed to reproduce the value of the energy loss obtained at the first stage. The resulting1951

model leads to a stronger coupling than previous calculations performed with fixed-order αs = 0.3. It is also found to1952

be compatible with the calculation of [486] – where the running of αs is rigorously implemented – in the region where1953

the latter is applicable.1954

A similar model is implemented in BAMPS [487–490], although with some variations. In BAMPS the Debye1955

mass m2
D is calculated dynamically from the non-equilibrium distribution functions f of gluons and light quarks via1956

[491] m2
D = παsνg

∫ d3 p
(2π)3

1
p (Nc fg + n f fq), where Nc = 3 denotes the number of colours and νg = 16 is the gluon1957

degeneracy. While MC@sHQ applies the equilibrium Debye mass with quantum statistics for temperatures extracted1958

from the hydrodynamic background, BAMPS treats all particles as Boltzmann particles, due to the non-equilibrium1959

nature of the cascade. Moreover, in BAMPS the scale of the running coupling in the Debye mass is evaluated at the1960

momentum transfer of the process, e.g. αs(t). The differences in the treatment lead to a larger energy loss of about a1961

factor of two in MC@sHQ compared to BAMPS.1962

As for the radiative energy loss, the model mostly concentrates on the case of intermediate energy for which1963

coherence effects do not play the leading role. Exact momentum conservation and scattering on dynamical partons1964

have however to be implemented exactly. In the MC@sHQ approach [492, 493], the calculations of [494] are thus1965

extended for incoherent radiation off a single massless parton to the case of massive quarks. For the central “plateau”1966

of radiation, one obtains that the cross section dσ(Qq→ Qqg) is dominated by a gauge-invariant subclass of diagrams1967

and can be factorized as the product of the elastic cross section dσ(Qq → Qq) and a factor Pg representing the1968

conditional probability of radiation per elastic collision, which is collinear-safe thanks to the heavy-quark mass mQ.1969

Moreover, it was shown in [493] that a fair agreement with the exact power spectra can be achieved by considering the1970

eikonal limit in Pg and preserving the phase-space condition. The ensuing relation reads dσ(Qq→ Qqg) = dσ(Qq→1971

Qq)Peik
g , with1972

Peik
g (x,~kt,~lt) =

3αs

π2

1 − x
x

( ~kt

k2
t + x2m2

Q

−
~kt − ~lt

(~kt − ~lt)2 + x2m2
Q

)2
, (30)

where x is the fraction of 4-momentum carried by the radiated gluon, ~kt its transverse momentum and~lt the momentum1973

exchanged with the light parton. For the radiation in a medium at finite temperature, the radiated gluon acquires a1974

thermal mass, which leads to a modification x2m2
Q → x2m2

Q+(1−x)m2
g in Eq. (30). As a consequence, the power spectra1975

are vastly reduced. In MC@sHQ, an explicit realization of the elastic process is achieved first, and the radiation factor1976

Pg is then sampled along the variables x and ~kt. In [495], the implementation of radiative processes was generalized1977

to include the coherent radiation, through an interpolation between single and multiple scatterings matched to the1978

BDMPS result [496]. However it neglects the finite path length effects which are important for thin plasma. Hereafter,1979

this will be referred to as “LPM-radiative”. For further description of the model, the reader is referred to [480].1980

Similar considerations apply for radiative energy loss in BAMPS [497, 498]. Due to the semi-classical transport1981

nature of BAMPS, the LPM effect is included effectively by comparing the formation time of the emitted gluon to the1982

mean free path of the jet [499]. Furthermore, the emitted gluon is treated as a massless particle.1983

Figure 61 illustrates two properties of the model. Both the pure elastic case as well as a combination of the elastic1984

and LPM-radiative energy loss are considered. In both cases, the model is calibrated by applying a multiplicative1985
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Figure 61: Macroscopic properties for both elastic and elastic plus LPM-radiative model. On the left panel, the diffusion coefficient 2πT Ds is
plotted vs T/Tc and compared to the l-QCD calculations of [500, 501]. On the right panel, the average momentum loss per unit time is plotted vs
heavy-quark momentum both for c and b quarks.

K-factor to the interaction cross sections, in order to describe the RAA of D mesons for intermediate pT range in1986

Pb − Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV in the 0–20% centrality class. This leads to Kel = 1.5 and Kel+LPM−rad = 0.8.1987

For the spatial diffusion coefficient Ds, one sees that both combinations are compatible with the l-QCD calculations1988

of [500, 501] and thus provide some systematic “error band” of the approach. The corresponding average momentum1989

loss per unit time (or length), shown on the right panel of Fig. 61, illustrates the mass-hierarchy, found to be stronger1990

for the radiative component (black lines in the figure).1991

4.3.3. Collisional dissociation of heavy mesons and quarkonia in the QGP1992

Heavy flavour dynamics in dense QCD matter critically depends on the time scales involved in the underlying1993

reaction. Two of these timescales, the formation time of the QGP τ0 and its transverse size LQGP, can be related to1994

the nuclear geometry, the QGP expansion, and the bulk particle properties. The formation time τform of heavy mesons1995

and quarkonia, on the other hand, can be evaluated from the virtuality of the heavy quark Q decay into D, B mesons1996

[378, 416] or the time for the QQ pair to expand to the size of the J/ψ or Υ wave function [78]. For a π0 with an1997

energy of 10 GeV, τform ∼ 25 fm� LQGP affords a relatively simple interpretation of light hadron quenching in terms1998

of radiative and collisional parton-level energy loss [502]. On the other hand, for D, B, J/ψ and Υ(1S ), one obtains1999

τform ∼ 1.6, 0.4, 3.3 and 1.4 fm � LQGP. Such short formation times necessitate understanding of heavy meson and2000

quarkonium propagation and dissociation in strongly interacting matter.2001

The Gulassy-Levai-Vitev (GLV) reaction operator formalism was developed for calculating the interactions of2002

parton systems as they pass through a dense strongly-interacting medium. It was generalized to the dissociation of2003

mesons (quark-antiquark binaries), as long as the momentum exchanges from the medium µ = gT can resolve their2004

internal structure. The dissociation probability and dissociation time2005

Pd(pT ,mQ, t) = 1 −
∣∣∣∣∣∫ d2∆kdxψ∗f (∆k, x)ψ0(∆k, x)

∣∣∣∣∣2 ,
1

〈τdiss(pT , t)〉
=
∂

∂t
ln Pd(pT ,mQ, t) , (31)

can be obtained form the overlap between the medium-broadened time-evolved and vacuum initial meson wave func-2006

tions, ψ f and ψ0, respectively. Here, ψ f has the resummed collisional interactions in the QGP. Let us denote by2007

f Q(pT , t) =
dσQ(t)
dyd2 pT

, f Q(pT , t = 0) =
dσQ

PQCD

dyd2 pT
, f H(pT , t) =

dσH(t)
dyd2 pT

, f H(pT , t = 0) = 0 , (32)

the double differential production cross sections for the heavy quarks and hadrons. Initial conditions are also specified2008

above, in particular the heavy quark distribution is given by the perturbative QCD c- and b-quark cross section. Energy2009
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Figure 62: Left: Charm-quark friction coefficient, Ac, as a function of momentum in the QGP from nonpertubative T -matrix scattering amplitudes
off thermal light and strange quarks [503], as well as gluons [504]; the curves correspond to temperatures T=1.2, 1.5 and 2 Tc (bottom to top);
Right: Same as left panel but for bottom quarks. Figures are taken from [504].

loss in the partonic state can be implemented as quenched initial conditions [78, 378]. Including the loss and gain2010

terms one obtains:2011

∂t f Q(pT , t) = −
1

〈τform(pT , t)〉
f Q(pT , t) +

1
〈τdiss(pT /x̄, t)〉

∫ 1

0
dx

1
x2 φQ/H(x) f H(pT /x, t) , (33)

∂t f H(pT , t) = −
1

〈τdiss(pT , t)〉
f H(pT , t) +

1
〈τform(pT /z̄, t)〉

∫ 1

0
dz

1
z2 DH/Q(z) f Q(pT /z, t) . (34)

In Eqs. (33) and (34) φQ/H(x) and DH/Q(z) are the distribution function of heavy quarks in a heavy meson and the2012

fragmentation function of a heavy quark into a heavy mesons, respectively, and z̄ and x̄ are typical fragmentation2013

and dissociation momentum fractions. It was checked that in the absence of a medium, τdiss(pT , t) → ∞, so that the2014

pQCD spectrum of heavy hadrons from vacuum jet fragmentation are recovered. Details for the rate equation relevant2015

to quarkonium formation and dissociation are given in [78]. Solving the above equations in the limit t → ∞ in the2016

absence and presence of a medium allows to evaluate the nuclear modification factor for heavy-flavour mesons.2017

4.3.4. T -Matrix approach to heavy-quark interactions in the QGP2018

The thermodynamic T -matrix approach is a first-principles framework to self-consistently compute one- and two-2019

body correlations in hot and dense matter. It has been widely applied to, e. g., electromagnetic plasmas [505] and the2020

nuclear many-body problem [506, 507]. Its main assumption is that the basic two-body interaction can be cast into2021

the form of a potential, V(t), with the 4-momentum transfer approximated as t = q2 = q2
0 − ~q

2 ' −~q 2. This relation is2022

satisfied for charm and beauty quarks (Q = c, b) in a QGP up to temperatures of 2-3 Tc, since their large masses imply2023

q2
0 ' (~q 2/2mQ)2 � ~q 2 with typical momentum transfers of ~q 2 ∼ T 2. Therefore, the T -matrix formalism is a promising2024

framework to treat the nonperturbative physics of heavy-quark (HQ) interactions in the QGP [503, 508, 509]. It can be2025

applied to both hidden and open heavy-flavour states, and provides a comprehensive treatment of bound and scattering2026

states [503]. It can be systematically constrained by lattice data [510], and implemented to calculate heavy-flavour2027

observables in heavy-ion collisions [511, 512].2028

The potential approximation allows to reduce the 4-dimensional Bethe-Salpeter into a 3-dimensional Lippmann-2029

Schwinger equation, schematically given by2030

T (s, t) = V(t) +

∫
d3k V(t′) G2(s, k) T (s, t′′) , (35)

where G2 denotes the in-medium 2-particle propagator. Using the well-known Cornell potential in vacuum, heavy2031

quarkonium spectroscopy and heavy-light meson masses can be reproduced, while relativistic corrections (magnetic2032

interactions) allow to recover perturbative results in the high-energy limit for HQ scattering [503].2033
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The pertinent transport coefficients for a heavy quark of momentum ~p are given by2034

AQ(p) =
1

2ωQ(p)(2π)9

∑
j=q,q̄,g

∫
d3k
2ωk

d3k′

2ωk′

d3 p′

2ωQ(p′)
f j(ωk) δ(4)(Pi − P f ) |MQ j(s, t)|2

(
1 −

~p · ~p ′

~p 2

)
(36)

for the friction coefficient (or relaxation rate) and analogous expressions for momentum diffusion [423]. The invariant2035

HQ-parton scattering amplitude,MQ j, is directly proportional to the T -matrix. An important ingredient is how the HQ2036

potential V is modified in medium. This is currently an open question. As limiting cases the HQ free (F) and internal2037

(U) energies computed in lattice-QCD (l-QCD) have been employed [513]. The internal energy produces a markedly2038

stronger interaction, and, when employed in the T -matrix approach, generally leads to better agreement with other2039

quantities computed on the lattice (e. g., quarkonium correlators, HQ susceptibility, etc. [510]). The resulting c-quark2040

relaxation rates, including scattering off thermal u-, d-, s-quarks and gluons, are enhanced over their perturbatively2041

calculated counterparts by up to a factor of ∼6 at low momenta and temperatures close to Tc, cf. left panel of Fig. 62.2042

A similar enhancement is found for b quarks, although the absolute magnitude of the relaxation rate is smaller than2043

for c quarks by about a factor of mb/mc ' 3, cf. right panel of Fig. 62. The non-perturbative enhancement is mostly2044

caused by resonant D/B-meson and di-quark states which emerge in the colour-singlet and anti-triplet channels as Tc is2045

approached from above. These states naturally provide for HQ coalescence processes in the hadronization transition,2046

i. e., the same interaction that drives non-perturbative diffusion also induces hadron formation. The resummations in2047

the T -matrix, together with the confining interaction in the potential, play a critical role in this framework. At high2048

momenta, both confining and resummation effects become much weaker and the diffusion coefficients approach the2049

perturbative (colour-Coulomb) results, although at pc ' 5 GeV, the enhancement is still about a factor of 2. With2050

increasing temperature, the colour screening of the l-QCD-based interaction potentials leads to an increase in the2051

(temperature-scaled) spatial diffusion coefficient, Ds(2πT ) = 2πT 2/(mQ AQ), see Fig. 63.2052

After coalescence into open-charm mesons, the approach also accounts for the diffusion of heavy-flavour mesons2053

in the hadronic phase. Pertinent transport coefficients have been worked out in [514], based on effective D-meson2054

scattering amplitudes off light hadrons as available from the literature. These include π, K, η, ρ, ω, as well as2055

nucleons and ∆(1232) and their anti-particles. The combined effect of these scatterings is appreciable, leading to a2056

hadronic diffusion coefficient comparable to the T -matrix calculations in the QGP close to Tc. As first pointed out2057

in [447, 514], this suggests a minimum of the (T -scaled) heavy-flavor diffusion coefficient via a smooth transition2058

through the pseudo-critical region, as to be expected for a cross-over transition (see Fig. 63).2059

4.3.5. l-QCD2060

First principle non-perturbative results for the transport coefficients can be obtained, although within a limited2061

kinematic domain and with sizable systematic uncertainties, from lattice QCD (l-QCD) calculations. The theoretical2062

setup employed to extract the momentum diffusion coefficient κ [516] is described in the following. This approach2063

is valid in the non-relativistic limit (for this calculation heavy quarks on the lattice are taken as static color sources)2064

where the transport of heavy quarks reduces to the Langevin equation2065

dpi

dt
= −ηD pi + ξi(t), (37)

where ηD and κ are the friction and diffusion coefficients and where ξ are stochastic forces auto-correlated according2066

to 〈ξi(t)ξ j(t′)〉=δi jδ(t− t′)κ. Hence, in the p→0 limit, κ is given by the Fourier transform of the following force-force2067

correlator2068

κ =
1
3

∫ +∞

−∞

dt〈ξi(t)ξi(0)〉HQ ≈
1
3

∫ +∞

−∞

dt〈F i(t)F i(0)〉HQ ≡
1
3

∫ +∞

−∞

dtD>(t) =
1
3

D>(ω=0), (38)

where the expectation value is taken over an ensemble of states containing, besides thermal light partons, a static2069

(mQ =∞) heavy quark. In a thermal bath correlators are related by the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger condition, entailing2070

for the spectra function the relation σ(ω)≡D>(ω)−D<(ω) = (1 − e−βω)D>(ω), so that2071

κ ≡ lim
ω→0

D>(ω)
3

= lim
ω→0

1
3

σ(ω)
1 − e−βω

∼
ω→0

1
3

T
ω
σ(ω). (39)
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Figure 63: Spatial heavy-flavour diffusion coefficient (defined via the relaxation rate at zero momentum) for the T -matrix aproach in the QGP using
the U (lower red band) or F potential (upper green band) [503], or pQCD with αs=0.4 (dash-dotted line), in hadronic matter (dashed line) [514],
and from quenched lattice QCD [501, 515] (data points); figure taken from [447].

In the static limit magnetic effects vanish and the force felt by the heavy quark can only be due to the chromo-electric2072

field2073

F(t) = g
∫

dx Q†(t, x)taQ(t, x) Ea(t, x). (40)

Eq. (39) shows how κ depends on the low-frequency behaviour of the spectral density σ(ω) of the electric-field2074

correlator in the presence of a heavy quark in the original thermal average in Eq. (38). The latter can be evaluated on2075

the lattice for imaginary times t=−iτ [517]:2076

DE(τ) = −
〈Re Tr[U(β, τ)gEi(τ, 0)U(τ, 0)gEi(0, 0)]〉

〈Re Tr[U(β, 0)]〉
. (41)

In the above the expectation value is now taken over a thermal ensemble of states of gluons and light quarks, with2077

the Wilson lines U(τ1, τ2) reflecting the presence of a static heavy quark. As it is always the case when attempting2078

to get information on real-time quantities from l-QCD simulations, the major difficulty consists in reconstructing the2079

spectral density σ(ω) from the inversion of2080

DE(τ) =

∫ +∞

0

dω
2π

cosh(τ − β/2)
sinh(βω/2)

σ(ω), (42)

where one knows the correlator DE(τ) for a limited set of times τi ∈ (0, β). Lattice results for the heavy quark diffusion2081

coefficient are currently available for the case of a pure S U(3) gluon plasma [518, 519]. In transport calculations,2082

depending on the temperature, one relied on the values κ/T 3 ≡ κ ≈ 2.5 − 4 obtained in [519], which the authors are2083

currently trying to extrapolate to the continuum (i.e. zero lattice-spacing) limit.2084

Being derived in the static mQ =∞ limit and lacking any information on their possible momentum dependence,2085

the above results for κ have to be taken with some grain of salt when facing the present experimental data (mostly2086

referring to charm at not so small pT); however they could represent a really solid theoretical benchmark when beauty2087

measurements, for which M�T , at low pT will become available. Bearing in mind the above caveats and neglecting2088

any possible momentum dependence of κ, the above l-QCD transport coefficients (the friction coefficient ηD = κ/2ET2089

being fixed by the Einstein relation) were implemented into POWLANG code [460] in order to provide predictions2090
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for D-mesons, heavy-flavour electrons and J/ψ from B decays. One can estimate what the above results would entail2091

for the average heavy-quark energy-loss:2092

〈dE/dx〉 = 〈dp/dt〉 = −ηD p = −(κ/2ET ) p = −(κT 2/2) v. (43)

with v, the heavy-quark velocity. Numerically, this would imply a stopping power 〈−dE/dx〉 ≈ κ · 0.4 · v GeV/fm at2093

T = 400 MeV and 〈−dE/dx〉 ≈ κ · 0.1 · v GeV/fm at T = 200 MeV.2094

4.3.6. Heavy-flavour interaction with medium in AdS/CFT2095

The anti-de-Sitter/conformal field theory (AdS/CFT) correspondence [520, 521] is a conjectured dual between2096

field theories in n dimensions and string theories in n + 1 dimensions (times some compact manifold). The correspon-2097

dence is most well understood betweenN = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) and Type IIB string theory; these two theories2098

are generally considered exact duals of one another. The calculational advantage provided by the conjecture is that2099

there is generally speaking an inverse relationship between the strength of the coupling in the dual theories: when the2100

field theory is weakly-coupled the string theory is strongly-coupled, and vice-versa. The advantage for QCD physics2101

accessible at current colliders is clear: the temperatures reached at RHIC and LHC are at most a few times ΛQCD; it2102

is therefore reasonable to expect that much of the dynamics in these collisions is dominated by QCD physics that is2103

strongly-coupled and hence theoretically accessible only via the lattice, which is then generally restricted to imag-2104

inary time correlators, or via the methods of AdS/CFT. The leading order contribution to string theory calculations2105

(corresponding to a very strong coupling limit in the field theory) comes from classical gravity; one uses the usual2106

tools of Einsteinian General Relativity. Although much research is focused on finding dual string theories ever closer2107

to QCD, no one has yet found an exact dual; nevertheless, one hopes to gain nontrivial insight into QCD physics2108

by investigating the relevant physics from known AdS/CFT duals. An obvious limitation of the use of AdS/CFT is2109

that it is difficult to quantify the corrections one expects in going from the dual field theory in which a derivation is2110

performed to actual QCD.2111

The main thrust of open heavy flavour suppression research that uses the AdS/CFT correspondence assumes that2112

all couplings are strong, regardless of scale (calculations for light quarks with all couplings assumed strong and2113

calculations for which some couplings are strong and some are weak have also been performed; see [520, 521] and2114

references therein for a review). For reasons soon to be seen, the result is known as “heavy quark drag”; see Fig. 642115

for a picture of the setup. The heavy quark is modelled as a string with one endpoint near (or, for an infinitely massive2116

quark, at) the boundary of the AdS space; the string hangs down in the fifth dimension of the spacetime towards a2117

black hole horizon (the Hawking temperature of the black hole is equal to the temperature of the Yang-Mills plasma).2118

As the string endpoint near the boundary moves, momentum flows down the string; this momentum is lost to the2119

thermal plasma. For a heavy quark moving with constant velocity v in N = 4 SYM, one finds [409, 410]2120

dp
dt

= −
π
√
λ

2
T 2

S Y M
v

√
1 − v2

=⇒
dp
dt

= −µQ p, (44)

where µQ = π
√
λT 2

S Y M/2mQ, and the energy loss reduces to a simple drag relationship in the limit of a very heavy2121

quark, for which corrections to the usual dispersion relation p/mQ = v/
√

1 − v2 are small.2122

As the string is dragged, an induced black hole horizon forms in the induced metric on the worldsheet of the string.2123

This horizon emits Hawking radiation that is dual in the field theory to the influence of the thermal fluctuations of2124

the plasma on the motion of the heavy quark. The diffusion coefficients have been derived in the large mass, constant2125

motion limit [522, 523] as2126

κT = π
√
λγ1/2T 3

S Y M , κL = π
√
λγ5/2T 3

S Y M . (45)

Note that for v , 0 the above diffusion coefficients deviate from the usual ones found via the fluctuation-dissipation2127

theorem, which, for the µQ of Eq. (44), yields κT = κL = π
√
λγ TS Y M . The entire setup breaks down at a characteristic2128

“speed limit,” γS L
crit = (1 + 2 mQ/

√
λTS Y M)2 ≈ 4 m2

Q/λT 2, which corresponds to the velocity at which the induced2129

horizon on the worldsheet moves above the string endpoint (equivalently, if an electric field maintains the constant2130

velocity of the heavy quark, at the critical velocity the field strength is so large that it begins to pair produce heavy2131

quarks) [522]. Above the critical velocity, it no longer makes sense to treat the heavy quark as heavy, and one must2132

resort to light flavour energy loss methods in AdS/CFT.2133
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Figure 64: Schema for the heavy quark drag calculation [521].

4.4. Theoretical overview: medium modelling and medium-induced modification of heavy-flavour production2134

4.4.1. pQCD energy loss in a static fireball and in a fluid-dynamical medium2135

The dynamical energy loss formalism discussed in section 4.3.1 (Djordjevic et al.) was incorporated into a numer-2136

ical procedure in order to calculate medium-modified heavy-flavour hadron momentum distributions. This procedure2137

includes i) production of light and heavy-flavour partons based on the non-zero-mass variable flavor number scheme2138

VFNS [347], NLO [378] and FONLL calculations [42], respectively, ii) multi-gluon [524] and path-length [472, 525]2139

fluctuations, iii) light [526] and heavy [527–529] flavour fragmentation functions, and iv) decay of heavy-flavour2140

mesons to single electrons/muons and J/ψ [42]. This model does not include hadronization via recombination. In-2141

medium path length is sampled from a distribution corresponding to a static fireball at fixed effective temperature.2142

The RAA predictions are provided for both RHIC and LHC energies, various light and heavy-flavour probes and dif-2143

ferent collision centralities. This model does not include any free parameter. All implementation details are provided2144

in [530]. A representative set of these predictions will be presented in Section 4.5, while other predictions and detailed2145

comparison with experimental data are provided in [468, 530, 531]. In summary, this formalism provides a robust2146

agreement with experimental data, across diverse probes, experiments and experimental conditions.2147

POWLANG is another model implementation that can use, optionally, for the quark–medium interaction, elastic2148

energy loss computed in a pQCD approach on the basis of HTL theory (see section 4.3.1). The local character of2149

this energy-loss model allows its implementation with fluid dynamics as a background. This model will be discussed2150

more in detail in Section 4.4.4.2151

4.4.2. pQCD-inspired energy loss with running αs in a fluid-dynamical medium and in Boltzmann transport2152

The implementation of the microscopic models based on a running coupling constant – described in Section 4.3.22153

– in the MC@sHQ and BAMPS frameworks is here presented. In its latest version, MC@sHQ couples a Boltzmann2154

transport of heavy quarks to the 3+1d ideal fluid dynamical evolution from EPOS2 initial conditions. In its integral2155

version, which includes the hadronic final state interactions, the EPOS2 model describes very well a large variety of2156

observables measured in the light-flavour sector in nucleus–nucleus, proton–nucleus and proton–proton collisions at2157

RHIC and LHC [247, 532–534]. Therefore, it provides as a reliable description of the medium from which the thermal2158

scattering partners of the heavy quarks are sampled. Due to the fluctuating initial conditions of the fluid dynamics,2159

the heavy-quark evolution can be treated in an event-by-event setup. Initially, the heavy quarks are produced at the2160

spatial scattering points of the incoming nucleons with a momentum distribution from either FONLL [41, 42, 535] or2161

MC@NLO [45, 148]. The latter combines next-to-leading order pQCD cross sections with a parton shower evolution,2162

which provides more realistic distributions for the initial correlations of heavy quark-antiquark pairs than the back-2163

to-back initialization applied to single inclusive spectra obtained with FONLL. In recent implementations [536], a2164

convolution of the initial pT spectrum was applied in order to include (anti-)shadowing at (high) low pT in central2165

collisions at the LHC according to the EPS09 nuclear shadowing effect [320]. After propagation in the deconfined2166

medium heavy quarks hadronize at a transition temperature of T = 155 MeV, which is well in the range of transition2167

temperatures given by lattice QCD calculations [537]. As described in [479], hadronization of heavy quarks into D2168

and B mesons can proceed through coalescence (predominant at low pT) or fragmentation (predominant at large pT).2169

Recently, MC@sHQ+EPOS2 has also been used to study heavy-flavour correlation observables [480] (see section 4.6)2170

and higher-order flow coefficients [538].2171

In the BAMPS model [491, 539], the initial heavy quark distribution is obtained from MC@NLO [45, 148]2172

for pp collisions through scaling with the number of binary collisions to heavy-ion collisions without taking cold2173
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nuclear matter effects into account. After the QGP evolution (that is, after the local energy density has fallen below2174

ε = 0.6 GeV/fm3) heavy quarks are fragmented via Peterson fragmentation [540] to D and B mesons. Recombination2175

processes are not considered for the hadronization.2176

RHIC heavy-flavour decay electron data can be reproduced with only collisional interactions if their cross section2177

is increased by a K-factor of 3.5 [541].19 With this parameter fixed, BAMPS predictions [541] for v2 at LHC for2178

various heavy-flavour particles can describe the data, but the RAA is slightly underestimated. However, the need of2179

the phenomenological K-factor is rather unsatisfying from the theory perspective, especially if K is found to deviate2180

vastly from unity. Therefore, radiative processes were recently included in BAMPS [490] and the K-factor mocking2181

higher order effects abandoned20. The ensuing predictions are in satisfactory agreement with the data, which seems2182

to favour this recent development of the BAMPS model.2183

4.4.3. Non-perturbative T-matrix approach in an expanding fireball (TAMU) and in UrQMD transport2184

The T -matrix approach for heavy-flavour diffusion through QGP, hadronization and hadronic matter [503, 514]2185

described in Section 4.3.4 has been implemented into a hydrodynamic background medium [512]. The latter is based2186

on the 2+1 dimensional ideal hydro code of Kolb and Heinz [542], but several amendments have been implemented2187

to allow for an improved description of bulk-hadron observables at RHIC and LHC [543]. First, the quasi-particle2188

QGP equation of state (EoS) with first-order transition has been replaced by a lattice-QCD EoS which allows for a2189

near-smooth matching into the hadron-resonance gas. Second, the initialization at the thermalization time has been2190

augmented to account for a nontrivial flow field, in particular a significant radial flow [544]. Third, the initial energy-2191

density profile has been chosen in more compact form, close to a collision profile that turns out to resemble initial2192

states from saturation models. All three amendments generate a more violent transverse expansion of the hydro-2193

dynamic medium, which, e. g., have been identified as important ingredients to solve the discrepancy between the2194

hydrodynamic predictions and the measured HBT radii at RHIC (the so-called HBT puzzle [545]). These features2195

furthermore lead to an “early” saturation of the bulk-medium v2 [543], close to the phase transition region. Conse-2196

quently, multi-strange hadrons (φ, Ξ and Ω−) need to freeze-out at this point to properly describe their pT spectra and2197

v2. This provides a natural explanation of the phenomenologically well established universal kinetic-energy scaling of2198

hadron-v2 at RHIC. For the medium evolution at LHC, an initial radial flow is phenomenologically less compelling,2199

and has not been included in the hydro-tune for Pb − Pb collisions at
√

sNN =2.76 TeV, while the thermalisation time2200

(τ0 = 0.4 fm/c) is assumed to be shorter than at RHIC (0.6 fm/c). Representative bulk-hadron observables at LHC are2201

reasonably well described as a function of both pT and centrality [546].2202

Heavy-flavour diffusion is implemented into the hydro medium employing relativistic Langevin simulations of2203

the Fokker-Planck equation. The pertinent non-perturbative transport coefficients from the heavy-light T -matrix in2204

the QGP and effective hadronic theory for D-mesons in the hadronic phase are utilized in the local rest frame of2205

the expanding medium. The initial heavy-quark momentum distributions are taken from FONLL pQCD calcula-2206

tions [535], which describe pp spectra with suitable fragmentation functions. After diffusion through the QGP the2207

HQ distributions are converted into D/D∗ mesons using the resonance recombination model (RRM) [547] with pT-2208

dependent formation probabilities from the heavy-light T -matrices in the colour-singlet channels. The hadronisation2209

is carried out on the hydrodynamic hyper-surface at Tpc=170 MeV. The heavy quarks that do not recombine are hadro-2210

nised via the same fragmentation function as used in pp collisions. The resulting D-meson distributions are further2211

evolved through the hadronic phase until kinetic freeze-out of the hydrodynamic medium. However, the distributions2212

of Ds = (cs) mesons, which do not contain any light quarks, are frozen out right after hadronisation, in line with the2213

early freeze-out of multi-strange mesons.2214

In recent years, another model [548–550] implementing the non-perturbative T -matrix approach described at2215

section 4.3.4 has been put forward. It was motivated by the necessity of a realistic description for the bulk evolution of2216

the fireball created in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions. For this purpose, a transport-hydrodynamics hybrid model2217

19The discrepancy to MC@sHQ, which needs only K = 2, can be easily explained. In the model E of MC@sHQ [478] the scale of the running
coupling within the definition of the Debye mass is taken as the Debye mass itself, whereas in BAMPS the momentum transfer of the considered
process is used. Taking the constant Debye mass instead of the momentum transfer as the scale makes the Debye mass smaller and, thus, the cross
section larger, which in turn results in a smaller K factor.

20Strictly speaking, the radiative processes include some phenomenological parameter named “X” accounting for the LPM effect and calibrated
on the π production in central Pb − Pb collisions.
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of the bulk has been developed [551]. It combines the Ultra-relativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamics (UrQMD) to2218

describe the initial and final stages and ideal hydrodynamics for the intermediate stage of the evolution. In this2219

model, the initial collision of the two nuclei is simulated with the UrQMD cascade model [552, 553]. After a time2220

tstart = 2R/
√
γ2

cm − 1, (R: radius of the colliding nuclei), when the Lorentz-contracted nuclei have passed through2221

each other (γcm: Lorentz-contraction factor in the centre-of-mass frame) the evolution is switched to a relativistic2222

ideal-fluid simulation using the full (3+1)-dimensional SHASTA algorithm [554–556] by mapping the energy, baryon2223

number, and momenta of all particles within UrQMD onto a spatial grid. Thermal freeze-out is assumed to occur2224

approximately on equal proper-time hypersurfaces and performed in terms of the usual Cooper-Frye prescription2225

[557].2226

The diffusion of heavy quarks is described during the hydrodynamical stage of the simulation using a Fokker-2227

Planck description [481, 511, 558–563] (“Brownian motion”) employing a relativistic Langevin-Monte-Carlo ap-2228

proach, with quark-Q (light-quark–heavy-quark) drag and diffusion coefficients calculated as explained in section 4.3.42229

21. The elastic gluon-Q interaction is computed using a leading-order pQCD cross section [322] with a Debye-2230

screening mass of mDg = gT in the gluon propagators, which regularizes the t-channel singularities in the matrix2231

elements. The strong coupling constant is set to the constant value αs = g2/(4π) = 0.4.2232

Heavy-quark production is evaluated perturbatively on the time-dependent background by UrQMD/hybrid. A first2233

UrQMD run is used to determine the collision coordinates of the nucleons within the nuclei according to a Glauber2234

initial-state geometry. The corresponding space-time coordinates are saved and used in a second full UrQMD run as2235

possible production coordinates for the heavy quarks. The initial pT distributions of heavy quarks at
√

s = 200 GeV is2236

an ad-hoc parametrization, such that the decay-electron pT distribution from the calculation describes the distribution2237

measured in pp collisions at RHIC [511, 564]. For LHC energy, heavy-quark pT distributions obtained from the2238

PYTHIA event generator are used. Finally, at freeze-out temperature the heavy quarks decouple and are hadronized2239

either via Peterson [540] fragmentation or coalescence.2240

DESCRIBE DUKE IMPLEMENTATION.2241

4.4.4. pQCD or l-QCD embedded in viscous hydro (POWLANG)2242

The starting point of the POWLANG setup [460] is the generation of the QQ pairs in elementary nucleon-nucleon2243

collisions. For this purpose the POWHEG-BOX package [46, 147] is employed: the latter deals with the initial pro-2244

duction in the hard pQCD event (evaluated at NLO accuracy), interfacing it to PYTHIA 6.4 [146] to simulate the2245

associated initial and final-state radiation and other effects, like e.g. the intrinsic-kT broadening. In the A − A case,2246

EPS09 nuclear corrections [320] are applied to the PDFs and the QQ pairs are distributed in the transverse plane2247

according to the local density of binary collisions given by the geometric Glauber model. Furthermore, a further kT2248

broadening depending on the crossed nuclear matter thickness is introduced, as described in [461]. Both in the pp2249

benchmark and in the A − A case (at the decoupling from the fireball) hadronization is modeled through independent2250

fragmentation of the heavy quarks, with in-vacuum fragmentation functions tuned by the FONLL authors [387]. Con-2251

cerning the modeling of the fireball evolution, the latter is taken from the output of the (2+1)D viscous hydrodynamic2252

code of [565]. At each time step, the update of the heavy-quark momentum according to the Langevin equation is2253

performed in the local rest frame of the fluid, boosting then back the results into the laboratory frame. In setting the2254

transport coefficients entering into the Langevin equation the approach adopted in [460] was to derive the momentum2255

broadening κT/L(p) and to fix the friction coefficient ηD(p) so to satisfy the Einstein relation. For the former, two2256

different set of values were explored: the ones from a weak-coupling calculations described in Section 4.3.1 and the2257

ones provided by the lattice QCD calculations described in Section 4.3.5.2258

The main limitation of the lattice QCD approach, providing in principle a non-perturbative result, is the absence2259

of any information on the momentum dependence of κ. The authors of POWLANG make the choice of keeping κ2260

constant. On the contrary, in the weak-coupling calculation the longitudinal momentum broadening coefficient κL(p),2261

although starting from a much lower value than the l-QCD one, displays a steep rise with the heavy-quark momentum,2262

which for high enough energy makes it overshoot the lattice-QCD result, taken as constant. Experimental data on the2263

RAA of D mesons and heavy-flavour decay electrons seem to favour a somehow intermediate scenario.2264

21An alternative consists in using an effective model for quark-Q scattering via D-meson like resonance excitations in the QGP based on heavy-
quark effective theory (HQET) and chiral symmetry in the light-quark sector [560].
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In first phenomenological studies performed with the POWLANG setup [460, 461] hadronization was modeled2265

as occurring in the vacuum, neglecting the possibility of recombination of the heavy quarks with light thermal par-2266

tons from the medium. Hence no modification of the heavy flavour spectra or hadrochemistry at hadronization was2267

considered, charm and beauty going into hadrons with the same fragmentation fractions as in the vacuum. A medium-2268

modified hadronization scheme has been recently developed in Refs. [566, 567]. Note that the recombination with2269

light thermal quarks would make the final charmed hadrons inherit part of the flow of the medium, moving present2270

POWLANG results closer to the experimental data. First numerical results [566, 567] show that this is actually the2271

case, in particular for what concerns the elliptic flow of D mesons at LHC and their RAA at low pT at RHIC.2272

4.4.5. AdS/CFT calculations in a static fireball2273

In the model [568, 569], FONLL [42] provides both the heavy flavour production and the fragmentation to D and2274

B mesons. The medium is described with a static fireball with a transverse profile T (~x, τ) ∝ ρpart(~x)τ−1/3 based on the2275

Glauber model. The energy loss of a heavy quark propagating through the plasma is then given by the AdS/CFT drag2276

derivation, Eq. (44), starting at an early thermalization time τ0 = 0.6 fm and continuing until T = Thadronization = 1602277

MeV. Path lengths are sampled through a participant transverse density distribution taking into account the nuclear2278

diffuseness.2279

It is nontrivial to connect the parameters of QCD to those of the SYM theory in which the AdS/CFT derivations2280

were performed. Two common prescriptions [522] for determining the parameters in the SYM theory are to take: 1)2281

αS Y M = αs and TS Y M = TQCD or 2) λS Y M = 5.5 and eS Y M = eQCD (and hence TS Y M = TQCD/31/4). In the first2282

prescription, the SYM coupling is taken equal to the QCD coupling and the temperatures are equated. In the second2283

prescription, the energy densities of QCD and SYM are equated and the coupling is fitted by comparing the static2284

quark–antiquark force from AdS/CFT to lattice results.2285

Comparing with RHIC data, the pure drag energy loss is qualitatively consistent with electrons from the semilep-2286

tonic decays of heavy mesons [376, 426]. In the RHIC calculation, the proportionality constant between the medium2287

temperature and the Glauber participant density is set such that, in the Stefan-Boltzmann limit, the rapidity density of2288

gluons in the medium is dNg/dy = 1000, which is similar to that required by perturbative energy loss calculations2289

and is not too different from the entropy one expects from the measured hadronic multiplicity [472]. With that pro-2290

portionality constant fixed, predictions for the suppression at LHC are performed assuming that the temperature of the2291

medium scales with the measured hadronic multiplicity [570].2292

The kinematic range of applicability of the model can be estimated through the pT scale at which including2293

momentum fluctuations becomes important. By comparing the momentum lost to drag to the potential momentum2294

gain of the fluctuations, one expects that momentum fluctuations become important at a scale γ∆p2

crit = m2
Q/4 T 2. One2295

can see from above that the speed limit at which the entire calculational framework breaks down, γS L
crit, is parametrically2296

in λ smaller than γ∆p2

crit ; however, numerically for the finite values of λ phenomenologically relevant at RHIC and LHC2297

γ
∆p2

crit < γS L
crit. In particular, one expects nontrivial corrections to the drag results for e± and D mesons from open2298

heavy flavour for pT < 4–5 GeV/c. Other calculations [561, 571] have attempted to include the effect of fluctuations;2299

however their diffusion coefficients were set by the Einstein relations and not those derived from AdS/CFT (recall that2300

the derived diffusion coefficients are qualitatively different from those based on the fluctuation-dissipation theorem2301

except in the limit of v = 0).2302

4.5. Comparative overview of model features and comparison with data2303

The theoretical models described in the previous sections are compared in Table 11 in terms of their ‘ingredients’2304

for heavy-quark production, medium modelling, quark–medium interactions, and heavy-quark hadronization.2305

In this section we compile a comparison of model calculations with heavy-flavour RAA and v2 measurements by2306

the RHIC and LHC experiments.2307

Figure 65 shows the comparison for D mesons in Pb − Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV, measured by the2308

ALICE Collaboration [434, 436]. The left panels show RAA in the centrality class 0–20%, the right panels show v22309

in the centrality class 30–50%. The models that include only collisional energy loss are plotted in the upper panels.2310

These models provide in general a good description of v2. The original version of the POWLANG model does not2311

exhibit a clear maximum in v2 like the other models, which could be due to the fact that it does not include, in such a2312

version, hadronization via recombination. The latter has been recently introduced in the POWLANG model and the2313
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additional flow inherited by the D mesons from the light quarks moves the calculations to higher values of v2. In the2314

TAMU model the decrease of v2 towards high pT is faster than in the other models, suggesting a smaller effect from2315

path length dependence of energy loss. Most of these models over-suppress the high-pT RAA. Like-wise, at low pT2316

the models (UrQMD, BAMPS) that do not include PDF shadowing give a RAA value larger than observed in the data.2317

The models that include both radiative and collisional energy loss are plotted in the central panels. All these models2318

provide a good description of RAA, but most of them underestimate the maximum of v2 observed in data. This could2319

be due to the fact that the inclusion of radiative process reduces the weight of collisional process, which are more2320

effective in building up the azimuthal anisotropy. In addition, some of these models (Djordjevic, WHDG, Vitev) do2321

not include a hydrodynamical medium (for this reason, the Djordjevic and Vitev models do not provide a calculation2322

for v2). The POWLANG model with l-QCD based transport coefficient and the AdS/CFT predictions are plotted in2323

the lower panels. POWLANG provides a good description of RAA, while, for what concerns v2, the results depend2324

crucially on the way hadronisation is described, recombination scenarios leading to a larger elliptic flow (although2325

still smaller than the experimental data in the accessible pT range) AdS/CFT, on the other hand, over-predicts the2326

suppression in the full pT range explored.2327

Figure 66 shows the comparison for the D0 meson RAA in Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV, measured2328

by the STAR Collaboration [432]. The models that include collisional interactions in an expanding hydrodynamical2329

medium (TAMU, BAMPS and MC@sHQ) describe qualitatively the shape of RAA in the interval 0–3 GeV/c, with a2330

rise, a maximum at 1.5 GeV/c with RAA > 1, and a decrease. In these models, this shape is the effect of radial flow on2331

light and charm quarks. The TAMU model also includes flow in the hadronic phase. It can be noted that these models2332

predict a similar bump also at LHC energy (left-hand panels of Fig. 65): the bump reaches RAA > 1 for the models2333

that do not include PDF shadowing, while it stays below RAA = 0.8 for the models that include it. The present ALICE2334

data for pT > 2 GeV/c do not allow to draw a strong conclusion. However, the preliminary ALICE data reaching2335

down to 1 GeV/c in the centrality class 0–7.5% [444] do not favour models that predict a bump with RAA > 1.2336

The comparisons with measurements of heavy-flavour decay leptons at RHIC and LHC are shown in Figures 672337

and 68, respectively. The RAA and v2 of heavy-flavour decay electrons in Au − Au collisions at top RHIC energy,2338

measured by PHENIX [426] and STAR [376], are well described by all model calculations. However, in some of2339

the models (LIST) the quark–medium coupling (medium density or interaction cross section) is tuned to describe the2340

RHIC electron RAA. The RAA of heavy-flavour decay muons at forward rapidity (2.5 < y < 4), measured by ALICE2341

in central Pb − Pb collisions at LHC [114], is well described by most of the models. The BAMPS model tends to2342

over-suppress this RAA, as observed also for the high-pT RAA of D mesons at RHIC and LHC. The MC@sHQ model2343

describes the data better when radiative energy loss is not included. In general, it can be noted that the differences2344

between the various model predictions are less pronounced in the case of heavy-flavour decay lepton observables2345

than in the case of D mesons. This is due to the fact that the former include a pT-dependent contribution of charm2346

and beauty decays. In addition, the decay kinematics shifts the lepton spectra towards low momentum, reducing the2347

impact on RAA of effects like PDF shadowing, radial flow and recombination.2348

Finally, in Fig. 69 we compile the model calculations for the centrality dependence of the nuclear modification fac-2349

tors of D mesons in the interval 8 < pT < 16 GeV/c and non-prompt J/ψmesons in the interval 6.5 < pT < 30 GeV/c,2350

in Pb − Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV. All models predict the RAA of D mesons to be lower by about 0.2–0.3 units2351

than that of non-prompt J/ψ. This difference arises from the mass-dependence of quark–medium interactions. The2352

available published data, from the first limited-statistics Pb − Pb run at LHC, are reported in the figure: note that the2353

D meson RAA measured by the ALICE experiment [434] corresponds to the interval 6–12 GeV/c (slightly lower than2354

that of the calculations), while the non-prompt J/ψ RAA measured by the CMS experiment [438] corresponds to the2355

large centrality classes 0–20% and 20–100%. Due to the large uncertainties and the large centrality intervals, the data2356

do not allow for a clear conclusion on the comparison with models. The preliminary ALICE [453] and CMS [450]2357

measurements using the higher-statistics 2011 Pb − Pb sample are well-described by the model calculations.2358

In summary, the comparison of model calculations with currently available data from RHIC and LHC allows for2359

the following considerations:2360

• the D meson v2 measurements at LHC are best described by the models that include collisional interactions2361

within an hydrodynamical expanding medium, as well as hadronisation via recombination;2362

• however, most of these models tend to over-suppress the high-pT RAA of D mesons at RHIC and LHC;2363
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• on the contrary, the models that include radiative and collisional energy loss provide a good description of the2364

D meson RAA, but they under-estimate the value of v2 at LHC;2365

• the models that include collisional energy loss in an hydrodynamical expanding medium, hence radial flow,2366

exhibit a bump in the low-pT D meson RAA, which is qualitatively consistent with the RHIC data;2367

• these models predict a bump also at LHC energy, the size of which depends strongly on the nuclear modification2368

of the PDFs (shadowing); the current data at LHC are not precise enough to be conclusive in this respect;2369

• most of the models can describe within uncertainties the measurements of RAA and v2 for heavy-flavour decay2370

electrons at RHIC (in some models, the quark–medium coupling is tuned to describe these data) and of RAA for2371

heavy-flavour decay muons at LHC;2372

• all models predict that the RAA of non-prompt J/ψ from B decays is larger than that of D mesons by about2373

0.2–0.3 units for the pT region (∼ 10 GeV/c) for which preliminary data from the LHC experiments exist.2374
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Figure 65: Left: nuclear modification factor as a function of transverse momentum of averaged prompt D mesons in the 0-20% most central
Pb − Pb collisions at

√
sNN =2.76 TeV [434] (the filled box at RAA = 1 is the systematic uncertainty on the normalisation). Right: v2 as a function

of transverse momentum of D mesons in the 30-50% centrality Pb − Pb collisions at
√

sNN =2.76 TeV [436] (the filled boxes are the systematic
uncertainties on the feed-down subtraction). The results are obtained as an average of the D0, D+ and D∗+ measurements. The results are compared
to model calculations implementing collisional energy loss (top panels), collisional and radiative energy loss (middle panels) and to models which
cannot be ascribed to the previous categories (bottom panels).
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Figure 66: Nuclear modification factor as a function of transverse momentum of D0 mesons in the 0-10% most central Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN
=200 GeV [432]. The filled boxes at RAA = 1 are, from left to right, the systematic uncertainties on the normalisation of Au − Au and pp data.
The results are compared to model calculations implementing collisional energy loss (top left), collisional and radiative energy loss (top right) and
to models which cannot be ascribed to the previous categories (bottom left).
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Figure 67: Left: nuclear modification factor as a function of transverse momentum of heavy flavour electrons in the 0-5% [376] and 0-10% [426]
most central Au − Au collisions at

√
sNN =200 GeV. The dashed band (filled box) at RAA = 1 is the normalisation uncertainty for STAR (PHENIX)

data. Right: v2 as a function of transverse momentum of heavy flavour electrons in Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN =200 GeV [426]. The results are
compared to model calculations implementing collisional energy loss (top panels) and collisional and radiative energy loss (bottom panels).
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Figure 68: Nuclear modification factor as a function of transverse momentum of heavy flavour muons with 2.5 < y < 4 measured in the 0-10%
most central Pb − Pb collisions at

√
sNN =2.76 TeV [114]. The filled box at RAA = 1 is the systematic uncertainty on the normalisation. The results

are compared to model calculations implementing collisional energy loss (left) and collisional and radiative energy loss (right).
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Figure 69: Nuclear modification factor as a function of the number of participants of averaged prompt D mesons [434] and non-prompt J/ψ [438]
measured in Pb − Pb collisions at

√
sNN =2.76 TeV compared to model calculations implementing collisional (left) and collisional and radiative

energy loss (right). The filled box at RAA = 1 is the systematic uncertainty on the normalisation of non-prompt J/ψ data. CAVEATs: a) model
predictions refer to ALICE and CMS preliminary data, in a slightly different pT and rapidity range; b) the point at low Npart for the non-prompt
J/ψ RAA refer to a large bin in centrality (20-100%): the point would be shifted to larger Npart values in case of weighting by Ncoll.
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√

sNN =2.76 TeV [437]
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4.6. Heavy-flavour correlations in heavy-ion collisions: status and prospects2375

Angular correlations of charged hadrons proved to be key observables at RHIC and LHC energies to study energy2376

loss and QGP properties [574–579], providing measurements that are complementary to single-particle observables2377

like the RAA and v2. Two-particle correlation distributions are defined in terms of the (∆φ, ∆η) distance between a2378

pT-selected trigger particle and a (set of) associated particles, generally with lower pT than the trigger particle. On the2379

near side (∆φ ∼ 0), the correlations provide information on the properties of the jet leaving the medium, while on the2380

away side (∆φ ∼ π) they reflect the “survival” probability of the recoiling parton that traverses the medium. Di-hadron2381

correlation measurements typically carry geometrical and kinematical biases [580]. Triggering on a high-pT particle2382

tends to favour the selection of partons produced near the surface of the medium, which lost a small fraction of their2383

energy and could still fragment to hadrons at high pT (geometrical bias). In addition, when comparing to the vacuum2384

case (pp collisions) with the same conditions on the trigger particles, one might have different contributions of quark2385

and gluon jets and different partonic energies in nucleus–nucleus and pp collisions (parton and kinematical biases).2386

Together with single particle measurements and fully reconstructed jets, di-hadron correlations can constrain energy2387

loss models by adding information on the path length dependence of the energy loss and the relative contributions of2388

collisional and radiative energy loss.2389

Recent works [480, 489, 550, 567, 581, 582] have shown that the azimuthal distributions of heavy quark-antiquark2390

pairs are sensitive to the different interaction mechanisms, collisional and radiative. The relative angular broadening of2391

the QQ pair does not only depend on the drag coefficient discussed above (see section 4.3) but also on the momentum2392

broadening in the direction perpendicular to the initial quark momentum, 〈p2
⊥〉, which is not probed directly in the2393

traditional RAA and v2 observables. This is one of the motivation for measuring azimuthal correlations of heavy-2394

flavour.2395

The experimental challenges in measurements like D–D correlations in heavy-ion collisions come from the re-2396

construction of both the hadronic decays of the back-to-back D mesons, which require large statistics to cope with2397

low branching ratios and low signal-to-background in nucleus–nucleus collisions. As an alternative, correlations of2398

D mesons with charged hadrons (D–h), correlations of electrons/muons from decays of heavy-flavour particles with2399

charged hadrons (e–h) and correlations of D–e, e+–e−, µ+–µ− and e–µ pairs (where electrons and muons come from2400

heavy-flavour decays) can be studied. Such observables might, however, hide decorrelation effects intrinsic to the2401

decay of heavy mesons. In addition, in the case of correlations triggered by electrons or muons from heavy-flavour2402

decays, the interpretation of the results is complicated by the fact that the lepton carries only a fraction of the mo-2403

mentum of the parent meson. This makes the understanding of pp collisions as baseline a very crucial aspect of these2404

analyses (see section 2.4.2).2405

Heavy-flavour azimuthal correlations are being studied in d−Au collisions at RHIC and p−Pb collisions both at2406

RHIC and at the LHC to understand how the presence of the nucleus might affect the properties of heavy-flavour pair2407

production. Furthermore, it is interesting to investigate whether or not the long range correlations along ∆η observed2408

for light flavours in high-multiplicity events at the LHC [583–585] are also present in the heavy-flavour sector.2409

D–h correlations measured by the ALICE Collaboration at intermediate/high pT for trigger and associate particles2410

are compatible in pp and p−Pb collisions, indicating no strong effects in the jet properties in the measured kinematic2411

ranges [586]. On the other side, at lower pT the results from RHIC on e-µ azimuthal correlations in d−Au collisions,2412

measured by the PHENIX Collaboration, seem to suggest that, in the measured kinematic ranges (with the electron2413

measured at mid-rapidity and the muon at forward rapidity), the yields of heavy-flavour e-µ pairs are modified in the2414

cold nuclear medium compared to binary-scaled pp collisions (Figure 71). Effects from the cold nuclear matter in the2415

heavy-flavour sector were also observed by ALICE with measurements of e-h correlations in high-multiplicity p−Pb2416

collisions [586], which show indications for long-range correlations in ∆η at low pT, similar to what was observed for2417

light flavours [583–585].2418

Measurements of heavy-flavour correlations in nucleus–nucleus collisions were carried out at both RHIC and LHC2419

with e-h correlations [107, 588, 589] (where electrons come from heavy-flavour decays), but the current statistics2420

prevents us from drawing quantitative conclusions. Such measurements are expected to provide more information2421

about how the charm and beauty quarks propagate through the hot and dense medium and how this affects and modifies2422

the correlation structures. In particular, PHENIX reported a decrease of the ratio of yields in the away-side region2423

(2.51 < ∆φ < π) to those in the shoulder region (1.25 < ∆φ < 2.51) from pp to Au − Au collisions (Figure 72, left).2424

Further measurements of heavy-flavour triggered azimuthal correlations will be promising in future data takings2425

at both RHIC (with the new silicon tracker detectors) and LHC (with the machine and detector upgrades). As reported2426
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Figure 71: Heavy-flavour e-µ pair yield in pp and d+Au collisions from PHENIX [108].
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Figure 72: Left: ratio of yields in the away-side region (2.51 < φ < π) to those in the shoulder region (1.25 < φ < 2.51) in pp and Au − Au
collisions from PHENIX [107]. Right: relative uncertainty on the away-side yield in D-h correlations as a function of the charged hadron pT for
three ranges of D-meson transverse momenta, with the ALICE and LHC upgrades [587].

in Fig. 72, right, the relative uncertainty on the away-side yield in D-h correlations in central Pb − Pb collisions with2427

the ALICE and LHC upgrades will be ≈ 15% for low-pT D mesons and only a few % for intermediate/high pT.2428

Several theoretical works have recently addressed angular correlations of heavy-flavour particles in nucleus–2429

nucleus collisions [480, 489, 550, 581, 582]. However, none of these approaches presently includes the interactions of2430

D and B mesons in the hadronic phase present in the late stages of the system evolution. These interactions could add2431

a further smearing on top of QGP-induced modification of the heavy-quark angular correlations. For the traditional2432

RAA and v2 observables, a first step in this direction was made in [447, 590], with effects found of the order of 20%2433

at most. We now focus on a particular model in order to illustrate the sensitivity of heavy-flavour angular correlations2434

to the type of interaction mechanism [480]. In Figure 73 (left), the transverse momentum broadening per unit of2435

time is shown as a function of the initial momentum pini
||

of charm quarks for the purely collisional and collisional2436

plus radiative (LPM) interactions as applied within the MC@sHQ model (see Section 4.3.2). For all initial momenta,2437

〈p2
⊥〉 is larger in a purely collisional interaction mechanism. 〈p2

⊥〉 has similar numerical values for charm and for2438

beauty quarks. A larger 〈p2
⊥〉 leads to a more significant change of the initial relative pair azimuthal angle ∆φ during2439

the evolution in the medium. This means that for a purely collisional interaction mechanism one expects a stronger2440

broadening of the initial correlation at ∆φ = π, as seen in the central and right panels of Figure 73. In the central panel,2441
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||

(left).

Angular correlations of DD pairs in Pb–Pb collisions at LHC without (centre) and with (right) a lower momentum cut [480].

the ∆φ distribution of all initially correlated pairs is shown after hadronization into DD pairs. Since no cut in pT is2442

applied, these distributions are dominated by low-momentum pairs, while in the right panel a cut of pT > 3 GeV/c is2443

applied. The low-momentum pairs show the influence of the radial flow of the underlying QGP medium, which tends2444

to align the directions of the quark and the antiquarks toward smaller opening angles. It again happens more efficiently2445

for larger 〈p2
⊥〉 of the underlying interaction mechanism. This effect, which was called “partonic wind” [591], is thus2446

only seen for the purely collisional interaction mechanism. A pT threshold reveals clearly the residual correlation2447

around ∆φ ∼ π. Here in the purely collisional scenario one sees a larger background of pairs that decorrelated during2448

the evolution in the QGP than for the collisional plus radiative (LPM) scenario.2449

For these calculations an initial back-to-back correlation has been assumed. Next-to-leading order processes,2450

however, destroy this strict initial correlation already in proton–proton collisions. Unfortunately the theoretical uncer-2451

tainties on these initial distributions are very large, especially for charm quarks. Here, a thorough experimental study2452

of heavy-flavour correlations in proton–proton and proton–nucleus collisions is very important for validating different2453

initial models. Also enhanced theoretical effort in these reference systems is necessary.2454

4.7. Summary and outlook2455

TO BE WRITTEN2456
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5. Quarkonia2457

5.1. Introduction2458

For thirty years, quarkonia (cc or bb bound states) have been considered important probes of the formation, in2459

heavy-ion collisions, of a strongly interacting medium, the so-called quark-gluon plasma (QGP). In a hot and decon-2460

fined medium, in fact, quarkonium production is expected to be significantly suppressed with respect to the proton-2461

proton yield, scaled by the number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions, as long as the total charm cross section2462

remains unmodified. The origin of such a suppression, taking place in the QGP, is thought to be the colour screening2463

of the force that binds the cc (bb) state [592]. In this scenario, quarkonium suppression should occur sequentially,2464

according to the binding energy of each meson: strongly bound states, such as the Υ(1S) or the J/ψ, should melt at2465

higher temperatures with respect to the more loosely bound ones, as the Υ(2S) or Υ(3S) for the bottomonium family2466

or the ψ(2S) and the χc for the charmonium one. As a consequence, the in-medium dissociation probability of these2467

states should provide an estimate of the initial temperature reached in the collisions [593]. However, the prediction2468

of a sequential suppression pattern is complicated by several factors. For instance, feed-down decays of higher-mass2469

resonances contribute to the observed quarkonium state and b-hadrons decay into charmonia. Furthermore, other hot2470

and cold matter effects can play a role, competing with the suppression mechanism.2471

On the one hand, increasing the centre-of-mass energy of the collisions per nucleon-nucleon pair (
√

sNN), an2472

increase of the production of c and c quarks is observed. Therefore, in high-
√

sNN collisions the abundance of c and2473

c quarks might lead to a new charmonium production source: the (re)combination of these quarks throughout the2474

collision history [594] or at the hadronization stage [595, 596]. This additional charmonium production mechanism,2475

taking place in a deconfined medium, enhances the J/ψ yield and might counterbalance the expected J/ψ suppression.2476

Given the smaller bb production cross section, with respect to cc, even in high-
√

sNN collisions, this contribution is2477

less important for bottomonia.2478

On the other hand, quarkonium production is also affected by several effects related to cold matter (the so-called2479

cold nuclear matter effects, CNM) discussed in Chapter ??. For example, the production cross section of the QQ pair2480

is influenced by the kinematic distributions of partons in the nuclei, which are different from those in free protons2481

and neutrons (this effect is known as nuclear shadowing). In a similar way, approaches based on the Colour-Glass2482

Condensate (CGC) effective theory assume that a gluon saturation effect sets in at high energies. This effect influences2483

the quarkonium production occurring through fusion of gluons carrying small values of the Bjorken-x in nuclei. Fur-2484

thermore, parton energy loss in the nucleus may decrease the pair momentum, causing a reduction of the quarkonium2485

production at large longitudinal momentum. Finally, while the QQ pair evolves towards the fully-formed quarkonium2486

state, it may also interact with the partons of the crossing nuclei and eventually break-up. This effect is expected to2487

play a dominant role only for low-
√

sNN collisions, where the crossing time of the (pre)-resonant state in the nuclear2488

environment is rather large. On the contrary, this contribution should be negligible at high-
√

sNN, where, due to the2489

decreased crossing time, resonances are expected to form outside the crossing nuclei. Cold nuclear matter effects2490

are investigated in proton-nucleus collisions, where no hot medium is expected to be formed. Since these effects are2491

present also in nucleus-nucleus interactions, a precise knowledge of their role is crucial in order to correctly quantify2492

the effects related to the formation of hot QCD matter.2493

The in-medium modification of quarkonium production, induced by either hot or cold matter mechanisms, is2494

usually quantified through the nuclear modification factor RAA defined as the ratio of the quarkonium yield in A − A2495

collisions (NQQ
AA ) and the expected value obtained scaling the J/ψ pp production cross section (σQQ

pp ) by the nuclear2496

overlap function (TAA), evaluated through a Glauber model calculation [570]:2497

RAA =
NQQ

AA

〈TAA〉 × σ
QQ
pp

(46)

The RAA is expected to be equal to unity if nucleus-nucleus collisions behave as a superposition of nucleon-nucleon2498

interactions. This is, e. g., the case for electroweak probes (direct γ, W, and Z) that do not interact strongly [597–2499

601]. Such a scaling is also assumed for the total charm cross section, although an experimental verification has large2500

uncertainties at RHIC (≈ 25%) [426, 432] and is lacking at the LHC (see discussion in Section 5.4.2). In this case, the2501

quarkonium yield in A − A can be obtained as the yield in pp collisions, scaled to take into account the geometry of the2502
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nucleus-nucleus collision. On the contrary, an RAA value different from unity implies that the quarkonium production2503

in A − A is modified with respect to a binary nucleon-nucleon scaling. Further insight on the in-medium modification2504

of quarkonium production can be obtained investigating the rapidity and transverse momentum dependence of the2505

nuclear modification factor.2506

The RAA informations can be complemented by the study of the quarkonium azimuthal distribution with respect2507

to the reaction plane, defined by the beam axis and the impact parameter vector of the colliding nuclei. The second2508

coefficient of the Fourier expansion describing the final state particle azimuthal distribution, v2, is called elliptic flow.2509

Being sensitive to the dynamics of the early stages of the heavy-ion collisions, the v2 distribution can provide details2510

on the quarkonium production mechanisms: in particular, J/ψ produced through a recombination mechanism, should2511

inherit the elliptic flow of the charm quarks in the QGP, acquiring, therefore, a positive v2.2512

Studies performed for thirty years, first at the SPS (
√

sNN = 17 GeV) and then at RHIC facilities (
√

sNN =39-2002513

GeV)22, have indeed shown a reduction of the J/ψ yield beyond the expectations from cold nuclear matter effects2514

(such as nuclear shadowing and cc break-up). Even if the centre-of-mass energies differ by a factor of ten, the amount2515

of suppression, with respect to pp collisions, observed by SPS and RHIC experiments is rather similar. Furthermore,2516

J/ψ suppression at RHIC is, unexpectedly, stronger at forward than at midrapidity (y), in spite of the higher energy2517

density which is reached close to y ∼ 0. These observations suggest the existence of the previously mentioned2518

(re)combination process, which might set in already at RHIC energies and which can counteract the quarkonium2519

suppression in the QGP.2520

The measurement of charmonium production is, therefore, especially promising at the LHC, where the high-energy2521

density reached in the medium and the large number of cc pairs produced in central Pb − Pb collisions (increased by2522

a factor ten with respect to RHIC energies) should help to disentangle suppression and (re)combination scenarios.2523

Furthermore, at LHC energies also bottomonium states, which were barely accessible at lower energies, are abundantly2524

produced. Bottomonium resonances should shed some light on the processes affecting the quarkonium behaviour in2525

the hot matter. Υ are, as previously discussed, expected to be less affected by production through (re)combination2526

processes, due to the much smaller abundance of b and b quarks in the medium with respect to c and c (in central2527

Pb − Pb collisions at LHC energies, the number of cc is a factor ∼ 20 higher than the number of bb pairs). Furthermore,2528

due to the larger mass of the b quark, cold nuclear matter effects, such as shadowing, are expected to be less important2529

for bottomonium than for charmonium states.2530

All four main LHC experiments (ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb) have carried out studies on quarkonium2531

production either in Pb − Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV23 or in p−Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV. Quarkonium2532

production has also been investigated in pp interactions at
√

s = 2.76, 7, and 8 TeV and results are discussed in2533

Section 2.1.224. The four experiments are characterised by different kinematic coverages, allowing us to investigate2534

quarkonium production over ∼ 8 units of rapidity, from zero to high transverse momentum.2535

ATLAS and CMS are designed to measure quarkonium production reconstructing the various states in their2536

dimuon decay channel. They both cover the mid-rapidity region: depending on the quarkonium state under study2537

and on the pT range investigated, the CMS rapidity coverage can reach up to |y| <2.4, and a similar y range is also2538

covered by ATLAS. ALICE measures quarkonium in two rapidity regions: at mid-rapidity (|y| <0.9) in the dielectron2539

decay channel and at forward rapidity (2.5< y <4) in the dimuon decay channel, in both cases down to zero transverse2540

momentum. LHCb has taken part only in the pp and p−A LHC programs and their results on quarkonium production,2541

reconstructed through the dimuon decay channel, are provided at forward rapidity (2 < y < 4.5), down to zero pT. As2542

an example, the pT-y acceptance coverages of the ALICE and CMS experiments are sketched in Fig. 74 for J/ψ (left)2543

and Υ (right). In Tables 12–14, a summary of the charmonium and bottomonium results obtained in A − A collisions2544

by the SPS, RHIC, and LHC experiments are presented, respectively.2545

This chapter is organized as follows: first, a theoretical overview is presented, in which the sequential suppression2546

pattern of quarkonia and the lattice calculations are introduced. Other effects, as the initial modification of the Parton2547

Distribution Functions (PDFs) inside nuclei and its influence on nucleus-nucleus collisions are discussed. Along with2548

the suppression, the enhancement of quarkonia is also considered through two different approaches to (re)generation:2549

22References to experimental results are reported in Tables 12, 13
23References to experimental results are reported in Table 14
24References to experimental results are reported in Table 14
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Figure 74: Left: pT-y acceptance coverage of the ALICE (red) and CMS (blue) experiments for J/ψ in Pb − Pb collisions. Right: pT-y acceptance
coverage of the ALICE and CMS experiments for Υ(nS). Filled areas correspond the the ranges investigated in recent ALICE and CMS quarkonium
publications. The hashed areas correspond to the acceptance range which can potentially be covered by the experiments. In fact, while the high-
pT reach in ALICE is limited by statistics, the low-pT coverage by CMS is limited by the muon identification capabilities, affected by the large
background in Pb − Pb collisions.

Experiment Beam
√

sNN ycms range pT range Observables [Ref]
and probe mode ( GeV) ( GeV/c)
NA38
J/ψ S - U 17.2 0< y <1 pT >0 J/ψ/Drell-Yan [602]
ψ(2S) S - U 17.2 0< y <1 pT >0 ψ(2S)/Drell-Yan [602]
NA50
J/ψ Pb - Pb 17.2 0< y <1 pT >0 J/ψ/Drell-Yan [603–609]
ψ(2S) Pb - Pb 17.2 0< y <1 pT >0 ψ(2S)/Drell-Yan, (Nψ(2S)/NJ/ψ) [610]
NA60
J/ψ In - In 17.2 0< y <1 pT >0 J/ψ/Drell-Yan [219, 611], polarization [219]

Table 12: Quarkonium results obtained in A − A at SPS. The nucleon-nucleon energy in the centre-of-mass frame (
√

sNN), the covered kinematic
range, the probes and observables are reported.
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Experiment Beam
√

sNN ycms range pT range Observables [Ref]
and probe mode ( GeV) ( GeV/c)
PHENIX
J/ψ Au − Au 200 1.2< |y| <2.2 pT >0 RAA [612–614]

|y| <0.35 pT >0 RAA [612–614]
J/ψ Au − Au 200 |y| <0.35 0< pT <5 v2 [615]
J/ψ Cu − Cu 200 1.2< |y| <2.2 pT >0 RAA [616]

|y| <0.35 pT >0 RAA [616]
J/ψ Cu - Au 200 1.2< |y| <2.2 pT >0 RAA [617]
J/ψ Au − Au 62.4 1.2< |y| <2.2 pT >0 RAA [618]
J/ψ Au − Au 39 1.2< |y| <2.2 pT >0 RAA [618]
Υ(1S+2S+3S) Au − Au 200 |y| <0.35 pT >0 RAA [619]
STAR
J/ψ Au − Au 200 |y| <1 pT >0 RAA [222, 620], v2 [621]
J/ψ Cu − Cu 200 |y| <1 pT >0 RAA [256, 620]
J/ψ U − U 193 |y| <1 pT >0 RAA [622]
J/ψ Au − Au 62.4 |y| <1 pT >0 RAA [622]
J/ψ Au − Au 39 |y| <1 pT >0 RAA [622]
Υ(1S+2S+3S) Au − Au 200 |y| <1 pT >0 RAA [280]
Υ(1S) Au − Au 200 |y| <1 pT >0 RAA [280]

Table 13: Quarkonium results obtained in A − A from RHIC experiments. The experiment, the probes, the collision energy (
√

sNN), the covered
kinematic range and the observables are indicated.

Experiment Beam
√

sNN ycms range pT range Observables [Ref]
and probe mode ( TeV) ( GeV/c)
ALICE
J/ψ Pb - Pb 2.76 2.5< y <4 pT >0 RAA [623, 624]

|y| <0.9 pT >0 RAA [623, 624]
J/ψ Pb - Pb 2.76 2.5< y <4 0< pT <10 v2 [625]
ψ(2S) Pb - Pb 2.76 2.5< y <4 pT <3, 3< pT <8 (Nψ(2S)/NJ/ψ)Pb−Pb/(Nψ(2S)/NJ/ψ)pp [626]
Υ(1S) Pb - Pb 2.76 2.5< y <4 pT >0 RAA [627]
ATLAS
J/ψ Pb - Pb 2.76 |η| <2.5 pT >6.5 RCP [628]
CMS
J/ψ Pb - Pb 2.76 |y| < 2.4 6.5 < pT < 30 RAA [438], v2 [629] (prompt J/ψ identified)
J/ψ Pb - Pb 2.76 1.6 < |y| < 2.4 3 < pT < 30 RAA [438], v2 [629] (prompt J/ψ identified)
J/ψ Pb - Pb 2.76 |y| < 1.2 6.5 < pT < 30 RAA [438] (prompt J/ψ identified)
J/ψ Pb - Pb 2.76 1.2 < |y| < 1.6 5.5 < pT < 30 RAA [438] (prompt J/ψ identified)
ψ(2S) Pb - Pb 2.76 1.6 < |y| < 2.4 3 < pT < 30 (Nψ(2S)/NJ/ψ)Pb−Pb/(Nψ(2S)/NJ/ψ)pp [630]

|y| < 1.6 6.5 < pT < 30 (Nψ(2S)/NJ/ψ)Pb−Pb/(Nψ(2S)/NJ/ψ)pp [630]
Υ(1S), Υ(2S), Υ(3S) Pb - Pb 2.76 |y| < 2.4 pT > 0 RAA [438, 631, 632]

(NΥ(2S)/NΥ(1S))Pb−Pb/(NΥ(2S)/NΥ(1S))pp [251]

Table 14: Quarkonium results obtained in A − A from LHC experiments. The experiment, the probes, the collision energy (
√

sNN), the covered
kinematic range and the observables are indicated.
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the statistical hadronization model and transport models for recombination. To finish the theoretical summary, par-2550

ticular attention is devoted to non-equilibrium effects on quarkonium suppression in the anisotropic hydrodynamic2551

framework and its application to bottomonium production.2552

Second, experimental quarkonium results are reviewed. We will present the recent LHC results, starting with a2553

brief discussion on the quarkonium production cross sections in pp collisions as necessary references to build the2554

nuclear modification factors. We proceed to the description of the experimental RAA results for J/ψ production, both2555

at low and high pT. The existing LHC results are compared to the ones at RHIC energies and to the representative2556

theoretical models. A similar discussion is also introduced for the J/ψ azimuthal anisotropy. Results obtained at RHIC2557

from variations of the beam-energy and collision-system are also addressed. The charmonium section is concluded2558

with a discussion of the ψ(2S).2559

Next, we proceed with the description of the bottomonium results on ground and excited states, both at RHIC and2560

LHC energies. At LHC energies, the centrality integrated RAA was measured for all three states, exhibiting a clear2561

ordering with binding energy. A comparison of its centrality and rapidity dependence with the presented theoretical2562

models is also shown.2563

We conclude with a discussion of other possible references for the quarkonium behaviour in nucleus-nucleus2564

collisions, namely the proton-nucleus collisions and open heavy flavour production.2565

5.2. Theory overview2566

5.2.1. Sequential Suppression and lattice QCD2567

The large masses of charm (mc ' 1.3 GeV) and bottom (mb ' 4.7 GeV) quarks provide the basis for a quarkonium2568

spectroscopy through non-relativistic potential theory, introducing a confining potential in terms of a string tension.2569

The results are summarised below [393]. The quark-gluon plasma consists of deconfined color charges, so that the

state J/ψ χc ψ(2S) Υ(1S) χb(1P) Υ(2S) χb(2P) Υ(3S)
mass [GeV] 3.07 3.53 3.68 9.46 9.99 10.02 10.26 10.36

binding [GeV] 0.64 0.20 0.05 1.10 0.67 0.54 0.31 0.20
radius [fm] 0.25 0.36 0.45 0.14 0.22 0.28 0.34 0.39

Table 15: Mass, binding energy and radius for charmonium and bottomonium resonances.

2570

binding of a QQ̄ pair is subject to the effect of color screening which limits the range of strong interactions. More2571

in details, the fate of heavy quark bound states in a quark-gluon plasma depends on the size of the colour screening2572

radius rD (which is inversely proportional to the density of charges, so that it decreases with increasing temperature)2573

in comparison to the quarkonium binding radius rQ: if rD � rQ, the medium does not really affect the heavy quark2574

binding. Once rD � rQ, however, the two heavy quarks cannot “see” each other any more and hence the bound2575

state will melt. It is therefore expected that quarkonia will survive in a quark-gluon plasma through some range of2576

temperatures above Tc, and then dissociate once T becomes large enough. This behaviour is in fact confirmed by2577

analytical as well as lattice studies [62].2578

Lattice studies on quarkonium mostly consist of calculations of spectral functions for temperatures in the range2579

explored by the experiments. To motivate these studies and, at the same time, to get a feeling of their limitations, we2580

can consider the relation between the rate of production of muon pairs dNµµ/(d4xd4q) and the spectral functions ρ(ω):2581

dNµµ/(d4xd4q) = F(q,T, ...)ρ(ω). The connection between the invariant mass distribution and the spectral function is2582

clear, although the dynamical factor F is largely unknown. Understanding in detail this connection is an important2583

aspect of ongoing research, outside the scope of lattice studies: on the lattice we concentrate on the calculations of2584

spectral functions at equilibrium.2585

Spectral functions play an important role in understanding how elementary excitations are modified in a thermal2586

medium. They are the power spectrum of autocorrelation functions in real time, hence provide a direct information on2587

large time propagation. In the lattice approach such real time evolution is not directly accessible: the theory is formu-2588

lated in a four dimensional box – three dimensions are spatial dimensions, the fourth is the imaginary (Euclidean) time2589

τ. The lattice temperature TL is realised through (anti)periodic boundary conditions in the Euclidean time direction –2590

TL = 1/Nτ, where Nτ is the extent of the time direction, and can be converted to physical units once the lattice spacing2591

is known. The spectral functions appear now in the decomposition of a (zero-momentum) Euclidean propagator G(τ):2592
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G(τ) =
∫ ∞

0 ρ(ω) dω
2π K(τ, ω), with K(τ, ω) =

(e−ωτ+e−ω(1/T−τ))
1−e−ω/T . The τ dependence of the kernel K reflects the periodicity of2593

the relativistic propagator in imaginary time, as well as its T symmetry. The Bose–Einstein distribution, intuitively,2594

describes the wrapping around the periodic box which becomes increasingly important at higher temperatures.2595

The procedure is, then, based on the generation of an appropriate ensemble of lattice gauge fields at a temperature2596

of choice, on the computation on such ensemble the Euclidean propagators G(τ), and on the extraction of the spectral2597

functions. To briefly summarise the current outcome of such program, any study of charmonium and bottomonium2598

produce sensible qualitative results: at some temperature T above, and not too far from the critical temperature, and2599

possibly coinciding with it, a given status melts. However, a final consensus on quantitative issues has not been2600

reached yet. Why? First, experiences with lattice calculations has taught that it is extremely important to have results2601

in the continuum limit, and with the proper matter content. This means that the masses of the dynamical quark2602

fields which are used in the generation of the gauge ensembles must be as close as possible to the physical ones,2603

and the lattice spacing should be fine enough to allow contact with continuum physics. These systematic effects,2604

which have been studied in detail for bulk thermodynamics, are still under scrutiny for the spectral functions. Second,2605

the calculation of spectral functions using Euclidean propagators as an input is a difficult, ill-defined problem. It2606

has been mostly tackled by using the Maximum Entropy Method (MEM) [633], which has proven successful in a2607

variety of applications. Recently, an alternative Bayesian reconstruction of the spectral functions has been proposed2608

in Refs. [634, 635], and applied to the analysis of configurations from the HotQCD Collaboration [636].2609

Most calculations of charmonium spectral functions have been performed in the quenched approximation, al-2610

though recently the spectral functions of the charmonium states have been studied as a function of both temperature2611

and momentum, using as input relativistic propagators with two light quarks [637, 638] and, more recently, including2612

the strange quark, for temperatures ranging between 0.76Tc and 1.9Tc. The sequential dissolution of the peaks corre-2613

sponding to the S- and P-wave states is clearly seen. The results are consistent with the expectation that charmonium2614

melts at high temperature, however as of today they lack quantitative precision and control over systematic errors.2615

From what was said, the survival probability for a given quarkonium state depends on its size and binding energy2616

(see Tab. 15 for details). Hence the excited states will be dissolved at a lower initial temperature than the more tightly-2617

bound ground states. In actual production, however, only a fraction (about 60%) of the observed J/ψ is a directly2618

produced (1S ) state, the remainder is due to the feed-down of excited states, with about 30 % from χc (1P) and2619

10% from ψ(2S) decay [639–641]. A similar decay pattern arises for Υ production [200, 397]. The decay processes2620

occur far outside the produced medium, so that the medium affects the excited states. As a result, the formation2621

of a hot deconfined medium in nuclear collisions will produce a sequential quarkonium suppression pattern [642],2622

as illustrated in the Fig. 75. Increasing the energy density of the QGP above deconfinement first leads to ψ(2S)2623

dissociation, removing those J/ψ’s which otherwise would have come from ψ(2S) decays. Next the χc melts, and only2624

for a sufficiently hot medium also the direct J/ψ’s disappear. For the bottomonium states, a similar pattern holds.2625
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Figure 75: Sequential quarkonium suppression for J/ψ (left) and Υ(1S) (right) states [642].

An observation of such sequential quarkonium suppression in high energy nuclear collisions would thus confirm2626

the production of a deconfined medium in these interactions.2627

5.2.2. Role of nuclear PDFs in A-A2628

The predictions for quarkonium suppression in A − A collisions, considering only modifications of the parton2629

densities in the nucleus (shadowing), are described in this section. There are other possible cold matter effects on2630
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quarkonium production in matter in addition to shadowing: breakup of the quarkonium state due to inelastic interac-2631

tions with nucleons (absorption) or produced hadrons (comovers) and energy loss in cold matter, as discussed in the2632

previous section. The midrapidity quarkonium absorption cross section for breakup by nucleon interactions decreases2633

with center-of-mass energy [357, 364], becoming negligible at LHC energies. In addition, the cold matter suppression2634

due to energy loss does not have a strong rapidity dependence. Thus we expect shadowing to be the dominant cold2635

matter effect that modifies the shape of the quarkonium rapidity distribution. It will also produce a relatively small2636

effect on the shape of the quarkonium pT distribution at low pT .2637

Here we show results for the dependence of shadowing on rapidity, transverse momentum and centrality for J/ψ2638

and Υ production at √sNN = 2.76 TeV Pb − Pb collisions, neglecting absorption. We first discuss results obtained in2639

the color evaporation model (CEM) at next-to-leading order (NLO) in the total cross section (leading order in pT ).2640

We then discuss results from a leading order color singlet model (CSM) calculation.2641

The CEM calculation was described in the previous section on p − A. Here we repeat only a few pertinent points.2642

As described previously, tn the CEM, the quarkonium production cross section in pp collisions is some fraction, FC ,2643

of all QQ pairs below the HH threshold where H is the lowest mass heavy-flavour hadron,2644

σCEM
C (s) = FC

∑
i, j

∫ 4m2
H

4m2
ds

∫
dx1 dx2 f p

i (x1, µ
2
F) f p

j (x2, µ
2
F) σ̂i j(ŝ, µ2

F , µ
2
R) , (47)

where i j = qq or gg and σ̂i j(ŝ) is the i j → QQ subprocess cross section. The normalization factor FJ/ψ is fit to2645

an appropriate subset of the available data, restricting the fits to measurements on light nuclear targets to avoid any2646

significant cold matter effects. For the results shown here, the normalization FC is based on the same central mass and2647

scale parameter values as those obtained for open charm, (mc, µF/mc, µR/mc) = (1.27 GeV, 2.1, 1.6) [317], and bottom,2648

(mb, µF/mb, µR/mb) = (4.65 GeV, 1.4, 1.1) [318]. The mass and scale uncertainties on the CEM calculation are shown2649

in the previous section. They are smaller than those due to the uncertainties of the EPS09 shadowing parameterization.2650

All the CEM calculations are NLO in the total cross section and assume that the intrinsic kT broadening is the same2651

in Pb-Pb as in pp.2652

The upper left-hand side of Fig. 76 shows the uncertainty in the shadowing effect on J/ψ due to the variations in2653

the 30 EPS09 NLO sets [320] (red). The uncertainty band calculated in the CEM at LO with the EPS09 LO sets is2654

shown for comparison. It is clear that the LO results, represented by the smooth magenta curves in Fig. 76, exhibit a2655

larger shadowing effect. This difference between the LO results, also shown in Ref. [316], and the NLO calculations2656

arises because the EPS09 LO and NLO gluon shadowing parameterizations differ significantly at low x [320].2657

In principle the shadowing results should be the same for LO and NLO. Unfortunately, however, the gluon mod-2658

ifications, particularly at low x and moderate Q2, are not yet sufficiently constrained. The lower left panel shows the2659

same calculation for Υ production. Here the difference between the LO and NLO calculations is reduced because the2660

mass scale, as well as the range of x values probed, is larger. Differences in LO results relative to e.g. the color singlet2661

model arise less from the production mechanism than from the different mass and scale values assumed, as we discuss2662

below.2663

We note that the convolution of the two nuclear parton densities results in a ∼ 20% suppression at NLO for2664

|y| ≤ 2.5 with a mild decrease in suppression at more forward rapidities. The gluon antishadowing peak at |y| ∼ 4 for2665

J/ψ and |y| ∼ 2 for Υ with large x1 in the nucleus is mitigated by the shadowing at low x2 in the opposite nucleus2666

with the NLO parameterization. The overall effect due to NLO nPDFs in both nuclei is a result with mild rapidity2667

dependence and RJ/ψ
PbPb ∼ 0.7 for |y| ≤ 5 and RΥ

PbPb ∼ 0.84 for |y| ≤ 3. The nPDF effect gives more suppression at2668

central rapidity than at forward rapidity, albeit less so for the LHC energies than for RHIC where the antishadowing2669

peak at
√

sNN = 200 GeV is at |y| ∼ 2. The difference between the central value of RPbPb at LO and NLO is ∼ 30%2670

for the J/ψ and ∼ 10% for the Υ. If a different nPDF set with LO and NLO parameterizations, such as nDSg, is used,2671

the difference between LO and NLO is reduced to a few percent since the difference between the underlying LO and2672

NLO proton parton densities at low x is much smaller for nDSg than for EPS09 [643].2673

The uncertainty is larger in the LO CEM calculation for several reasons. First and foremost is the choice of2674

the underlying proton parton densities. If the x and Q2 dependence at LO and NLO is very different, the resulting2675

nuclear parton densities will reflect this [643]. Other factors play a smaller role. For example, the x values in the2676

2 → 1 kinematics at LO is somewhat lower than the 2 → 2 and 2 → 3 kinematics (for the LO+virtual and real NLO2677

contributions respectively) of the NLO CEM calculation. Next, the pT scale enters in the complete NLO calculation2678
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Figure 76: The nuclear modification factor RPbPb for J/ψ (upper) and Υ (lower) production calculated using the EPS09 modifications[320]. The
results are presented as a function of rapidity (left) and pT (right) [316]. The dashed red histogram shows the EPS09 NLO uncertainties. The blue
curves show the LO modification and the corresponding uncertainty band as a function of rapidity only.
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where it does not in the LO, leading to both a slightly larger x value for higher pT as well as a larger scale so that the2679

NLO calculation is on average at a higher scale than the LO.2680

The right-hand side of the figure shows the pT dependence of the effect at forward rapidity for J/ψ (upper) and Υ2681

(lower). There is no LO comparison here because the pT dependence cannot be calculated in the LO CEM. The effect2682

is rather mild and increases slowly with pT . There is little difference between the J/ψ and Υ results for RPbPb(pT )2683

because, for pT above a few GeV, the pT scale is dominant.2684

However, the leading order color single model calculation (LO CSM) of J/ψ production, shown to be compatible2685

with the magnitude of the of the pT -integrated cross-sections, is a 2 → 2 process, g + g → J/ψ + g, which has a2686

calculable pT dependence at LO, as in the so-called extrinsic scheme [388].2687

In this approach, one can use the partonic differential cross section computed from any 2 → 2 theoretical model2688

that satisfactorily describes the data down to low pT . Here, a generic 2 → 2 matrix element which matches the pT2689

dependence of the data has been used and the parameterizations EKS98 LO [359] and nDSg LO [324] have been2690

employed. The former coincides with the mid value of EPS09 LO [320]. The error bands for the EKS98 and nDSg2691

models shown in Fig. 77 correspond to the uncertainty in the factorization scale (0.5mT < µF < 2mT ).2692

Figure 77: J/ψ rapidity (left) and pT dependence (right) of the EKS98 LO and nDSg LO shadowing corrections performed according to [388, 644]
in Pb − Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. The bands for the EKS98/nDSg models shown in the figure correspond to the uncertainty in the

factorization scale.

Note that the nuclear-effect predictions based on nPDFs parameterizations significantly depend on the factorization2693

scale µF at which they are evaluated. It introduces an additional –significant– uncertainty which is often overlooked,2694

whereas it is known to be already large in the description of pp collisions for which the PDFs are better known.2695

The spatial dependence of the nPDF has been included in this approach through a probabilistic Glauber Monte-2696

Carlo framework, JIN [328], assuming an inhomogeneous shadowing proportional to the local density [325, 326].2697

Results are shown in Fig. 78.2698

5.2.3. Statistical (re)generation models2699

In the past 20 years thorough evidence has been gathered that production of hadrons with u,d,s-valence quarks2700

can be described for high energy collisions of heavy nuclei using a statistical model reflecting a hadro-chemical2701

equilibrium approach [596, 645]. Hadron yields from top AGS energy up to LHC are reproduced over many orders of2702

magnitude employing a statistical operator that incorporates a complete hadron resonance gas. In a grand canonical2703

treatment, the only thermal parameters are the chemical freeze out temperature T and the baryo-chemical potential µb2704
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Figure 78: J/ψ centrality dependence of the EKS98 LO and nDSg LO shadowing corrections performed according to [388, 644] in Pb − Pb
collisions at

√
s = 2.76 TeV. The bands for the EKS98/nDSg models shown in the figure correspond to the uncertainty in the factorization scale.

(and the fireball volume V , in case yields rather than ratios of yields are fitted). These parameters are fitted to data for2705

every collision system as function of beam energy. The temperature T and the baryo-chemical potential µb have been2706

found to evolve in a very systematic way with the temperature initially rising with collision energy and saturating at2707

a value of 159 ± 2 MeV close to top SPS energy, while the baryo-chemical potential drops smoothly and reaches a2708

value compatible with zero at LHC energy. In the energy range where T saturates, it has been found to coincide with2709

the QCD (quasi-)critical temperature found in lattice QCD.2710

Deconfinement of quarks is expected in a quark-gluon plasma (QGP) and for heavy quarks in particular, this has2711

been formulated via modification of the heavy quark potential in a process analogue to Debye screening in QED [592]2712

(see Section [? ]). Heavy quarks are not expected to be produced thermally but rather in initial hard scattering pro-2713

cesses. Even at top LHC energy thermal production is only a correction [646] at maximally the 10% level. Therefore2714

a scenario was proposed, in which charm quarks, formed in a high energy nuclear collision in initial hard scattering,2715

find themselves colourscreened and therefore deconfined in a QGP and hadronise with light quarks and gluons at the2716

phase boundary [595, 647, 648]. At hadronization open charm hadrons as well a charmonia are formed according to2717

their statistical weights and the mass spectrum of charmed hadrons.2718

Since for each beam energy the values of T and µb are already fixed by the measured hadron yields, the only2719

additional input needed is the initial charm production cross section per unit rapidity in the appropriate rapidity2720

interval. The conservation of the number of charm quarks is introduced in the statistical model via a fugacity gc,2721

where all open charmed hadron yields scale proportional to gc, while charmonia scale with g2
c since they are formed2722

from a charm and an anticharm quark. A logical consequence of this is that at low energy, where the charm cross2723

section is small, charmonium production is suppressed in comparison to scaled pp collisions, while at high (LHC)2724

energy it should be enhanced [595, 647, 648].2725

Already a comparison [422] to first data on J/ψ production from PHENIX at RHIC using a charm cross section2726

from perturbative QCD proved successful. When more data became available it was found [649, 650] that in particular2727

the rapidity and centrality dependence of J/ψ RAA from RHIC and the ψ(2S) to J/ψ ratio from NA50 at the SPS were2728

well reproduced by this approach. In order to treat properly the centrality dependence, also production in the dilute2729

corona using the pp production cross section of J/ψ is considered [649, 650]. While it was clear that for LHC larger2730

values for RAA of J/ψ are expected as compared to RHIC, RAA depends linearly on the unknown cc cross section.2731

Predictions for an expected range were given in [651].2732

The comparison of the statistical hadronization predictions with the LHC data require the knowledge of the cc2733

cross section. This quantity has been measured in pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV and is then extrapolated to the lower2734

Pb − Pb beam energy, i.e.
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV, taking also into account the shadowing for nuclear collisions. Since2735

the current data are for half the LHC design energy, the open charm cross section is at the lower end of the range2736
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considered in Ref. [651]. The uncertainty on this model prediction comes from the uncertainty on the cc cross section2737

and it stems from the measurement of the cc cross section itself and the
√

s and shadowing extrapolations.2738

As it will be discussed in Sec. [? ], the statistical model reproduces the significant increase observed, for central2739

collisions, in the J/ψ RAA at LHC as compared to RHIC (see Fig. 84).2740

The statistical hadronization picture and therefore the increase in RAA at LHC applies to thermalised charm quarks2741

and therefore is necessarily a low pT phenomenon. TFdebye his is in line with a drop in RAA for larger pT observed in2742

the data. The statistical hadronization model in itself makes no prediction of spectra without additional input. Given a2743

velocity distribution of the quarks at hadronization, of course the spectra and their moments are fixed. As examples in2744

[649, 650] J/ψ spectra are predicted for different T and collective expansion velocity of the medium at hadronization.2745

The narrowing of 〈pT 〉 and it’s root mean square as compared to pp collisions in the ALICE data are in line with this2746

expectation, a precise measurement of the spectral shape is an important test of the model awaiting higher statistics.2747

Another characteristic feature of the statistical hadronization model is an excited state population driven by Boltz-2748

mann factors at the hadronization temperature. So far the only successful test of this prediction is the ψ(2S)/J/ψ ratio2749

at the SPS. Data for ψ(2S) and χc at LHC and RHIC will be crucial tests of this model and will allow, if measured with2750

sufficient precision (10-20%), to differentiate between transport model predictions (see Section [? ]) and statistical2751

hadronization at the phase boundary.2752

5.2.4. Transport Approach for In-Medium Quarkonia2753

The space-time evolution of the phase-space distribution, fQ, of a quarkonium state Q = Ψ,Υ (Ψ=J/ψ, χc, . . . ;2754

Υ=Υ(1S ), χb, . . . ) in hot and dense matter may be described by the relativistic Boltzmann equation,2755

pµ∂µ fQ(~r, τ; ~p) = −Ep ΓQ(~r, τ; ~p) fQ(~r, τ; ~p) + Ep βQ(~r, τ; ~p) (48)

where p0 = Ep = (~p2 + m2
Q

)1/2, τ is the proper time and ~r is the spatial coordinate. ΓQ denotes the dissociation2756

rate25 and the gain term, βQ, depends on the phase-space distribution of the individual heavy (anti-)quarks, Q=c, b2757

in the QGP (or D, D mesons in hadronic matter). If the open-charm states are thermalised, and in the limit of a2758

spatially homogeneous medium, one may integrate over the spatial and 3-momentum dependencies to obtain the rate2759

equation [423, 652, 653]2760

dNQ
dτ

= −ΓQ(T )[NQ − Neq
Q

(T )] , (49)

which explicitly exhibits the approach toward equilibrium –when both sides vanish–. The key ingredients to the rate2761

equation are the “transport coefficients”: the inelastic reaction rate, ΓQ, for both dissociation and formation –detailed2762

balance–, and the quarkonium equilibrium limit, Neq
Q

(T ).2763

The reaction rate can be calculated from inelastic scattering amplitudes of quarkonia on the constituents of the2764

medium (light quarks and gluons, or light hadrons). The relevant processes depend on the (in-medium) properties of2765

the bound state [654]. In the QGP, for a tightly bound state (binding energy EB ≥ T ), an efficient process is gluo-2766

dissociation [655], g + Q → Q + Q, where all of the incoming gluon energy is available for break-up. However, for2767

loosely bound states (EB < T for excited and partially screened states), the phase space for gluo-dissociation rapidly2768

shuts off, rendering “quasi-free” dissociation, p +Q → Q + Q + p (p = q, q, g), the dominant process [654], cf. Fig. 792769

left.2770

The equilibrium number densities are simply those of Q quarks (with spin-colour and particle-antiparticle degen-2771

eracy 6 × 2) and quarkonium states (summed over including their spin degeneracies dQ).2772

The quarkonium equilibrium number is given by:2773

Neq
Q

= VFB

∑
Q

neq
Q

(mQ; T, γQ) = VFB

∑
Q

dQ γ2
Q

∫
d3 p

(2π)3 f B
Q

(Ep; T ) (50)

where VFB refers to the fireball volume, dQ is the spin degeneracy and f B
Q

corresponds to the Bose distribution.2774

25A possible mean-field term has been neglected.
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The open heavy-flavor (HF) number, Nop, follows from the corresponding equilibrium densities, e. g.,2775

Nop = Nc + Nc = VFB12γQ

∫
d3 p

(2π)3 f F
Q (Ep; T ) (51)

for heavy (anti-)quarks in the QGP.2776

Assuming relative chemical equilibrium between all available states containing heavy-flavoured quarks at a given2777

temperature and volume of the system, the number of QQ pairs in the fireball —usually determined by the initial hard2778

production— is matched to the equilibrium numbers of HF states using a fugacity factor γQ = γQ by the condition:2779

NQQ =
1
2

Nop
I1(Nop)
I0(Nop)

+ VFB γ
2
Q

∑
Q

neq
Q

(T ) . (52)

The ratio of Bessel functions above, I1/I0, enforces the canonical limit for small Nop ≤ 1.2780

The quarkonium equilibrium limit is thus coupled to the open HF spectrum in medium; e. g., a smaller c-quark2781

mass increases the c-quark density, which decreases γc and therefore reduces Neq
J/ψ, by up to an order of magnitude for2782

mc = 1.8→ 1.5 GeV, cf. Fig. 79 right.2783
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Figure 79: Transport coefficients of charmonia in the QGP. Left: inelastic reaction rates for J/ψ and χc in strong- (V=U) and weak-binding
(V=F) scenarios defined in the text. Right: J/ψ equilibrium numbers for conditions in central Pb − Pb and Au − Au at full SPS and RHIC
energies, respectively, using different values of the in-medium c-quark mass in the QGP (T ≥ 180 MeV) and for D-mesons in hadronic matter
(T ≤ 180 MeV); in practice the equilibrium numbers are constructed as continuous across the transition region.

In practice, further corrections to Neq
Q

are needed for more realistic applications in heavy-ion collisions. First,2784

heavy quarks cannot be expected to be thermalised throughout the course of a heavy-ion collision; harder heavy-2785

quark (HQ) momentum distributions imply reduced phase-space overlap for quarkonium production, thus suppress-2786

ing the gain term. In the rate equation approach this has been implemented through a relaxation factor R = 1 −2787

exp(−
∫

dτ/τtherm
Q ) multiplying Neq

Q
, where τtherm

Q represents the kinetic relaxation time of the HQ distributions [652,2788

656]. This approximation has been quantitatively verified in Ref. [657]. Second, since HQ pairs are produced in2789

essentially pointlike hard collisions, they do not necessarily explore the full volume in the fireball. This has been2790

accounted for by introducing a correlation volume in the argument of the Bessel functions, in analogy to strangeness2791

production at lower energies [658].2792

An important aspect of this transport approach is a controlled implementation of in-medium properties of the2793

quarkonia [652, 659]. Colour-screening of the QCD potential reduces the quarkonium binding energies, which, to-2794

gether with the in-medium HQ mass, m∗Q, determines the bound-state mass, mQ = 2m∗Q − EB. As discussed above, the2795

interplay of mQ and m∗Q determines the equilibrium limit, Neq
Q

, while EB also affects the inelastic reaction rate, ΓQ(T ).2796

To constrain these properties, pertinent spectral functions have been used to compute euclidean correlators for char-2797

monia, and required to approximately agree with results from lattice QCD [659]. Two basic scenarios have been put2798

forward for tests against charmonium data at SPS and RHIC: a strong-binding scenario (SBS), where the J/ψ survives2799
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up to temperatures of about 2 Tc, and a weak-binding scenario (WBS) with Tdiss ' 1.2 Tc, cf. Fig. 80. These scenarios2800

are motivated by microscopic T -matrix calculations [503] where the HQ internal (UQQ) or free energy (FQQ) have2801

been used as potential, respectively. A more rigorous definition of the HQ potential, and a more direct implementation2802

of the quarkonium properties from the T -matrix approach is warranted for future work. The effects of the hadronic2803

phase are generally small for J/ψ and bottomonia, but important for the ψ(2S) especially if its direct decay channel2804

ψ(2S)→ DD is opened (due to reduced masses and/or finite widths of the D mesons) [652, 656].

Figure 80: Temperature dependence of J/ψ binding energy (left panel) and charm-quark mass (right panel) in the QGP in the strong- and weak-
binding scenarios (solid (V=U) and dashed lines (V=F), respectively) as implemented into the rate equation approach [659].

2805

The rate equation approach has been extended to compute pT spectra of charmonia in heavy-ion collisions [660].2806

Toward this end, the loss term was solved with a 3-momentum dependent dissociation rate and a spatial dependence2807

of the charmonium distribution function, while for the gain term blast-wave distributions at the phase transition were2808

assumed (this should be improved in the future by an explicit evaluations of the gain term from the Boltzmann equation2809

using realistic time-evolving HQ distributions, see Ref. [661] for initial studies). In addition, formation time effects2810

are included which affect quarkonium suppression at high pT [662].2811

To close the quarkonium rate equations, several input quantities are required which are generally taken from exper-2812

imental data in pp and p−A collisions, e. g., quarkonia and HQ production cross sections (with shadowing corrections2813

at LHC and at forward rapidity at RHIC), and primordial nuclear absorption effects encoded in phenomenological2814

absorption cross sections. Feed down effects from excited quarkonia (and b-hadron decays into J/ψ) are accounted2815

for. The space-time evolution of the medium is constructed using an isotropically expanding fireball model repro-2816

ducing the measured hadron yields and their pT spectra. The fireball resembles the basic features of hydrodynamic2817

models [663], but an explicit use of the latter is desirable for future purposes.2818

Two main model parameters have been utilised to calibrate the rate equation approach for charmonia using the2819

centrality dependence of inclusive J/ψ production in Pb − Pb (
√

sNN = 17 GeV) at the SPS and in Au − Au (
√

sNN =2820

200 GeV) at RHIC: the strong coupling constant αs, controlling the inelastic reaction rate, and the c-quark relaxation2821

time affecting the gain term through the amended charmonium equilibrium limit. With αs ' 0.3 and τtherm
c ' 4-6 (1.5-2822

2) fm/c for the SBS (WBS), the inclusive J/ψ data at SPS and RHIC can be reasonably well reproduced, albeit with2823

different decompositions into primordial and regenerated yields (the former are larger in the SBS than in the WBS).2824

The τtherm
c obtained in the SBS is in range of values calculated microscopically from the T -matrix approach using2825

the U-potential [503], while for the WBS it is much smaller than calculated from the T -matrix using the F-potential.2826

Thus, from a theoretical point of view, the SBS is the preferred scenario.2827

With this setup, namely the TAMU transport model, quantitative predictions for Pb − Pb (
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV) at2828

the LHC have been carried out, for the centrality dependence and pT spectra of the J/ψ [664], as well as for Υ(1S),2829

χb, and Υ(2S) production [665].2830

Similar results are obtained in the transport approach THU develop by the Tsinghua group [666, 667] which2831

differs in details of the implementation, but overall asserts the robustness of the conclusions. In the THU model, the2832

quarkonium distribution is also governed by the Boltzmann-type transport equation. The cold nuclear matter effects2833
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change the initial quarkonium distribution and heavy quark distribution at τ0. The interaction between the quarkonia2834

and the medium is reflected in the loss and gain terms and depends on the local temperature T (~r, τ) and velocity2835

uµ(~r, τ), which are controlled by the energy-momentum and charge conservations of the medium, ∂µT µν = 0 and2836

∂µnµ = 0.2837

Within this approach, the centrality dependence of the nuclear modification factor RAA can be obtained and com-2838

pared to the experimental results at low pT. In contrast to collisions at SPS and RHIC energies, at LHC energy the2839

large abundance of c and c̄ quarks increases their combining probability to form a charmonium. Hence this regen-2840

eration mechanism, at LHC energy, becomes the dominant source of charmonium production for semi-central and2841

central collisions. The competition between dissociation and regeneration leads to a flat structure of the J/ψ yield as2842

a function of centrality.2843

The charmonium transverse momentum distribution contains more dynamic information on the hot medium and2844

can be calculated within the transport approach. The regeneration happens in the fireball, and therefore the thermally2845

produced charmonia are mainly distributed at low pT, their contribution increasing with centrality. On the other hand,2846

those charmonia from the initial hard process carry high momentum and dominate the high pT region at all centralities.2847

This different pT behaviour of the initially produced and regenerated charmonia can even lead to a minimum located2848

at intermediate pT. Moreover, this particular pT behaviour will lead to a mean transverse momentum, 〈pT〉, evolution2849

with centrality that would be higher for SPS than for LHC nuclear collisions, once normalised to the corresponding2850

proton-proton mean transverse momentum [668, 669]. At the SPS, almost all the measured J/ψ are produced through2851

initial hard processes and carry high momentum. At RHIC, the regeneration starts to play a role and even becomes2852

equally important as the initial production in central collisions. At the LHC, regeneration becomes dominant, and2853

results in a decreasing of 〈pT〉 with increasing centrality.2854

Concerning the J/ψ elliptic flow, due to the strong interaction between the heavy quarks and the hot medium, the2855

regenerated charmonia inherit collective flow from the charm quarks. Furthermore, primordial J/ψ might acquire a2856

v2 induced by a path-length dependent suppression. As shown in Fig. 81, the J/ψ v2 will, therefore, result from the2857

interplay of two contributions, a regeneration component, dominant at lower pT and the primordial J/ψ component2858

which takes over at higher pT. Hence, with the increasing regeneration fraction with colliding energy, the J/ψ elliptic2859

flow is expected to become sizeable at LHC while it should be almost zero at RHIC.2860
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Figure 81: The elliptic flow v2 for prompt J/ψ in
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV Pb − Pb collisions. The calculation is with impact parameter b = 8.4 fm,
corresponding to the minimum bias event. The dot-dashed, dashed and solid lines represent the initial, regeneration, and total contributions,
respectively.

5.2.5. Non-equilibrium effects on quarkonium suppression2861

Since heavy quarkonium states have a short formation time (< 1 fm/c), they are sensitive to the early-time dy-2862

namics of the QGP. As a consequence, it is necessary to have dynamical models that can accurately describe the bulk2863
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dynamics of the QGP during the first fm/c of its lifetime. This is complicated by the fact that, at the earliest times after2864

the initial nuclear impact, the QGP is momentum-space anisotropic in the local rest frame. The existence of large QGP2865

momentum-space anisotropies is found in both the weak and strong coupling limits (see e.g. Ref. [670–673]). In both2866

limits, one finds that the longitudinal pressure, PL = T zz, is much less than the transverse pressure, PT = (T xx+T yy)/2,2867

at times smaller than 1 fm/c. During the QGP evolution this momentum-space anisotropy relaxes to zero, but it does2868

so only on a multiple fm/c timescale. In addition, the momentum-space anisotropy grows larger as one approaches2869

the transverse edge of the QGP where the system is colder. The existence of such momentum-space anisotropies is2870

consistent with first- and second-order viscous hydrodynamics; however, since these approaches rely on linearisation2871

around an isotropic background, it is not clear that these methods can be applied in a far-from-equilibrium situation.2872

In order to address this issue, a non-perturbative framework, called anisotropic hydrodynamics (aHydro), has been2873

developed. This framework allows the system to be arbitrarily anisotropic [674–677].2874

The time-evolution provided by aHydro has to be folded together with the non-equilibrium (anisotropic) rates for2875

quarkonium decays. These were first considered in Ref. [678–682] where the effect of momentum-space anisotropy2876

was included for both the real and imaginary parts of potential. In this context, the imaginary part of the potential2877

plays the most important role as it sets the in-medium decay rate of heavy quarkonium states. The calculations of the2878

resulting decay rates in Ref. [682] demonstrated that these in-medium decay rates were large with the corresponding2879

lifetime of the states being on the order of fm/c. In practice, one integrates the decay rate over the lifetime of the2880

state in the plasma as a function of its 3d position in the system and its transverse momentum. The result of this is2881

a prediction for the RAA that depends on the assumed shear-viscosity to entropy density ratio (η/s) of the QGP since2882

this ratio determines the degree to which the system remains isotropic. The results obtained for the inclusive Υ(1S)2883

and Υ(2S) suppression [683–685] have a significant dependence on the assumed value of η/s, in particular for the2884

inclusive Υ(1S). This ratio can be determined from independent collective flow measurements and at the energies2885

probed by LHC one finds that 4π η/s ∼ 2–3. The upper limit of this range seems to be compatible with the CMS data;2886

however, since the model used did not include any regeneration effects, it is possible that the final η/s could be a bit2887

lower than three times the lower bound.2888

5.2.6. Summary of theoretical models for experimental comparison2889

Different theoretical models are available for comparison. Among them, the statistical hadronization model, the2890

transport models and the comover model will be compared to charmonium experimental results in the next section.2891

Let us summarise their principal characteristics:2892

In the statistical hadronization model, the charm (bottom) quarks and antiquarks, produced in initial hard col-2893

lisions, thermalise in a QGP and form hadrons at chemical freeze-out. It is assumed that no quarkonium state is2894

produced in the deconfined state (full suppression). An important aspect in this scenario is the canonical suppression2895

of open charm or bottom hadrons, which determines the centrality dependence of production yields in this model. The2896

overall magnitude is determined by the input charm (bottom) production cross section.2897

Kinetic (re)combination of heavy quarks and antiquarks in a QGP provides an alternative quarkonium production2898

mechanism. In these transport models, there is continuous dissociation and (re)generation of quarkonia over the entire2899

lifetime of the deconfined stage. A hydrodynamical-like expansion of the fireball of deconfined matter, constrained by2900

data, is part of such models, alongside an implementation of the screening mechanism with inputs from lattice QCD.2901

Other important ingredients are parton-level cross sections. Cold nuclear matter effects are incorporated by means2902

of an overall effective absorption cross section that accounts for (anti-)shadowing, nuclear absorption, and Cronin2903

effects.2904

Similarly, the comover interaction model includes dissociation of quarkonia by interactions with the co-moving2905

medium of hadronic and partonic origin. Regeneration reactions are also included. Their magnitude is determined by2906

the production cross section of cc pairs and quarkonium states. Cold nuclear matter effects are taken into account by2907

means of different (anti-)shadowing models.2908

Summarising:2909

• Statistical hadronization assumes full suppression of primordial J/ψ and recombination at the phase boundary.2910

• Transport models include cold nuclear absorption, direct suppression, and regeneration.2911

• Comover models include shadowing, interaction with co-moving medium, and regeneration.2912
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In transport and comover models, a large fraction of J/ψ (> 50% in most central collisions) is produced by charm2913

quark recombination. In the statistical hadronization model, all J/ψ are generated at the hadronization stage by purely2914

statistical mechanisms. In order to include (re)generation, a cross section
dσcc

pp

dy ≈ 0.6–0.8 mb at midrapidity at
√

s2915

= 2.76 TeV has been considered in the transport and comover models. It corresponds to a σtot
cc around 5 mb, which2916

agrees with experimental data. Currently available data, however, offer only very little constrains at 2.76 TeV due to2917

the lack of low-pT D-meson measurements. The used value is about a factor of two higher than the one reported in2918

the statistical hadronization model. Note nevertheless that there is no contradiction, since in the latter the initial-state2919

shadowing is not considered. The choice of smaller
dσcc

pp

dy ,
dσcc

pp

dy ≈ 0.3–0.4 mb, takes into account an effect of shadowing2920

of about 50%, that reduces the input charm cross section up to a factor of one half.2921

In order to compare with experimental data on bottomonium, the hydrodynamical formalism assuming finite local2922

momentum-space anisotropy due to finite shear viscosity will be considered. The main ingredients are: screened2923

potential, hydrodynamical-like evolution of the QGP, and feed-down from higher mass states. Neither cold nuclear2924

matter effects nor recombination are included. The model reproduces the data reasonably with a boost-invariant2925

plateau as initial temperature profile and a shear viscosity such that 4π η/s = 1–3.2926
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5.3. Experimental overview of quarkonium results at RHIC and LHC2927

5.3.1. pp as a reference for RAA at LHC2928

As discussed in Section 5.1, the medium effects on quarkonia are usually quantified through the nuclear modifica-2929

tion factor RAA, basically comparing the quarkonium yields in A − A to the pp ones. A crucial ingredient for the RAA2930

evaluation is, therefore, σpp, the quarkonium production cross section in pp collisions measured at the same energy2931

as the A − A data.2932

During LHC Run-I, pp data at
√

s = 2.76 TeV have been collected in two short data taking periods in 2011 and2933

2013. When the collected data sample was large enough, the quarkonium σpp has been experimentally measured,2934

otherwise an interpolation of results obtained at other
√

s energies has been performed.2935

More in detail, the J/ψ cross section (σpp
J/ψ) adopted by ALICE for the forward rapidity RAA results is based on2936

the 2011 pp data-taking. The Lint = 19.9 nb−1 integrated luminosity, corresponding to 1364 ± 53 J/ψ reconstructed2937

in the dimuon decay channel, allows the extraction of both the integrated and the pT and y differential cross sections2938

distributions [368]. Statistical uncertainty is 4% for the integrated result, while it ranges between 6% and 20% for2939

the differential measurement. Systematic uncertainties are ∼8%. The collected data (Lint = 1.1 nb−1) allow the2940

extraction of σpp
J/ψ also in the ALICE mid-rapidity region, where J/ψ are reconstructed through their dielectron decay.2941

The measurement is, in this case, affected by larger statistical and systematic uncertainties, of the order of 23% and2942

18% respectively. Therefore, the σpp
J/ψ reference for the RAA result at mid-rapidity has been obtained performing an2943

interpolation based on mid-rapidity results from PHENIX at
√

s =0.2 TeV [367], CDF at
√

s =1.96 TeV [370], and2944

ALICE at
√

s =2.76 [368] as well as 7 TeV [369]. The interpolation is done by fitting the data points with several2945

functions assuming a linear, an exponential, a power law or a polynomial
√

s-dependence. The resulting systematic2946

uncertainty is, in this case, 10%, i.e. smaller than the one obtained directly from the data at
√

s = 2.76 TeV.2947

The J/ψ pp cross section used as a reference for the RAA measurements obtained by CMS is based directly on2948

the results extracted from the data collected at
√

s = 2.76 TeV in 2011, corresponding to an integrated luminosity2949

Lint = 231 nb−1 [438]. The number of prompt and non-prompt J/ψ in the range |y| < 2.4 and 6.5 < pT < 30 GeV/c2950

are 830 ± 34 and 206 ± 20 respectively. The systematic uncertainty on the signal extraction varies between 0.4%2951

and 6.2% for prompt J/ψ and 5% and 20% for non-prompt J/ψ. Since the adopted reconstruction procedure is the2952

same in pp and Pb − Pb collisions, many of the reconstruction-related systematic uncertainties cancel out when RAA2953

is computed.2954

The limited size of the pp data sample at
√

s = 2.76 TeV has not allowed ALICE to measure the Υ cross section.2955

The reference adopted by ALICE for the RAA studies [627] is, in this case, based on the pp LHCb measurement [375].2956

However, since the LHCb result is obtained in a rapidity range (2< y <4.5) not exactly matching the ALICE one2957

(2.5< y <4), the measurement is corrected through a rapidity interpolation based on a Gaussian shape, to take into2958

account the slightly different y-coverage.2959

For the Υ RAA, CMS results are based on the pp reference cross section extracted directly from the same data2960

sample used to evaluate also σpp
J/ψ (i.e. pp data at

√
s = 2.76 TeV [438]). Proton-proton data were, also in this case,2961

reconstructed with the same reconstruction algorithm as the Pb − Pb data. The number of Υ(1S) with |y| <2.4 and2962

0< pT <20 GeV/c are 101 ± 12, with a systematic uncertainty on the signal extraction of ∼10%.2963

In Table 16 the datasets and the approach adopted for the evaluation of the pp reference are summarised for all2964

the quarkonium states.

ALICE CMS
J/ψ forward-y: σpp

J/ψ from pp data at
√

s = 2.76 TeV σ
pp
J/ψ from pp data at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV

mid-y: σpp
J/ψ from interpolation of ALICE, CDF and PHENIX data

Υ σ
pp
Υ

from LHCb pp data at
√

s = 2.76 TeV + y-interpolation σ
pp
Υ

from pp data at
√

s = 2.76 TeV

Table 16: Overview of the pp datasets and approaches adopted for the evaluation of the σpp production cross section for the quarkonium states
under study.

2965

5.3.2. RAA charmonium results at low pT2966

The experiments ALICE at LHC and PHENIX at RHIC measure the inclusive J/ψ production (prompt J/ψ plus2967

those coming from b-hadron decays) in the low pT region. PHENIX detects charmonia in two rapidity ranges: at mid-2968
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rapidity (|y| < 0.35) in the e+e− decay channel and at forward rapidity (1.2 < |y| < 2.2) in the µ+µ− decay channel.2969

Similarly, ALICE studies the inclusive J/ψ production in the e+e− decay channel at mid-rapidity (|y| < 0.9) and in the2970

µ+µ− decay channel at forward rapidity (2.5 < y < 4). A summary of the main experimental results, together with2971

their kinematic coverage and references, is given in Tables 13 and 14.2972

Both experiments have investigated the centrality dependence of the J/ψ nuclear modification factor measured2973

in A-A collisions, i.e. Au-Au for PHENIX [614] at
√

sNN = 200 GeV and Pb-Pb at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV in the2974

ALICE [623, 624] case. Results are shown in Fig. 82 for the forward (left) and the mid-rapidity (right) regions.2975
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Figure 82: ALICE [623, 624] (closed symbols) and PHENIX [614] (open symbols) inclusive J/ψ nuclear modification factor versus the number of
participant nucleons, at forward rapidity (left) and at mid-rapidity (right).

While the PHENIX result indicates that at low energy there is an increasing suppression towards more central2976

collisions, the ALICE RAA shows a saturation both at forward and at mid-rapidity. In the two y ranges there is a clear2977

evidence for a smaller suppression at LHC with respect to the results obtained at RHIC energy.2978

Partonic transport models that include a (re)generation process for J/ψ due to the (re)combination of cc pairs2979

along the history of the collisions indeed predict such a behaviour [664, 667, 686], the smaller suppression at the2980

LHC being due to the larger cc pair multiplicity which compensates the suppression from colour screening in the2981

deconfined phase. The RAA centrality dependence has been obtained within the TAMU and the THU transport models
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Figure 83: Comparison of the ALICE J/ψ RAA at forward rapidity (left) and mid-rapidity (right) with the theory predictions based on the TAMU
(X. Zhao et al.) and THU (Y.P. Liu et al.) transport models discussed in Section 5.2.4. Bands correspond to the uncertainty associated to the model,
i.e. to the variation of the charm cross-section for the THU model and a variation of the shadowing amount for the TAMU approach. Predictions
from the statistical model discussed in Section 5.2.3 are also shown. The two curves correspond, in this case, to two assumptions on the values of
the dσcc̄/dy cross sections.

2982

discussed in Section 5.2.4. For both models (re)generation becomes the dominant source for charmonium production2983

for semi-central and central collisions and the competition between the dissociation and (re)generation mechanisms2984
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leads to the observed flat structure of the J/ψ yield as a function of centrality. The comparison of the predictions of the2985

two transport models with the ALICE data is shown in Fig. 83 for the forward (left) and mid-rapidity (right) ranges.2986
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Figure 84: J/ψ RAA from ALICE [624] and PHENIX [614] compared to predictions from the statistical hadronization model [687].

A similar behaviour is expected by the statistical model [687] discussed in Section 5.2.3, where the J/ψ yield is2987

completely determined by the chemical freeze-out conditions and by the abundance of cc pairs. In Fig. 83 and Fig. 842988

the statistical model predictions are compared to the ALICE RAA in the two covered rapidity ranges. As discussed2989

in Section 5.2.3, a crucial ingredient in this approach is the cc production cross section: the error band in the figures2990

stems from the measurement of the cc cross section itself and from the correction introduced to take into account the2991
√

s and the shadowing extrapolations to evaluate the cross section at the Pb − Pb energy. In Fig. 84 the RHIC data2992

[614] and the corresponding statistical model calculations are also shown. Inspecting Fig. 84, for central collisions2993

a significant increase in the J/ψ RAA at LHC as compared to RHIC is visible and well reproduced by the statistical2994

hadronization model. In particular, as a characteristic feature of the model, the shape as function of centrality is2995

entirely given by the charm cross section at a given energy and rapidity and is well reproduced both at RHIC and2996

LHC. This applies also to the maximum in RAA at mid-rapidity due to the peaking of the charm cross section there.2997

The (re)combination or the statistical hadronization process are expected to be dominant in central collisions and,2998

for kinematical reasons, they should contribute mainly at low pT, becoming negligible as the J/ψ pT increases. This2999

behaviour is investigated by further studying the RAA pT-dependence. In Fig. 85 (left) the ALICE J/ψ RAA versus pT3000

is compared to the PHENIX result, both obtained in the most central 0-20% collisions. A striking different pattern is3001

observed: while the ALICE J/ψ RAA shows a clear decrease from low to high pT, the pattern observed at low energies3002

is rather different, being almost flat versus pT, with a suppression up to a factor four stronger than at LHC. Models, as3003

the TAMU and the THU ones, including a pT-dependent contribution from (re)combination, amounting to ∼50% at3004

low pT and vanishing for high pT [664, 667], provide, also in this case, a reasonable description of the data, as it can3005

be observed in Fig. 86.3006

Finally, the rapidity dependence of the J/ψ RAA is shown in Fig. 85 (right). At forward-y the J/ψ RAA decreases by3007

about 40% from y= 2.5 to y= 4, while there is a rather constant trend towards mid-rapidity. The RAA y-dependence is3008

compared to shadowing calculations discussed in Section 5.2.2. As expected, the contribution of cold nuclear matter3009

alone, as shadowing, cannot account for the observed suppression, clearly indicating the need of the aforementioned3010

hot matter effects.3011

As discussed, the ALICE results are for inclusive J/ψ, therefore including two contributions: the first one from J/ψ3012

direct production and feed-down from higher charmonium states and the second one from J/ψ originating from beauty3013

hadron decays. Beauty hadrons decay mostly outside the fireball, hence the measurement of non-prompt J/ψ RAA is3014

mainly connected to the beauty quark in-medium energy loss, discussed in Section ??. Non-prompt J/ψ are, therefore,3015

expected to behave differently with respect to the prompt ones, being insensitive to color screening or regeneration3016

mechanisms. In the low-pT region covered by ALICE the fraction of non-prompt J/ψ is smaller than 15% [688]3017
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(slightly depending on the y range). Based on this fraction, the ALICE Collaboration has estimated the influence of3018

the non-prompt contribution on the measured inclusive RAA. At mid-rapidity the prompt J/ψ RAA can vary within3019

-7% and +17% with respect to the inclusive J/ψ RAA assuming, respectively, no suppression (Rnon−prompt
AA =1) or full3020

suppression (Rnon−prompt
AA =0) for beauty. At forward-y, the prompt J/ψ RAA would be 6% lower or 7% higher than the3021

inclusive result in the two aforementioned cases [624]. In both cases, the variation between inclusive and prompt J/ψ3022

is well within the quoted systematic uncertainties.3023

5.3.3. RAA charmonium results at high pT3024

The CMS experiment is focused on the study of the J/ψ production at high pT. The limit in the charmonium3025

acceptance at low-pT is due to the fact that muons from the charmonium decay need a minimum momentum (p ∼3-53026

GeV/c) to reach the muon stations overcoming the strong CMS magnetic field and the energy loss in the absorber.3027

The CMS vertex reconstruction capabilities allows the separation of the non-prompt J/ψ from b-hadron decays from3028

prompt J/ψ using the reconstructed decay vertex of the µ+µ− pair. The prompt J/ψ include directly-produced J/ψ3029

as well as those from decays of higher charmonium states (e.g. ψ(2S) and χc), which can not be removed because3030

their decay lengths are orders of magnitude smaller compared to those from b decays, and not distinguishable in the3031

analysis of the Pb − Pb data.3032

As discussed in Section 5.3.1 the pp reference sample, recorded in 2011 at the same centre of mass colliding3033

energy as the Pb − Pb data has been used to evaluate the Pb − Pb RAA.3034

The J/ψ RAA has been evaluated in the Pb − Pb data sample collected in 2010, corresponding to Lint = 7.3 µb−1.3035

The nuclear modification factor, integrated over the rapidity range |y| < 2.4 and pT range 6.5 < pT < 30 GeV/c, has3036

been measured in six centrality bins [438], starting with the 0–10% bin (most central), up to the 50–100% bin (most3037

peripheral). The RAA obtained for prompt J/ψ, when integrating over the pT range 6.5< pT <30 GeV/c and |y| <2.4,3038

is shown in Fig. 87 (left). The same centrality dependence, with a smooth decrease towards most central collisions, is3039

observed also for inclusive J/ψ, even if the suppression is slightly more important for prompt J/ψ. In both cases the3040

J/ψ RAA is still suppressed even in the (rather wide) most peripheral bin. A more recent analysis, based on the larger3041

2011 Pb − Pb data sample (Lint = 150 µb−1), has allowed the RAA study in a much narrower centrality binning (123042

centrality bins) and confirms the observed pattern [689].3043

In the left panel of Fig. 87, a comparison is made with the inclusive J/ψ measurement from the STAR collabora-3044

tion [222], at more than ten times a smaller collision energy, but in a similar high-pT kinematic region: pT > 5 GeV/c3045

and |y| < 1. The rightmost bin corresponds to 0–10% centrality, while the leftmost bin to 40–60% centrality for this3046

dataset. The suppression is smaller at RHIC than at LHC energies, with no significant suppression for collisions with3047

a centrality more peripheral than 30% in the RHIC case. These results seem to support an higher medium temperature3048

reached in
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV Pb − Pb collisions than in Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 0.2 TeV.3049

In Fig. 87 (right) the prompt J/ψ RAA centrality dependence is compared with the predictions of the TAMU3050

transport model discussed in Section 5.2.4. The model already provided a reasonable description of the ALICE low-3051

pT J/ψ RAA (see Fig. 83) when a significant recombination contribution was included. On the contrary, no additional3052

recombination component is needed to describe the high-pT J/ψ results.3053

In Fig. 88, the prompt J/ψ RAA is compared to shadowing calculations discussed in Section 5.2.2. As already3054

discussed for low-pT J/ψ results, shadowing alone cannot account for the observed suppression, clearly indicating3055

that other hot matter effects are needed to describe the experimental results.3056

Being capable of separating prompt J/ψ, CMS has also measured the RAA of non-prompt J/ψ discussed in Sec-3057

tion 4.1.3.3058

5.3.4. J/ψ azimuthal anisotropy3059

Further information on the J/ψ production mechanism can be accessed studying the resonance azimuthal distri-3060

bution with respect to the reaction plane, defined by the beam axis and the impact parameter vector of the colliding3061

nuclei. This distribution is expected to be sensitive to the dynamics of the early stages of heavy-ion collisions. In3062

particular, in non-central collisions the geometrical overlap region and, therefore, the initial matter distribution are3063

anisotropic (almond-shaped) and this spatial asymmetry is converted via multiple collisions into an anisotropic mo-3064

mentum distribution. The second coefficient of the Fourier expansion describing the final state particle azimuthal3065

distribution with respect to the reaction plane, v2, is called elliptic flow.3066
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Figure 87: J/ψ RAA as function of centrality. Left: CMS high-pT prompt J/ψ, 6.5 < pT < 30 GeV/c and |y| < 2.4 (squares) [438], and STAR
inclusive J/ψ with pT > 5 GeV/c measured in |y| < 1 (open stars) [222]; Right: CMS high-pT prompt J/ψ compared to the TAMU transport model
calculation discussed in Section 5.2.4.

J/ψ produced through a recombination mechanism, should inherit the elliptic flow of the charm quarks in the QGP3067

and, as a consequence, the J/ψ are expected to exhibit a large v2. Hence this quantity is a further signature to identify3068

the charmonium production mechanism.3069

ALICE has measured the inclusive J/ψ elliptic flow in Pb − Pb collisions at forward rapidity [625], using the3070

event-plane technique. For semi-central collisions there is an indication of a positive v2, reaching v2 = 0.116 ± 0.0463071

(stat) ± 0.029 (syst) in the transverse momentum range 2< pT <4 GeV/c, for events in the 20-40% centrality class. In3072

Fig. 89 (left) the J/ψ v2 is compared with the TAMU and THU transport model calculations (see Section 5.2.4), which3073

also provide a fair description of the RAA results, discussed in Section 5.3.2. Both models, which reasonably describe3074

the data, include a fraction (∼30% in the centrality range 20-60%) of J/ψ produced through (re)generation mecha-3075

nisms, under the hypothesis of thermalisation or non-thermalisation of the b-quarks. More in details, charm quarks,3076

in the hot medium created in Pb − Pb collisions at LHC, should transfer a significant elliptic flow to regenerated J/ψ.3077

Furthermore, primordial J/ψ might acquire a v2 indiced by a path-length dependent suppression. The predicted max-3078

imum v2 at pT = 2.5 GeV/c is, therefore, the result of an interplay between the regeneration component, dominant3079

at lower pT and the primordial J/ψ component which takes over at higher pT (see Fig. 81). The v2 measurement3080

complements the RAA results, favouring a scenario with a significant fraction of J/ψ produced by (re)combination in3081

the ALICE kinematical range.3082

At RHIC, the measurements by the STAR Collaboration [621] of the J/ψ v2 in Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 2003083

GeV are consistent with zero for pT >2 GeV/c albeit with large uncertainties, as shown in Fig. 89 (right), while a3084

hint for a positive v2 might be visible in the lowest pT bin (0< pT <2 GeV/c). Results do not show a dependence3085

on centrality. The measurement seems to disfavour the J/ψ formation through recombination mechanisms at RHIC3086

energies, contrarily to what happens in Pb − Pb collisions at the LHC.3087

CMS has investigated the prompt J/ψ v2, following a similar analysis technique as ALICE, as a function of the3088

centrality of the collisions and as a function of transverse momentum [629]. Preliminary results indicate a positive3089

v2 measured in all the kinematic bins under study. The observed anisotropy shows no strong centrality dependence3090

when integrated over rapidity and pT. The v2 of prompt J/ψ, measured in the 10–60% centrality events, has no3091

significant pT dependence either, whether it is measured at low-pT, 3 < pT < 6.5 GeV/c, in the forward rapidity3092

interval 1.6 < |y| < 2.4, or at high-pT, 6.5 < pT < 30 GeV/c, in rapidity interval |y| < 2.4. The preliminary CMS3093

result supports the presence of a small anisotropy over the whole pT range probed, but the present level of precision3094

does not allow a definitive answer on whether this anisotropy is constant or not. In the rapidity interval |y| < 2.4, for3095

pT >8 GeV/c, the anisotropy is similar to that observed for charged hadrons, which is attributed to the path-length3096
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Figure 88: CMS prompt J/ψ RAA as function of centrality, compared to shadowing calculations discussed in Section 5.2.2.

dependence of the partonic energy loss.3097

5.3.5. System size and beam energy studies at RHIC3098

A unique feature of RHIC is the possibility of accelerating various symmetric or asymmetric ion species, allow-3099

ing the study of charmonium suppression as a function of the system size. Furthermore, since RHIC foresees also3100

the possibility of taking data at various
√

sNN, the charmonium production beam-energy dependence has also been3101

investigated from the top energy
√

sNN =200 GeV down to
√

sNN = 39 GeV.3102

From 2012, the PHENIX Collaboration measured J/ψ production from asymmetric Cu − Au heavy-ion collisions3103

at
√

sNN = 200 GeV at both forward (Cu-going direction) and backward (Au-going direction) rapidities [617]. The3104

nuclear modification of J/ψ yields in Cu − Au collisions in the Au-going direction is found to be comparable to that3105

in Au − Au collisions when plotted as a function of the number of participating nucleons, as shown in Fig. 90 (left).3106

In the Cu-going direction, J/ψ production shows a stronger suppression. This difference is comparable in magnitude3107

and has the same sign as the difference expected from shadowing effects due to stronger low-x gluon suppression in3108

the larger Au nucleus.3109

In 2010, the PHENIX Collaboration measured nuclear modifications factors also by varying the collision energies,3110

studying Au − Au data at
√

sNN = 39 and 62.4 GeV. The inclusive J/ψ RAA has been measured at forward rapidity,3111

as a function of collision centrality [618]. The observed suppression patterns at
√

sNN = 39 and 62.4 GeV follow a3112

trend very similar to those previously measured at
√

sNN = 200 GeV, as shown in Fig. 90 (right). Similar conclusions3113

can be drawn also from preliminary STAR results [622]3114

This similarity presents a challenge to theoretical models that contain competing hot and cold matter effects with3115

possibly different energy dependencies.3116

5.3.6. Excited charmonium states3117

The measurement of excited charmonium states in heavy-ion collisions is experimentally challenging. The ψ(2S),3118

observed via its µ+µ− decay, is expected to yield 50 times less events than the corresponding J/ψ decay, while being3119

subject to similar background rates. The P-wave states decay radiatively into J/ψ and a low energy photon that is3120

hard to find in the background of thousands of photons resulting from neutral pion decays. So far, only the ψ(2S) has3121

been measured in heavy-ion collisions, by NA50 at the SPS [610] and by CMS at the LHC [630]26. NA50 found a3122

suppression of ψ(2S) relative to J/ψ that increased with centrality, an observation that is consistent with a sequential3123

26Preliminary measurements also exist from the ALICE collaboration [626]
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dissociation of charmonia. At the same time the ψ(2S) to J/ψ ratio reached in central Pb − Pb collisions is also3124

consistent with the prediction of the statistical hadronization model, leaving open the question whether all charmonia3125

melt at the SPS.3126

At the LHC, CMS has measured the yields of prompt J/ψ and ψ(2S) in Pb − Pb and pp collisions at
√

sNN =3127

2.76 TeV. The result is presented in Fig. 91 as a double ratio, (Nψ(2S)/NJ/ψ)Pb−Pb/(Nψ(2S)/NJ/ψ)pp , as a function of3128

event centrality for the two kinematic regions mentioned in Table 14: at midrapidity, |y| < 1.6, ψ(2S) are measured3129

with 6.5 < pT < 30 GeV/c while at forward rapidity, 1.6 < |y| < 2.4, the acceptance extends to 3 < pT < 30 GeV/c.3130

A clear difference between the centrality integrated double ratios in the two kinematic regions is found. At forward3131

rapidity and low pT, the double ratio is larger than unity, i. e. the ψ(2S) to J/ψ ratio is larger in Pb − Pb than in pp.3132

In contrast, the ψ(2S) to J/ψ ratio is reduced in Pb − Pb compared to the ratio found in pp at midrapidity and high3133

pT. Peripheral and semi-central collisions show a double ratio consistent with unity at forward rapidity, whereas the3134

most central bin shows an increase of the double ratio. In contrast, the suppression of the double ratio at midrapidity3135

appears to be independent of centrality. The difference between the two kinematic domains is highly unexpected.3136

While the midrapidity and high pT result is in line with the expectation of sequential melting, the opposite behaviour3137

is observed at forward rapidity and low pT. While regeneration is not expected to contribute in the investigated pT3138

ranges, it is worth to note that also the statistical hadronization model predicts a pT integrated double ratio of ≈ 0.2.3139

It remains to be seen which effects can explain these results, e.g. if regeneration of ψ(2S) can be enhanced relative to3140

J/ψ due to the larger binding radius. On the experimental side it will be important to isolate whether the difference is3141

due to the change in rapidity or pT and what happens at pT = 0. Preliminary results from the ALICE collaboration at3142

forward rapidity (2.5 < |y| < 4) and pT > 0 are not precise enough to draw a conclusion [626].3143
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5.3.7. Bottomonia3144

With the advent of the LHC, bottomonia have become a new probe of the QGP. While their production rate is3145

200 times smaller than the one of J/ψ, they offer several advantages. The three S -wave states Υ(1S), Υ(2S), and3146

Υ(3S) have very different binding energies and appear at very similar rates in the µ+µ− decay channel. Their relative3147

abundances are 7 : 2 : 1, while the J/ψ to ψ(2S) ratio is 50 : 1. Hence these three states, which include with the Υ(1S)3148

the strongest bound state of all quarkonia, allow to probe a much wider temperature range than previously accessible3149

with charmonia. A further advantage is the absence of feed down from heavier flavour decays, such as B → J/ψX,3150

that are a background for high pT charmonium studies. The higher masses also ease theoretical calculations. In3151

the context of sequential dissociation, bottomonia may provide another advantage: the approximately twenty times3152

smaller bottom production cross section will lead to a smaller contribution from regeneration that complicates the3153

picture for charmonia. However, the closed to open heavy flavour production ratio for bottom is roughly ten times3154

smaller than for charm, which favours the recombination contribution to bottomonia and complicates the situation.3155

Unfortunately, feed down contributions to the Υ(1S) from excited state decays that are important for a quantitative3156

understanding of a sequential dissociation are not very well understood at low pT. Measurements of feed-down3157

fractions exist only for pT > 6 GeV/c, where about 30% of Υ(1S) result from decays of χb(nP) and Υ(2S+3S) decays,3158

reaching ≈ 50% at higher pT [193, 196, 198, 200].3159

At RHIC, where the Υ production cross sections are low, a measurement of the Υ suppression in d−Au and3160

Au − Au collisions was performed by the PHENIX and STAR experiments [275, 280, 619]. Integrating the yield of3161

the three Υ states, they observe a reduction of the yield in central Au − Au collisions, compared to the binary scaled pp3162

reference as shown in the left panel of Fig. 92. Because of the large statistical uncertainties, the experiments cannot3163

yet assess a possible centrality dependence in Au − Au. STAR finds in the 10% most central collisions a nuclear3164

modification factor of RAA = 0.49 ± 0.13 (Au − Au stat.) ± 0.07 (pp stat.) ± 0.02 (Au − Au syst.) ± 0.06 (pp syst.).3165

Constraining the measurement to the Υ(1S) alone, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 92, only the RAA for the most3166

central Au − Au collisions exhibits a significant suppression. Assuming a feed down contribution of ≈ 50% this could3167

signal the onset of a suppression of excited states in central Au − Au collisions. However, the RAA in most central3168

Au − Au collisions is also comparable to the RdAu, so more precise measurements are necessary before drawing such3169

a conclusion.3170

A comparison of TAMU and aHYDRO calculations with the measured Υ(1S+2S+3S) nuclear modification factors3171

shows good agreement within the experimental uncertainties. Experimental data cannot yet constrain the free η/s3172

parameter of aHYDRO. The band of the TAMU curve represents the uncertainty on cold nuclear matter effects. These3173

are simulated by employing nuclear absorption cross sections of 1.0 and 3.1 mb, but the data cannot yet constrain3174

their size. The Υ(1S) suppression, however, seems to be slightly overpredicted by both models, though not beyond3175

the experimental uncertainties, with the data preferring small values of η/s.3176

CMS measured the suppression of the first three S -states integrated over all pT and the rapidity range |y| < 2.43177

in Pb − Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV [631, 632]. Following a first tantalising indication that the excited states3178

are suppressed relative to the Υ(1S), this was confirmed a year later. The centrality integrated RAA was measured3179

for all three states, exhibiting a clear ordering with binding energy: RAA(Υ(1S)) = 0.56 ± 0.08(stat.) ± 0.07(syst.),3180

RAA(Υ(2S)) = 0.12 ± 0.04(stat.) ± 0.02(syst.), and the Υ(3S) being so strongly suppressed that only an upper limit of3181

RAA(Υ(3S)) < 0.10 at 95% CL could be quoted. The centrality dependence of the Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) RAA are shown3182

in Fig. 93. With the Υ(2S) and Υ(3S) essentially completely suppressed in central Pb − Pb collisions, a more precise3183

understanding of the feed down contributions to the Υ(1S) is required to assess whether any directly produced Υ(1S)3184

are suppressed in such collisions. Furthermore, so far the role of the χb(nP) states in Pb − Pb are (and may remain)3185

completely unknown.3186

In the top row of Fig. 94, the centrality dependence of the CMS Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) results are compared to TAMU3187

(left) and aHYDRO (right) theory calculations, described in Sections 5.2.4 and 5.2.5, respectively. Both models3188

reproduce the data reasonably well, simultaneously describing the Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) suppression over the full centrality3189

range. The aHYDRO approach has maybe some slight tension describing both states with the same choice for η/s,3190

though the data uncertainties are large enough to account for the differences. Regarding the TAMU model, it is3191

worth to highlight that it includes a non-negligible regeneration contribution. In fact, it is the sole source of Υ(2S)3192

in central Pb − Pb collisions. It is also interesting to point out that regeneration favours the production of Υ(2S) over3193

Υ(1S), which is opposite to the predictions for charmonia. This difference is the result of temperature dependent3194
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Figure 92: Left: RAA of Υ(1S+2S+3S) as a function of centrality measured by PHENIX in |y| < 0.35 [275, 619] and STAR in |y| < 0.5 [280]
compared to TAMU (grey band) and aHYDRO (lines). Right: STAR measurement of the RAA of Υ(1S) with |y| < 0.5 as a function of centrality
compared to the same models.

dissociation rates and equilibrium numbers that enter the rate equation (49). In contrast to the other states, which3195

all have dissociation temperatures in the vicinity of Tc, the strong binding energy will stop the dissociation of Υ(1S)3196

much earlier, when the equilibrium number is still small [665]. Significantly less regeneration of Υ(1S) is necessary3197

to reach this equilibrium number.3198

A comparison of the CMS measurement at midrapidity to RAA(Υ(1S)) = 0.30± 0.05(stat.)± 0.04(syst.) measured3199

by ALICE at forward rapidity (2.5 < y < 4) [627], integrated over pT and centrality, as well as the centrality de-3200

pendence overlaid in Fig. 93, reveal a surprising similarity to the J/ψ suppression observed at RHIC: Υ(1S) are more3201

suppressed at forward rapidity than at midrapidity. At RHIC such rapidity dependence was explained with a larger3202

contribution of regeneration at midrapidity and/or stronger shadowing effects at forward rapidity. Should the Υ(1S) at3203

the LHC have indeed met the same fate as the J/ψ at RHIC? This is also reflected in the centrality integrated rapidity3204

dependence of RAA(Υ(1S)) shown in the top panel of Fig. 95. However, the large statistical uncertainties on the CMS3205

measurement [438] that is still based on the first Pb − Pb and pp runs at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV prevents conclusions on3206

the RAA in the intermediate rapidity range.3207

The simultaneous description of ALICE and CMS data provides a real challenge for the models so successful in3208

reproducing the midrapidity data. As shown in the bottom panels of Figures 94 and 95, they completely fail to predict3209

the rapidity dependence of RAA(Υ(1S)). The aHYDRO model, curves taken from Ref. [692], predicts a disappearance3210

of the suppression at forward rapidity and does not get even close to the ALICE data. The TAMU transport model3211

approach, including a regeneration component, predicts a rather constant rapidity dependence of the suppression3212

though still overshoots the forward rapidity data slightly. In both models the Υ(1S) suppression is dominated by the3213

in-medium dissociation of the higher mass bottomonium states. Therefore, a precise measurement of Υ(1S) feed down3214

contributions, as well as an accurate estimate of CNM effects in the kinematic ranges probed by ALICE and CMS is3215

required in order to make a more stringent comparison with data.3216

It is interesting to compare the RAA of the three bottomonium states to the RAA of the J/ψ and ψ(2S) at high pT.3217

The charmonium states follow nicely the established pattern of the Υ states of a reduced suppression with increasing3218

binding energy as predicted by the sequential dissociation picture. If one, however, uses the pT integrated J/ψ RAA, one3219

observes a deviation from this pattern that can be explained with a (re)generation contribution. It will be interesting3220

to see how low pT ψ(2S) will fit in.3221

The picture may be complicated further by the observed multiplicity dependence of the Υ(2S)/Υ(1S) and Υ(3S)/Υ(1S)3222

ratios in pp and p−Pb collisions [251] that will be shown in Fig. ?? and is discussed in Sections 2.4.1 and ??. It is3223

unclear whether the dependence is caused by a suppression of the excited states by surrounding particles or by the3224
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multiplicity being biased by Υ states.3225
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5.4. Other references for quarkonium behaviour in A − A3226

5.4.1. p−A collisions3227

As discussed in Section ??, proton-nucleus data can provide information on cold nuclear matter (CNM) effects3228

affecting quarkonium production. Since these mechanisms are present also in A − A collisions, their precise evaluation3229

is mandatory to correctly quantify the hot matter effects influencing the resonance yield. However, the extrapolation3230

of CNM effects evaluated in p−A to A − A collisions is model dependent and it has to rely on assumptions as those3231

discussed in detail in Section 3.4.3232

The ALICE collaboration has investigated the role of CNM on the J/ψ RAA in Pb − Pb collisions, extrapolating3233

the RpA results obtained in p−Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV [281]. Although the forward-rapidity ALICE p−A3234

data have been collected at a higher
√

sNN energy and cover a slightly different centre of mass rapidity range with3235

respect to Pb − Pb collisions (2.03< y <3.53 and -4.46< y <-2.96 in p−Pb and 2.5< y <4 in Pb − Pb), the Bjorken-x3236

regions probed by the J/ψ production process in the colliding nuclei are rather similar, differing by less than ∼10%.3237

The x values covered in Pb − Pb collisions are, in fact, 2 · 10−5 < x < 9 · 10−5 and 1 · 10−2 < x < 6 · 10−2, for Pb3238

nuclei moving away from or towards the ALICE muon spectrometer in which the J/ψ at forward rapidity are detected.3239

In p−Pb collisions the corresponding figures are 2 · 10−5 < x < 8 · 10−5 and 1 · 10−2 < x < 5 · 10−2 for the Pb3240

nucleus going away or towards the ALICE muon spectrometer. Under the reasonable assumptions that shadowing3241

is the main nuclear mechanism and that its influence on the two nuclei in Pb − Pb collisions can be factorised, cold3242

nuclear matter effects are then evaluated as the products of the J/ψ RpA computed at forward and backward rapidities,3243

i. e. RpA(y) × RpA(−y). The RpA product, in the ALICE forward rapidity region, is 0.75±0.10 (stat) ±0.12 (syst) when3244

integrated over pT. With RAA = 0.57±0.01 (stat) ±0.09 (syst), this is an indication that the observed J/ψ suppression in3245

Pb − Pb cannot be ascribed to cold nuclear matter effects alone. Similar conclusions, even if with larger uncertainties,3246

can be obtained from ALICE results at mid-rapidity.3247

Further insight on the comparison of the J/ψ RAA and CNM effects comes from the investigation of their pT3248

dependencies. In this case, an opposite transverse momentum dependence is observed for the extrapolated cold3249

nuclear matter effects, increasing from low to high pT, and the J/ψ RAA pattern, showing a decrease towards high pT,3250

with a hint of an enhancement at low pT. In particular, at high pT, the observed RAA suppression is much larger than3251

the CNM extrapolation, clearly pointing to the existence of strong hot matter effects [688].3252

5.4.2. Open heavy flavour3253

To study the effect of a deconfined medium on quarkonium production, we first recall the underlying dynamics,3254

using the J/ψ for illustration. The production process in elementary hadronic collisions begins with the formation3255

of a cc pair; this pair can then either lead to open charm production (about 90%) or subsequently bind to form a3256

charmonium state (about 10% for all charmonia). The following Fig. 5.4.2 shows the dominant high energy reaction3257

through gluon fusion.3258

g

g

c

c

J/ Ψ

D

D

open charm

charmonium

f   (g)

f   (g)

p

p

p

p

Figure 96: cc production mechanism in pp collisions

The initial cc production can be calculated in terms of the parton distribution functions fp of the relevant hadrons3259

and the perturbative partonic cross section. While a full description of charmonium binding has so far resisted various3260

theoretical attempts, the process is in good approximation independent of the incident hadronic collision energy [693,3261
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694]. This is a consequence of the fact that the heavy quark propagator in the reaction gg → cc strongly dampens3262

the mass variation of the cc pair with incident energy. Thus the fractions of the produced cc system into hidden vs.3263

open charm as well as those for the different charmonium states are approximately constant; once determined at one3264

energy, they remain the same also for different collision energies.3265

A further important aspect of quarkonium production in elementary collisions is that the observed (1S) ground3266

states J/ψ and Υ are in both cases partially produced through feed-down from higher excited states, leading to sequen-3267

tial suppression patterns [642].3268

Given the patterns observed in elementary collisions, we want to see how they are modified in the presence3269

of a medium, as provided by nuclear collisions. From the point of view of production dynamics, one way such3270

modifications can arise is as initial state effects, which take place before the cc pair is produced. The main possibilities3271

considered so far are nuclear modifications of the parton distribution functions (shadowing or antishadowing) and a3272

possible energy loss of the partons passing through the nuclear medium to produce the cc. Once produced, the pair3273

can encounter final state effects, either in the form of a phase space shift already of the cc, e. g., through an energy3274

loss of the unbound charm quarks, or through effects on the nascent or fully formed charmonium state. Such effects3275

may arise from the passage through the cold nuclear medium, or because of the presence of the hot medium newly3276

produced in the nuclear collision. In such a hot medium, colour screening in a quark-gluon plasma will decrease3277

the binding force, both in strength and in its spatial range, and this should for sufficiently energetic nucleus-nucleus3278

collisions suppress quarkonium formation.3279

We thus have to specify the concept of quarkonium survival. Since we are interested in using quarkonium pro-3280

duction as a tool to study the medium produced in nuclear collisions, our primary concern is not if such collisions3281

produce more or fewer cc pairs than proton-proton collisions, but rather if the presence of the medium modifies the3282

fraction of produced cc pairs going into charmonium formation. In other words, the crucial quantity is the amount3283

of charmonium production relative to that of open charm. To illustrate: in pp collisions, about 2% of the total cc3284

production goes into J/ψ’s. If in high energy nuclear collisions the total cc production rate were reduced by a factor3285

two, but we still have 2% of these going into J/ψ’s, then evidently A − A collisions do not modify J/ψ binding. Hence3286

the relevant observable is the fraction of charmonia to open charm, or more generally, that of quarkonia to the relevant3287

open heavy flavor production [695, 696]. In this quantity, if measured over the entire phase space, the effects of pos-3288

sible initial state nuclear modifications (shadowing/antishadowing, parton energy loss) cancel out, so that whatever3289

changes it shows relative to the pp pattern is due to final state effects. Here we should note that since the distribution3290

of the different open charm channels is in good approximation energy-independent, the measurement of a single such3291

channel is sufficient —it gives, up to a constant, the total open charm cross-section.3292

A direct comparison of measured open and closed heavy-flavour cross sections has not been performed yet at3293

RHIC or the LHC. However, one can compare the measured nuclear modification factors of D mesons (or heavy-3294

flavour decay electrons as their proxy) and J/ψ. At RHIC, the open charm cross section has been measured in pp3295

and Au − Au via non-photonic single electrons from semileptonic charm decays [426]. As shown in the top left of3296

Fig. 97, the resulting RAA shows no deviation from binary scaling, though the uncertainties are sizeable. Hence, one3297

can conclude that the modification of the J/ψ RAA [613] is a true final state effect and not just a reduction of charm3298

production by initial state effects. As evident from the large uncertainties, the measurement of the total charm cross3299

section, i.e. low pT charm, is extremely challenging. At the LHC this has not been achieved yet, preventing such a3300

comparison in the bottom left of Fig. 97. Instead one can try to make a comparison at high pT where both, open and3301

closed charm, have been measured [434, 438]. This then opens the question which pT intervals are appropriate for a3302

comparison. A comparison of D and J/ψ in the same pT range will not access the same charm quarks and/or gluons.3303

As this is an issue to be addressed on theoretical grounds, one can make this comparison anyways in the meanwhile,3304

as shown in the bottom right panel of Fig. 97. The RAA of high pT D and J/ψ show a surprising similar centrality3305

dependence. This, however, is nothing new at the LHC. Already at RHIC the same trend can be observed [222, 426],3306

as shown in the top right of Fig. 97.3307

Possible alternative variables to consider are the production ratios of the different quarkonium states; this has very3308

recently become of particular interest for bottomonium studies. Since Υ(1S), Υ(2S) and Υ(3S) lie quite close to each3309

other in mass, in the ratio of their rates again initial state effects are expected cancel out.3310
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5.5. Summary and outlook3311

At the end of the LHC Run-I, a large wealth of quarkonium measurements has enriched and complemented the3312

observations from SPS and RHIC experiments. The main results and their current interpretation are summarised once3313

more in the following:3314

• In the charmonium sector, J/ψ at high transverse momentum indicate a clear suppression with respect to binary3315

scaling of its yield in pp collisions. This suppression is stronger than the one observed at RHIC energies, as3316

expected in a sequential melting scenario.3317

• An opposite behaviour has been observed in the low pT region, where the J/ψ RAA measured at LHC is larger3318

than the one obtained at lower energies. This observation is interpreted as an evidence for a new production3319

mechanism setting in at high energies, based on the (re)combination of c and c̄ quarks either during the collision3320

history or at the hadronization. The measurement of a positive J/ψ v2, for low-pT J/ψ, is considered a further3321

confirmation of the important role played by this additional contribution.3322

• Theoretical models assuming a fraction of J/ψ produced by (re)combination of the order of 50% at low pT and3323

then vanishing at high pT, provide a fair description of the experimental data. On the contrary, calculations3324

including only cold nuclear matter effects cannot account for the observed suppression.3325

• With the advent of the high LHC energies, bottomonium states have become accessible and can be considered3326

as fundamental tools to investigate QGP formation. Υ(nS) are expected to be a cleaner probe than charmonium,3327

because of smaller (re)combination probability, absence of feed-down from higher states and more robust theo-3328

retical calculations. For the first time the RAA for Υ(1S), Υ(2S), and Υ(3S) has been measured. Results indicate3329

a clear ordering with binding energy, as expected in the sequential melting scenario.3330

Even if a qualitative understanding of the quarkonium behaviour at LHC energies is nowadays rather well assessed,3331

there are still several aspects which require to be furthered:3332

• In order to quantify the hot matter effects on quarkonium production, a precise knowledge of the cold nuclear3333

matter effects is required. Accurate quarkonium measurements in p−A collisions are, therefore, mandatory to3334

refine the interpretation of the A − A results.3335

• Theoretical calculations are, as of today, still affected by large uncertainties, mainly due to the uncertainties on3336

the cold nuclear matter effects and, for models including a (re)generation component, also on the uncertainties3337

on the cc production cross section. The comparison of the measured J/ψ RAA and theory predictions should3338

benefit from the measurement of this latter ingredient down to zero pT.3339

• Intriguing results have been obtained on the ψ(2S) in the LHC Run-I. Seen the results dependence on the covered3340

rapidity and transverse momentum ranges, the interpretation of the ψ(2S) behaviour would clearly gain from a3341

more differential study feasible in a large statistics data sample.3342

• Similarly, also bottomonia would benefit from multi-differential studies to assess the kinematic dependence of3343

all the Υ states.3344

• Finally, the availability of charmonium and bottomonium results spanning more than three orders of magnitude3345

in
√

sNN and covering very different kinematic regions represents clearly a challenge for all theoretical models,3346

which should now move towards a consistent description of quarkonium data.3347

The incoming LHC Run-II data are, therefore, expected to shed more light, moving from a qualitative understand-3348

ing of the quarkonium fate in a hot medium towards a more quantitative one.3349
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6. Photoproduction of charmonium in Pb − Pb collisions at the LHC3350

In 2011, the LHC produced collisions of lead ions at a centre-of-mass energy per nucleon pair of
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV.3351

These collisions have been used to performed different measurements of charmonium photonuclear production. (Also3352

suring 2010 there were Pb − Pb collisions, but the luminosity was not sufficient to perform the measurements described3353

below.) All but one of the studies have been carried out using ultra-peripheral collisions (UPC). These are interactions3354

in which the impact parameter exceeds the sum of the radii of the incoming beam ions. In such collisions, the cross3355

section for hadronic processes is strongly suppressed, while the cross section for electromagnetic interactions remains3356

large. The other analysis has investigated the photoproduction of J/ψ overlapped with a standard hadronic Pb − Pb3357

collision.3358

Two types of photonuclear production of charmonium have been studied: coherent and incoherent. In the first3359

case, the incoming quasi-real photon interacts coherently with the whole nucleus to produce the charmonium. The3360

coherence condition, both in the emission of the photon and in the interaction with the nuclear target, constraints the3361

transverse momentum of the produced vector meson to be of the order of the inverse of the nucleus diameter, which3362

translates into approximately 60 MeV/c. In the incoherent case, the quasi-real photon couples only to one nucleon, and3363

thus, the transverse momentum of the produced vector meson is constraint by the size of the nucleon, which translates3364

into approximately 300 MeV/c. In a fraction of the coherent interactions and in all incoherent processes, one or a few3365

neutrons are produced at the rapidity of the incoming beams. The experimental signature of these processes is then a3366

vector meson with fairly small transverse momentum, in some cases one or a few neutrons detected at zero degrees,3367

and nothing else in the detector.3368

In this section, we review these measurements and discuss the models proposed to describe them. Previous reviews3369

addressing these subjects can be found in [697–700]. This section is organised as follows. First, in Subsection 6.1 we3370

discuss the origin and characteristics of the incoming photons at the LHC. Subsection 6.2 describes the existing results3371

from LHC. Subsection 6.3 presents the current theoretical models and the main differences among them. Subsection3372

6.4 discusses how the models compare to the experimental results. We conclude in Subection 6.5 with a brief summary3373

of the lessons learnt and with an outlook of what could be possible with the data from the LHC Run2.3374

6.1. The flux of photons from lead ions at the LHC3375

The lead beams in the LHC are an intense source of photons, because the electromagnetic field of charged particles3376

accelerated to ultra-relativistic velocities can be seen as a flux of quasi-real photons, according to a proposal made by3377

Fermi [701, 702], and later refined by Weizsäcker [703] and Williams [704].3378

The photons are emitted by the nucleus coherently and thus, their virtuality is restricted to be of the order of the3379

inverse of the nucleus diameter, which for lead implies an upper limit for the virtuality around 30 MeV/c; i.e., the3380

photons can be considered as quasi-real. The intensity of the flux depends on the square of the electric charge of the3381

incoming particle, so it is large for the lead nuclei at the LHC. In the semiclassical description (see for example [698])3382

the photon flux per unit area is given by3383

d3n(k, ~b)

dkd2~b
=
αemZ2

π2kb2 x2
[
K2

1 (x) +
1
γ2 K2

0 (x)
]
, (53)

where αem is the fine structure constant, k is the photon energy in the frame with Lorentz factor γ, Z is the electric3384

charge of the lead nucleus, K0 and K1 are modified Bessel functions, ~b is the impact-parameter vector with b its3385

magnitude and x = kb/γ.3386

The measurements of ultra-peripheral collisions described below require the absence of a hadronic collision be-3387

tween the incoming nuclei. This requirement is implemented into the computation of the photon flux in two different3388

ways. The simpler option is to integrate Eq. (53) starting from a minimum impact parameter bmin given by the sum of3389

the radii of the incoming nuclei. In this case, known as the hard-sphere approximation, the flux of quasi-real photons3390

is given by3391

dn(k)
dk

=
2αemZ2

πk

[
ξK0(ξ)K1(ξ) −

ξ2

2

(
K2

1 (ξ) − K2
0 (ξ)

)]
, (54)

with ξ = kbmin/γ.3392
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Figure 98: Photon flux for positive and negative values of the rapidity y for the case of the J/ψ and an energy of the lead-ion beam of 2.76 GeV per
nucleon. The left panel shows the UPC case given by Eq. (54), while the right panel shows the integration of Eq. (53) for the impact parameters
corresponding to the 70–90 % centrality class in hadronic Pb − Pb collisions.

Another option is to convolute the flux per unit area with the probability of no hadronic interaction, which is3393

obtained using the nuclear overlap function and the total nucleon-nucleon interaction cross section and averaging the3394

flux over the target nucleus (for further details see [705]) . The resulting integral can be calculated numerically to3395

obtain the photon flux n(k).3396

All the measurements described below are in some sense elastic, which means that the measurement of the char-3397

monium fixes completely the kinematics of the process. In this case the energy of the photon can be expressed in3398

terms of the mass M of the charmonium and its rapidity y as3399

k =
M
2

exp (y), (55)

and thus, the photon flux can be written as:3400

n(y,M) ≡ k
dn(k)

dk
. (56)

Figure 98 shows the flux of quasi-real photons with the energy required to produce a J/ψ at rapidity y. At large3401

negative y the centre-of-mass energy of the photon-lead system is not large enough to produce the vector meson. For3402

the energies of the lead beams during Run1 and the case of a J/ψ this happens at y ≈ −6.8. The left panel shows the3403

UPC case, computed with Eq. (54): as the rapidity increases the flux decreases. At large rapidities the fast decrease3404

of the flux is given by the behaviour of the Bessel functions. The right panel shows the integration of Eq. (53) for the3405

impact parameters corresponding to the 70–90 % centrality class in hadronic Pb − Pb collisions according to [706].3406

In this case, the difference between both curves at |y| ∼ 3 are much smaller than for UPC.3407

6.2. Measurements of photonuclear production of charmonium during the Run1 at the LHC3408

Two classes of photonuclear production of charmonium have been measured at the LHC: coherent and incoherent.3409

In both cases the target is not broken by the interaction and in this sense the processes may be considered elastic.3410

Therefore, the measurement of the produced charmonium fixes completely the kinematics.3411

As mentioned above, the experimental signature for these processes in UPC consists then in the decay products3412

of a charmonium with fairly small transverse momentum – around 60 MeV/c for coherent production and around 5003413

MeV/c for the incoherent case – and in some cases one or a few neutrons at zero degrees. No other event activity3414

is measured in the detector. Figure 99 shows two event displays of the coherent photonuclear production of J/ψ and3415

ψ(2S) in UPC as measured with the CMS and ALICE detectors.3416

The cross section for these photonuclear processes in Pb − Pb collisions, with the charmonium measured at rapid-3417

ity y, has two contributions:3418

dσPbPb(y)
dy

= n(y,M)σγPb(y) + n(−y,M)σγPb(−y), (57)
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Figure 99: Event displays of coherent photonuclear production of J/ψ → µ+µ− (left) and ψ(2S) → J/ψπ+π− → µ+µ−π+π− (right) in UPC as
measured with the CMS and ALICE detectors respectively.

where the first term corresponds to one of the incoming lead nucleus acting as the source of the photon and the second3419

term corresponds to the other incoming nucleus acting as the source of the photon. When the charmonium is measured3420

at mid rapidities, y = 0, both terms are equal and can be summed. On the other hand, for the case of UPC, when3421

the charmonium is measured at large enough rapidities, the flux at positive y is strongly suppressed and the term at3422

negative y dominates. Note that for the case of photonuclear production overlapped with a hadronic collision, both3423

fluxes contribute even at the forward rapidities measured at the LHC. This is illustrated in Fig. 98.3424

As mentioned before, the measurement of the charmonium fixes the kinematics. The centre of mass energy of the3425

γ-Pb system is given by3426

W2
γPb = 2k

√
sNN = M exp (y)

√
sNN, (58)

where in these expressions, both k and y are evaluated in the nucleus-nucleus centre-of-mass frame. In a leading order3427

pQCD approach WγPb is related to x–Bjorken by3428

x =
M2

W2
γPb

. (59)

According to this prescription, a measurement of charmonium photonuclear production at large rapidities in UPC3429

samples mainly the low WγPb, alternatively large x, contribution to Eq. (57).3430

6.2.1. Photonuclear production of J/ψ at RHIC3431

The first measurement of photonuclear production of charmonium in UPC of relativistic heavy ions was performed3432

by the PHENIX Collaboration using Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV [707]. The events were triggered by3433

tagging the production of neutrons at zero degrees. PHENIX found 9.9 ± 4.1 (stat) ± 1 (syst) J/ψ candidates. The3434

smallness of the sample did not allow to separate the coherent and incoherent contributions. Their measurement3435

corresponded to WγAu ≈ 24 GeV (x ≈ 1.5 · 10−2). The cross section for Au − Au UPC was measured to be 76 ± 313436

(stat) ± 15 (syst) µb, which agreed, within the errors, with the theoretical models available at that time. Although the3437

large experimental errors precluded setting strong constraints on the models, this study was very important as a proof3438

of principle.3439

6.2.2. Coherent production of J/ψ in Pb − Pb UPC at the LHC3440

The coherent photonuclear production of J/ψ has been measured in three different rapidity (equivalently WγPb)3441

ranges at the LHC. ALICE has measured at mid [708] and forward rapidity [709], while CMS has recently released3442

preliminary results at semi-forward rapidities [710]. Table 17 summarizes these measurements.3443
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The ALICE detector [711] measures charmonium either in the central barrel using a combination of silicon trackers3444

(ITS), a time projection chamber (TPC) and a time of flight system (TOF); or in the forward part where a muon3445

spectrometer is installed. In addition of requiring the decay products of the charmonium to be either in the central3446

barrel or in the muon spectrometer, the exclusivity condition is realised vetoing activity in a set of two scintillator3447

arrays (VZERO) which cover 4 units of rapidity in the forward/backward region, while the absence of neutrons at3448

zero degrees or the measurements of one or few of them is performed with zero-degree calorimeters (ZDC) located3449

116 m away and in both sides of the nominal interaction point.3450

Coherent production of J/ψ in Pb − Pb UPC has been measured in two rapidity regions by ALICE. The first3451

measurement was performed using the muon spectrometer [709]. The trigger required a muon above threshold (13452

GeV/c of transverse momentum) and no activity in the opposite side of the detector. The coherent contribution was3453

obtained using the distribution of transverse momentum. The cross section in Pb − Pb UPC was measured to be 1.003454

± 0.18(stat) +0.24
−0.26 (syst) mb. The dominant contribution to the cross section (about 95%) corresponded to WγPb ≈ 203455

GeV (x ≈ 2.2 ·10−2). The second measurement was performed at mid rapidity using the central barrel detectors [708].3456

The trigger required hits in ITS and TOF (in TOF with a back-to-back topology) and absence of activity in VZERO. In3457

this case, using the PID capabilities of the ALICE TPC, two decay channels have been used: to µ+µ− and to e+e−. The3458

transverse momentum distribution of the J/ψ candidates was used to extract the coherent contribution. The measured3459

Pb − Pb UPC cross section was 2.38 ± 0.34
0.24 (stat+syst) mb and corresponded to WγPb ≈ 92 GeV (x ≈ 10−3). For this3460

sample, the fraction of coherent events with no activity in the ZDC was measured to be 0.70 ± 0.05 (stat).3461

The central barrel of the CMS detector [712] contains a silicon pixel and strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal3462

electromagnetic calorimeter and a brass/scintillator hadron calorimeter; all of them within a superconducting solenoid3463

of 6 m internal diameter, providing a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Muons are measured within pseudorapidity |η| < 2.4 by3464

gas-ionization detectors embedded in the steel return yoke outside the solenoid. The UPC trigger used by CMS re-3465

quires (i) the presence of at least one muon candidate with a minimal transverse-momentum threshold, (ii) at least one3466

track in the pixel detector, (iii) rejection of events with activity in the scintillator counters covering the pseudorapidity3467

range between 3.9 and 4.4 in both sides of the nominal interaction point and (iv) energy deposit consistent with at3468

least one neutron in either of the ZDCs. This last requirement is similar to what was done by PHENIX and triggers in3469

only a fraction of the cross section. To obtain the total coherent cross section, models of neutron emission in coherent3470

production were used. CMS reports a preliminary cross section of (5.1±0.5)×(0.37 ± 0.04(stat)) [710], where the first3471

factor corresponds to the correction to take into account that at least a forward neutron was required to be present and3472

the second term is the actual measured cross section. Note that this result is not corrected for feed-down from ψ(2S).3473

In this case, as the contribution of both terms in Eq. (57) is important, one cannot assign a unique value of WγPb.3474

6.2.3. Coherent production of ψ(2S) in Pb − Pb UPC at the LHC3475

ALICE has measured the coherent production of ψ(2S) in Pb − Pb UPC [713] at mid rapidities using the same3476

trigger and detectors as for the J/ψ case. The ψ(2S) has been identified in the following decay channels: to l+l− and3477

to J/ψπ+π−, with J/ψ → l+l−, where l = e, µ. The right panel of Fig. 99 shows an event display of a coherently3478

produced ψ(2S)→ J/ψπ+π− candidate. The measured Pb − Pb UPC cross section was 0.83 ± 0.19 (stat+syst) mb and3479

corresponded to WγPb ≈ 100 GeV (x ≈ 1.3 · 10−3).3480

In addition to the measurement of the cross sections for J/ψ and ψ(2S) coherent photonuclear production, the ratio3481

of their production was also measured [713]. In this ratio several uncertainties cancel. The reported ratio is3482

dσcoh
ψ(2S)/dy

dσcoh
J/ψ/dy

= 0.34+0.08
−0.07 (stat + syst). (60)

This ratio was significantly higher than the ratios 0.166 ± 0.007(stat) ± 0.008(syst) ± 0.007(BR), 0.14 ± 0.05 and 0.193483

± 0.04 measured by H1 [714], CDF [715] and LHCb [716] respectively.3484

6.2.4. Incoherent production of J/ψ in Pb − Pb UPC at the LHC3485

ALICE has also measured the incoherent production of J/ψ in Pb − Pb UPC at mid rapidities [708] using the3486

same trigger and detectors as for the coherent case. The incoherent contribution was obtained from the distribution3487

of transverse momentum. The centre of mass energy in the γ-Pb system is the same as for the coherent case. The3488

measured cross section is 0.98 +0.19
−0.17 (stat+syst) mb.3489
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Table 17: Summary of the measurements of photonuclear production of charmonium in Pb − Pb UPC at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV at the LHC.

Vector meson dσ/dy [mb] Rapidity range Collaboration
Coherent J/ψ 1.00 ± 0.18(stat) +0.24

−0.26 (syst) −3.6 < y < −2.6 ALICE
Coherent J/ψ 2.38 +0.34

−0.24 (stat+syst) −0.9 < y < 0.9 ALICE
Coherent J/ψ (5.1±0.5)×(0.37 ± 0.04(stat) ± 0.04(syst)) 1.8 < |y| < 2.3 CMS

Coherent ψ(2S) 0.83 ± 0.19 (stat+syst) −0.9 < y < 0.9 ALICE
Incoherent J/ψ 0.98 +0.19

−0.17 (stat+sys) −0.9 < y < 0.9 ALICE

6.2.5. Coherent photonuclear production of J/ψ in coincidence with a hadronic Pb − Pb collision at the LHC3490

A remarkable result was found when studying the inclusive distribution of transverse momentum of J/ψ in3491

hadronic Pb − Pb collisions at large rapidities (in the range 2.5 to 4.0). A significant excess of J/ψ candidates was3492

found for transverse momentum smaller than 0.3 GeV/c for the centrality bin 70–90% [717] . One possible explana-3493

tion of this observation is the coherent photonuclear production of the J/ψ in coincidence with a hadronic interaction.3494

Although the possibility of such a process has been discussed in the past [718], currently there is no theoretical3495

calculation available for this process. Such a calculation is a challenge for theorists. Note that an excess is also ob-3496

served, with reduced signficance, in the centrality bin 50–70% and that there is a framework in place to extract the3497

photonuclear coherent cross section in these cases [719].3498

6.3. Models for photonuclear production of charmonium3499

The following models will be discussed in this section:3500

AB-AN: Model by Adeluyi and Bertulani [720] and Adeluyi and Nguyen [721].3501

CSS: Model by Cisek, Schäfer and Szczurek [722].3502

KN: Model by Klein and Nystrand implemented in the STARLIGHT Monte Carlo program [705, 723, 724].3503

LM: Model by Lappi and Mantysaari [725, 726].3504

GM-GDGM: Model by Goncalves and Machado [727] and by Gay-Ducati, Griep and Machado [728].3505

RSZ: Model by Rebyakova, Strikman, and Zhalov [729].3506

All models start from Eq. (57) which has two ingredients: the photon flux and the photonuclear cross section. The3507

first difference among the models is that some of them (CSS, LM, GM-GDGM) use the hard-sphere approximation3508

of the photon flux; i.e., Eq. (54), and other models (AB-AN, KN, RSZ-GZ) integrate the convolution of Eq. (53) with3509

the probability of no hadronic interaction.3510

Regarding the photonuclear cross section the models contain the following ingredients: (i) the models have to3511

assume a nuclear distribution in the transverse plane, (ii) the models also include implicitly or explicitly a prescription3512

for the wave function of the vector meson and finally (iii) all models fix some of the parameters using data on exclusive3513

photoproduction of charmonium off the proton and thus have to include a prescription to link the photoproduction off3514

protons with the photonuclear interaction. In this context the models could be grouped in three different classes:3515

models based on the generalised vector dominance model (KN), on LO pQCD (AB-AN, RSZ) and on the colour3516

dipole model (CSS, LM, GM-GDGM).3517

6.3.1. Models based on the vector dominance model3518

The only model in this class is the KN model. The main ingredients of this model are three. The vector dominance3519

model (VDM) relates both the γ+Pb → Pb + V and the γ+p → p + V processes to Pb + V → Pb + V and p + V →3520

p + V respectively. (Here V represents a vector meson.) The optical theorem relates these last processes to the total3521

cross section. Finally a classical Glauber model relates the total production cross section off a proton, to that off a3522

nucleus.3523
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In more detail:3524

σγPb(y) ≡ σ(γ+Pb→ V + Pb) =
dσ(γ+Pb→ V + Pb)

dt

∣∣∣∣∣
t=0

∫ ∞

tmin

dt|F(t)|2, (61)

where F(t) is the nuclear form factor and t the momentum transferred to the nucleus. Using VDM and the optical3525

theorem yields3526

dσ(γ+Pb→ V + Pb)
dt

∣∣∣∣∣
t=0

=
ασ2

TOT(Pb + V)

4 f 2
V

, (62)

where fV is the vector meson photon coupling. A classical Glauber model produces3527

σTOT(Pb + V) =

∫
d2~b

(
1 − exp

[
−σTOT(p + V)TPb(~b)

])
, (63)

where TPb is the nuclear thickness function and σTOT(p + V) is obtained from the optical theorem, now applied at the3528

nucleon level3529

σ2
TOT(p + V) = 16π

dσ(V + p→ V + p)
dt

∣∣∣∣∣
t=0
. (64)

Using VDM leads to3530

dσ(V + p→ V + p)
dt

∣∣∣∣∣
t=0

=
f 2
V

4πα
dσ(γ+p→ V + p)

dt

∣∣∣∣∣
t=0
, (65)

where the elementary cross section3531

dσ(γ+p→ V + p)
dt

∣∣∣∣∣
t=0

= bV

(
XWε

γp + YW−ηγp

)
(66)

is fitted to experimental data to obtain the values for the X, Y , ε, η and bV parameters.3532

6.3.2. Models based on LO pQCD3533

These models start from Eq. (61) and use the LO pQCD calculation [730, 731] for the forward cross section3534

dσ(γ+Pb→ V + Pb)
dt

∣∣∣∣∣
t=0

=
16π3α2

sΓee

3αM5

[
xGA(x,Q2)

]2
, (67)

where Γee is the decay width to electrons and GA is the nuclear gluon density distribution at a scale Q2, which for the3535

models described below was chosen to be Q2 = M2/4, although other options are possible and may describe better the3536

experimental data [732]. It is important to note that this equation contains implicitly a model for the wave function of3537

the vector meson, but in the final result the only trace of it is the presence of Γee.3538

The AB-AN model, modifies Eq. (67) by adding a normalisation parameter to the right side, which should take3539

into account effects missing in the approximation. This factor is then fitted to reproduce HERA data using the same3540

type of equation applied to the γ+p → p + J/ψ case. Nuclear effects are modelled as GA(x,Q2) = gp(x,Q2)RA
g (x,Q2)3541

where gp is the gluon distribution in the proton and RA
g is the nuclear modification factor of the gluon distribution.3542

MSTW08 [733] is used for the gluon distribution in the proton, while several different choices are made for RA
g to3543

estimate nuclear effects: EPS08 [734], EPS09 [320], HKN07 [735] and RA
g = 1 to model the absence of nuclear3544

effects.3545

The RSZ model computes RA
g in the leading twist approach to nuclear shadowing [736]. The main ingredients3546

are the factorisation theorem for hard diffraction and the theory of inelastic shadowing by Gribov. The evolution3547

is done using DGLAP equations. The experimental input to fix the parameters of the model is given by inclusive3548

diffractive parton distribution functions of nucleons as measured at HERA. For the gluon distribution in the proton the3549

LO distribution from [737] was used.3550
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Figure 100: Lowest order diagram for the photoproduction of charmonium within the colour dipole model.

6.3.3. Models based on the colour dipole approach3551

The basic idea of this formalism is illustrated in Fig. 100: long before the interaction, the photon splits into a3552

quark-antiquark pair, which forms a colour dipole. Long time afterwards, this dipole interacts with the target and after3553

another long time the dipole creates a vector meson. The cross section in this formalism is given by3554

dσ(γ+Pb→ J/ψ + Pb)
dt

=
R2

g(1 + β2)

16π

∣∣∣∣A(x,Q2, ~∆)
∣∣∣∣2 , (68)

where the so called skewdness correction R2
g compensate for the fact that only one value of x is used, even though3555

the two gluons participating in the interaction have different x [738], while (1 + β2) is the correction that takes into3556

account the contribution from the real part of the amplitude [739]. The imaginary part of the scattering amplitude is3557

given by3558

A(x,Q2, ~∆) =

∫
dzd2~rd2~be−i(~b−(1−z)~r)·~∆

[
Ψ∗J/ψΨ

]
2
[
1 − exp

{
−

1
2
σdipTPb(b)

}]
, (69)

where the integration variable~r represents the distance between the quark and the antiquark in the plane transverse3559

to the collision, z quantifies the fraction of the photon momentum carried by the quark and b is the distance between3560

the centres of the target and the dipole; ~∆ is the transverse momentum transferred to the nucleus; the virtuality of the3561

incoming photon is denoted by Q2 and for the case of photoproduction discussed here is zero; Ψ describes the splitting3562

of the photon into the dipole and ΨJ/ψ is the wave function of the J/ψ; the term i(1 − z)~r · ~∆ in the exponential is a3563

third correction to take into account non-forward contributions to the wave function ΨJ/ψ, which is modelled for the3564

forward case [740]; and finally σdip is the universal cross section for the interaction of a colour dipole with a nuclear3565

target. The models differ in the functional form of ΨJ/ψ, in the corrections that were considered and in the formulation3566

of the universal dipole cross section.3567

In the case of LM the non-forward correction to the wave function was not considered. LM use two different3568

prescriptions for the wave function: the Gauss-LC [741] and the boosted Gaussian [742, 743]. σdip is written in terms3569

of the cross section of a dipole and a proton, σp
dip; assuming a Gaussian profile in impact parameter for the proton,3570

exp(−b2/(2Bp)):3571

1
2
σdip = 2πBpAN(r, x), (70)

where N(r, x) is the dipole target amplitude. LM use two different models for N(r, x): The IIM model [744] which3572

is a parameterisation of the expected behaviour of the solution to the BK equation [745–747] which includes a non-3573

linear term for the evolution of N(r, x); and the IPsat model [741, 748] which uses DGLAP equations to evolved an3574

eikonalized gluon distribution.3575

The GM-GDGM model uses the boosted Gaussian prescription for the wave function. The dipole cross section is3576

given by σdip = RA
g (x,Q2)σp

dip, where σp
dip is given according to the IIM model and the leading twist approximation3577
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Figure 101: Cross section for coherent (left) and incoherent (right) photonuclear production of J/ψ as measured by ALICE compared to theoretical
predictions. This is Fig. 6 of [708].

is used for RA
g (x,Q2). The CSS model is similar to the GM model, but uses the unintegrated gluon distribution of the3578

nucleus including multiple scattering corrections. It also takes into account higher order fluctuations of the incoming3579

photon. The Gaussian form of the wave function is used.3580

6.4. Photonuclear production of charmonium: comparing models to measurements3581

The comparison of the cross sections measured with ALICE and the predictions of the different models is shown3582

in Fig. 101. Several comments are in order. The spread among the different predictions is quite large, so data impose3583

strong constraints into the different ingredients of the models. Specially at mid-rapidity, which corresponds to the3584

smallest x–Bjorken in a pQCD interpretation. The left panel of the figure, shows the measurement for coherent3585

production. The AB-MSTW08 curve, corresponding to the absence of nuclear effect in that model, can be ruled out.3586

The model AB-EPS08, corresponding to strong shadowing is also strongly disfavoured. The other models are closer3587

to the data and there are several natural refinements that can be done. For example, after the publication of ALICE3588

data, the model labelled RSZ-LTA was revisited and a study of the variations of the model with different scales for3589

the coupling constant was performed [732]. It was found that using data, one could constraint within this model the3590

value of this scale such that data is correctly described. Similar improvements could be made to other models. The3591

preliminary data from CMS (not shown in the Figure) is also well described by this updated model and by AB-EPS09,3592

which corresponds to mild shadowing.3593

The situation with respect to the measurement of incoherent photonuclear production of J/ψ is not that clear. There3594

are less models and less data. The LM–fIPSat model is closest to data, but below it, while the prediction of the same3595

model is above the data for the coherent case. The modification of the RSZ-LTA model from [732] has not such a3596

large effect in the incoherent case, so that this model is still below the measurement.3597

The prediction of the cross section for coherent photonuclear production of ψ(2S) and its comparison to data is3598

even more difficult. As mentioned above, all models fixed the predictions such that they reproduce data from HERA3599

on photoproduction off protons. But HERA data for ψ(2S) is less abundant and less precise than for the case of J/ψ.3600

This produce for example that the STARLIGHT and AB models when all nuclear effects are switched off, have the3601

same prediction for J/ψ but a different prediction for ψ(2S). It also happens that the wave function of the ψ(2S) is3602

more complex than that of the J/ψ and not all models take into account the full complexity of the wave function.3603

Finally, the preliminary results from ALICE for the coherent production of ψ(2S) appeared after the publication of3604

the J/ψ measurements, so that some models were already updated to improve the description of ALICE data. Taking3605

into account these caveats the general conclusion seems to be that models with strong shadowing or without any3606

nuclear effects are disfavoured, while models incorporating a mild form of shadowing are, within the current large3607

experimental uncertainties, relatively close to data.3608

A somehow surprising result was the ratio of the coherent cross section of ψ(2S) to that of J/ψ both at mid rapidity.3609

The measured value is around two times larger than what has been measured in the photoproduction off protons. Note3610
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first that the experimental uncertainties are still quite large, so this discrepancy is only a bit larger than two sigmas.3611

All models, except AB, are quite close to the ratio measured at HERA, and thus far from that measured by ALICE3612

[713]. The AB-EPS09 model is closer to the measured ratio, but one has to say that the wave function of the ψ(2S)3613

was not included in its full complexity, and it is not clear what would happen if it were included. In this case, new3614

data and improved models are much needed.3615

Another area to watch is the measurement of coherent production of charmonium in peripheral or even semi-3616

central Pb − Pb collisions. As mentioned above, this possibility was discussed some time ago [718], but no full3617

calculation of the process has been performed. Furthermore, the possibility of measuring at different centralities,3618

which we expect to be possible during Run2, will allow to test different model implementations. For example, if the3619

coherent source were the spectator, then the distribution of transverse momentum would depend on rapidity. Another3620

idea that has been mentioned is that these processes, being independent of the hadronic interaction, may provide a3621

new and complementary probe of the Quark Gluon Plasma state.3622

6.5. Summary and outlook3623

The LHC Collaborations have demonstrated with data from Run1 that are capable of measuring photonuclear3624

production of charmonium and that these measurements provide valuable information to constraint models and can3625

contribute to a better understanding of shadowing. Furthermore, these data have given a glimpse of two remarkable3626

results: the ratio of ψ(2S) to J/ψ cross section for coherent photoproduction seems to be quite sensitive to nuclear3627

effects; and it seems to be possible to measure coherent production of charmonium overlapped with hadronic colli-3628

sions. During Run2, new data with large statistics will be collected and a definitive answer to these two questions3629

may be given. The new data will also allow to explore the dependence on transverse momentum with great detail3630

and potentially it will allow to measure Υ production. The measurements already existing and those to come, are3631

important milestones in the path going from HERA towards a future dedicated electron-ion facility [749, 750].3632
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7. Future upgrade programmes and experiments3633

7.1. Introduction3634

...a bit sharp/provoquative ...and schematic for now [it may get in a separate “Summary” chapter]3635

• pp3636

“Established”: pQCD describes heavy-quark production cross section at upper uncertainties; new quarkonium-3637

like states3638

“Open”: variety of quarkonium production models?3639

“Getting quantitative”: can one say someting abour pQCD with much improved syst. uncert.? is a single3640

production mechanism responsible for the low, mid and high pT quarkonia? multiplicity dependences?3641

• nucleus-nucleus:3642

“Established” (data at RHIC and the LHC in conjunction with theoretical models): heavy-quark energy loss;3643

charm thermalization; J/ψ (re)generation3644

“Open” (indications exist): flavour hierarchy in energy loss; bottom thermalization; Υ production (...and how3645

all this depends on collision energy)3646

“Getting quantitative”: charm and bottom transport coefficients; T (history) of QGP; T of phase boundary(?);3647

how to use p/d-nucleus as “baseline” (ultimately with nuclear PDFs, clearly)3648

• Experimental tools:3649

Ds, Λc, prompt and non-prompt J/ψ (cross sections, polarization, energy loss, v2); RAA of excited states (i.e.3650

RAA(ψ’) / RAA(J/ψ)); Υ states3651

measurements down to pT = 0; improved statistical and systematic uncertainties3652

7.2. Collider experiments3653

7.2.1. The LHC upgrade programme3654

The LHC roadmap foresees three long shutdowns (LS) of the machine in order to perform major upgrades. The3655

objective of LS1, recently completed, was to prepare the machine for 6.5–7 TeV operation in 2015 [751] reaching3656

(close to) the design energy and the nominal peak luminosity of Lpp = 1034cm−2 · s−1 or even higher. LS2, scheduled3657

for 2018 – 2019, will be mainly devoted to a major upgrade of the injectors as well as interventions performed3658

on the LHC itself aiming at increasing its instantaneous luminosity in pp and heavy-ion running modes to Lpp =3659

3 · 1034cm−2 · s−1 and LHI = 6 · 1027cm−2 · s−1, respectively. The interaction rate during Run3 and Run4 in Pb − Pb3660

collisions is foreseen to be 50 kHz. After LS3, envisaged in 2023 – 2025, the LHC peak luminosity is expected to3661

reach Lpp = 5 − 7 · 1034cm−2 · s−1 leveled down from higher luminosities [752] (HL-LHC).3662

The four major LHC experiments, ALICE, ATLAS, CMS and LHCb, have rich detector upgrade programmes to3663

fully exploit the accelerator upgrades. Three different phases, corresponding to the three LHC long shutdowns towards3664

the HL-LHC, are planned. Heavy-flavour and quarkonium physics, both in pp and Pb − Pb collisions, either drive or3665

strongly benefit from the upgrade programmes.3666

ALICE is the dedicated heavy-ion experiment, whose strengths, unique at LHC, are measurements at low pT and3667

involving a wide range of identified hadrons, and access to forward rapidities (y∼4) in muon decay channels. This3668

implies primarily minimum-bias (or centrality-selected) collisions, as trigger selectivity for low-pT observables is3669

obviously weak.3670

The ATLAS and CMS experiments are general-purpose experiments designed primarily for the investigations of3671

pp collisions, the Higgs boson discovery [753, 754] being the major achievement of Run1 for this physics programme.3672

Both detectors have demonstrated very good performance in nuclear collisions too, including measurements devoted3673

to heavy-quarks, as seen in the previous chapters. The upgrade programmes of both ATLAS and CMS detectors will3674

extend the studies of Higgs and of physics beyond the standard model with improved detector performances to match3675

the LHC luminosity increases. This will benefit the ATLAS and CMS heavy-ion physics programme as well.3676

The LHCb experiment is the dedicated experiment for the studies of b-quark physics in pp collisions. The mea-3677

surements performed by LHCb, for both charm and bottom hadrons, in pp and p−Pb collisions are of a large variety.3678
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The ALICE experiment. The ALICE collaboration pursues a major effort to upgrade its apparatus, in particular to3679

improve the tracking precision and to enable the read-out of all interactions, with the goal to accumulate 10 nb−1
3680

of Pb − Pb collisions after LS2. A low-B field (0.2 T) run to collect 3 nb−1 is also envisaged. The implementation3681

of this upgrade programme [755, 756], foreseen in LS2, includes: a new low-material Inner Tracking System [757]3682

with a forward rapidity extension (MFT [758]) to add vertexing capabilities to the current Muon Spectrometer; the3683

replacement of the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) wire chambers with gas electron multiplier (GEM) readout; a3684

new readout electronics for most of the detectors enabling continuous readout and an updated trigger system; a new3685

set of forward trigger detectors [759] and a new integrated online–offline system.3686

The new Inner Tracking System [757], covering mid-rapidity (|y| < 1.3), is devoted to the heavy flavour study.3687

It consists of seven concentric layers. For the forward rapidity (2.5 < y < 3.6) muon tracker (MFT) 5 detection3688

planes are envisaged. Both systems are composed of CMOS Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors with a pixel pitch of3689

28 µm. At mid-rapidity, the total material budget per layer is 0.3% and 0.8% of X0 for the three inner and four3690

outer layers, respectively. It is 0.6% of X0 per detection plane at forward rapidity [758]. These low material budget,3691

high granularity detectors, in conjunction with the reduction of the beam pipe diameter in the centre of the ALICE3692

detector from the present value of 58 mm to 36 mm, leads to a significantly improved measurement of the track impact3693

parameter (distance of closest approach to the primary vertex). It reaches 40 µm at pT ' 0.5 GeV/c at mid-rapidity3694

and 90 µm at pT ' 1 GeV/c at forward rapidity.3695

Thanks to this improved performance and the high statistics, a large number of new measurements become possible3696

and the existing measurements will be repeated with improved performances. In the charm sector, at mid-rapidity the3697

pT coverage will be extended towards pT =0 and the uncertainties will be significantly reduced for the D and Ds meson3698

nuclear modification factor and v2. The Λc baryon reconstruction in its three-prong decay (p, K and π) will become3699

possible down to pT = 2 GeV/c, allowing the measurement of baryon/meson ratio (Λc/D) crucial for the study of3700

thermalization and hadronization of charm quarks in the medium. Two-particle correlation studies with a D meson as3701

“trigger” particles (see Chapter 4) as well as a measurement of D-jet fragmentation function will be performed. At3702

forward rapidity the separation of open charm and open beauty production cross sections can be performed via the3703

measurement of decay muons.3704
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The ALICE detector upgrade opens up the possibility to fully reconstruct B+ meson (B+ → D0π+) down to3705

pT = 2 GeV/c and the Λb baryon (Λb → Λ+
c π
−) down to pT = 7 GeV/c. The thermalization of b-quarks in the3706

medium will be studied via the measurement of the elliptic flow in the semi-leptonic as well as J/ψ or D meson decay3707

channels, both at mid and forward rapidities. Fig. 102 gives an example of the expected performance of open heavy3708
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flavour nuclear modification factor and elliptic flow measurements [757].3709
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The ALICE detector upgrade will lead to a significant improvement of the J/ψ measurement, both at mid and3710

forward rapidities. The expected performance of the v2 measurement is illustrated in Fig. 103 (right panel). At3711

forward rapidity, the measurement of J/ψ polarization in Pb − Pb collisions will become possible, as well as precision3712

measurements of the production of Υ states.3713

The measurement of the ψ(2S) meson, combined with the J/ψ measurement, offers an important tool to dis-3714

criminate between different charmonium production models. The ψ(2S) measurement is a challenge in heavy-ion3715

experiments, in particular at low pT. At forward rapidity, the addition of the MFT will allow a precise measurement3716

of ψ(2S) down to zero pT even in the most central Pb − Pb collisions. At mid-rapidity the measurement remains very3717

challenging, but a significant result is expected with the full statistics of the ALICE data after the upgrade (Fig. 103,3718

left panel).3719

Comparable detection performances at mid and forward rapidities will place the ALICE experiment in the position3720

of studying the heavy flavour QGP probes as a function of rapidity. This will help imposing tighter experimental3721

constraints to theoretical models.3722

The ATLAS experiment. Phase-0, during the 2013 – 2014 shutdown, saw the installation of the Insertable B-Layer3723

(IBL) [761], which is an additional fourth pixel layer, placed closer to the beam pipe at an average radius of 33 mm.3724

It will add redundancy to the inner tracking system, leading to improved tracking robustness. This new layer pro-3725

vides improved pointing resolution of the inner tracker for pT as low as 1 GeV/c and a pseudo-proper decay length3726

resolution improved by about 30% compared to Run1, leading to an improved b-quark tagging performance [762].3727

The inner tracker will be completely replaced during the Phase-2 ATLAS upgrade [763] (LHC LS3) in order to cope3728

with the high-luminosity Run4 of the LHC. This new tracker, composed of silicon pixel and strip layers, will have3729

capabilities equivalent to the current tracker (with the IBL).3730

In Phase-1, ATLAS proposes the installation of new Muon Small Wheels and more selective (“topological”) Level-13731

trigger criteria [764, 765], which carry the potential to improve the dimuon acceptance at low pT. The cavern back-3732

ground leads to fake triggers in the forward muon spectrometer, with adverse impact on its physics capability. In order3733

to be able to handle the high luminosity, it is proposed to replace the first end-cap station by the New Small Wheel3734

(NSW) covering the rapidity range 1.2 < |η| < 2.4. The NSW will be integrated into the Level-1 trigger, improving3735

the background rejection. Two technologies, MicroMegas detectors and small-strip Thin Gap chambers, will be used3736

in order to have both a good position resolution (< 100 µm) and a fast trigger function. A longer upgrade plan of the3737
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muon end-caps, consisting in the extension of the muon reconstruction coverage to higher rapidities, is under study.3738

One of the possible scenarios consists in the addition of a warm toroid at low angles combined with new muon cham-3739

bers at high rapidity. The extension would cover the rapidity range 2.5 < |y| < 4.0 and should have a pT resolution of3740

the order of 15–40% for pT ranging from 10 to 100 GeV/c.3741

The high luminosity of Run2 and Run3 imposes to rise the pT of muon trigger threshold, in order to partially limit3742

this increase, a new Level-1 topological trigger algorithm has been implemented. A pT threshold of the order of 153743

GeV/c at the J/ψ mass which will increase to 30 GeV/c for higher luminosities is foreseen. The ATLAS quarkonia3744

and heavy flavour programmes will therefore concentrate on high pT range (pT & 30 GeV/c).3745

The CMS experiment. Two phases compose the CMS experiment upgrade programme. Phase-1, spread over LS13746

and LS2, involves consolidation of the current detectors. Phase-2, planned to be completed during LS3, leads to3747

the readiness of the experiment for physics at the HL-LHC. The upgrade activities in Phase-1 involve the inner3748

pixel detector, the hadron calorimeter, the forward muon systems, and the Level-1 trigger [766–768]. The entire3749

pixel detector will be replaced during the 2016 – 2017 yearly shutdown. The new device adds a fourth detection3750

layer for redundancy in tracking and leads to an improved fake-track rejection. Pointing resolution will be improved3751

thanks to the reduced material budget and by moving the first detection layer closer to the interaction point, which3752

will substantially improve the b-quark tagging capability. The upgrade in the hadron calorimeter Level-1 trigger is3753

motivated by the heavy-ion programme; the significantly-improved selectivity for high-pT jets opens up precision3754

measurements of b-tagged jets. An illustration of the expected performance is given in Fig. 104 for the doubly-tagged3755

b-jet asymmetry parameter AJ .3756
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Figure 104: Estimated performance of the measurement in CMS of the doubly-tagged b-jet asymmetry AJ distribution in |η| < 2 [769].

The muon system will be completed during Phase-1 by adding a fourth end-cap layer for 1.2 < |η| < 1.8 and3757

by improving the read-out granularity at mid-rapidity. During LS1, Level-1 hardware trigger algorithms will be3758

upgraded, resulting in an improved muon trigger selectivity [769]. The impact on HI physics programme will be a3759

better non-prompt J/ψ extraction and an improved dimuon mass resolution.3760

The Phase-2 upgrades [770] include the extension of the inner tracking system to |η| < 4 with triggering capability3761

and additional muon redundancy with a possible extension of the muon system to cover |η| < 4. It will result in3762

an improved mass resolution (gain of 1.2 – 1.5) with an improved quarkonia triggering performance. High-statistics3763

measurements of prompt and non-prompt J/ψ, for ψ(2S) and for Υ states will become available [769].3764
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The LHCb experiment. The upgrade programme of the LHCb collaboration [771] has two major facets: i) the re-3765

placement of all front-end electronics27, which will enable continuous detector readout at 40 MHz, followed by a full3766

software trigger [772]; ii) detector upgrades designed for operation at a luminosity increased by a factor of 5 com-3767

pared to current conditions (leveled nominal luminosity will be 2·1033 cm−2 · s−1). This comprises the replacement3768

of the VELO silicon vertex detector [773], new tracker systems before and after the dipole magnet [774], and major3769

upgrades for the systems performing particle identification: the RICH, the calorimeter and the muon system [775].3770

The upgraded LHCb detector components will be installed during LS2 and is envisaged to collect a data sample of3771

at least 50 fb−1. This will significantly enhance the unique physics capability of LHCb for heavy flavour measurements3772

in pp and p−Pb collisions. The focus is on rare observables in connection to physics beyond the standard model, but3773

the high-precision measurements of production cross sections for quarkonia and open charm hadrons is a direct bonus.3774

7.2.2. The RHIC programme3775

The current plans [776] envisage measurement at RHIC up to mid-2020’s, followed by eRHIC. During Run 14, thanks3776

to the full implementation of 3D stochastic cooling, RHIC achieved, in Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV, an3777

average stored luminosity of L = 5 · 1027 cm−2 · s−1 reaching 25 times the design value. The ongoing measurements3778

focus on heavy flavour probes of QGP exploiting the newly-installed silicon vertex detectors in both PHENIX and3779

STAR experiments. These campaigns will extend up to 2016, when the electron cooling of RHIC is expected to enter3780

in operation. The RHIC luminosity upgrade plan is to operate the collider in Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV3781

at an average stored luminosity of L = 1028 cm−2 · s−1 [777]. The second phase (2017 – 2020) of the Beam Energy3782

Scan (BES-II), spanning
√

sNN = 7 – 20 GeV, opens up the potential of heavy flavour measurements at lowest to-date3783

collider energies.3784

The sPHENIX project. The PHENIX collaboration has a radical upgrade plan consisting on replacing the existing3785

PHENIX central detectors which have small acceptance and lack hadronic calorimetry with a compact calorimeter3786

and 1.5 T superconducting magnetic solenoid [778]. Full azimuthal calorimeter coverage, both electromagnetic and3787

hadronic will be available in |η| < 1. The sPHENIX detector will be capable of identifying heavy-quark jets and sep-3788

arating Υ states in their dielectron decay channel with a mass resolution better than 100 MeV/c2. The sPHENIX run-3789

ning plan consists of two years of data taking (2021 – 2022) in Au − Au, d−Au and pp collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV.3790

The inner tracking system will be composed by the currently existing Silicon Vertex Detector (VTX) with three3791

additional silicon layers at larger radii to improve the momentum resolution and the track-finding capability. The3792

reconstruction efficiency will be as high as 97% for pT > 2 GeV/c, with a momentum resolution of the order of 1 –3793

1.5 % (depending on pT). The pointing resolution will be better than 30 µm for pT > 3 GeV/c. The electrons from3794

the Υ decays are identified using a combination of the electromagnetic calorimeter and the inner hadron calorimeter3795

with a pion rejection power better than 100 at a 95% electron efficiency.3796

Thanks to this very good performance, sPHENIX will be able to measure the suppression pattern of the three Υ3797

states. The high RHIC luminosity and the sPHENIX data acquisition bandwidth (10 kHz) will give to sPHENIX the3798

opportunity to record 1011 Au − Au collisions, leading to an unprecedented precision of Υ measurements, see Fig. 105.3799

Thanks to the combination of its high-precision inner tracking and calorimetry systems, sPHENIX will be able to3800

perform b-quark jet tagging by requiring the presence of charged tracks within the jet with a large distance of closest3801

approach to the primary vertex. Simulations show that for jet pT = 20 GeV/c, a b-jet purity of 50% will be reached3802

with an efficiency of the order of 40 – 50% [779], which will allow to extract b-jet RAA down to pT = 20 GeV/c3803

in central Au − Au collisions. Tagging of a c-quark jet using the same technique is challenging due to the shorter3804

c-hadron lifetime. Nevertheless, c-jet tagging performance is under study by associating fully reconstructed D meson3805

with reconstructed jets in the calorimeter. Those heavy-quark jet measurements will be an excellent test of in-medium3806

parton energy loss mechanisms and will give some insights on the fragmentation functions of heavy-quarks.3807

STAR experiment. The STAR upgrade programme [780] includes on a short term (with focus on BES-II) an upgrade3808

of the inner part of the TPC readout chambers as well as a new Event Plane Detector (EPD). The long term part3809

includes upgrades on the Heavy Flavor Tracker for faster readout and a forward rapidity system with tracking and3810

27The replacement of front-end electronics implies, for some of the LHCb detectors, like the silicon trackers, the replacement of the active
elements.
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Figure 105: Estimated performance (quoted are the statistical uncertainties) of the measurement of the upsilon states RAA using sPHENIX in
Au − Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV [779].

calorimetry. The focus will be on measurements relevant for QGP in AA collisions, CNM effects in p−A collisions3811

and for the spin programme at RHIC [776]. Among the observables relevant for QGP studies expected to become3812

accessible are Λc baryon and open beauty meson production, while the measurements in the quarkonium sector will3813

benefit from a significantly improved precision.3814

7.3. The fixed target experiments3815

Fixed-target experiments using hadron beams have played a major role in quarkonium physics, starting with the co-3816

discovery in 1974 of the J/ψ [781] at BNL with a 30 GeV proton beam on a Be target, the discovery of the Υ [782] with3817

400 GeV protons on Cu and Pt targets and the first observation of hc [783] at Fermilab with antiprotons on an internal3818

hydrogen jet target. In addition, fixed-target experiments have revealed, through high-precision quarkonium studies,3819

many novel and mostly unexpected features of quark and gluon dynamics, which included the anomalous suppression3820

of J/ψ [606] in Pb − Pb collisions at SPS, the strong non-factorising nuclear suppression of J/ψ hadroproduction at3821

high xF [784] and the large-xF production of J/ψ pairs [785].3822

A few fixed-target projects in connexion with heavy-flavour and quarkonium are being discussed in our community3823

at the SPS, Fermilab, FAIR and the LHC. These are reported below.3824

7.3.1. Low energy projects at SPS, Fermilab and FAIR3825

Using a 120 GeV proton beam extracted from the Fermilab Main Injector, the Fermilab E-906/SeaQuest experi-3826

ment [786], which is part of a series of fixed target Drell-Yan experiments done at Fermilab, aims to examine the3827

modifications to the antiquark structure of the proton from nuclear binding and to better quantify the energy loss of a3828

coloured parton (quark) travelling through cold, strongly-interacting matter. In the context of this review, one should3829

stress that their muon spectrometer covering dimuon mass from roughly 3 to 7 GeV/c2 also allows one to perform3830

J/ψ and ψ(2S) cross section measurements with a good accuracy.3831

The COMPASS collaboration has recently started to look at Drell-Yan measurements using a 190 GeV pion3832

beam [787] with the aim of measuring single-transverse spin asymmetries and of measuring the quark Sivers func-3833

tions [788]. Data taken during tests in 2009 have revealed that, with the same set-up, they can also measure, with3834

a good accuracy, pion-induced J/ψ (probably also ψ(2S)) production cross sections at
√

sNN =18.8 GeV on nuclear3835

targets.3836

Another experiment at SPS, NA61/SHINE also has plans to move ahead to charm production in the context of3837

heavy-ion physics. Their upgrade relies on the installation of a new silicon vertex detector [789] which would allow3838

for precise track reconstructions and, in turn, for D0 production studies in Pb − Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 8.6 and3839

17.1 GeV.3840
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Finally, the FAIR project, presently under construction at GSI Darmstadt, has a nucleus-nucleus collisions pro-3841

gramme devoted to the study of baryon-dominated matter at high densities [790]. The dedicated Compressed Baryonic3842

Matter (CBM) experiment is designed with the initial priority on the study of open charm and charmonium close to3843

production threshold in Au − Au collisions around 25 GeV-per-nucleon beam energy (
√

sNN ' 7 GeV). The current3844

baseline of the FAIR project envisages collisions with Au beams only up to 10 GeV per nucleon, implying that the3845

charm sector of CBM cannot be covered in nucleus-nucleus collisions. Production in proton-nucleus collisions will3846

be studied, while the possible addition of a second ring will bring the accelerator to the initially-designed energy.3847

7.3.2. Plans for fixed-target experiment using the LHC beams3848

Generalities. Historically, the first proposal to perform fixed-target experiments with the LHC beams dates back to3849

the early nineties along with the LHB proposal (see e. g. [791]) to perform flavour physics studies using the expected3850

1010 B’s produced per year using an extracted beam with a flux of more than 108 p+ s−1 obtained with a bent-crystal3851

positioned in the halo of the beam. This idea was revived in the mid 2000’s [792] and it is now being seriously3852

investigated at the LHC along with the smart collimator solution proposed by the (L)UA9 collaboration28.3853

More generally, 7 TeV protons colliding on fixed targets release a centre-of-mass (c.m.s.) energy,
√

sNN, close to3854

115 GeV, in a range never explored thus far, significantly higher than at SPS and not far from RHIC. With the 2.76 TeV3855

Pb beam,
√

sNN amounts to 72 GeV approximately half way between the top Au − Au and Cu − Cu energy at RHIC3856

and the typical energies studied at the SPS. As discussed in Ref. [793–796], colliding the LHC proton and heavy-ion3857

beams on fixed targets offer a remarkably wide range of physics opportunities. The fixed-target mode with TeV beams3858

has four critical advantages: i) very large luminosities, ii) an easy access over the full target-rapidity domain, iii) the3859

target versatility and iv) the target polarisation. This respectively allows for: i) decisive statistical precision for many3860

processes, ii) the first experiment covering the whole negative xF domain up to −1, iii) an ambitious spin programme3861

relying on the study of single transverse spin asymmetries and iv) a unique opportunity to study in detail the nuclear3862

matter versus the hot and dense matter formed in heavy-ion collisions, including the formation of the quark-gluon3863

plasma down to the target rapidities.3864

SMOG – the first step. A first – probably decisive – step towards such a project has been made by the LHCb collabora-3865

tion using SMOG, a system designed to perform imaging of the beam profiles towards luminosity determination [797].3866

SMOG consists in the injection of a gas (Ne until now) in the VErtex LOcator of LHCb; this also allows to record3867

fixed-target collisions. During test beams, data have been recorded in p−Ne collisions at
√

sNN = 87 GeV and Pb − Ne3868

at
√

sNN = 54.4 GeV. The limited current statistics – due to the limited gas pressure and the short run durations – has3869

for now only allowed for strange-hadron reconstruction. A handful of J/ψ and charmed mesons might be extracted3870

from these data. In any case, they have illustrated that a detector like LHCb has a very good coverage for the fixed-3871

target mode (and performs very well in this mode). Let us stress here that, thanks of the boost between the c.m.s.3872

and laboratory frame, the rapidity shift between them is 4.8 with the 7 TeV proton beam. Hence, a detector covering3873

ηlab ∈ [1, 5] allows for measurements in essentially the whole backward hemisphere, i. e. yc.m.s. ≤ 0 or xF ≤ 0.3874

Towards A Fixed-Target ExpeRiment at the LHC, AFTER@LHC. With a dedicated set-up and run schedule (see3875

below), pp and p−A collisions can be studied, during the 107 s LHC proton run, with luminosities three orders of3876

magnitude larger than at RHIC. Pb − A collisions can be studied, during the 106 s LHC Pb run, at a luminosity3877

comparable to that of RHIC and the LHC over the full range of the target-rapidity domain with a large variety of3878

nuclei. Quarkonium production, open heavy-flavour hadrons and prompt photons in p−A collisions can thus be3879

investigated [793, 794] with statistics previously unheard of (see Tab. 18) and in the backward region, xF < 0, which3880

is essentially uncharted. This would certainly complement the studies discussed in section 3. In complement to3881

conventional nuclear targets made of Pb, Au, W, Cu, etc., high precision QCD measurements (including some of3882

those discussed in section 2) can also obviously be performed in pp and pd collisions with hydrogen and deuterium3883

targets. Finally, looking at the QGP in the fixed-target mode offers the opportunity to study the remnants of the nucleus3884

in its rest frame after the formation of the QGP. Thanks to the use of the recent ultra-granular calorimetry technology,3885

studies of direct photons, χc and even χb production in heavy-ion collisions – two measurements not available in any3886

other experimental configuration – can be envisioned (see [798] for a similar idea at SPS energies).3887

28http://home.web.cern.ch/about/experiments/ua9.
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Beam Flux Target
√

sNN Thickness ρ A L
∫
L Br``

dNJ/ψ
dy

∣∣∣∣
y=0

Br``
dNΥ
dy

∣∣∣∣
y=0

(s−1) (GeV) (cm) (g.cm−3) (µb−1.s−1) (pb−1.y−1) (y−1) (y−1)

p 5 × 108 Liquid H 115 100 0.068 1 2000 20000 4.0 × 108 8.0 × 105

p 5 × 108 Liquid D 115 100 0.16 2 2400 24000 9.6 × 108 1.9 × 106

p 5 × 108 Pb 115 1 11.35 207 16 160 6.7 × 108 1.3 × 106

Pb 2 × 105 Liquid H 72 100 0.068 1 0.8 0.8 3.4 × 106 6.9 × 103

Pb 2 × 105 Liquid D 72 100 0.16 2 1 1 8.0 × 106 1.6 × 104

Pb 2 × 105 Pb 72 1 11.35 207 0.007 0.007 5.7 × 106 1.1 × 104

Beam Flux Target
√

sNN Usable gas zone Pressure A L
∫
L Br``

dNJ/ψ
dy

∣∣∣∣
y=0

Br``
dNΥ
dy

∣∣∣∣
y=0

(s−1) (GeV) (cm) (Bar) (µb−1.s−1) (pb−1.y−1) (y−1) (y−1)

p 3 × 1018 perfect gas 115 100 10−9 A 10 100 2 × 106 × A 4 × 103 × A
Pb 5 × 1014 perfect gas 72 100 10−9 A 0.001 0.001 4.25 × 103 × A 8.6 × A

Table 18: Expected yields (assuming no nuclear effects) and luminosities obtained for a 7 (2.76) TeV proton (Pb) beam extracted by means of bent
crystal (upper part) and obtained with an internal gas target (lower part).

To substantiate these claims, we have gathered in Tab. 18 a set of key quantities for two scenarios29 – a beam3888

extracted/splitted with a bent crystal with a dense target and a gas target intercepting the full LHC flux –, such as the3889

c.m.s. energy, the flux through the target, its length, its density/pressure, the instantaneous and yearly luminosities as3890

well as the J/ψ and Υ yields close to y = 0.3891

29add the wire idea in ALICE
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